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Abstract: This dissertation is a qualitative study that focuses on ten pre-service 
teachers as students in an undergraduate teacher preparation program at a 4-year 
university in Texas and follows four of them into the classroom as novice teachers. The 
primary data consists of paired (auto)biographical dialogues, oral (her)story interviews, 
ethnographic classroom observations, and participant interviews. Cross-cultural insights 
provided by this work aim to inform multicultural approaches to teacher education and 
novice teacher induction by providing tools for identifying and integrating the cultural 
resources of maestras in school contexts. Participants in this study learn to become 
maestras in the home at an early age by contributing to the household and caring for 
others in various ways, including as bicultural brokers, translators, surrogate parents, and 
by tutoring relatives, family friends, and neighbors. The term maestra includes both 
Latina bilingual education pre-service (student) teachers and Latina novice (first- and 
second-year) teachers. Analysis indicates that the maestras draw upon their “funds of 
knowledge” or cultural resources as they formulate their philosophies of education in 
 viii 
making decisions about majoring in bilingual education. This study also found that they 
relate their “pedagogies of the home” or cultural strategies for survival and lived 
experiences to the academic theories learned at the university and the knowledge gained 
through their classroom student teaching as they decide whether or not to pursue a career 
as bilingual education teachers after graduation. I argue that maestras are receptive to 
becoming critically conscious educators as they articulate their situatedness as gendered, 
raced, and classed Latinas. However their situatedness is not integrated with their teacher 
preparation or their novice teacher induction. U.S. public school culture does not 
understand or facilitate processes for maestras to create transformative practices. Thus 
the maestras in this study create their own on-the-ground consciousness raising. 
Implementing opportunities for maestras to uncover, reflect, discuss, and act upon their 
varied perspectives allows them to formulate culturally sensitive pedagogies for affirming 
diversity at every level in schools and in the larger society. Retaining highly qualified 
maestras is critical to increasing Latina/o students’ opportunities for academic access and 
success through the Pre-K—16 educational pipeline. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
BACKGROUND 
As U.S. public schools become increasingly more segregated along the lines of 
ethnicity, language, and social class (Orfield & Lee, 2004), there is much conversation 
about preparing teachers for a diverse world (e.g., Sleeter, 1991, 1992, 2001; Nieto, 2000; 
Asher, 2005; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2005). Bergeron (2008) writes, the “instruction that 
has traditionally been offered in schools fails to meet this goal” (p. 6). Such conversations 
acknowledge the changing makeup of the nation and the population trend, which includes 
an increase in people whose first language is not English. On its website, the National 
Center for Education Statistics reports, “In fall 2008, a record 49.8 million students will 
attend public elementary and secondary schools.” Of those, 11 million are estimated to 
speak a language other than English at home. Villegas and Lucas (2002) argue that, “This 
trend is especially salient in the K—12 student population” (p. 20). Given the continued 
increase of U.S. public school students who are native speakers of languages other than 
English, bilingual education and multicultural education remain imperative. 
According to Solórzano and Solórzano (1999), Latinas/os make up the largest 
ethnic minority public school Pre-K—12 population and Spanish is the most commonly 
spoken language in the U.S. other than English. “While the number of Spanish-speaking 
children in U.S. schools continues to grow, however, there is a persistent shortage of 
bilingual Latino/Chicano teachers,” writes Bergeron (2008, p. 7). Since the current 
teaching force does not display this same diversity, the need remains to attract, recruit, 
prepare, support and retain more Latina/o bilingual education teachers. Bilingual 
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education can serve as a linguistic and cultural conduit for Latina/o students to bridge 
their home, school, and community lives. 
Bilingual Education and Mexican Americans 
In Texas, where my study takes place, Mexican Americans have long played a 
central role in developing alternative educational programs for their children. “Mexican 
American activists created the political context, and academicians contributed to the 
intellectual context that discredited English-Only Pedagogy,” writes Blanton (2004, p. 
111). To better serve students’ educational needs, Mexican American activists, youth and 
elders, fought to challenge English-Only policies. According to Blanton, “Neither 
educators nor activists could reform English-Only. The federal government, language 
theorists, and the Chicano Generation of leadership would soon supply the drastic action 
necessary to eradicate this failed pedagogy” (p. 123). Participation by all stakeholders 
helped move forward the design and implementation of bilingual education programs. 
Eventually several crucial court decisions and federal policies led to the implementation 
of Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, which 
developed into what we know as modern bilingual education including the Bilingual 
Education Act of 1967—68. Blanton describes these gains as “a mechanism of 
empowerment and integration for language minorities” (p. 124). 
As public interest in bilingual education increased, a need for teacher training in 
bilingual education was also acknowledged. With the establishment of the Bilingual 
Education Act in the late 1960s, “programs developed on the university level for the 
preparation of teachers, administrators, and other personnel to work in bilingual 
education,” write Fishman and Keller (1982, p. 11). For the first time, universities began 
to take part in the creation of bilingual teacher preparation materials and programs. In 
1974, the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court decision articulated the need to prepare 
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educators to appropriately serve linguistically diverse students. Fishman and Keller 
(1982) write, “[it] establishes the criterion of obligatory bilingual education on the 
national level” (p. 13). However, this ruling like other court decisions did not specify the 
role of native language in instruction. Although the aim of bilingual education supporters 
focused on providing additive bilingual and bicultural experiences in the classroom, this 
effort was compromised by deficit attitudes throughout the U.S. toward Spanish-speakers 
and bilingual education. Racist sentiments led to a devaluing of Spanish-English bilingual 
competencies in U.S. public schools, which continues to this day. 
Blanton (2004) documents, “Throughout the 1960s teachers and administrators 
continued to punish students for speaking Spanish on school grounds. These disciplinary 
measures were intended to demean the language and its speaker—to shame a student into 
speaking English at all times” (p. 128). As these unfair punishments continued, “Tejanos 
were becoming more adamant about the role Spanish should play in the public schools” 
(p. 128). Blanton describes how the new generation of Mexican Americans connected 
speaking Spanish with ethnic pride: 
Younger Mexican Americans experienced a greater sense of ethnic pride, racial 
distinctiveness, and cultural recognition. The leaders of this generational and 
cultural shift preferred to identify themselves as Chicano, not Mexican American. 
Chicanos rejected the liberal rhetoric, accommodationist style, and professed 
patience of the preceding generation for the radicalism, confrontation, and 
immediacy that grew out of the 1960s civil rights and antiwar movements. More 
than their predecessors, they strove to include Spanish not only in their daily lives 
but also as an officially recognized language of instruction. (pp. 128-129) 
The cultural and political shifts of the late 1960s developed commitments for change. 
Chicana/o and Mexican American high school students in particular “commonly 
demanded the immediate institution of bilingual-bicultural education” (p. 130). As 
Chicana/o university students organized under the auspices of MEChA (Movimiento 
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlán), they developed El Plan de Santa Barbara and in it called 
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for a “synergy of research, knowledge, and activism” to benefit “both the university and 
the community” (p. 131). Chicano studies programs were signaled as the sites that 
“would support the necessary research for teachers implementing bilingual-bicultural 
education in the community” (p. 131). Institutions of higher education were called on to 
become involved in designing teaching methods and curricula. Other critical tasks 
included developing programs and initiating research in bilingual-bicultural education 
that addressed pedagogical challenges, monolingual attitudes, and educational 
policymaking. The role of teachers and teacher education in helping young children 
become bilingual and bicultural involved the incorporation of native language instruction 
and recognition of the various educational, cultural, and linguistic needs of each child as 
well as the strengths of their home communities. Teacher education was to play a central 
role in preparing teachers to work with language minority children to help them develop 
bilingual competencies and construct their identity as bilingual and bicultural children. 
Although not entirely eliminated, bilingual education has been devastated in the 
last ten years. This is due, in large measure, to restrictive  mandates from the federal 
government  and  the passage of state ballot measures which have  drastically  curtailed  
bilingual education’s scope  and methodological options. In 1998, in California, 
Proposition 227 was voted into law. In a paper presented at the 32nd annual National 
Association for Bilingual Education (NABE) conference, Loera (2003) details, 
“Proposition 227 eliminated the state law on bilingual education and forced schools to 
only provide one school year of intensive English immersion services for students in 
kindergarten through grade twelve.” Two years later in 2000, Arizona passed Proposition 
203. “Proposition 203 virtually prohibits instruction in any [other] language other than 
English in Arizona schools. Although the proposition is modeled after California's 
Proposition 227, the Arizona measure is far more restrictive and punitive,” writes Loera. 
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Both propositions are anti-bilingual education initiatives funded by Ron Unz. In the 
following years, Unz-initiated proposals reached Colorado and Massachusetts. Escamilla 
et al. (2003) report that although Unz’s efforts were successful a third time when 
Question 2 passed in Massachusetts, “On November 5, 2002, Colorado voters gave Ron 
Unz and his anti-bilingual, English-immersion amendment (Amendment 31) its first 
defeat,” (p. 357). Although Colorado parents, community and school board members 
were successful in stopping this anti-bilingual education campaign at the polls, concerns 
lingered. Escamilla et al. argue that the battle, “to protect the educational rights of 
language-minority children and their parents [was won], but we know there is a war still 
raging” (p. 378). Not surprisingly in 2001, the federal government also handed down 
language and cultural restrictions as the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act was signed 
into effect. It included the dismantling of the Office of Bilingual Education and Minority 
Language Affairs (OBEMLA), which had been established by Congress in 1974 
(http://www.ed.gov/pubs/TeachersGuide/obemla.html). OBEMLA had brought with it a 
number of grants, which were specifically designated for teacher, school, and district-
wide enhancement of bilingual education. In its place, a conservative Congress 
established what is currently known as the Office of English Language Acquisition 
(OELA). OELA administers programs and activities under Title III and Title V of NCLB 
(http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/index.html). This new office erased all 
language that pertained to bilingualism and biculturalism and brought with it a narrow 
focus on English-Only immersion and early-exit bilingual education programs. 
This backdrop provides the social, cultural, and political context to my study and 
gives rise to questions about bilingual education, multicultural education, teacher 
preparation, and the experiences of a group of ten maestras, Latina teachers, 
predominantly Mexican American, in Texas. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This study examines why a group of maestras select the teaching profession and 
persist or opt out after completing a bilingual education teacher certification program. It 
also explains how maestras draw from their lived experiences and professional 
development to inform their decisions to teach and the practice of teaching. The 
following research questions address how maestras discern their early teaching 
experiences and how educators may learn from such experiences: 
1. How do Latina university students narrate their lived experiences and articulate a 
sense of self, family, and community in their development as maestras? 
2. How do they develop their perspectives and philosophies for teaching in 
Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms? 
3. How are maestras’ beliefs, values, and approaches to teaching articulated, 
enacted, or contradicted in the classroom? 
A Chicana feminist lens suggests that maestras in this study draw upon cultural domains 
such as gender, language, social class, and race/ethnicity as they develop their interest in 
teaching in bilingual education classrooms. Their basis for remaining in the teaching 
profession is informed by the maestras’ desire for satisfaction and fulfillment from 
teaching in predominantly Latina/o bilingual education classrooms. As we will see, they 
employ the cultural strategies of sobrevivencia (survival, transcendence, and self-
sufficiency), esperanza (hope), amor (love, including a pursuit for social justice), coraje 
(courage and rage), cariño (critical and authentic care, caring as political), and 
conocimiento (knowledge and understanding) in their decisions to teach. Drawing upon 
these strategies teacher educators and professional development facilitators must 
encourage teacher reflection, dialogue and action around their personal experiences with 
difference to promote teacher satisfaction and fulfillment. This study also suggests that 
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teacher education programs and teacher professional development should be mindful of 
how to increase the recruitment and retention rates of Latina bilingual teachers. 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Latina life narratives have not yet been used to understand the lived experiences 
of Latinas. Salinas (2005) writes, “curriculum and policymakers need historical accounts 
of Chicana/o communities, individuals, and their active roles in the schooling of 
children” (p. 227). Therefore this study illustrates how maestras draw on their cultural 
resources and lived experiences as gendered, racialized, and classed individuals to inform 
their perspectives on becoming bilingual education teachers. The maestras in my study 
are assisted in their self-reflexive process of identifying as Latinas through the paired 
(auto)biographical dialogues I developed and the interviews I conducted. The paired 
(auto)biographical dialogues involved pairing the maestras in the group at random and 
asking them to engage with one another using a guide of questions and prompts (see 
Appendix A). This exercise sought to encourage the maestras to question how particular 
beliefs and ideologies related to race, ethnicity, social class, gender, and language within 
the contexts of family, home, and community have informed their lived experiences and 
interests in bilingual education. The development and design of paired (auto)biographical 
dialogues is discussed further in Chapter Two. 
To discern the reasons for new teacher attrition and retention, it is critical to 
examine how maestras articulate culturally specific forms of knowledge and practices 
from their home and community experiences in relation to the new experiences and 
conditions they face in their early years of teaching. The literature on multicultural 
teaching calls for teacher education programs to prepare all teachers for culturally, 
linguistically, and economically diverse (CLED) classrooms. For example, Dilworth and 
Brown (2005) advocate that teacher education programs develop more professionals who 
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are prepared to fight exclusionary educational practices on behalf of CLED students. My 
work reflects this concern by arguing for formalized spaces for reflection and dialogue, 
which can lead to informed and collective action where maestras negotiate on behalf of 
CLED students, their families, and communities. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
This study provides a significant contribution to the literature on teacher 
education by demonstrating that maestras have the sensitivity to be critically conscious. 
As border crossers they articulate their situatedness as gendered, raced, and classed 
Latinas. By centering the experiences of maestros, this study highlights the need to 
address the experiences of Latina/o teachers. The study also advocates for pre-service and 
in-service professional development that focuses on building on the strengths of Latina 
teachers as it informs the relationship between their teacher characteristics and their 
actual classroom discourse. 
Latina teachers are often overlooked in the arena of teacher preparation. Even 
research in the areas of multicultural education and bilingual education fail to address the 
experiences of Latina pre-service teachers. Latina teachers, their experiences and 
perceptions, remain absent in the literature on teacher education, and Latina educators as 
authors of these articles are not prevalent in the major teacher education journals. 
According to Sleeter (2001), most work by teacher education scholars examines issues 
related to the preparation of teachers to teach in CLED classrooms while continuing to 
center the conversation on whiteness. Although this work is valuable, we must also 
address the gap in research regarding the experiences of Latina teachers, if we are to 
understand the various hegemonic powers impacting the educational experiences of 
Latina/o children. Otherwise, as Montecinos (2004) articulates, “By excluding, silencing 
and ignoring the presence of pre-service teachers of color, multicultural teacher education 
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is, paradoxically, securing the norm of Whiteness in teacher preparation and undermining 
the principles of multicultural education” (p. 168). Critical teacher education scholars 
(e.g., Gay, 2000, 2002; Villegas & Lucas, 2002) agree that preparing teachers to better 
address diversity in Pre-K—12 classrooms is necessary. They call on institutions of 
higher education to rethink the curriculum in their teacher preparation programs. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This study contributes to the emergent literature drawing upon Latina teacher 
narratives (e.g., Guerrero, 1997, 1998, 2003; Macías et al., 1999; Bustos Flores, 2001) to 
examine how culturally specific forms of knowledge and practices inform maestras’ 
beliefs and approaches to teaching in bilingual education classrooms. Maestras’ decisions 
to leave the teaching profession before becoming fulltime teachers or their persistence in 
the profession beyond their teacher preparation program are informed by their perceived 
professional strengths and limitations as well as their coping strategies. These decisions 
have a profound impact on the number of trained Latina teachers who are available to 
work with CLED students. As teachers transition from pre-service to novice teachers they 
draw upon belief systems born in the home, out of their lived experiences, and their 
teacher preparation program. The following section presents an overview of the empirical 
literature on culturally relevant teaching and teacher of color experiences. The literature 
on Chicana feminist thought included in this review provides a theoretical context for the 
study. Theoretical questions raised by the literature inform the data collection and 
analysis. 
Culturally Relevant Teaching 
Villegas and Lucas (2002) argue, “All of us involved in the education of teachers 
at our institutions must engage in dialogue to develop a collective vision of teaching and 
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learning in a multicultural society” (p. 30). Findings from Villegas and Lucas’ 
multicultural teacher preparation study reveal six salient characteristics of the culturally 
responsive teacher: 1) socioculturally conscious; 2) an affirming attitude toward students 
from culturally diverse backgrounds; 3) commitment and skills to act as agents of 
change; 4) constructivist views of learning; 5) learning about students; and 6) culturally 
responsive teaching practices. These characteristics relate to my own study in that the 
maestras in my study already come with the potential for each. As the daughters and 
granddaughters of immigrants to the U.S. they confront challenges along the lines of 
gender, racial, ethnic, linguistic, and/or social class differences. Overcoming adversities 
in their grandparents’, parents’, and/or their own generation provides the maestras with 
receptivity to others’ suffering. Helping maestras examine their sense of self and lived 
experiences can help them counter deficit perspectives towards CLED students, families 
and communities as they aim to provide more culturally familiar classrooms to Latina/o 
students. My study helps us understand how aspiring teachers develop a sense of 
consciousness in their transition from pre-service to novice teachers and make a 
commitment to bilingual education and critical multicultural teaching. 
According to Dilworth and Brown (2005), teachers of color continue to make a 
substantial contribution to the quality of instruction and student achievement in this 
nation. To prepare quality and effective teachers of color and other teachers who will also 
teach CLED students, scholars (e.g., Hollins & Oliver, 1999; Hollins & Torres Guzman, 
2005) urge researchers to examine “how teachers who are effective with diverse students 
acquired the skills, knowledge, and dispositions needed” (p. 513). Acquiring these skills 
sets are necessary since educators have observed that a cultural dissonance or cultural 
mismatch more often takes place in the education of CLED students by mainstream 
teachers (McElroy & Hollins, 1999). McElroy and Hollins present the cultural mismatch 
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perspective as the belief that the academic performance of students of color “can be 
improved by incorporating critical aspects of the home culture in school practices” (p. 
63). In working with teachers of Mexican American students and their families, 
anthropology of education scholars, Moll et al. (1992), Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg 
(1992), González et al. (1995), Moll (1997), and González et al. (2005) refer to these 
aspects of the home culture as household “funds of knowledge”. Their pedagogical 
methodology, which acknowledges the significance and resources provided by funds of 
knowledge, refers to the cultural systems in which U.S.-Mexican children are raised. 
Applying this methodology to teacher preparation programs can help teacher educators 
understand and complicate the funds of knowledge or cultural sensitivities aspiring 
teachers bring to the profession. Doing so is more likely to result in a critical 
multicultural approach to teaching and learning. 
A critical multicultural philosophy supports my argument for examining how 
maestras identify and draw on their shared funds of knowledge to implement culturally 
familiar approaches with Latina/o students. In the edited volume by González et al. 
(2005), Buck and Skilton Sylvester (2005) examine how pre-service teachers enter 
communities and couple funds of knowledge with critical pedagogy in teacher education. 
The purpose of their study was twofold: 1) to focus pre-service teachers’ attention to the 
local resources available to them as they identify community-based funds of knowledge 
in urban neighborhoods to help with the creation of thematic units for their student 
teaching experience; and 2) to explore the salience of pre-service teachers’ consciousness 
of self and the “other” in relation to their entrance into urban communities. Through their 
work with teacher candidates in Pennsylvania, these scholars reveal how a progressive 
educational philosophy helped teachers value urban communities as sources of 
knowledge by first understanding their sense of self and how they view others. My study 
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explores centering the experiences of maestras as one way to discuss issues of power, 
identity, and possibility with pre-service and novice teachers. 
Scholars including Zembylas (2003) argue that teachers can be moved “to engage 
in self-transformation through a richer understanding of their situatedness—the 
recognition that their emotions have powerful epistemological and affective qualities that 
generate resistance” (p. 229). As such not only must pre-service and novice teachers seek 
the funds of knowledge in the communities in which they will teach, but they must also 
reflect on and challenge their own situatedness to envision and design more equitable 
educational opportunities. Chicana feminist approaches can help teachers engage in 
dialogues about their upbringing, who they are, what they believe and how they teach. 
Cultivating Villegas and Lucas’ (2002) six characteristics of a culturally responsive 
teacher outlined earlier supports teachers as they question, challenge and strengthen their 
beliefs, values, and practices on teaching CLED students. 
Maestras seem poised to become culturally responsive teachers, but teacher 
preparation programs, continuing in-service professional development, and bilingual 
education school contexts must be purposeful in nurturing their developmental process. 
According to Getz (1997), maestras are already perceived “as community leaders, role 
models, and members of community networks” within the Latina/o community (in 
Dilworth & Brown, 2005, p. 429). Dilworth and Brown report that historically, the roles 
of Latina/o teachers in the Southwest were defined by community interest in Spanish 
language and cultural maintenance issues, giving rise to formal bilingual education 
programs. Research on the concepts of culturally relevant approaches and funds of 
knowledge is included to support the argument that teachers who draw upon students’ 
and their own funds of knowledge to employ culturally responsive pedagogies are more 
effective teachers. 
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Teachers of Color: Building Bridges, Crossing Borders 
The literature on teachers of color informs my study by providing an 
understanding for how they experience teacher education programs and induction into the 
profession. As Sheets (2000) reviewed patterns in the literature on teachers of color and 
teacher preparation, she found a lack of literature in the preparation of teachers of color. 
Not surprising then is the scarcity of scholarship available on the experiences of 
maestras, in particular. Findings reveal that teachers of color are more likely to identify 
issues pertaining to racism and more willing to pursue a socially just agenda than their 
white counterparts. Given their own experiences as border crossers, teachers of color tend 
to be more likely to build bridges with their students, parents, and the community. If 
teachers of color tend to offer a broader sociocultural knowledge base than white 
teachers, it becomes imperative to understand and address the educational needs and 
strengths of aspiring and new maestras in order that they may address similar concerns 
and needs in the growing population of Latina/o students. 
However, as Goodwin (1997) and Montecinos (2004) conclude, we cannot 
assume that teacher candidates of color bring a higher degree of knowledge about 
pedagogical practices than their white counterparts. In a later study, supporting the work 
of Goodwin (1997) and Montecinos (2004), Sleeter (2001) argues, 
Although they [pre-service teachers of color] brought life experiences they could 
draw on to construct multicultural pedagogy, their programs were not designed to 
extend what they already knew, nor to prepare their White peers to teach in 
schools like those with which the students of color were familiar. (p. 95) 
Building upon the culturally specific forms of knowledge and practices maestras bring 
from their home and community experiences can improve their pedagogical practices. 
The following discussion not only addresses the need for more teacher candidates of 
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color but also makes a call for addressing how teacher candidates of color are prepared in 
predominantly white institutions (PWIs). 
In a special issue in the International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education, 
Sheets (2004) builds on her prior research as she calls on scholars to chronicle the 
preparation and development of teacher candidates of color. The articles examine how 
pre-service teachers of color are situated in the scholarship and highlights teacher 
preparation and professional development models used in teacher education programs. In 
another study, Montecinos (2004) claims that diversifying the teaching force is grounded 
in the belief that teacher practices stem from their cultural backgrounds. The research 
included echoes the sentiments of earlier scholars (Montecinos, 1994; Goodwin, 1997; 
Sleeter, 2001), who caution against assuming that teachers of color enter a teacher 
education program equipped with all the cultural and linguistic resources necessary to 
successfully teach CLED students. Montecinos also argues for teacher education 
programs to identify and integrate the cultural resources of aspiring maestras. 
Findings reveal that teacher education programs are not designed to build upon 
the multicultural knowledge base with which teacher candidates of color enter. According 
to Sheets (2004), the contributing authors call attention to the need to acknowledge, 
enhance, and develop the existing cultural strengths, or funds of knowledge, of teacher 
candidates of color as pedagogical tools in teacher preparation programs. The research 
presented in this special issue, like that in my own study, aims to inform teacher 
preparation and professional development programs for teachers of color by exploring the 
cultural resources and approaches of teacher candidates of color. 
The preparation of teachers of color not only informs their philosophy of teaching 
but also impacts their pedagogical approaches when teaching. Sleeter (2001) suggests, 
“Students of color tend to bring richer experiences and perspectives to multicultural 
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teaching than do most White students, who dominate numerically” (p. 94). So two points 
remain: 1) teacher education programs do not extend on the multicultural knowledge base 
of teachers of color nor 2) do they prepare white teachers to effectively teach CLED 
students. Guided by a belief that it is not simply the presence of teachers of color in 
schools that matters, Quiocho and Rios (2000) explore the experiences of teachers of 
color and find “that the power of their presence is in whether or not (and how) they are 
allowed to transform both the structures and the people in their learning and working 
environments” (p. 487). 
My study argues that since maestras are not allowed to transform the structures 
nor the people in their learning and working environments, they must draw upon their 
mestiza consciousness to forge consciousness-raising efforts of their own. As is evident 
by this review, pertinent research has found that teachers who employ culturally relevant 
pedagogies via the use of funds of knowledge and consciously reflect and dialogue on 
their sense of self as cultural beings are more likely to foster spaces for transformative 
education to take place. In the state of Texas where formalized bilingual education 
programs and an increase in Latina/o students continue, it is essential to understand the 
experiences of maestras. The following section highlights a small but growing area of 
research specific to the experiences of Latina bilingual education teachers. 
Bilingual Education Teacher Preparation: ¡Sí Se Puede! 
The importance of a shared identity between teachers and students is echoed by 
the work of Valencia and Aburto (1991) and Valencia and Guardarrama (1995). They 
argue that students can profit significantly from the presence of minority role models in 
their classrooms. Scholars invested in bilingual education teacher preparation call for 
culturally relevant pedagogical approaches that ensure maestras are well-prepared to 
develop the educational achievement of CLED students. 
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A study developed by Arce (2004) explores the conscious acts of resistance by 
bilingual education teachers to understand how their resistance unfolds as they develop 
and become critical educators. Implications of this work include how the presence of 
such teachers in U.S. public schools might provide children with the potential to develop 
a social consciousness of their own. The following five themes are present in Arce’s 
study: 1) the isolation of bilingual teachers; 2) the manifestations of power relations 
among their students; 3) the use of a culturally bound pedagogy by bilingual education 
teachers in their classrooms; 4) the countering of hidden curriculum through critical 
pedagogy; and 5) development of identity and voice for both students and teachers.  
These themes relate to my study in that they call attention to the maestras’ 
potential to develop a social consciousness or what I term a conciencia con compromiso. 
Arce argues that if teacher educators can inform how pre-service bilingual education 
teachers experience and approach the five themes outlined in her study, then they will be 
better able to provide transformative spaces in which Latina/o children can also counter 
the hegemonic conditions present in today’s public schools. 
In another study, Galindo and Olguín (1996) examine the autobiographies of a 
group of bilingual education teachers. They discuss four types of cultural strategies 
present in the bilingual education teachers’ autobiographies: 1) cross-cultural 
competency; 2) cultural metaphors; 3) Spanish literacy; and 4) cultural values related to 
education (e.g., ser bien educado). Their findings reveal that, 
Because there is no one-to-one mapping of teachers’ cultural affiliations with a 
particular philosophy or model of pedagogy, the need arises for minority teachers 
to develop their own teaching philosophies that bring together life history, culture, 
and pedagogy. (p. 30) 
The life (her)story, culture, and pedagogy of the maestras in my study also influence how 
they define their roles as teachers and how they facilitate the learning of diverse students. 
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Although they also express the cultural strategies outlined above, as mentioned earlier, it 
is their expression of the cultural sensibilities conocimiento, coraje, cariño, 
sobrevivencia, esperanza, y amor, which help them familiarize diverse students with the 
school culture. 
We can not expect pre-service maestras and novice teachers to facilitate the 
learning of CLED students without first educating these educators themselves through 
culturally relevant education programs and in-service professional development. The 
acquisition of English as a second language with the use of Spanish instruction is the 
highest expectation placed on Spanish/English bilingual education teachers, yet Guerrero 
(1997) reports that bilingual education teacher candidates are not provided adequate 
opportunities to learn the Spanish language. If the pre-service teachers themselves are not 
fluent in Spanish, teacher preparation programs cannot realistically expect them to 
adequately teach Latina/o students in their native language. Guerrero (1997, 1998, 2003) 
examines the opportunities that pre-service Spanish/English bilingual education teachers 
have to develop their academic Spanish language skills via teacher training programs. He 
explains that addressing the academic Spanish proficiency of these teacher candidates 
must begin early in their schooling experiences and continue into their academic career. 
Guerrero’s (1998) work calls attention to the fact that most of the teacher candidates he 
studied received their schooling in the U.S. and were therefore “subjected to the array of 
language practices that perpetuate language shift and loss among speakers of Spanish 
language origin” (p. 136). If we are ever to improve how children benefit from additive 
bilingual education programs, Guerrero argues that language practices and policies must 
be fundamentally altered including formal opportunities for bilingual education teacher 
candidates to participate in a community of Spanish language users as part of their 
teacher preparation program. In my study, the maestras mentioned taking one class 
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instructed in Spanish as part of their teacher preparation program. They also mentioned 
wanting and needing additional academic opportunities to speak and instruct in Spanish. 
A study conducted by Bustos Flores (2001) confirms that prior life experiences 
influence bilingual education teachers’ beliefs. This study also examines the life 
experiences of bilingual education teachers’ and provides a foundation for my own work. 
Bustos Flores associates a teacher’s awareness of a child’s cognition as one that stems 
from their personal background, teacher preparation, and professional teaching 
experiences. In my study, I consider how aspiring teachers engage their personal and 
teacher training experiences to inform their decisions to pursue a teaching career as well 
as how novice teachers’ personal background, teacher preparation, and professional 
teaching experiences facilitate their teaching of CLED students. Four belief dimensions 
are revealed in Bustos Flores’ study: control, certainty, interaction, and structure. She 
collapses these belief dimensions into the following three themes: learning process, 
learning approaches, and learning perspective. Her findings reveal that bilingual 
education teacher beliefs are influenced mostly by their professional experiences; 
therefore their beliefs can be reconceptualized through professional training. In my study, 
I find the maestras’ beliefs are heavily influenced by their personal backgrounds and 
lived experiences as compared to their teacher-training program. However, participants 
also identify aspects of their teacher preparation program as important to their 
professional development (e.g., student teaching opportunities, enrolling in a teacher 
education course taught in Spanish, learning constructivist approaches to teaching). 
Teacher education programs must understand the personal background and lived 
experiences of aspiring teachers in order to inform their teacher preparation and influence 
their professional training. 
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The work of teacher education scholars recognizes and raises the importance of 
gathering evidence from “minority” teacher candidates to reveal the factors that promote 
the personal and professional success of bilingual education teachers. Through focus 
group interviews, Carrier and Cohen (2003) provide empirical evidence that describes 
how both structural and ancillary factors impact the success of maestras in a teacher 
preparation program in Illinois. The maestras in their study identified the following 
factors as contributing to their success: 1) structural factors—centralized location, 
convenient class location, institutional paperwork, caring support staff, cohorts, 
informational meetings, mini-conferences, and financial assistance; 2) ancillary factors—
self-esteem, the presence of a role model, and their influence on others. Carrier and 
Cohen (2003) argue that these factors are what “strengthen minority bilingual teacher 
training projects in ways that provide the students with every opportunity to complete 
their educational program successfully” (p. 51). As I gathered data on the experiences of 
the maestras regarding the factors that promoted and hindered their decision to pursue a 
teaching career not everyone identified the elements listed above as helping them 
successfully complete their teacher education program. For instance, Mariela, one pre-
service teacher, identified ‘cohorts’ as a source of support and another maestra, Cici, 
shared her dissatisfaction with the lack of community experienced in the same cohort. 
Also, ‘influence on others’ was rarely mentioned by the maestras. 
In assessing the results on a competency exam that serves as a qualifying tool for 
future bilingual education teachers in Texas, Bustos Flores and Riojas Clark (2005) 
conclude that a curriculum mismatch exists between what bilingual education teacher 
candidates have learned and what is being tested on the university’s “qualifying” exam. 
They determine the test is specifically designed for generalist teacher candidates and 
serves as a barrier for bilingual education pre-service teachers. They also find that the 
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current educational standards and high-stakes competency testing in Texas serve as 
gatekeepers for minority bilingual education teacher candidates, a group that is already in 
short supply and high demand. Although policy makers and politicians tend “to take the 
usefulness of competency as given,” Bustos Flores and Riojas Clark argue, “there is little 
empirical research that confirms a positive relationship between Texas’ competency tests 
and actual teacher performance” (p. 232). As Texas continues its attempt to reform 
teacher certification standards through testing, the authors argue that these new 
certification requirements may deter Latinas/os from pursuing teaching as a profession. 
Although the maestras in my study do not mention the Texas qualifying exam as 
a barrier, they do mention that aspects of the teacher preparation program do serve as 
barriers (e.g., inflexibility of special education teacher preparation program, lack of 
opportunity to improve their Spanish skills across the bilingual education teacher 
certification program). The work of Bustos Flores and Riojas Clark not only calls 
attention to the need to examine the barriers confronted by maestras as they seek teacher 
certification but also highlights the ongoing need for more minority teachers to teach 
CLED students. Teacher education programs, professional development facilitators, and 
school administrators have the responsibility of helping all teachers gain the necessary 
theory, practice, knowledge and skills to effectively teach CLED students. 
Novice Teacher Challenges 
Over the last two decades researchers have more closely examined the high rate 
of teacher turnover and the overall challenges faced by novice teachers upon entering the 
profession (e.g., Bullough, 1989, 2008; DePaul, 1998; Scherff, 2008). These studies 
involve generalist novice teacher experiences and do not call attention to the experiences 
of teachers of color in general or Latina bilingual education teachers in particular. Studies 
focused on generalist teacher experiences do not examine teacher preparation, teacher 
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induction, or teacher self-efficacy along the axes of cultural domains (e.g., race/ethnicity, 
social class, gender) or in relation to oppressed communities, communities of color, 
economically poor communities, or immigrant communities. To attend to the disparities 
in educational opportunities available to CLED students, other scholars have examined 
the specific need to prepare teachers for multicultural contexts (e.g., Banks et al., 2005; 
Trent et al., 2008) or the experiences of competent teachers in diverse settings (e.g., 
Ladson-Billings, 1994). Seldom are the experiences of novice maestras in bilingual 
education classrooms the ones highlighted. Although there are shared experiences 
between novice generalist teachers and maestras there are also some stark differences in 
their early career experiences. 
Similar to all novice teachers, teachers in this study also report feeling 
overwhelmed with the processes of adjusting to a new job. According to DePaul (1998) 
new teachers face a number of challenges associated with limited resources and 
deprivation, “Shortages of money, supplies, and planning time were commonly cited as 
obstacles to learning” (p. 2). Beginning teachers must learn the ropes at their new school; 
adjust to new colleagues, a new group of students (with varied achievement and ability 
levels), and the routines and responsibilities associated with teaching fulltime. New 
teachers tend to experience a period of shock as they adjust to the reality of teaching as 
compared to what they learned in their teacher preparation program. Along with learning 
to improve their classroom and time management skills, they require ongoing support 
(e.g., classroom planning and debriefing meetings with an assigned mentor), and 
clarification regarding their professional assessment. The work of Scherff (2008) finds an 
ongoing need to strengthen induction and mentoring programs, as well as to foster caring, 
healthy work environments. VanderPyl (2007) categorizes prior research regarding the 
support needed by new teachers “into three categories: individual reflection, induction 
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programs, and principal and/or peer support” pp. 2-3). To help with the process of fitting 
in and learning to teach Stanulis et al. (2007) suggest teacher education programs develop 
university-based induction programs that extend into the first two years of fulltime 
teaching. A university-based induction program was unavailable to the maestras in my 
study. 
Maestras in my study shared experiences particular to them as novice bilingual 
education teachers, which included isolation and increased levels of work associated with 
language acquisition and transition. The isolation the maestras experienced was based on 
their status as Spanish/English bilingual education teachers. Maestras found themselves 
and the Spanish-speaking students in their classrooms isolated and socially stratified at 
their campuses. For example, Raquel, a second-year maestra, noticed that the principal at 
her school did not know any of the bilingual education students’ names, yet she was able 
to call on the mainstream children by name with ease. The message implied was that 
bilingual education children and teachers at that school were considered second-class. 
The level of work required of maestras to translate and adapt materials that were 
otherwise available only in English was also taken for granted. During planning meetings 
generalist teachers presented curriculum materials to be used across grade level without 
questioning if they were culturally or linguistically appropriate for bilingual education 
students. Adapting the materials for use in bilingual education settings required additional 
work from the maestras; work that went unrecognized or was taken for granted by the 
generalist teachers. In addition to teaching the required curriculum of any grade level, 
maestras have the added responsibility of helping their students acquire English so as to 
more quickly transition them to an English-dominant setting. This additional feat is often 
taken for granted by generalist teachers and mainstream administrators. Novice maestras 
routinely found themselves emotionally stressed to the point of physical illness due to the 
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challenges associated with attempting to bridge professionalism, school, district, family, 
and community expectations with their cultural codes and sense of self. The theoretical 
approach and design of my study is informed by a number of questions from the literature 
examined above and presented in the following section. 
Theoretical Questions from the Literature 
Some of the theoretical questions which arise from the literature include: how 
might cultural domains such as race/ethnicity, social class, language and gender 
complicate mainstream notions of teacher preparation; how can we circumvent the 
linguistic cycle in which pre-service bilingual education teachers find themselves; how 
can culturally relevant approaches and funds of knowledge in teacher education programs 
contribute to strengthening communities, the maintenance of cultures and socioeconomic 
necessity and survival; and what experiences do we need to develop to help bilingual 
education teachers succeed personally and professionally? 
The findings from my study seek to extend prior research regarding the 
experiences of maestras by describing their lived theories and their conscious acts of self-
reflection about what it means to identify as Latina in conjunction with their professional 
development and practice as novice teachers. Notions of culturally relevant pedagogies, 
funds of knowledge, and culturally specific forms of knowledge and practices from home 
and community experiences inform my work as I look to examine how maestras: 1) 
narrate their experiences and articulate a sense of self, family, and community in their 
professional development; 2) acquire, understand, and draw upon shared cultural domains 
as they prepare to teach Latina/o children; and 3) go on to teach in Spanish/English 
bilingual education classrooms. 
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CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The maestras’ “living” theories highlight the importance of incorporating “the 
unique schooling experiences of Chicana/Latina young and adult women” (Villenas et al., 
2006, p. 1) into the field of teacher education. Examining the sensibilities that a group of 
Latina undergraduate students employ in their lived and educational trajectories 
contribute to understanding how and why they decide to become Spanish/English 
bilingual education teachers and the conditions they face. The conceptual and theoretical 
framework employed in this study is multidisciplinary. It draws upon notions of cultural 
production and cultural resources (i.e., funds of knowledge, pedagogies of the home) to 
research maestras’ experiences as they transition from pre-service to novice teachers. It 
also draws on insights from Chicana feminist thought, specifically Anzaldúa’s notion of 
mestiza consciousness (1999) and the Chicana cultural knowledge base Delgado Bernal 
(1998, 2001, 2006b) terms pedagogies of the home. The aim of this study is to understand 
how maestras’ ways of knowing, agency, and philosophies of teaching CLED students 
are formed. 
A note on terminology. The terms ‘Chicana’ and ‘Latina’ are used as explained by 
Villenas et al. (2006): 
Chicana is often used to refer to U.S.-born women of Mexican or Latin American 
descent who identify with a collective history or oppression and pride connected 
to a political consciousness with its origin in El Moviemiento or the Mexican 
American civil rights movement. Latina is used in varying ways. Authors may 
employ it as an umbrella term to encompass the diversity of women in their 
studies, including immigrant and U.S.-born women from different Latin American 
countries. (p. 7) 
The research participants in this study are most often referred to as maestras, which 
implies a Latina identity. 
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Anzaldúa’s (1999) notion of ‘mestiza consciousness’ is born from a “racial, 
ideological, cultural and biological cross-pollinization, an “alien: consciousness”” (p. 99). 
Mestiza consciousness is used for understanding, complicating, and being sensitive to 
how the maestras, as mestizas, navigate and make sense of their lived and educational 
experiences in conjunction with their professional development and practice as novice 
teachers. 
This section explains how I draw from synthesized theories on cultural ways of 
knowing and Chicana feminist thought (e.g., Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1983; Pérez, 1999; 
Sandoval, 2000), specifically mestiza consciousness (Anzaldúa, 1999) and pedagogies of 
the home (Delgado Bernal, 2001, 2006a, 2006b) to examine the maestras’ agency as they 
develop on-the-ground consciousness raising. “Chicana/Latina students’ social, cultural, 
and gendered locations contribute to their “critical,” “oppositional,” or “mestiza” 
consciousness in ways that have allowed them to apply lessons from their daily lives and 
begin to transform the meaning of their lived experiences,” writes Delgado Bernal 
(2006a, p. 78). These theories influence my mapping of maestras’ ways of knowing, 
agency, and the importance of culture to my research agenda. As such, maestras are 
recognized as cultural producers of knowledge. 
Cultural Ways of Knowing 
Chicana feminist thought shares affinities similar to the cultural theories of 
Gramsci (Crehan, 2002), Bourdieu (1993), Rosaldo (1993), Levinson et al. (1996), and 
Holland et al. (1998), which call attention to cultural epistemologies based on shared 
consensus of world meanings. With Chicana feminist thought at the center, this work 
helps me consider how the maestras think about and enact their cultural codes, beliefs, 
and practices in their roles as bilingual education teachers. The theoretical approaches of 
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cultural studies scholars who seek to reveal how culture relates to knowledge and agency 
also inform this study. 
Anzaldúa (1999) proposes cultural codes as she theorizes. She proposes that the 
new mestiza “learns to juggle cultures. She has a plural personality, she operates in a 
pluralistic mode—nothing is thrust out, the good, the bad and the ugly, nothing rejected, 
nothing abandoned. Not only does she sustain contradictions, she turns the ambivalence 
into something else” (p. 101). In this case, cultural codes connect to the need of Latinas 
to construct alternative knowledge in varied social contexts (e.g., teacher preparation 
programs, bilingual education classrooms, PWIs) and can prove a helpful tool for 
maestras as they learn to live, operate and teach within and across hybrid spaces. Cultural 
ideas about Latinas are challenged and embraced. Not all Latinas speak Spanish and 
English or do so fluently, not all Latino families are havens of love and support in 
isolation of pain and fear. Often, contradictory notions exist simultaneously and Chicana 
feminist thought helps us value the situatedness of this complexity of women’s lives. 
Rosaldo’s (1993) analysis of cultural citizenship and educational democracy also 
promotes an examination of the maestras’ cultural forms as pluralistic. His work 
recognizes culture not as a static concept but rather one that is continuously developing 
within a social context. This perspective contributes to an inquiry process that considers 
the relationship between structure and agency. As I listened to the maestras’ narratives in 
various contexts, prior to college, in college, in their teacher education program, and 
during their teaching experiences, cultural theories centered my interpretations. Rosaldo’s 
scholarship allows for a critical reshaping of the analysis by introducing the use of a 
multi-faceted approach. My own method is one that is interested in valuing the impact of 
shared cultural codes on maestras’ epistemological approaches to teaching CLED 
students. Although these cultural theories also include what Grenfell and James (1998) 
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identify as a hermeneutic paradigm, “individual understanding, subjective interpretation 
and the acceptance of multiple realities in the world” (p. 8) which parallel a Chicana 
feminist approach to multiple identities, they do not include mujer-centered ways of 
knowing (Elenes et al., 2001; Delgado Bernal et al., 2006). Centering the experiences and 
knowledge production of women is critical to my work. Thus, I draw upon Chicana 
feminist thought to center the maestras’ lived theories. 
Chronicling Chicana Feminism 
Chicana feminist theory is first chronicled in the areas of literature, art, and 
history (e.g., Cotera, 1980; Ruíz, 1998). Most recently Chicana scholars have applied 
Chicana feminist thought in the field of education (e.g., Elenes et al., 2001). Ruíz (1998) 
describes the cultural production that takes place when communities claim public spaces. 
She states, “Claiming public space can also involve claiming cultural space” (p. 150). 
The claiming of cultural spaces by Chicana artists is well documented. Ruíz explains that 
Chicana artists have for a long time “articulate[d] the multiple identities inhabiting the 
borderlands of [Chicana/o] culture” (p. 150). Cotera (1980), another pioneering Chicana-
storian, articulates the multiple identities and voices of Chicanas by providing a historical 
analysis of Chicana feminism. Cotera (1980) maintains, 
Feminism has come easily for Chicanas because of the woman’s traditional role 
and strength as center or heart of the family. It has been easy to move from one 
position of strength to the other on the job or at school. The tradition of activism 
inherited from women’s participation in armed rebellions in Mexico and in the 
political life of Mexico has also strengthened the Chicanas’ position. (p. 231) 
Cotera identifies continuous struggles where Chicanas have played major advocacy roles 
involving themselves “in their community’s educational and social needs” (p. 237). Ruíz 
(1998) also documents the rich history of union and political activism by Mexican 
women in the U.S. as far back as 1903. She describes Mexican women “as family 
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members, as workers, and as civic-minded individuals [who] have strived to improve the 
quality of life at work, home, and neighborhood” (p. 73). Later generations of Chicana 
feminists, like myself, benefit from the actions of these early mujeres (women). Ruíz 
writes of how these incipient feminists “were not caught between two worlds. They 
navigated across multiple terrains at home, at work, and at play. They engaged in cultural 
coalescence. The Mexican-American generation selected, retained, borrowed, and created 
their own cultural forms” (p. 67). This straddling of multiple spaces is what Anzaldúa 
(1999) refers to as amasamiento—the “act of kneading, of uniting and joining that not 
only has produced both a creature of darkness and a creature of light, but also a creature 
that questions the definitions of light and dark and gives them new meanings” (p. 103). 
Identifying and validating the maestras’ varied involvements and actions as “tapestries of 
resistance” (p. 98) neither essentializes them as Latinas nor does it recognize or assign 
one set of characteristics or actions as representing a contribution towards social justice. 
In my study it becomes important to understand how the maestras make meaning of their 
existence across multiple worlds. Chicana feminist thought helps me ask, how this 
process of meaning making shapes their interest in teaching; what aspects of their lived 
and educational experiences indeed inform their decisions to pursue a teaching career in 
bilingual education in particular; and how their beliefs, values and approaches to teaching 
are articulated, enacted or contradicted through Anzaldúa’s notion of amasamiento 
described above? 
Chicanas have persevered by fighting for civil rights for their children regarding 
bilingual education and other issues pertaining to schooling including integration, how 
and to what extent schools are funded, and the instruments and other methods used to 
assess students and in what ways these assessments affect the students and their academic 
future. Individuals have not acted alone. According to Acosta and Winegarten (2003), 
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formal organizations have been established to critically address the issues of the 
Chicana/o since the last century. 
As the 1920’s drew to a close, the growing Mexican American middle-class in the 
state sought another means to help them become full-fledged Americans. Longing 
to attain the American dream and to protect their rights, they established the 
League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) on February 17, 1929, in 
Corpus Christi. Originally called the united Latin American Citizens, LULAC 
holds the record as the longest continually active civil rights organization for 
Mexican-descent citizens in the United States. (p. 90) 
A desire to work towards achieving civil liberties and social justice is not a recent 
phenomenon. Acosta and Winegarten document, “By the 1930s Tejanas began using 
their middle-class privilege as a way to assert their racial/ethnic interests as was the case 
with Jovita González, María Elena Zamora O’Shea, and Emma Tenayuca” to name but a 
few (p. x). Their male counterparts shared the struggle by Chicanas as well. This concern 
for equal opportunity and full citizenship calls even more attention to the need for what 
hooks (1994) and Freire (2002) argue should be a liberatory and transformative 
education. 
The literature reviewed here contextualizes the role that Mexican and Mexican 
American women played historically within the U.S. This work, like that of other 
Chicana feminist and cultural critics, challenges the stereotypes concerning Mexican-
origin women as it provides a historical account of the experiences of Mexicans and 
Mexican Americans in the U.S. The cultural epistemologies of Chicanas, Latinas, and 
Mexicanas are threaded by what Ruíz (1998) identifies as a shared topography of 
multiple identities, and definitions of Chicana feminism since “Chicana feminism also 
represents a commitment to community” (p. 125). In this study, I seek to chronicle and 
examine the rhythms of a group of maestras’ lives to narrate how they go about 
negotiating their teacher education program, developing their philosophies of teaching, 
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thinking of themselves in their future roles as educators in diverse schools, and how they 
indeed teach in such settings. 
Chicanas Constructing Mestiza Consciousness Through Agency 
Seminal authors of Chicana epistemologies (e.g., Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1983) 
write about the lived experiences of Chicanas as pedagogical spaces where acts of 
resistance and consciousness are born. In their edited text, This Bridge Called My Back: 
Writings by Radical Women of Color, Moraga and Anzaldúa (1983) compile writings that 
examine oppressions endured by women of color. Third space feminists represent what 
Moraga and Anzaldúa capture as, “a diversity of perspectives, linguistic styles, and 
cultural tongues” (p. xxiv). These radical expressions characterize Chicana feminist 
thought as linked directly to personal relationships, as occurring through self-disclosure, 
and as requiring that we listen closely to and learn from one another’s systems of being 
and knowing so that we may enter the lives of others. In examining the maestras’ 
narratives, I argue that teacher education programs must include safe and critical spaces 
where self-disclosure is encouraged and where maestras listen closely to and learn from 
one another’s lived and educational experiences. Reflection and dialogue are essential in 
fostering in aspiring teachers a way to link directly to their personal relationships with 
each other and their future students, school, and communities. 
In Bridge, Chicana feminist thought is informed by theories in the flesh. These 
theories in the flesh are described as, “where the physical realities of our lives—our skin 
color, the land or concrete we grew up on, our sexual longings—all fuse to create a 
politic born out of necessity” (p. 23). This epistemological stance helps maestras make 
sense of lived contradictions, like being Latina in a teacher education program concerned 
with mainstream ideologies. Maestras’ epistemologies are born from something inside 
like Anzaldúa’s description of mestiza consciousness. Anzaldúa describes the mestiza as 
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one who “is willing to share, to make herself vulnerable to foreign ways of seeing and 
thinking. She surrenders all notions of safety, of the familiar. Deconstruct, construct. She 
becomes a nahual, able to transform herself into a tree, a coyote, into another person” 
(pp. 104-105). I advocate that by expressing and examining their lived contradictions 
within the context of a teacher education program and U.S. public schools, maestras may 
come to know, deconstruct, and construct new teaching realities for Latina/o students. 
Sharing this creative process in relation with others fortaleze (strengthens) their theories 
of knowledge and directs them towards a new consciousness. Indeed the maestras in this 
study become nahuals for their students translating and brokering for them the unspoken 
rules of public school contexts. 
Influenced by postmodern theorists, cultural studies, women’s studies, and ethnic 
studies, such as Chicana/o studies, Pérez (1999) and Sandoval (2000) examine the 
experiences of subaltern communities, like the maestras I write about, to relearn, retell, 
and reclaim women’s (her)story. Pérez (1999) writes Chicanas into history by 
deconstructing how Chicana stories have been written, read, and understood. She claims, 
“Only in this way, by going outside in order to come back in with different kinds of 
inquiries, can I confront the systems of thought that produce Chicana history” (pp. xiii-
xiv). In her construction of third space feminist practice, Sandoval introduces a concept 
of differential consciousness, which allows for multiple experiences, forms of 
knowledge, and identities to inform third space feminism. She writes: 
Differential consciousness represents a strategy of oppositional identity that 
functions on an altogether different register. Its powers can be thought of as 
mobile—not nomadic, but rather cinematographic: a kinetic motion that 
maneuvers, poetically transfigures, and orchestrates while demanding alienation, 
perversion, and reformation in both spectators and practitioners. (p. 44) 
Sandoval speaks of the expressions of agency, or acting on ways of knowing, as informed 
by her concept of differential consciousness. 
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In the excerpt below, Pérez (1999) argues that Sandoval’s differential mode of 
consciousness which critiques social forms of oppression like hegemonic feminisms 
occurs in what she terms the decolonial imaginary. 
Like differential consciousness, the decolonial imaginary in Chicana/o history is a 
theoretical tool for uncovering the hidden voices of Chicanas that have been 
relegated to silences, to passivity, to that third space where agency is enacted 
through third space feminism. (p. xvi) 
Employing Pérez’s decolonial imaginary as a theoretical tool and Sandoval’s (2000) 
differential consciousness as a methodology of the oppressed can help unearth and 
stimulate the dormant voices and cultural resources, agency, and ways of knowing that 
constitute the maestras’ narratives. These theories offer a critique of Western feminisms 
that fail to acknowledge the complicated ways race, ethnicity, social class, language, and 
sex inform the category of gender, but as Anzaldúa (1999) recalls, “es difícil (it is 
difficult) differentiating between lo heredado, lo adquirido, lo impuesto” (what is 
inherited, what is acquired, what is imposed)” (p. 104). To begin to unpack these messy, 
interrupted and often-unheard voices, Chicana feminist scholars urge us to place U.S. 
Third World feminism center stage. Maestras in this study provide lived examples of 
how they attempt to tease out that which is inherited, acquired, and imposed upon them. 
Sandoval (2000) (re)presents a new subject capable of love, hope, and transformative 
resistance through her theory of oppositional consciousness. She provides a methodology 
of hope for the oppressed to counter neocolonial perspectives to better identify and 
specify their modes of emancipation on their own terms. This methodology of hope 
implies that we engage all teachers in the difficult exchanges regarding race, ethnicity, 
social class, language, sex, and gender. These theories help move the focus to subaltern 
populations, like maestras, by challenging and deconstructing systems of thought, which 
have gone uncontested in mainstream teacher and teacher education research. From a 
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Chicana feminist perspective the fact that Latinas in school serve as translators and 
cultural brokers, “who can facilitate cross-cultural interaction” (Holling, 2006, p. 86) 
provides a foundation for their educational philosophies. 
Epistemological views and cultural practices shape and inform how Latinas 
decide to act (e.g., a commitment to others). Moraga (1983) writes of this agency as well, 
Our strategy is how we cope—how we measure and weigh what is to be said and 
when, what is to be done and how, and to whom and to whom and to whom, daily 
deciding/risking who it is we can call an ally, call a friend (whatever that person’s 
skin, sex, or sexuality). We are women without a line. We are women who 
contradict each other. (pp. xviii-xix) 
According to Anzaldúa, (1983) “What we say and what we do ultimately comes back to 
us, so let us own our responsibility, place it in our own hands and carry it with dignity 
and strength” (p. 171). Embracing a responsibility for our own actions informs the work 
we are willing to do for and with others. 
Taking into account how Chicana feminists write and understand cultural 
practices helps me express the complexity of the maestras’ narratives. As I attempt to 
portray their multiple voices and stories I keep in mind that the study of personal 
narrative creates and recreates voices over and over again during the research process 
(Riessman, 1993). The capacity to make choice reveals itself in their expression of 
agency and efforts to assist their communities. 
Positing Chicana feminist thought as a guiding analytical tool helps me appreciate 
and validate a range of political consciousness and intra-group differences that might 
otherwise be overlooked if solely concerned with dualistic expressions of consciousness. 
Du Bois (1989) first described the notion of double consciousness when referring to a 
person whose identity is divided into several parts leading people to live two separate, at 
times contradictory cultural identities. Chicana feminist theory recognizes identities as 
varied and fluid. The new mestiza recognizes consciousness as informed by unifying, 
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dividing, freeing, and healing cultural tensions and practices. Chicanas/Latinas discover 
daily the strengths within these lived tensions. Anzaldúa (1999) theorizes that Chicanas 
cope by developing “a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity” (p. 101). 
Through their expressions of agency, Latinas decide daily how to reject, bridge, and 
embrace varying cultural practices and potential tensions or ruptures to inform their 
systems of knowing. Their identity is not divided into two separate parts as Du Bois 
(1989) writes but instead as Anzaldúa (1999) argues, Latinas live their lives across 
pluralistic spaces that help them live their own alternative identity formations. 
Chicana feminist thought accents the notion of hybridity and living between, in, 
and across cultural, linguistic, national, and geographic borders and margins (e.g., gender 
contradictions and homophobia within the Chicana/o community, ethnic discrimination 
within a feminist community). Chicana feminist thought also allows researchers to 
analyze the blurred borders between issues of race, ethnicity, nationality, social class, 
gender, language, and sexuality. Explicitly, Chicana feminist thought interprets cultural 
practices, cultural norms, cultural production, and cultural systems of knowing. From my 
study, I find that to connect directly to the experiences of the maestras as Latinas, I must 
highlight the importance of gender and move away from hetero- and masculinist frames, 
approaches, and understandings. If maestras deny racism and speak to universal 
“helping” discourses, name religion as their main motivator, or speak to social class and 
linguistic oppression but do not mention race, ethnicity, sexuality, or gender, Chicana 
feminist thought opens my mind to all subjectivities. My study concerns itself with how 
lived and educational experiences impact dualistic notions to try to understand how to 
help the maestras break down such dualisms (e.g., female/male; homo/hetero). As 
Sandoval (2000) argues, scholars must examine “how power moves through, between, 
and outside the binary divide male/female” (p. 173). For Chicanas, Latinas, and 
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Mexicanas, Chicana feminist thought plays an important role in informing our 
conocimiento de sí mismo (self knowledge), which in turn becomes the foundation for 
attempting to know others. 
Pedagogies of the Home 
In Chicana/Mexicana Pedagogies: ‘Consejos, Respeto y Educación’ in Everyday 
Life, Elenes, et al (2001) called on scholars to address the paucity of Chicana educational 
researchers’ voices in the construction of critical pedagogies. 
While cooking dinner and minding the children, we sat at the table sharing our 
understandings of pedagogies that recognize knowledge, power, and politics as 
central to all teaching and learning. We insisted on placing cultural knowledge at 
the forefront of educational research to better understand the lessons from the 
home space, our communities, and schools. (p. 595) 
The aim of their special issue in the International Journal of Qualitative Studies in 
Education was to highlight feminist pedagogies constructed from a Chicana, Mexicana, 
and Latina feminist epistemology calling attention to the role of consejos, respeto, and 
educación in everyday life, “crucial sites where women can construct knowledge and 
enact alternative identity formations” (p. 596). Their writings called for ongoing 
articulations in the field of education of Chicana, Mexicana, and Latina feminist 
pedagogies and later gave birth to the book, Chicana/Latina Education in Everyday Life. 
The work of these mujeres encourages a contribution to the current discourses on the 
application of Chicana feminist thought to educational research. My study seeks to do so 
via the maestras’ lived and educational experiences. 
Pedagogies of the home resonate with my study. As a theoretical perspective, it 
focuses on the “funds of knowledge”—or cultural resources—Chicanas/Latinas learn in 
informal sites such as the home (Delgado Bernal, 2006b). Chicana feminists relate 
cultural practices among Chicanas as centering on connections with family, colleagues, 
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and community at local and global levels. According to Delgado Bernal, examining the 
pedagogies of the home of Chicanas can “extend the existing discourse on critical 
pedagogies by putting cultural knowledge and language at the forefront to better 
understand lessons from the home space and local communities” (p. 114). Villenas 
(2006) cautions that cultural beliefs and practices can also form systems of subordination 
and cultural oppression. I extend the notion of pedagogies of the home to examine how 
this group of maestras draws from but also rejects and reinvents the cultures in which 
they were socialized as I seek implications for their approaches to teaching CLED 
students. 
Chicana feminist pedagogies reveal fruitful tensions through affirmations of 
collective identities and individual integrity. I attempt to mine these sites of tension to 
explore how we might experience transformative teaching in colleges of education and 
public schools by linking the cultural practices and pedagogies of the home of maestras 
and Latina/o students as racialized, gendered, and classed individuals. This 
epistemological frame allows me to explore and understand the lived realities and 
experiences of maestras in their home spaces and local communities with an aim of 
informing pedagogy in the classroom. Such an exploration is important because 
according to NietoGomez (2003), 
Chicana feminist thought provides a pedagogy, in which we can discuss our 
political, social, economic, and cultural conditions, a forum where we can raise 
questions that challenge the institutions predetermining our conditions, a medium 
where we can discuss how to make our situations better. (p. 90) 
Using Chicana feminist thought in teacher education programs can encourage maestras to 
challenge mainstream understandings of teaching and learning to improve U.S. public 
schools for CLED students. Beyond the work brought together by Delgado Bernal et al. 
(2006), the pedagogies learned in the home by Chicanas, Latinas, and Mexicanas remain 
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largely untapped as an educational tool. Their lived experiences may be teeming with 
non-traditional knowledge and healing practices, which can help inform classroom 
pedagogies if we note their experiences as educational funds of knowledge. 
Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg (1992) argue that the funds of knowledge Mexican 
households contain are not only keys to understanding the cultural systems in which 
U.S.-Mexican children emerge, but are also important and useful curricular and 
instructional assets. U.S.-Mexican children adapt their home assets for survival in 
differing cultural settings. Acknowledging pedagogies of the home as funds of 
knowledge can help maestras resist systems of oppression. Their learned strategies of 
consciousness, resistance, and survival might provide a lens through which to examine 
the personal and contextual factors that account for their sustained commitment to 
teaching and learning in Spanish/English bilingual education programs and classrooms. 
My study draws upon a Chicana feminist thought combined with a funds of knowledge 
perspective to explain how the experiences of maestras can inform more effective teacher 
training and more effective teaching of Latina/o students in particular. 
STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 
This first chapter provides an overview of how and why new Latina bilingual 
education teachers strive to contribute to the learning of Latina/o students. Throughout I 
outline the significance of this research and correlate my dissertation questions and 
theoretical framework. The body of knowledge I add to, challenge and extend is born 
from the review of previous research on multicultural teacher preparation, teacher of 
color experiences, bilingual education teacher preparation, and novice teacher induction. 
Chicana feminist perspectives foreshadow the focus of this research. 
As a frame, Chicana feminism provides the theoretical orientation of the study 
and informs the data-gathering methods used. The second chapter outlines the qualitative 
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research approach involved in carrying out the study. The methodology includes 
conducting oral (her)story interviews, paired (auto)biographical dialogues, and 
ethnographic interviews and observations. In addition, the data collection process, setting 
and participant information, and analysis are also detailed in Chapter Two. Guidelines 
and sample questions of my proposed method of paired (auto)biographical dialogues are 
also discussed further. 
My background is included in the opening vignette in Chapter Three to denote the 
roots of my theoretical position and to call attention to the relationship between the 
researcher and the research topic. In this chapter, I present an analysis using Chicana 
feminist thought to consider how the Latina university students in this study engage their 
lived and educational experiences to articulate their sense of self, family, and community 
as they decide whether to pursue careers as teachers. This chapter also addresses the 
different aspects of the Latina university students’ childhood and schooling experiences 
that lead them to pursue a certification in bilingual education in particular. Whether or 
not they choose a career in bilingual education beyond their undergraduate program is 
also discussed. This chapter is framed by the maestras’ words and stories about 
themselves and their struggles. Their contradictions, ambiguities, and tensions inform the 
following themes: language, culture, familismo, and sobrevivencia.  
Chapter Four also opens with a vignette of my lived experiences and addresses 
notions of amor, esperanza, and sobrevivencia. This chapter focuses on how the maestras 
develop their perspectives and form their philosophies of teaching in Spanish/English 
bilingual education classrooms. In their resolve to teach the maestras draw upon a set of 
sensibilities: conocimiento, coraje, cariño, sobrevivencia, esperanza, and amor to make 
schooling more culturally familiar to Latina/o students. These strategies inform the 
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maestras’ conciencia con compromiso, a process by which they understand, nurture, and 
develop their commitment to community. 
Chapter Five includes a vignette that illustrates my own challenges as a novice 
teacher in California. This chapter highlights the four maestras I observed during their 
fulltime teaching experiences in bilingual education classrooms and how they articulate 
their culturally specific knowledge and practices as novice teachers. The focus of this 
chapter is the ways in which these maestras articulate their beliefs, values and approaches 
to teaching. Also, this chapter explains the experiences and challenges of two first-year 
and two second-year teachers who are attempting to bridge professionalism, school, 
district, family, and community expectations with their sense of self. I offer a Chicana 
feminist interpretation of their epistemological approaches to teaching Latina/o students. 
This chapter brings together the maestras’ experiences to describe how Spanish/English 
bilingual education classrooms are characterized when students and teachers appear to 
share cultural and linguistic practices and experiences. 
Chapter Six concludes the dissertation and offers recommendations and 
implications of this work. It also articulates the need for solutions that address the 
problems related to the recruitment, preparation, induction and retention of Latina 
teachers, specifically Latina bilingual education teachers. There is a need for educators to 
consider what it means to be a bilingual education teacher in today’s society and what it 
means to teach in a global context. 
In this study, I find that Latinas learn to navigate multiple worlds at an early age. 
An ability to negotiate multiple spaces serves as a tool of resistance and resilience that 
potentially informs the conciencia con compromiso maestras express in bilingual 
education classrooms. Findings like these seek to inform teacher education and teacher 
induction in general, with a focus on teachers working with CLED classrooms and 
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communities in particular. By highlighting the early teaching experiences of a group of 
maestras, this study seeks to explain the challenges associated with the recruitment, 
induction, and retention of teachers of color. With sincere humildad (humility) I hope the 
stories and suggestions within this text will serve as a catalyst and benefit you and others 
in ongoing examinations into the pedagogies of the home that maestras bring to the 
classroom and how we can work with all teachers to reflect on their own notions of 
teaching, learning, and being a teacher in a global context.
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Chapter 2:  Methodology 
Informed by a Chicana feminist framework, this study provides insight into how 
Latina university students narrate their lived experiences and articulate a sense of self, 
family, and community in their development as maestras and how they develop their 
perspectives and philosophies for teaching in Spanish/English bilingual education 
classrooms. This study documents my effort to fully understand the impact of shared 
cultural and linguistic characteristics on bilingual education classrooms. By better 
understanding how maestras articulate a sense of self, family, and community as they 
transition from pre-service to novice teachers, educators can strive to provide meaningful 
experiences for teachers of color and CLED students. The particular methods for the 
study are outlined in this section: 1) oral (her)story interviews, 2) paired 
(auto)biographical dialogues, 3) ethnographic observations, and 4) concluding interviews. 
In addition to delineating the data collection process, setting and participant information, 
the method of analysis is also detailed here. Designed from a qualitative research 
approach, this study used narrative inquiry to explore the personal and contextual factors 
that account for maestras’ interests in first, majoring in bilingual education and later, 
potentially teaching in bilingual education classrooms. Table 1 below organizes the 
methodological approaches employed in this study by research question, data collected, 
and analysis conducted. 
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Table 1: Methodological Approaches. 
Research Question Data Collected Analysis 
1. How do Latina university 
students narrate their 
lived experiences and 
articulate a sense of self, 
family, and community 
in their development as 
maestras? 
Oral (her)story interviews 
Paired (auto)biographical 
dialogues 
Personal communications 
Narrative inquiry—vertical 
and horizontal analysis 
2. How do they develop 
their perspectives and 
philosophies for teaching 
in Spanish/English 
bilingual education 
classrooms? 
Oral (her)story interviews 
Paired (auto)biographical 
dialogues 
Personal communications 
Narrative inquiry—vertical 
and horizontal analysis 
3. How are maestras’ 
beliefs, values, and 
approaches to teaching 
articulated, enacted, or 
contradicted in the 
classroom? 
Oral (her)story interviews 
Paired (auto)biographical 
dialogues 
Personal communications 
Ethnographic observations 
Concluding interviews 
Narrative inquiry—vertical 
and horizontal analysis 
THE SETTING 
 I selected a major university in Texas as my research site because the state’s 
educational system serves as a model to the rest of the nation in the area of educational 
policy. As a border state, Texas, also serves as a key site for examining how teacher 
education programs can better prepare teachers to serve a largely Mexican American 
population. Moreover, Texas is the country’s second most populous state, home to 5.1 
million (24.6 percent) Mexican Americans (Valencia, 2002). It is also known for a 
history of pronounced racially defined social relations and contentious civil rights issues. 
The real and figurative border that Texas provides also serves as a place from which to 
theorize and mine additional meaning on the relationship between the lived experiences 
of maestras and their philosophies on teaching bilingual and bicultural children. 
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THE PARTICIPANTS 
Availability and proximity were the two main requisites for sampling purpose. All 
Latina pre-service teachers across two cohorts were invited to participate in the study and 
all who volunteered to participate were accepted into the study. Pre-service teachers who 
met the following criteria were recruited: being enrolled in the last year of an 
undergraduate teacher preparation program at a public university in Texas, pursuing a 
teaching certificate in bilingual education, and being Latina. Study participants were 
earning their bachelor of science degree simultaneously with their teaching certificate. 
Neither an alternate or emergency certificate in teaching was available through their 
university. After completing the prerequisite coursework, certification seekers had to 
apply for and be admitted into a professional development program—three long 
semesters (no summers) prior to graduation. Their plan of study included a field 
experience component. Table 2 below outlines the professional development courses 
required in the participants’ teacher education program. 
Table 2: Professional Development Courses. 
Applied Human Learning 
Elementary Reading Methods 
Guiding Young Children in Groups 
Teaching English as a Second Language 
Spanish for Bilingual Teachers II 
School Organization and Classroom Management 
Elementary Science Methods 
Elementary Social Studies Methods 
Reading 
Elementary Language Arts Methods 
Elementary Grade Teaching Practicum 
Note: Courses in italics may be completely or partially taught in Spanish. Participants 
reported that only Spanish for Bilingual Teachers II was completely taught in 
Spanish. 
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All participants were enrolled in an Early Childhood to Fourth Grade (EC-4) Generalist 
Certification with Bilingual Education program where they became certified to teach 
bilingual education classes for Pre-Kindergarten through fourth grade. Prior to 
certification they were required to take and pass at least two TExES (Texas Examination 
for Educator Standards) tests. 
Overall, 10 of 14 pre-service teachers (13 Latinas, 1 white) across two cohorts 
volunteered to participate in the initial phase of the study from 2006-2007. All were 
teaching for the first time. Both cohorts were all female. Members of one cohort 
completed their teacher preparation program in the spring of 2006 and the others in the 
spring of 2007. The pre-service teachers who decided to pursue a teaching career, applied 
for teaching jobs during the last couple of months of their teacher education courses. Four 
of these candidates went on to participate in the second phase of the study in 2007-2008. 
I initially met the first phase participants through the university teacher 
preparation program they attended. The research sites consisted of the nine different 
public elementary schools where they were assigned for their student teaching 
component, their university campus, and a local elementary school where a couple of 
their required courses were taught. Of the ten maestras who volunteered, two interned in 
a pre-kindergarten, four in a kindergarten, one in a first grade, one in a third grade, and 
one in a fourth grade bilingual education classroom. The other was placed in a fifth grade 
“newcomer” bilingual education classroom. Table 3 below provides demographic data 
for the participants by first name, ethnicity, age, and the grade levels in which they 
interned as pre-service teachers. To maintain participant anonymity all names provided 
are pseudonyms. 
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Table 3: Participants’ Demographic Data. 
 First Name Ethnicity Age1 Grade Levels2 
1. Cici Mexican 26 Pre-Kindergarten/ 
Kindergarten 
2. Raquel Mexican 22 Third/Second 
3. Mariela Mexican 22 Kindergarten/First 
4. Sonia Mexican 24 Fourth/Fourth 
5. Diana Mexican 22 Fifth (newcomer class) 
6. Janet Mexican 21 Kindergarten 
7. Jessica Mexican 21 Kindergarten 
8. Soar Israeli/Argentinean 21 Pre-Kindergarten 
9. Vanesa Mexican 23 Kindergarten 
10. Valentina Mexican 21 First 
Note: Names that appear in italics participated in both phases of the study. 
1. Refers to their age on August 1, 2006. 
2. The first grade level listed refers to the grade they taught during their teaching 
apprentice experience, and the second refers to the grade they taught in their first- 
or second-year as fulltime teachers. Both second-year teachers taught the same 
grade in their first and second years of teaching. 
The second phase included observing the teachers in their first- or second-year as 
fulltime bilingual education teachers. Maestras were recruited for this phase of the study 
according to the following characteristics: participation in the initial phase of the study 
and the pursuit of a profession as a bilingual education teacher in Texas. All maestras 
taught in predominantly Mexican American classrooms. Only six of the 10 maestras 
were eligible to participate in the second phase since four candidates (Janet, Soar, 
Valentina, and Vanessa) decided not to pursue teaching in a bilingual education 
classroom their first year after graduation. Diana taught in a dual-language program, but I 
did not ask her to participate in the second phase of the study as she had initially 
indicated that she would not teach her first year after graduation. When I found out she 
was, in fact, working as a teacher, distance was also a barrier as she lived over 200 miles 
away. Vanesa, one of the four initial participants taught in a monolingual English high 
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school in California. Valentina taught in a monolingual English elementary school 
classroom along the Texas-México border. Soar spent the year after graduation abroad 
traveling to both Argentina and Israel. Of the five bilingual education teachers (Cici, 
Jessica, Mariela, Raquel, and Sonia) I approached to participate in the second phase of 
the study, only four were allowed to participate by their school districts. Jessica the 
teacher whose school district did not allow her to participate in my study, taught third 
grade in an English as a Second Language (ESL) classroom about 80 miles away. 
Of the four teachers who participated in the second phase of the study, two (Cici 
and Mariela) were first-year teachers and two (Raquel and Sonia) were second-year 
teachers. Each teacher taught at a different school. Three teachers (Cici, Raquel, and 
Sonia) taught in the same school district and Mariela taught in another school district 180 
miles away. They taught in kindergarten, first, second, and fourth grade Spanish/English 
bilingual education classrooms. Raquel and Sonia did not change schools or the grade 
levels they taught for both years covered by the study; Raquel taught second grade and 
Sonia fourth. 
DATA COLLECTION 
Initial data was collected in 2006 through semi-structured interviews, which 
informed the oral (her)story interview and paired (auto)biographical dialogue (P(A)BD) 
protocols. Additional data was gathered through the spring of 2008. The primary data 
sources for this study included: 1) transcripts from the oral (her)story interviews, 2) 
transcripts from the paired (auto)biographical dialogues, 3) field notes I wrote from my 
ethnographic classroom observations, and 4) transcripts of the concluding interviews. 
Secondary data sets included: email communications and classroom artifacts from the 
participants’ teacher preparation program and first- or second-year of teaching. All 
interviews and P(A)BDs were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. I noted 
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ethnographic classroom observations by hand and later converted them to electronic 
documents for analysis. Email correspondence was filed for analysis. Conversations and 
emails with the 10 participants continued through the analysis and writing of the 
dissertation to provide clarification and fill in missing details. The data provided insight 
into the lived experiences of maestras, their perspectives of and desires for teaching in 
bilingual education classrooms, and their experiences as novice teachers. 
Paired (Auto)Biographical Dialogues 
Paired (auto)biographical dialogues (P(A)BDs) expand on the method of 
(auto)biographical dialogues co-created with Dr. Sofia Villenas in 2004 (Prieto & 
Villenas, 2005). As we engaged with one another about our lived experiences we 
examined how such experiences impacted our Chicana feminist perspectives in teacher 
education. In that setting we were both researchers dialoguing with one another for a co-
authored manuscript. Building on that initial method, I designed P(A)BDs as a 
pedagogical exercise that removes the researcher as facilitator and observer. This 
purposeful distinction seeks to allow the participants to openly share their life stories with 
one another. Participants were paired at random and asked to engage with one another. 
This exercise seeks to encourage students to question how particular beliefs and 
ideologies related to race, ethnicity, social class, gender, and language within the contexts 
of family, home, and community have informed their lived experiences and why they 
seek to teach. 
As the work of Freire (2002) confirms, dialogue involves two or more people 
engaged in critical thinking, 
…true dialogue cannot exist unless the dialoguers engage in critical thinking—
thinking which perceives reality as a process, as transformation, rather than as a 
static entity—thinking which does not separate itself from action, but constantly 
immerses itself in temporality without fear of the risks involved. (p. 92) 
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The purpose of the P(A)BDs was to observe and determine what the participants had to 
say about the interstices in which they as pre-service teachers were situated and within 
which they were expected to learn. The dialogues involved and allowed for self-reflection 
and critique of various forms of oppression. 
Existing methods which influenced the design of P(A)BDs include the Industrial 
Areas Foundation’s (IAF) Individual Meetings Model and the dialogical research 
methods employed by Padilla (1993) in group interviews. Padilla reports relying on 
Freire’s (2002) specially structured dialogue in small groups as the chief method for 
revealing to the investigator and to the subjects themselves the overt and hidden aspects 
of problematic experiences in everyday life. Freire (2002) who also informs the work of 
the IAF writes of the importance of utilizing dialogue to pursue emancipatory scholarship 
that articulates the importance of praxis—reflection and action taking place 
simultaneously. These dialogues aim to create a space where participants engage 
critically, akin to the Freirian process of “engaging in dialogic retrospection,” where 
dialogue is an existential necessity and dialogical research recasts the roles of researchers 
and subjects in ways that lead to greater empowerment for the subjects. 
The IAF’s use of dialogue through their individual meetings seeks to engage the 
public and build relationships through self-interest (IAF, 1994): 
One-on-one meetings are held between parents, teachers, administrators, and 
community members. These meetings are not surveys but rather conversations 
involving true dialogue between two individuals… These meetings also create the 
foundation of personal relationships upon which collective work around school 
issues can be built. (p. 7) 
Individual meetings are used by IAF with parents, school personnel, and community 
members to develop an interest in community involvement. A focus on relationship 
building is helpful when introducing new teachers to others in their teacher education 
cohort. In an email dated July 14, 2006, Sonia, a second-year teacher, expressed this 
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point, “I liked the experience, and I think it would definitely be benificial (sic) for the 
girls in the cohort. It would be a great way to get to know someone a little bit better and 
feel more at ease during classes.” 
Resembling the individual meetings and Padilla’s (1993) dialogic research 
methods, P(A)BDs can help participants see their involvement as furthering their own 
personal development and sense of efficacy and agency. Raquel, another second-year 
teacher, commented on the potential use of P(A)BDs as a pedagogical tool in her own 
classroom via an email dated July 21, 2006, “This exercise would be good in the 
classroom. I think that doing this with my students would help [me] learn a lot about their 
background and how it affects their learning.” P(A)BDs as a method allow participants to 
develop dialogues along the axes of culture, language, social class, and other hierarchies 
of difference. Raquel expanded her perspective on the dialogues, “I really enjoyed being 
part of this dialogue; it allowed me to reflect on things about my life and the career I 
chose.” 
Part of the practice of engaging in the dialogues includes greater empowerment 
for the participants. The exercise of self-development through the dialogues encourages a 
commitment to life-long learning and reflexivity about who the participants are, their 
mission and goals in life, and their relationships with others, such as peers, students, and 
families. As such, the application of the dialogues seeks to nurture and urge people to 
engage in life-long learning through self-critique, reflection, and action. 
In the space where the participants’ narratives meet their interpretations of their 
lived experiences they may come to discover a consciousness of their responsibility to 
self, community, and society. Galindo and Olguín (1996) similarly note the importance of 
interpreting teachers’ lived experiences, “Autobiographical and biographical accounts 
serve to document teachers’ implicit as well as explicit guiding theories—those values, 
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beliefs, and principles that guide action,” (p. 34). I offer P(A)BDs to help pre-service and 
beginning teachers explore their pedagogies of the home, create cultural knowledge, and 
understand how they might use these to provide meaningful experiences in their 
classrooms. Galindo and Olguín’s argue, “a process of critical reflection, mediated by 
autobiographical writing, can help bilingual educators reclaim cultural resources and 
consider how they might be integrated into their personal teaching philosophies” (p. 29). 
In addition to writing in isolation, I propose that pre-service and beginning teachers 
verbally engage one another in a process of critical reflection mediated through the 
P(A)BDs. 
Using and interpreting the personal life stories of the maestras in dialogue 
through the works by feminist her-storians and the lens of Chicana feminist thought 
involves an exploration of their lived experiences growing up as racialized, gendered, and 
classed Latinas. As such, P(A)BDs can provide insights on how maestras journey 
through the processes of teaching and learning—processes rooted in fragmentation, 
ambiguity, resilience, cariño, and wholeness. Holling (2006) argues, and I agree, “that 
creating pedagogical assignments that have Chicanas and Latinas center and critically 
analyze particular lived experiences, while identifying the ideologies and beliefs that 
shape those experiences, heightens their sense of consciousness” (p. 82). I propose the 
use of P(A)BDs in formal academic spaces to do what Holling (2006) achieved in her 
work with Chicanas/Latinas: to enable, “students to view themselves as active agents 
capable of remaking their own subject positions” (p. 90). As such, educators promote the 
development of conciencia con compromiso. 
It is my contention that teacher educators, beginning, and veteran teachers should 
be encouraged to use P(A)BDs as a pedagogical tool with students in their programs and 
classrooms. As a pedagogical exercise, P(A)BDs provide one instructional tool to 
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examine the particular interstices at which teachers are situated and within which they 
learn as well as a resource for helping them get to know the students in their classrooms, 
for those students to get to know one another, and for the students to get to know their 
instructor. According to Holling (2006), “For an educator to opt out of sharing personal 
experiences and relevant ideologies that shaped those experiences—while asking students 
to engage in such work—serves to maintain power, privilege, and hierarchy in the 
classroom” (pp. 83-84). Thus, for students to get to know their instructor, the instructor 
must also take part in this exercise. 
The P(A)BDs averaged an hour to an hour and a half in length. As the researcher, 
I developed and provided a protocol—speaking points and questions—for the two 
maestras to refer to as they engaged with one another in dialogue. Participants were 
presented with the protocol a couple of days prior to their dialogues. Appendix A 
provides the updated P(A)BD protocol.  
Oral (her)story interviews were conducted after the P(A)BDs. Most data related to 
the life stories of the maestras was gathered by means of the qualitative oral (her)story 
interviews and the P(A)BDs. This joint process elicited more information on teacher 
experiences than either one alone could have. The following describes the method of oral 
(her)story interviews in detail and the rationale for including such an approach. 
Oral (Her)story Interviews 
The individual oral (her)story interviews, a Chicana feminist practice of oral 
history, are conducted to explore how a participant comes to know and understand the 
role of gender, race and social class, as structural and ideological relations in their lived 
experiences (Pérez, 1994; Sangster, 2005). These semi-structured interviews, like the 
P(A)BDs described above, took place during the fall 2006 and spring 2007 semesters as 
the participants were enrolled in their internship course, observing a fulltime teacher and 
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later as student teachers themselves at their respective elementary school sites. Oral 
(her)story interviews took place in similar settings, which included coffee shops, 
classrooms, meeting rooms, and taquerias (taco shops). The interview sessions lasted 
from 1½ to 2-hours each. Participants had a second oral (her)story interview to answer 
pending questions and for member checking of the first interview. 
A number of factors were considered as I prepared the oral (her)story interview 
instrument. According to Thompson (2000), the successful interviewer must possess “an 
interest and respect for people as individuals, and flexibility in response to them; an 
ability to show understanding and sympathy for their point of view; and, above all, a 
willingness to sit quietly and listen” (p. 222). This proved a difficult task as I listened to 
commonalities and differences in the participants’ stories with my own. I was challenged 
to listen quietly without sharing my own comments, as I would do in an exchange with a 
friend or colleague. However, when directly asked to share about my own background or 
experiences by the participants, I reciprocated. A shared interest in bilingual education, 
the educational issues facing Latinas/os in the U.S., and a shared background as Latinas 
perhaps served as the base for establishing a working relationship with the participants. 
I also prepared for the interviews by reading and collecting background 
information on the maestras. According to Thompson, collecting background information 
is helpful as the researcher prepares “to elicit significant historical information from an 
interview” (p. 223). The P(A)BDs also served to gather initial information about the 
teacher candidates and terms that are commonly used by the informants as they relate to 
their teacher preparation program and student intern experiences. Speaking with the 
bilingual education certification program coordinator, and visiting the program website 
proved very helpful in the process of acquiring terminology specific to their experiences, 
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especially since there is a common use of abbreviations in describing programs, 
requirements, organizations, curriculum, and instruction. 
As Spickard (year unknown) notes, keeping in mind to provide open-ended 
questions that will allow narrators to speak freely while also asking probing questions 
that reflect an interest in understanding their cultural values and ideological orientation 
was considered in the development of the oral (her)story interview protocol (See 
Appendix B). A main concern in designing interview questions is to provide neutrally 
phrased questions that do not bias towards eliciting a predetermined response. However, 
even with an interview protocol, Thompson (2000) recommends, 
No oral historian, even when using an interview guide, would want to go for a 
caricature of the classic survey’s search for ‘objective’ evidence, with its 
instrument a rigid inflexible questionnaire style of interview carried out by a 
dehumanized interviewer ‘without a face to give off feelings.’ (p. 226) 
At times I laughed and cried with the maestras as they shared joyous, silly, and even 
extremely painful accounts. 
In some cases the responses provided allowed for additional questioning and 
extended comments. More than one interview session proved helpful in this regard, as it 
allowed for what Rosenthal describes in the following: 
The interview is opened by a wide, non-contentious question, and in the first 
phase the interviewer simply offers non-verbal encouragement; in the second 
phase details may be drawn out by asking the interviewee to say more about 
themes already mentioned; only in the third can new topics and missing themes be 
raised. (in Thompson, 2000, p. 228) 
Oral (her)story interviews are included in the research because they provide what 
Thompson identifies as the means to understand the connection between social 
background, cultural values and ideas regarding education among the narrators. 
As Ruíz (1998) states, 
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Though filtered through the lens of time and mediated by the interviewer, oral 
histories shed much light on individual stories of resistance, resilience, and 
creativity. It is not of “giving” voice, but of providing the space for people to 
express their thoughts and feelings in their words and on their own terms. 
Reclaiming, contextualizing, and interpreting their memories remain the 
historians’ tasks. (p. xvi) 
Another key feature in my study is the use of my lived experiences as a Chicana 
educator. The vignettes provided serve as a contextual backdrop to the stories the 
participants narrate. Ellis and Bochner (2000) write about the process of employing an 
autoethnographic methodology that includes personal narrative and reflexivity on the part 
of the researcher. Providing excerpts of my story as the maestras shared theirs 
encourages what Hale (1991) describes as an engagement between the researcher and the 
narrators: 
A woman (“interviewee,” “narrator,” oral historian of her own life, 
autobiographer) should always be encouraged to be herself in the sense not only 
of being honest but also of not remaining anonymous; to be the subject of her own 
life; to express her feelings; to relate her personal experiences; to reinvent herself; 
to reinvent history (especially: to interject herself into history); and to act. (p. 125) 
Turning a critical lens on my own life story, I attempt to present my life, in this instance 
with me being the researcher as an upbringing in which borders are navigated and norms 
of family, community, school, and culture are challenged. Through this process the 
researcher is positioned as subject. According to Sangster (2005), 
Asking why and how women explain, rationalize and make sense of their past 
offers insight into the social and material framework within which they operated, 
the perceived choices and cultural patterns they faced, and the complex 
relationship between individual consciousness and culture. (p. 87) 
As women reflect on their life stories, strength and resilience is fueled to counter 
hegemonic structures that strive to diminish shared efforts. When interviewing the Latina 
participants I expected that attention and sensitivity to ethnicity, gender, language, social 
class, immigrant status, and sexual dynamics would play an essential role. Thus, the 
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concepts of epistemology, agency, and culture were explored via the dialogues, 
interviews, and observations. 
Classroom Observations 
Ethnographic methods inform the classroom observations of the maestras (See 
Appendix D). Crotty (2003) defines ethnographic inquiry as “the spirit of symbolic 
interactionism [which] seeks to uncover meanings and perceptions on the part of the 
people participating in the research, viewing these understandings against the backdrop of 
people’s overall worldview or ‘culture’” (p. 7). The method of preference employed for 
conducting the proposed ethnographic study is observation. The questions considered 
while observing the teachers are adapted from Pamala Carter’s study of highly qualified 
teachers (See Appendix C). As Spindler and Hammond (2006) claim, ethnography as a 
research tool is devoted to looking at human interaction as cultural process; thus it can 
inform the educational processes maestras experience. In the fall 2006 through spring 
2007, I visited the elementary schools where the pre-service teacher conducted their 
student teaching to contextualize the experiences of the maestras within their 
corresponding school communities. Data collection on their student teaching experiences 
was conducted over a 15-week period in the spring of 2007. My observations at the 
elementary schools included taking note of their interactions with students and their 
mentor teachers. Field notes from the observations served to corroborate the emerging 
themes from the interviews and P(A)BDs. I collected additional data during part of the 
2007 – 2008 academic school year, which I used to examine how the novice maestras’ 
beliefs, values, and approaches to teaching were articulated, enacted, or contradicted in 
their classrooms as fulltime teachers. 
In the second phase of the study, I conducted concluding interviews with the first- 
and second-year teachers and thus, significantly added to the information gathered from 
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the classroom observations detailed above. These interviews were also audio-recorded 
and transcribed for analysis. The questions focused on meaning making, feelings, and 
perceptions of events, relationships, and experiences related to the classroom 
observations. 
ANALYSIS 
 Considerable data was generated from the dialogues, interviews and observations 
conducted over the 2-year period. According to Thompson (2000), analysis can be 
brought together in four ways in oral history: 1) a single life-story narrative, 2) a 
collection of stories, 3) narrative analysis, and 4) the reconstructive cross-analysis. For 
the purpose of my study, I brought the oral (her)story interviews together using two of 
these approaches—a collection of stories and narrative analysis. A collection of stories 
“allows the stories to be used much more easily in constructing a broader historical 
interpretation, by grouping them—as a whole or fragmented—around common themes” 
(p. 270). In the process of analysis, a narrative inquiry approach was used, and 
substantive themes were outlined as they were gleaned from the data. Two methods of 
data analysis were performed: 1) vertical analysis in which each interview was analyzed 
individually, line for line and for the overall story and 2) horizontal analysis, an analysis 
which was conducted across interviews for the purpose of identifying and interrelating 
similarities and differences suggested by the data. Secondary data sources served to 
substantiate or challenge the emerging concepts and themes. These methods of analysis 
allowed for individual interpretations of each maestras’ narratives. I was also concerned 
with a collective analysis of their combined experiences. Thus, the maestras’ narratives 
provided opportunities for multiple meaning making. 
Narrative analysis focuses on the transcript of the interview itself as an oral text. 
As Riessman (1993) states the importance of scrutinizing or “unpacking” a text, is so that 
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“culture “speaks itself” through an individual’s story. It is possible to examine gender 
inequalities, racial oppression, and other practices of power that may be taken for granted 
by the individual speakers” (p. 5). Thompson (2000) agrees, asserting that narrative 
analysis focuses on what can be learned from the language, themes, repetitions, and 
silences of an interview. In addition to reading the interviews as text, I also read them as 
types of content and evidence. The use of multiple methods like interviews, dialogues, 
and observations helped me to make assessments with regard to internal consistency and 
saturation. 
My aim was to interpret the interviews while examining the authors’ intended 
meanings. I noted similarities and differences emphasized across stories as well as 
experiences laden with contradictions. Contradictions within or between texts illustrated 
the effects of social hierarchies experienced by the maestras. The discussion of results 
from this study focus on how these maestras’ lived and professional experiences 
influence their decision to leave or pursue the teaching profession in bilingual education, 
how they articulate their sense of self, family and community, the pedagogical impact of 
their shared cultural and linguistic characteristics with their students, how they strive to 
provide meaningful experiences for their students, the interplay between them, and the 
implications for teacher educators and other teachers. Narratives of teacher stories are 
intentionally included to construct meaning around teacher recruitment, induction and 
retention, especially in diverse classrooms, for the benefit of these and other teachers, 
teacher educators, policy makers, and administrators. 
Triangulation of Data 
According to Merriam (1998), research results “are trustworthy to the extent that 
there has been some accounting for their validity and reliability” (p. 198). To demonstrate 
the validity and reliability of this qualitative study I have chosen to include lengthy 
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quotes from my participants and field notes from my observations. The direct quotes 
transcribed verbatim illustrate that the conclusions drawn rest upon the data collected. As 
I decided which quotes to include, the length of those quotes as well as which quotes 
were omitted altogether, I acknowledged my role in determining the view of the 
participants’ lives that is depicted in this study. I have made all efforts to be truthful in 
my representation of their lives, but there is not a day that goes by when I do not ask 
myself, “Am I doing justice to their stories? Have I provided enough material for the 
reader to understand the complexity and fruitfulness of these cherished stories?” 
Role of the Researcher 
The initial process of recruiting volunteers to participate in this study was made 
possible through my conversations with the coordinator of the bilingual education teacher 
certification program. I began corresponding and meeting with her in the spring of 2006. 
She provided me with the initial contact information for the 2006 cohort and in the fall of 
2006 allowed me to attend one of the courses she taught, ESL Methods, to recruit the rest 
of the participants. At the end of class she asked the 2007 cohort to stay behind so the 
members could listen as I explained the nature of my visit. I somewhat nervously 
introduced myself, provided a little bit of background information and spoke about the 
nature of my study. I then passed around a piece of lined paper and asked them to write 
their names and contact information if they were willing to voluntarily participate in my 
study. When the paper came back to me I noticed only seven (Mariela, Cici, Jessica, 
Janet, Valentina, Soar, Vanesa, in that order) of the eleven pre-service teachers had 
signed. The instructor looked at me and asked if I had enough participants. I shook my 
head and asked if at least one more person was willing to participate. The instructor took 
the paper and passed it back to the group further encouraging them to volunteer. Diana 
was the last person to sign, rounding out my total number of pre-service teacher 
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participants to ten. I thanked them for their time and told them I would follow up via 
email to provide additional information, describe the first phase of the study, and collect 
initial demographic data. 
This would prove to be the easiest aspect of my role as researcher. Challenges that 
arose were more intimately related to the rapport I established with the maestras and my 
interpretation of their narratives. Being Chicana/Latina, Spanish/English bilingual, and a 
former teacher myself allowed me to develop surface level confianza (trust) with the 
maestras. Having never been a bilingual education or elementary school teacher, I 
regularly communicated to the maestras how much I relied on their knowledge and 
firsthand experiences to inform my dissertation. Instilling more meaningful levels of 
confianza between the maestras and myself came later, with time. In the fall of 2006, I 
continued to visit during their ESL methods course and scheduled time to visit their 
student teaching sites as well. When the maestras had an all-day training with their 
mentor teachers, members of the teacher preparation program, and the local school 
district where they were placed for their student teaching, I was invited and made sure to 
attend. Doing so provided me with an opportunity to meet the mentor teachers prior to 
visiting their schools. The maestras were also split between two graduate students who 
were appointed to serve as facilitators between the university teacher preparation 
program and the school district. Namely the facilitators met with the maestras and their 
mentor teachers throughout the academic school year. 
When I attended their student teaching sites, the maestras introduced me to their 
mentor teachers and students in various ways. For example, some maestras were very 
formal to informal and spoke in English and/or Spanish as they proudly or 
apprehensively introduced me to their class. This gave me the opportunity to listen to 
how they described who I was and the nature of my classroom visits. In turn, I learned 
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more about their understanding of my research project as well. Some pre-service teachers 
took time from the lesson at hand, asked the class to pay attention, and provided me space 
to introduce myself and to share why I was there. On a few occasions I was even asked to 
take questions from the students, which resulted in fun exchanges about where I was 
from, what I did, and if I was their pre-service teacher’s boss. A few of the mentor 
teachers showed real interest in my work. As the semester progressed they asked me a 
number of questions about my study and how they could be of help. 
My role shifted from classroom to classroom and over time. Sometimes I was a 
quiet observer sitting in a corner, other times I was a classroom volunteer, or the 
maestras’ confidant. On other occasions still, the children sought me out to play or draw 
with them during more flexible classroom activity time or out on the playground. I 
worked hard at learning all the children’s names. I looked forward to my visits with them 
and they seemed to as well; in some classes I was welcomed with cheers upon arriving. 
In developing relationships with the mentor teachers and elementary school students, I 
found the relationship between the pre-service teachers and myself solidified as well. The 
visits to the schools kept constant my fervor for impacting the educational experiences of 
Latina/o children in U.S. public schools. 
In my desire to get things right and do justice to their experiences and the stories 
of the pre-service teachers, I experienced anxieties as I developed the interview questions 
and later as I immersed myself in the complex process of data analysis. The observations 
were diverse. I saw pre-service teachers and children go to school hungry for knowledge, 
eager to learn and please. Other times I observed teachers’ frustrations with lesson plans 
or was made aware of difficulties the pre-service teachers were experiencing at home. On 
one occasion a school bus driver reported their suspicion that one of their little passengers 
might be a victim of child abuse taking place in the child’s home. As a result of this 
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concern, I witnessed a pre-kindergarten student get pulled from class to meet with a 
social worker. 
As I listened to the maestras’ stories, I found myself comparing and critiquing our 
trajectories. As an undergraduate student I was politically vocal, actively involved in 
student protests, and strongly identified as Chicana. I initially misjudged some of the 
maestras as I questioned their identification as Latinas and critical consciousness because 
it appeared different from my own. With time, in conversations with my dissertation co-
chair, Sofia Villenas, and by revisiting the writings of Chicana feminist scholars, I came 
to more sensitively understand the whole of their experiences and multiple identities. 
Only through this sensitivity was I able to see and interpret their strengths and 
development of a conciencia con compromiso. 
During the last phase of my study, in the spring of 2008, when I observed four 
novice maestras as fulltime teachers, I recognized that there were also advantages and 
disadvantages associated with my role as researcher and community member. One 
teacher, Mariela, I observed was about a two-hour drive from where I lived. When I 
started to schedule my visits to her school and asked her about an affordable hotel in her 
area, she invited me to stay at her parents’ home. Perhaps because Mariela was used to 
having Mexicanas/os stay in her home throughout her childhood, it was natural for her 
and her parents’ to open up their home to me as well. I was humbled by her invitation and 
accepted. I later wondered if I had been male and/or white if I would have been invited to 
stay at her house as well. Mariela’s family was generous. She gave up her bedroom 
upstairs for me, and I had access to a private bath. After school, we ate meals together at 
her home and occasionally watched El Noticiero (the news hour) or a Mexican telenovela 
(soap opera in Spanish) with her parents. One night in January, I even participated in an 
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emotional conversation with Mariela and her mother regarding their perspectives on 
gender roles. The following excerpt is from my field notes of that evening: 
I was involved in a conversation with Mariela and her mother. It started over 
dinner with Mariela asking me to share about my tia (aunt) who’s in her late 
thirties and was just allowed to have her first boyfriend, and how she’s getting 
married this March. The evening was emotional, tense, but hopeful (at least I 
think so). At times all three of us were visibly uncomfortable and on many 
occasions Mariela cried. She and her mom have a relationship that seems different 
from mine with my own mother. Perhaps it is more similar to the relationship I 
share with my father—a relationship based on familial love, but laced with 
tensions, rage, hurt, rencor (resentment), strong carácter (personalities) on both 
parts, and egos that clash. 
Mariela conveyed her wants, and I tried to facilitate/mediate. I tried to provide as 
many personal examples from my relationship with my mother, father, the 
relationship between my grandma and tia, and other Mexicana/o families in 
general. I tried to be respectful and a source of support for Mariela, but I also tried 
to honor the role of her mother and encourage a healing process between the two. 
The space of hope and possibility is what drove me to ask some difficult questions 
or to push topics, which Mariela tells me typically, ignite both her and her mother. 
I drew on cultural notions of gender and parenting, maintained a low/peaceful 
tone of voice (something I seem unable to do when speaking with my own father), 
at times I looked at them directly in the face, and at others I humbled myself, 
keeping my head down I picked at the rice under the mantel tejido (woven 
tablecloth). I also physically reached out to Mariela by putting my hand on her 
knee and leg, wishing her mother could be in my place and provide Mariela with 
this much needed and sought after display of affection. 
I also tried to be a sounding board. Admitting that I am not a mother, and 
therefore cannot claim to know what that feels like, I also acknowledged that 
some day I’d like to be one and the type of relationship I hope to have with my 
own daughter (similar to the one I share with my mom). I implored that they give 
one another a chance. I argued that there is nothing like the relationship between a 
mother and daughter, y que todavia estan a tiempo (and that they’re still at a point 
where they can heal). Mariela suplicó (pleaded), “¡Me estoy secando amá! ¡Me 
estoy secando por dentro! (I’m withering away, ma’! I’m withering away inside). 
Her mother internalized this as a personal attack, got up from the table, and sat at 
the living room saying, “Pero yo no quiero ser la culpable de que te estes 
secando, de que estes enferma. Mejor me voy a México y los dejo solos a ti y a tu 
papá para no estorvarles.” (But I don’t want to be the one responsible for you 
withering away, of you getting sick. It’s best I go to Mexico and leave your father 
and you alone so as not to get in the way.) She seemed to have missed the point or 
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was reacting as she tried to make sense of the very difficult and painful situation. 
To reconcile cultural beliefs, religious ideologies, generational differences, and 
her daughter’s U.S. experiences was a challenge. 
Mariela’s mom says she is very proud of her daughter, “Es un hija muy buena. 
Me a salido muy buena.”(She’s a very good daughter. She turned out very well.) 
Hearing this angers Mariela, who asks me, “Soy su hija buena (I am her good 
daughter), but at what cost? I’m not happy; I’m miserable. I didn’t used to say 
anything when she’d say this to other people, but now I’m tired of it, so I’ll say 
something like, ‘Pero no soy feliz.’ (But I’m not happy.) She just wants to control 
me.” Control seems to be an overwhelming concern. Perhaps her mother’s lack of 
control in other facets of her own life draws her to control Mariela’s. Her mom 
holds deeply embedded beliefs that her daughter being at home, el que no salga 
(that she not go out) is an indicator of her being a “good” daughter. It’s like 
lighting a match under Mariela. 
Over the dining table, even the dad tries to help out. Se arima a cenar (He sits to 
have dinner) as Mariela’s mom removed herself and sat at the living room rocking 
chair, “Güera, no, güera, no se trata de eso (güera is a term of endearment used 
to describe a light-skinned female.). Escucha lo que te quieren decir.” (Güera, 
no, güera, it’s not about you leaving. Listen to what they’re trying to tell you.) It 
seems odd to me that Mariela’s dad be the one supporting her. Perhaps their 
relationship mirrors my little brother’s relationship with my niece or what my 
mom’s relationship was like with her own father…it reminds me that I should be 
forgiving of my own father, tambien (also). I feel reflective about my own life, 
especially the times I’ve hurt my mom, and how she keeps forgiving me… 
I also try to tell them both that we’re living in different times, spaces, and places 
than the one either grew up in, so that we have to adjust, as painful as that might 
be for one another. I try to express how difficult it is to grow up as a Latina in the 
U.S. and to convey how difficult I’ve seen it be for my mother to live as a Latina 
immigrant in the U.S. as well… 
I want to recognize that it was difficult on many levels (e.g., mental, physical, spiritual, 
emotional) to get the rich data that led to the interpretations you have before you. 
Although I’m Chicana/Latina and align with my participants in that way, de todos modos 
me costó trabajo (it was still challenging) to go into the field with my questions, to bear 
witness to their lived experiences, and to honor their stories through my telling. At times 
I cried out of anger, frustration, fatigue, happiness, hopefulness, and as a way of healing. 
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I cried as I recognized my own limitations and wondered from where my own desire to 
help was born. Stories of success and happiness are easy to share and warm the heart, but 
I struggled with how to share their painful stories as well. The stories of success in spite 
of; the stories of sobrevivencia (survival) because of…should I hold back, not share all 
the details? I had to remind myself that the maestras agreed to share their stories. They 
understood my study and provided consent to participate. Thus, it became my 
responsibility to indeed share their stories, to do justice to their lives, voices, experiences, 
and trajectories. 
Cruz (2006) thoughtfully asks, “How do we reconfigure ourselves as witnesses 
when our observations of poverty and oppression include the communities of our 
families,” (p. 65). I struggle to address Cruz’s query as I reflect on my role as researcher 
in this study. 
This study is a response to the call for theorizing the lives of Chicanas/Latinas 
based on our own experiences as Chicana/Latina feminists. Delgado Bernal (2006a) 
writes that the authors’ in ‘Mujeres in college: Negotiating identities and challenging 
educational norms,’ 
…apply Chicana feminist theoretical writings to their scholarship on 
Chicanas/Latinas in higher education at the same time that they create teorías that 
are based on the voices, narratives, and testimonios of mujeres in college. In the 
process, they theorize the mind, body, and soul connection by addressing the 
personal, political, intellectual, and spiritual desires and actions of mujeres in 
college. (pp. 77-78) 
Similarly, I interpret the narratives of the Chicana/Latina pre-service teachers by 
operationalizing Chicana feminist thought. I hope my interpretations of their narratives 
provide a means of validation. According to Cruz (2006), “Situating knowledge in the 
brown body begins the validation of narratives of survival, transformation, and 
emancipation of our respective communities, reclaiming histories and identities. And in 
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these ways, we embody our theory” (p. 73). In learning the stories of these maestras I 
have certainly felt challenged and validated in my own experiences as a Chicana/Latina 
feminist. For this and more, I remain thankful to las maestras.
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Chapter 3:  How do Pre-Service Teachers Narrate their Lived 
Experiences and Articulate a Sense of Self, Family, and Community in 
their Development as Maestras? 
I awoke to the tlac, tlac, tlac of the rolling pin against the kitchen counter. No 
alarm clock was needed in our home as my mom rolled out fresh flour tortillas every 
morning. Tlac, tlac, tlac continued the rolling pin against the counter. As I opened my 
eyes and sat up in bed I noticed my sister no longer lay next to me. I peered down the 
dark trailer corridor. At the other end stood my mom. Her back slightly hunched as she 
crafted perfectly round tortillas. She paused the rolling pin long enough to turn the 
tortilla already bubbling on the hot comal (caste iron skillet). It was time to get up. 
As I waited for my sister to finish in the bathroom, I dressed quickly in our 
bedroom. When it was finally my turn, I stared in the mirror for a moment. I smiled at the 
greñuda (girl with disheveled hair) looking back at me. Then I washed my freckled sun-
kissed face and brushed my teeth and hair. Entering the living room I greeted my mom, 
“Buenos dias, amá,” and followed with a kiss on her soft warm cheek. Her skin smelled of 
Oil of Olay. My little brother and sister were already having breakfast. My older brother 
and father had eaten earlier and were outside preparing the animals for our absence. 
I heard the rumble of the truck outside and knew my father would soon rush us 
along. “Buenos dias, mi’ja. Andale, sientate a comer.” (“Good morning, my daughter. 
Come now sit down to eat.”) My mom’s magical tortillas flew off the comal. In one swift 
move I intercepted one on its way to the tortillera (tortilla warmer). This was the moment 
worth waking up for, even when it was so dark outside that the rooster had yet to crow. 
The hot tortilla danced between my palms as I tried to cool it just enough to hold as I 
moved towards the sarten de frijoles con chorizo (frying pan containing refried beans 
with Mexican sausage). I took a spoonful and smothered the beans down the middle of 
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the tortilla. Placing the spoon back in the sarten I quickly rolled my taco and took the first 
bite. I sighed, “Mmm.” Little did I know then that in my adult years I would recall this 
moment with longing nostalgia. 
“Sientate, mi’ja,” (“Sit down, my daughter,”) my mom’s voice shook me from my 
trance. I pulled out a chair where she had already placed una taza de avena (a cup of 
oatmeal) and sat down. “Cuidado con la canela,” (“Careful with the cinnamon sticks,”) 
she warned, but I was too busy savoring my taco to move on to the cup of oatmeal before 
me. On a small plate my brothers and sister had already stacked their used cinnamon 
sticks over which my mom cautioned. The empty mugs were moved to the sink, and my 
little brother made his way down the five steps connecting the trailer door to Mother 
Earth outside. With him he took the cut out plastic gallon used to collect the desperdicios 
(scraps), which he was to feed to the dogs. 
Back inside my sister assembled more tacos as my mom finished cooking the last 
of the tortillas. These tacos would provide the day’s nourishment as we broke for lunch 
out in the fields. Like a zipper coming undone, my mom tore a piece of aluminum foil and 
placed it on the table for my sister. She laid four tacos across the bottom and began 
stacking from there. The kitchen was small, so we worked around one another. Just a few 
steps away, I stood at the sink washing the mugs and spoons. When I looked over my left 
shoulder I smiled at the pyramid wrapped in foil. Quickly the bundle of tacos was 
wrapped in a plastic bag before being placed in the morral (Mexican bag used to carry 
our lunch). This additional layer would help keep them warm longer. 
My older brother peered through the sliding glass door and called, “¡La leche!” 
(“The milk!”) “Andale, mi’ja,” (“Hurry, my daughter,”) my mom motioned. I rushed 
over and took la ollita de leche (the little pot of milk) from my brother. I gazed at the 
white frothy milk in the small pot, which felt warm inside my hands. My brother closed 
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the door and returned to his chores outside. I walked carefully trying not to spill the milk. 
I watched it sway like ocean waves back and forth. In the kitchen I handed it off to my 
mom who had already prepped the straining cloth and milk container. I held the edges of 
the cloth against the jar careful not to tug or the milk was sure to splatter. My mom 
finished pouring the milk taking the cloth to the sink. It was to be washed alongside the 
pot and hung to dry before we left. The warm milk smelled of goat accompanied by a 
sweetness I can’t quite describe. 
¡Pii, piii! I dried my hands quickly as the sound of my dad’s pick-up truck 
announced it was time to leave. Like a hen rounding up her pollitas, (little chicks) my 
mom placed her hand on our backs and ushered my sister and me out of the kitchen as 
she ate the last tortilla. Hardly can I recall my mom ever sitting down to eat; she was 
always on the go. We stopped briefly in the living room, grabbed our work gloves, hats, 
and light jackets as my mom, morral (lunch bag) in tow, turned off the lights and locked 
the door behind us. 
Taz, taz, taz, our feet hurried down the steps. My brothers and I climbed into the 
back of the pick-up truck. I bounced up slightly as the metal bed felt cold on our behinds. 
My mom and sister joined my dad in the front cabin. The camper was shut behind us, and 
the truck roared out of the dirt driveway onto the paved road leaving behind a cloud of 
dust and smoke barely visible in the early hours. 
… 
MESTIZA CONSCIOUSNESS 
The narrative above speaks to my experiences as the daughter of Mexican 
immigrants growing up during the 1980s and early ‘90s in the Central San Joaquin Valley 
of California, that is my autobiographical backdrop. Through our daily routines we 
learned the strategies of organization, structure, doing for others, love, survival, and 
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accountability. These tools became scripted in our bodies. The maestras (Latina teachers) 
in this study also spoke of family, home, and community-taught strategies and 
sensibilities that were inscribed in their own bodies as ‘theories of the flesh’ (Villenas, 
1996, p. 259). Most of the maestras were raised in segregated neighborhoods. Their 
parents held various job; they worked from unskilled to semiskilled to skilled jobs. 
As mentioned early in Chapter One, the notion of mestiza (woman of mixed 
indigenous and European ancestry) consciousness, which Anzaldúa (1999) describes as 
the mestiza’s journey towards a new consciousness, is central to this study. On their life 
journey mestizas struggle with what Anzaldúa terms the psychological borderlands, the 
sexual borderlands, and the spiritual borderlands. She argues, “the Borderlands are 
physically present wherever two or more cultures edge each other, where people of 
different races occupy the same territory, where under, lower, middle and upper classes 
touch, where the space between two individuals shrinks with intimacy” (p. 19). As 
mestizas, the maestras in this study, live identities informed by cultural practices that are 
at times exploitive, contradicting, unifying, dividing, uncomfortable, and freeing. In the 
intimate spaces where these overlapping experiences and emotions touch the maestras 
recreate their sense of self and establish healing practices. They sift through events in 
their lives dispensing, storing, and transforming meanings to help them prevail over the 
oppressions they endure daily. 
Mestiza consciousness plays a significant role in the development of their 
philosophies on teaching. As they determine whether and how to teach in predominantly 
Latina/o bilingual education classrooms beyond their teacher training experiences, 
purposeful reflection helps them develop and act upon a new awareness of their identity 
as potential bilingual educators. Similarities and differences in culture and identity among 
the maestras inform their consciousness, as they inhabit multiple affinity spaces. The 
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maestras’ voices and the analysis of their narratives describe their on-the-ground 
consciousness raising. 
‘Pedagogies of the home’ as Delgado Bernal (2001, 2006b) writes are the 
“strategies that Chicanas learn in the home and successfully employ when confronted 
with challenges and obstacles that impede their academic achievement and college 
participation” (p. 113). In this chapter, the pre-service maestras narrate stories about the 
influence of family, culture, religion and peers on their lived, educational and 
professional pursuits. Like the Chicana college students Delgado Bernal interviews, the 
maestras in my study “spoke candidly about how their identities as Mexican women 
[Latinas] have influenced their schooling both positively and negatively, and how they 
have overcome patriarchal structures and cultural constraints” (p. 113). In their 
development as maestras, the women in my study draw upon a set of sensibilities to articulate a 
sense of self, family, and community: conocimiento, coraje, cariño, sobrevivencia, esperanza, y amor 
(knowledge, courage/rage, critical/authentic care, survival/transcendence, and love in the pursuit of social 
justice). These sensibilities inform their conciencia con compromiso (CCC), a process by which they 
understand, nurture, and develop their commitment to community. 
In listening, reading and rereading their stories I interpreted the following four 
themes as the most salient factors influencing their decision to pursue degrees in bilingual 
education: 1) culture, 2) language, 3) familismo, and 4) sobrevivencia. The first theme of 
culture serves as an umbrella for the other three. The intimate spaces between culture, 
language, familismo, and sobrevivencia are at times difficult and perhaps unnecessary to 
disentangle. This chapter, then, is concerned with how the maestras exist in these 
borderlands and how their border experiences inform their development as maestras. The 
theme of culture includes notions of what it means to be Mexican/American, Chicana, 
Latina, or Hispanic in their homes, schools, and communities. Language encompasses the 
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messages the maestras receive regarding its use from their early childhood through their 
teacher education program, specifically Spanish/English bilingualism. Familismo comes 
from the work of Vega (1990), which defines familismo as a Hispanic cultural value that 
emphasizes family closeness and loyalty. With the use of Chicana feminist thought I 
operationalize and complicate the notion of familismo to describe the family as a 
simultaneous source of strength and oppression. Sobrevivencia includes notions of self-
sufficiency. This cultural concept describes how the maestras developed their 
independence. Sometimes the maestras were left with no choice other than to seek 
independence as a form of survival. For example, when Cici left home to escape her 
father’s abuse, she was homeless for a while. Risking her future on the streets seemed the 
lesser of two evils. 
The following narratives come from individual oral (her)story interviews, paired 
(auto)biographical dialogues, and personal communications. My interpretations provide 
opportunity for the reader to learn about the maestras’ experiences with culture, 
language, familismo, and sobrevivencia. The illustration of their experiences along these 
four themes speaks to how they narrate their lived experiences and articulate a sense of 
self, family, and community in their development as maestras. 
CULTURE 
As a way of preserving our cultural identification, my mom refused to learn 
English, and at home we were only permitted to speak Spanish. My mom’s act of 
resistance served to promote our development as bilingual brokers and helped preserve 
our cultural connection with our relatives in México and nuestra gente en el Norte (our 
people in the U.S.). My direct experience in the agricultural fields of California led me to 
learn the physical and emotional pains of hard work, to have pride in my cultural and 
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ethnic background, and a sense of social responsibility towards the many who labor. My 
educational opportunities were accompanied by a great sense of responsibility. 
I remember the immigration raids in the fields, my parents running into the 
adjoining orchards and fields as they sent us to hide in the tall grass until the migra 
(United States federal immigration agents) disappeared and took other young Méxicano 
immigrants. The raids reminded us of our lower social status. I was afraid and disgusted. 
Why would anyone want to take our parents from us? Didn’t they see we weren’t doing 
anything wrong? We were simply working, trying to make a living. As our bodies ached 
from exhaustion, my parents’ words echoed: “¿Qué piensan; quieren seguir quebrandose 
la espalda cómo burros por el resto de sus vidas, o quieren darle duro al estudio y salir 
adelante?” (What do you think; do you want to keep breaking your backs like donkeys for 
the rest of your lives, or do you want to study hard and get ahead in life?) From a young 
age I pledged not to work in the fields for the rest of my life. I internalized my 
responsibility to family and community and sought education in order to succeed. I 
believed that if all it took to ensure a better way of life was performing well in school 
then I was determined to do my best. Unfortunately, the reality is that working hard is 
never enough when faced with damaging state and federal educational policies informed 
by social hierarchies of difference. 
… 
Las Culturas Que Traicionan1 
The vignette above calls attention to my experiences as the daughter of Mexican 
immigrants. I grew up during a time, much like the present, where immigration raids 
were common. For me, and other children of immigration, the raids presented fears and 
frustrations that did not enter the classroom discourse. My mom forbade my siblings and 
                                                
1 The cultural traditions that betray. 
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me from speaking English at home, and now she surprises me with how much English 
she understands. I carry my family’s sacrifices on my back, like a tortoise carries her 
shell, a constant reminder of what we have been through and what we have had to endure. 
But in my lifetime I have also struggled with the cultural traditions and values that weigh 
us down. Like an unbreakable iron clasp, these traditions at times squeeze my very spirit. 
Like a nahual I am learning to transform. Sometimes I am the like the breeze that carries 
my abuelita’s (grandma’s) untold stories across the lands and whispers them in my ear, 
light enough to wiggle out of any iron clasp. At other times I am caught off guard by the 
slap of patriarchy, passed down from my father’s family to him, an inheritance I refuse. 
Still I am the fuego ardiente (flame, born of fire) Anzaldúa (1999) writes of, “The spirit 
of the fire spurs her to fight for her own skin and a piece of ground to stand on, a ground 
from which to view the world—a perspective, a homeground where she can plumb the 
rich ancestral roots into her own ample mestiza heart” (p. 45). 
Like me, most of the maestras in my study were also the daughters of immigrants. 
The cultural values we learned were a transnational blend of U.S.-Latina/o ideologies. 
Mora (1997) describes this legacy: “We hoard what our mothers, our tías, our abuelitas 
[aunts, grandmothers] hoarded: our values, our culture” (p. 292), but she cautions:  
Much as I want us, my daughters, my niece, Chicanas of all ages, to carry the 
positive aspects of our culture with them for sustenance, I also want us to question 
and ponder what values and customs we wish to incorporate into our lives, to 
continue our individual and collective evolution. Such emergence, the wriggling 
from our past selves and experience as both women and women of Color, brings 
with it mixed blessings. (p. 292) 
Similarly, the maestras learned their cultural values from their families. Theories of the 
flesh were embodied and transmitted from generation to generation. 
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Mexican/American, Chicana, Latina, Hispanic… 
In this section, I interpret how the maestras understand, embrace, and reject the 
mixed blessings of which Mora (1997) cautions. Enacting their sense of self involves 
what Zentella (1997) describes as “trying on, discarding, integrating the many ways of 
speaking and behaving that surround them” (p. 2). 
When Valentina spoke of her cultural and ethnic affiliations she mentioned her 
family’s connection to México and the U.S. She self-identified as Mexican-American: 
I identify myself by this race because my roots stem from Mexican and American 
ancestry. My mother moved to the U.S. in the 1970s, and my father is third-
generation Texan. I used to identify myself as “Hispanic,” but I’ve become aware 
of new things about my culture. I have learned that Hispanic is a term given to us 
by the dominant class (whites) in an effort to group us without taking into 
consideration who we are. By saying, ‘I’m Hispanic,’ I feel that I don’t have a 
true identity. 
In college, Valentina learned to question assigned ethnic labels. By self-identifying as 
Mexican American, she felt more validated in her cultural experiences. In their 
development as maestras, a growing awareness of their cultural backgrounds, along the 
lines of race, ethnicity, and nationality, and the ensuing questions or confirmation 
regarding how they self-identified were common college experiences. As an 
undergraduate student, Valentina felt others held a limited perception of her cultural and 
ethnic background. “In college, I’m just clumped into the masses of minorities,” she said. 
Back home she had family and friends with whom she identified, but in college she found 
it difficult to find peers with whom she shared culturally familiar experiences. In an 
attempt to protect her sense of self amid the mainstream, Valentina transformed her 
outward appearance in college. Thinking back she described this process: 
I realized that when I went to high school in [my hometown], I dressed like my 
culture. Sounds cliché, but everyone in my school wore bright colors, bright 
lipstick, and tight clothing. When I came to [this university] I felt like I didn’t 
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want to stand out, so I quickly became neutral. I began wearing minimal makeup 
and not dressing up in an effort to not stand out or be stereotyped negatively. 
In her senior year, Valentina grew weary of the unspoken borderlands between white and 
ethnic minority students. Even though her light complexion and slender build allowed her 
to become neutral and sobrevivir (survive, transcend) in the mainstream, something was 
missing. She added proudly, “But I’m changing this. I feel like I have a new- found 
(connecting – added) respect for my culture and who I am; that it’s time that I take pride 
in myself. If I stand out, who cares because I truly am different. I’m not part of the 
dominant class.” This new conocimiento allowed Valentina to embrace her diversity and 
differences, a new and empowering perspective. This perspective could allow her then to 
see and value the diversity bilingual education students have to offer. 
The culture shock and period of adjustment Valentina experienced were similar to 
those of other students of color who leave home to attend college. She continued, 
I identify myself similarly with my family. Growing up I identified myself 
similarly with my friends, but once I got to this university things were different. I 
had my close group of friends from back home who I could identify with, but it 
wasn’t until I joined the [teacher preparation program] that I found people I could 
relate to. I’ve made close friends in here, and it’s empowering to know that other 
people share your beliefs and views. 
Becoming a part of the bilingual education pre-service teacher cohort provided Valentina 
the culturally familiar support she could not find among white peers. For example, she 
described feeling isolated from and misunderstood by her white roommate in college: 
Just the differences. I always felt like I was, I guess, I guess, that’s why I 
separated myself. When you know you don’t belong somewhere, you’re not 
gonna go. Like I had a white roommate, it didn’t work out, but she’s like, “Let’s 
go to a sorority party, a sorority thing, a frat party.” I’m just like, “No! Don’t you 
know I’m Mexican! I’m not gonna go over there!” And she’s like, “I know you 
have dark hair, but it’s ok.” I’m just like, <lowers voice> “No, it’s not.” And I 
won’t have the money; I’m not gonna go. 
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In college, ethnic relations were complicated along the lines of class. Ethnic relations in 
Valentina’s hometown were also not innocent. During an interview after one of her 
student teaching sessions, she described the academic tracking at her high school: 
Those kids in the regular classes were those who immigrated. They were all from 
Mexico and which kind of like, you’re there because you don’t really speak 
English very well, and you’re just not as competent in English as the ones who 
were born here like, uh…I don’t know how to describe it. People knew if you’re 
going to be in that class, you’re going to be with the gangsters and the Mexicans 
from Mexico. That’s the way it was because even my brother now he’s in high 
school, and he’s like, “I’m in a regular geometry class, and there are so many 
gangsters, and all they do is speak Spanish!” But then he’s like, “In the AP class, 
my friends are in there.” “My friends,” meaning those that don’t speak Spanish 
like the gangsters. So it’s kind of [my hometown] is different because everyone 
comes from Mexico, and there’s just a split between Mexicans who are born here, 
like self- hate (connecting dash added) for those born in Mexico. It’s like, 
“You’re so much below me because you don’t know English.” 
Students in Valentina’s high school were tracked according to linguistic and national 
differences. In her study of U.S.-Mexican youth Valenzuela (1999) argues, “However 
benign in conception and intention, programs that result in cultural tracking curtail 
youth’s achievement potential and foster divisions among them” (p. 181). The social and 
linguistic borderlands Valenzuela observed were present in Valentina’s high school. 
Those who spoke less English and were more recent Mexican immigrants were 
segregated into the lower academic tracks. This academic tracking impacted the social 
circles beyond the classroom so that students treated one another with disregard based on 
these perceived differences in status. The danger of letting these socially imposed 
differences go unchallenged in a teacher education program is that pre-service teachers 
can later reinforce these deficit views in their own classrooms. As future teachers they 
might unconsciously treat their future students inequitably, and they might also 
inadvertently allow the students in their class to treat one another unfavorably. 
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Jessica’s college peer group was from another U.S.-México border town. By 
sharing aspects of their background with her, they helped increase her interest in her 
Mexican culture. She described her friends’ affiliations with a border culture: 
I didn’t grow up in Mexico, but I’m very, very proud of it. So I think I can give 
back to that community regardless of whether I’m from there or not ‘cause I have 
a passion for it. I feel it in me. It’s in me ‘cause <laughs> I’m a Mexican. And 
that pride I think is more so from being here in the university. All my friends are 
from [a border town]. They’re very proud of [their home town] and the border, so 
I think they’ve helped me a lot become familiar with my own culture. 
Associating with a peer group in college that was deep-rooted in their ethnic and cultural 
background helped Jessica more strongly identify as Mexican even though she was born 
in the U.S. On her mother’s side of the family, one grandmother emigrated from México, 
but on her father’s side they had been present in Texas before its incorporation in the U.S. 
en el tiempo antes de los gabachos 
cuando Tejas era México2 (Anzaldúa, 1999, p. 222) 
Exposure to peers who were transnational Mexicans and their experiences within a border 
culture helped Jessica learn more about her background and strengthen her compromiso 
to helping others. She viewed teaching in a bilingual education classroom as one way to 
achieve that goal. 
El Movimiento (The Chicana/o Civil Rights Movement), a 1960s initiated social 
movement rallied the Mexican-origin community and raised awareness regarding our 
experiences as a people in the U.S. During this time more Mexicanas/os proudly 
identified with their ethnic background. In the post-Movimiento era we no longer sought 
to conceal our ethnic background for social acceptance. As a result, the maestras in this 
study more easily identified with their ethnic background as well. For example, Mariela 
                                                
2 in the time before the whites; when Texas was Mexico 
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strongly identified as Mexican. She was proud of her ethnic heritage and described how 
this sense of pride was fostered at home: 
My parents really taught me and made me feel comfortable and proud to be a 
Mexican. I love where my parents come from. The Mexican culture is my culture, 
and I feel that I identify with it and would not mind at all being called, 
“Mexican.” I think I would rather be a Mexican than a Mexican-American since I 
grew up more with pure Mexican people all my life, and I identify with them with 
no problem. So I identify myself as Mexican. I think I am supposed to be 
considered Mexican-American since my parents are from Mexico, and I was born 
in the U.S., but for me, I feel that I am more engaged with the Mexican culture 
than anything else. I feel that I truly know what being Mexican is, and I love it! I 
can jump right in with any Mexican and identify. 
Her family’s life between México and the U.S. coupled with the constant flux of recent 
Mexican immigrants living in her home in the U.S. contributed to Mariela’s sense of self.  
Mariela highlighted the role of family and community in shaping her cultural 
affiliations, “I also express my culture by being with my family and spending time with 
them. I will be at parties and do what my family does. I will dance and do all the 
wonderful things that Mexican families will tend to do.” Mariela associated Mexican 
culture with family events and festivities: 
I spend a lot of time in Mexico, so I am always learning more about my culture 
and use it to my advantage to identify more with my people and also for when I 
have my students in my classes. My self-identification comes from what my 
parents have taught me and what I have seen around me as I was growing up. My 
identity and culture is continually being expressed everywhere I go since I am 
usually surrounded by people who are of the same culture as myself. 
Her ongoing travels between México and the U.S. informed her Mexican persona. 
Mariela drew upon her ability to connect with other people of Mexican descent as a 
helpful resource for teaching in a bilingual education classroom. Her role in translating 
and tutoring for recent Mexican immigrants informed her development as a maestra. As 
we learned in Chapter Two and will see [more of later] in this chapter, there were also 
cultural blessings that provided unique challenges to Mariela’s sense of self. 
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Diana was born in the U.S. and both her parents were born in México. She grew 
on both sides of the México-U.S. border. Diana explained her culture and identity as 
guiding the way she lived her life, not as a banner she wore on her sleeve. She shared: 
I like the way I have balanced my culture and the culture I live in; both are very 
different. One is very involved with the family. The other is very independent. I 
don’t like to express my culture yelling, ‘¡Viva México!’ I think that my identity 
and culture are reflected in my decisions in life and the way I relate to my 
surroundings. 
Diana believed she enacted her cultural practices in her day-to-day actions and did not 
portray her ethnic identity overtly. Diana’s transnational sense of self was constructed as 
she attempted to balance her home culture with the mainstream U.S. culture. 
Soar’s parents were born in two different countries outside of the U.S. This 
informed her cultural background and how she self identified: 
I come from a mixed family. I am an interesting combination of three cultures: 
American, Israeli, and Argentinean. I consider myself a part of all three, and it has 
been a challenge coming to terms with the fact that I will never be just one. My 
parents are from Israel and Argentina, so those two cultures are the dominating 
ones at home, especially Israeli, and the American culture comes from my daily 
life outside my home. 
As Soar came to terms with “the fact that I will never be just one” culture, she lived her 
life at the crossroads, borderlands created by cultures of warmth, sacrifices, and war torn 
histories spanning three continents across distant shores. Anzaldúa (1999) describes this 
“plural personality, she operates in a pluralistic mode—nothing is thrust out, the good the 
bad and the ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned” (p. 101). 
As a way to maintain their cultural ties to Argentina and Israel Soar’s family 
spoke both Spanish and Hebrew at home. They also lived in Israel and the U.S. as she 
was growing up: 
I also speak three languages, one for each culture. We’re Jewish, but my dad is 
from Argentina, and my mom is from Israel. So I have that cultural background. 
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So speaking a total of three languages is kind of what attracted me to a certain 
extent to bilingual education.  
Speaking more than one language and negotiating more than one culture influenced Soar 
and the other maestras to pursue a degree in bilingual education. Soar went on to describe 
her multicultural and multilingual identities intricately: 
I identify myself as half-Israeli and half-South American and whole American. 
That’s who I am. It will never stop being confusing, but I can’t pick one culture 
over the other without lying to myself and others. I always feel torn when I fill out 
my race on formal documents (white, Hispanic), because I consider myself 
multiracial/multicultural. I think that is one of the biggest inner struggles I had 
growing up. In high school I refused to put down Hispanic because I thought that 
referred to a particular group of the Latin community, and I didn’t think I was part 
of it. Now I know better, but I don’t consider myself fully Hispanic either, so the 
struggle continues. 
Although Soar’s parents were the only ones who came to the U.S. from two different 
countries, other maestras expressed a similar sense of ambiguity regarding their cultural 
affiliations. 
 Both of Cici’s parents were born in México. They later immigrated to the U.S. 
where Cici was born. Spanish was her first language. Yet Cici spoke of how she did not 
always identify with or feel accepted in the Latina/o community: 
I am still trying to find myself. My culture is the American culture. I do not 
practice any Hispanic cultural things. I did not experience Hispanic culture as 
much as others in my cohort. Even though I associate with Anglos and Latinos, I 
practice the Anglo culture like Thanksgiving, Christmas, football, religion, 
beliefs, music, art, etc. 
Cici’s construction of selfhood was internalized as dichotomous. As she negotiated her 
sense of self, she did not convey positive feelings for both cultures. In doing so she 
critiqued the relations of power evident in all cultures that lead to the oppression of 
women: 
I don’t feel close to my own culture. I believe it is important, but it is not me. I 
know the culture, the beliefs, the celebrations, the food, the music, etc. I am just 
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disconnected from it except when I am with other bilingual students. I no longer 
speak with my own family. The bilingual students and my involvement in the 
bilingual club are just a tiny portion of my life. I respect both cultures, but I no 
longer practice my own. My parties are Americanized so is my food, my tastes, 
and my God. I do not pray to the Virgen de Guadalupe. I do not do anything 
Catholic. I like punk rock in English like the Clash, the Ramones, Green Day, 
Nirvana. I also like country and rap, hip-hop, 80’s and 90’s music. I only listen to 
Spanish music to learn Spanish, but it doesn’t have the same feeling to me. I 
cannot relate. 
As Cici authored her sense of self the emotions of her painful childhood were evident in 
her decision to distance herself from the Hispanic culture. “It is a place scarred by history 
and struggle, yet engaged in building new cultures and way of being,” (p. 63) writes Cruz 
(2006) of the mestiza body. González (2001) argues, “The ineffable link of language to 
emotion, to the very core of our being, is one of the ties that bind children to a sense of 
heritage” (p. xix). Perhaps wanting to forget the abuse she suffered at the hands of her 
father and grandfather and her mother’s abandonment, Cici struggled to construct a sense 
of self that contradicted her upbringing. As Anzaldúa (1999) advises, one must “not 
glorify those aspects of my culture which have injured me and which have injured me in 
the name of protecting me” (p. 44). Delgado Bernal (2006a) agrees and argues that 
Chicana feminist thought must “include the entire context of Chicana/Latina students’ 
lives and theorize in a way that addresses both the regressive elements of our culture and 
our ability to name our own experiences and affirm ourselves” (p. 78). Without a 
curriculum that included issues of power, position, and privilege in her teacher education 
program, Cici could not embrace nor feel legitimized by what she experienced as 
Hispanic culture. No formal academic space was provided for her to express shifting and 
often contradictory subjectivities. She was not provided Chicana feminist insights, which 
Holling (2006) identifies as helping Chicana/Latina students work “through the tensions 
and frustrations they experience” (p. 85). 
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In contrast to Cici’s understanding above, Janet, shared spending time with and 
talking about her family as a way that she embraced her culture: 
The biggest way I express my identity and culture is by talking about my family. 
When I talk about them, people learn a lot about me and who I am. My family is 
my culture and identity, without them I am nothing. I identify with my family 
more than any other people I know. I want to raise my children with the same 
morals and beliefs that my family instilled in me. I have four core friends who I 
identify with; they are amazing people and understand me. They have more or 
less the same beliefs as me. Two of them are white, one is half-white and half-
Hispanic, and the other is Mexican-American. When I am around them, they help 
emphasize my culture, what I stand for, and my family. My four best friends are 
my second family, and I cannot image my life without them in it. 
Janet’s peer group, although not all from the same ethnic background helped her share 
the beauty she found within her culture. 
In discussing the role of culture in her life, Vanesa highlighted loyalty and 
honesty as two values that she learned through her family’s cultural teachings, 
I am a very honest person. By nature loyalty is a big part of who I am. My culture 
is very rich in the concept of loyalty and honesty, and I believe that I have been 
branded by these concepts per influence of my culture. An example is how my 
grandfather and grandmother came to the United States. My grandmother became 
an American citizen, but my grandfather never wanted to deny his citizenship as a 
Mexican citizen. He said he was going to be loyal to his roots forever. Another 
example is how family is the main thing our lives are focused around, “Blood is 
thicker than water.” I do self-identify with some things in my culture. I feel that 
family is central to life, and I do believe that we should be as honest and loyal as 
we possibly can. I feel that qualities like these are what make a person’s character 
one that is honorable and distinct. 
Vanesa depicted the role of culture and her sense of self as intimately related to her 
family connections and how she lived her life. 
At times the maestras described their understanding of what it means to be 
Mexican/American, Argentinean, Latina, or Hispanic in ways that did not allow for any 
overlap among the terms. While I recognize that the complexity and particular histories 
of each ethnic group is important, I have come to learn, perhaps as a direct result of my 
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own experiences living in numerous cities and towns across the U.S., that there is also 
value in embracing a pan-ethnic identity. Terms like “Latina” and “Hispanic” can serve 
this purpose. There is no one right or wrong way to identify as Latina, for example. 
Notions of ethnic superiority, or the idea that one person can be more of any ethnic group 
(e.g., more Mexican) than another person, must also be complicated. 
In college, the maestras became more aware of their cultural backgrounds along 
the lines of race, ethnicity, and nationality. Unfortunately, they were not presented with 
critical opportunities to share, learn, and discuss their cultural repertoires as part of their 
teacher education program. The pre-service teachers’ narratives through the themes of 
language, familismo, and sobrevivencia further describe how they embrace, challenge, 
and reject cultural beliefs and values (e.g., pride in ethnic background, gender oppression, 
patriarchy, speaking more than one language) that inform their development as maestras. 
LANGUAGE 
As the daughter of Mexican immigrants I was taught the importance of a strong 
work ethic, respect for education, maintaining linguistic and cultural ties, and upholding 
a responsibility to others. These understanding were complicated early in life. Not only 
were my siblings and I expected to negotiate the English-speaking world by translating 
for our parents at school, the doctor’s office, and when paying bills, but we were also 
expected to ser acomedidos (be of service to others), to jump in and translate for others 
around us, whether we knew them or not. This is why I understood that I am privileged to 
be bilingual. I learned this alongside the knowledge that in public school, bilingualism is 
not valued and speaking Spanish is considered a deficit. Attending monolingual English 
classrooms in U.S. public schools, I suffered what Zentella (1997) describes as, “lost 
opportunities to develop excellent skill in speaking, reading, and writing standard” or 
academic Spanish (p. 265). 
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… 
Quien Habla Dos Lenguas Vale Por Dos3 
This section illustrates the maestras’ language learning trajectories and the 
influence of said trajectories on their development as maestras. The maestras shared 
similar stories of growing up and learning Spanish in the home from different family 
members and friends. They acquired, understood, and used Spanish with varying degrees 
of proficiency. Some maestras conveyed that it was not until they began their student 
teaching that they became aware of the gaps in their Spanish language skills. It was then 
that many sought, were conflicted over, and at times struggled to recover their mother 
tongue. For most of the maestras speaking Spanish at home or with other family 
members was not uncommon. They identified their multilingualism as a cultural trait. 
Anzaldúa (1999) writes of ethnic identity as twin skin to linguistic identity, “In childhood 
we are told that our language is wrong. Repeated attacks on our native tongue diminish 
our sense of self. The attacks continue throughout our lives” (p. 80). Influenced by 
Anzaldúa’s work González (2001) discusses how issues of language inform culture and 
identity in her study of the discourses of women and children living in the borderlands. 
Chicana feminist scholars argue, and I agree, that it becomes difficult and perhaps 
unnecessary to distinguish between one’s language, culture, and a sense of self. Anzaldúa 
(1999) offers: 
I am my language. Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in 
myself. Until I can accept as legitimate Chicano Texas Spanish, Tex-Mex and all 
the other languages I speak, I cannot accept the legitimacy of myself. Until I am 
free to write bilingually and to switch codes without having always to translate, 
while I still have to speak English or Spanish when I would rather speak 
Spanglish, and as long as I have to accommodate the English speakers rather than 
having them accommodate to me, my tongue will be illegitimate. (p. 81) 
                                                
3 One who speaks two languages is worth two people. 
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As you will see, the maestras in my study also expressed feelings of ethnic and linguistic 
illegitimacy. The maestras described feeling (des)armadas con su lengua ((un)armed 
with their language). Using their Spanish language skills with other Latinas/os who had 
an equivalent Spanish background was a source of ethnic and cultural pride for many but 
not all had the opportunity to do so. Speaking Spanish with peers who expressed similar 
fluency levels, they felt armadas con su lengua and proud to be Latinas. However, when 
they engaged with other Latinas/os who they perceived as speaking better Spanish than 
them, they expressed feeling desarmadas con su lengua and avoided speaking Spanish 
altogether to circumvent teasing. Mariela, Raquel, Sonia, and Diana were the most 
balanced bilinguals (Zentella, 1997), speaking Spanish and English with similar fluency 
levels. Mariela, Raquel, and Diana spoke English with a Spanish accent. Vanesa, 
Valentina, Cici, Jessica, and Janet were more proficient in English than Spanish. They 
understood more Spanish than they were able to produce. Those who had less 
opportunities growing up to acquire Spanish language skills also felt self-conscious 
around their more fluent Spanish-speaking peers. 
Mariela was one maestra that expressed great joy and pride in knowing, drawing 
upon and improving her Spanish language skills. She expressed a passion for speaking 
Spanish and coupled her sense of self with her ability to do so. Speaking Spanish proved 
to be a source of personal strength: 
One of the greatest ways to express my identity is by speaking my language. I 
think that when people see that I would rather speak Spanish over English, they 
will see that Spanish has great value to me. I let people know that I am proud of 
who I am simply by using the language that I grew up in.  
Mariela did not separate her linguistic background from her sense of self; to do so would 
be to deny a part of her. She continued, 
I will speak only in Spanish when I am surrounded by people who only speak 
Spanish. I don’t know how I would do it if I didn’t have someone to talk to in 
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Spanish once in a while. I have to use my Spanish somehow, and I need people 
who can identify with the things that I am saying. 
Mariela lived the messy overlay of language on identity of which González (2001) writes. 
By taking pride in speaking Spanish, Mariela embodied a sense of pride in being 
Mexicana. Her use of Spanish closely connected her to other Spanish speakers. 
Not all the maestras expressed this same level of enthusiasm regarding their 
Spanish language abilities. Janet also illustrated pride in her culture, and she too 
connected her cultural pride to being bilingual: 
Both my parents are of Mexican descent. My culture I would say is Mexican-
American. I grew up speaking both Spanish and English. My family always 
taught my sisters, cousins, and me the importance of learning about our ancestors 
and having an open mind to the world around us. I love speaking two languages 
and knowing I am different from other people. Since being in college I have 
learned to embrace and be more proud of my heritage. 
Embracing her transcultural experiences as a bilingual in the U.S., Janet identified her 
cultural background as Mexican-American. 
Valentina learned Spanish from spending time with her maternal grandmother. 
Her mom’s side of the family had emigrated from México before her parents met, and 
they only spoke Spanish. Valentina recalled, “My grandmother would always baby-sit me 
when I was younger, so I learned Spanish that way.” Both of Valentina’s parents worked 
fulltime jobs, and even after her father no longer worked due to an injury on the job 
Valentina’s grandmother continued to care for her before and after school. 
Growing up in a border town, Valentina was exposed to variations of Spanish and 
English with family, in school, and the larger community. She described the tensions she 
experienced with these spoken variations. Her father, for example, used what Anzaldúa 
(1999) refers to as “anglicisms” when he spoke, “words borrowed from English” (p. 79). 
She illustrated, 
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We always, me and my siblings always talk to them, both of my parents, and 
everyone else in English. So like he’ll say stuff, and I find myself correcting him 
because I think he’s learned like Spanglish overtime. I don’t know I guess he 
never learned it [Spanish] properly, so he’s like, “¿Qué vas a cookiar?” And I’m 
just like, “¡Cocinar!” And he’s like, “You didn’t learn the Spanish that we did.” 
And I was like, “The wrong Spanish.” But just there was never a strong focus on 
learning Spanish growing up except when we had to communicate with my 
grandma and stuff like that. 
Valentina struggled as she attempted to introduce notions of what she considered proper 
Spanish to her nuclear family. Anzaldúa (1999) identifies this tension when she asks, 
For a people who are neither Spanish nor live in a country in which Spanish is the 
first language; for a people who live in a country in which English is the reigning 
tongue but who are not Anglo; for a people who cannot entirely identify with 
either standard (formal, Castilian) Spanish nor standard English, what recourse is 
left to them but to create their own language? (p. 77) 
Valentina was further perplexed about identifying with more than one language 
simultaneously after an experience in a university course. During one of our interviews I 
asked her about the meaning of pocho Spanish, which is how she described her own 
Spanish language use. The following is an excerpt from that conversation: 
Linda: Earlier you made a comment about um, your Spanish being “pocho 
Spanish,” what do you mean by that? 
Valentina: It’s like, I don’t, isn’t pocho Spanish like, when you, when you 
sometimes butcher the language ‘cause you say things incorrectly <laughs>? Like 
when I was, just um, not pronouncing things correctly at times or using 
different…um, like past tense or different tenses maybe. That, that’s what I 
thought it was. 
Linda: How, how did you first hear that phrase? 
Valentina: Oh, when I came to [the university]. We had a class. It was a Spanish 
literature class. It was in English, but we had to write about Spanish authors and 
stuff like that. And they’re talking about pochos, and I was like, I guess I never 
heard of that word. I was just like, I guess, someone started talking about it, and 
the professor was like, “Oh, don’t say that word, not in front of the class,” or 
something, but I dropped the class ‘cause it didn’t work out,( separation of word 
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‘work’ from ‘out’) so I took something else. But that was the first time I’d heard 
that word. 
By silencing the students’ interest in the conversation on pochos and pocho Spanish the 
professor made the word sound taboo, an inappropriate topic for discussion in an 
academic setting. In doing so the professor became complicit of the linguistic terrorism of 
which Anzaldúa (1999) writes, “nos quieren poner candados en la boca4. They would 
hold us back with their bag of reglas de academica5” (p. 76). As a pre-service teacher, 
Valentina could mistakenly walk away with the idea that speaking variations of Spanish 
and English is an academic shortfall. 
At home the messages regarding the use of Spanish were also mixed for 
Valentina. She referred to her father again, “My father is bilingual. He knows both 
Spanish and English, but he prefers to speak in Spanish at times because he is more 
comfortable in that language. Even though he tells us that we don’t need Spanish because 
we’re in the U.S., <laughs> he still resorts to speaking Spanish most of the time.” Later 
Valentina shared her mom’s use of Spanish and English in the home: 
My mom whenever she’s on the phone she won’t speak just one language at all, 
but she kind of wants to talk both because she kind of wants to kind of learn both 
languages. So she’ll kind of code switch. We don’t allow her to code switch at all, 
so we kind of force her to learn English. She still gets embarrassed ‘cause I’m 
sure I get embarrassed speaking Spanish. So she’s gotten a lot better. 
As Valentina and her younger siblings policed their mom’s use of Spanish as a way to 
help her sobrevivir “in a country in which English is the reigning tongue,” their mom did 
acquire more English. With these efforts the family lost Spanish skills along the way. 
Zentella (1997) argues, “Those who blame caregivers who do not insist that children 
respond to them in Spanish ignore the extent to which members of the first generation 
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hope to spare the next generation the educational, employment, medical, and legal 
problems they endured—problems—often unjustly, to their lack of English skills” (p. 
212). 
Jessica’s maternal grandmother was also central in her acquisition and 
maintenance of Spanish language skills. Jessica shared, “My grandma was the one that I 
would speak with the most.” Her maternal grandmother only spoke Spanish even though 
she came to understand more and more English throughout her lifetime. She did not like 
to let others know that she indeed understood and spoke some English. Jessica explained 
the ways she learned Spanish by being around her grandmother: 
I would just get some of her books, and I would open them and read in Spanish. 
Sometimes I wouldn’t even comprehend what I was reading, but I knew the 
words. It wasn’t until later that I started comprehending ‘cause her books were in 
Spanish, but they were adult [reading level], like the rezos (prayers). I would read 
the rezos and the oraciones (prayers). Sometimes I wouldn’t comprehend them, 
but I would know the words, and finally I would comprehend them. And I would 
go to mass in Spanish and stuff like that. 
As she was growing up, Jessica had the materials needed for her to achieve print literacy 
in Spanish available to her at home. When she lived with her grandmother she took 
interest in her prayer books and biblical texts. At first Jessica found some of the texts too 
advanced, but she continued reading them, and by attending mass in Spanish with her 
family she was able to improve and maintain her Spanish language skills. 
Vanesa’s family, like Jessica’s, also attended church service in Spanish. For 
Vanesa however, the only times she heard Spanish on a regular basis were during church 
related activities: 
My family we all speak Spanish, more the adults speak great Spanish. Their kids 
all, we understand it better than we can speak it. It’s just because we didn’t 
practice it at home growing up. It was all English at home. The only place that I 
heard Spanish was at church. My dad and mom they’ve been pastors of a church 
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since I was born, and the church was a Spanish-speaking church where I heard 
nothing but Spanish, where I learned most of my Spanish. 
Even though both sets of her grandparents were born in México, at home, Vanesa’s 
family only spoke English. However, since her parents were both pastors of a church that 
served a predominantly Spanish-speaking community, she was exposed to songs and 
worship in Spanish at services throughout the week. 
Both Vanesa and Jessica shared that having boyfriends in high school or college 
who were native Spanish speakers also helped them improve their Spanish skills. Jessica 
shared that speaking Spanish with her college friends and boyfriend encouraged her to 
improve her Spanish communication skills, “All my friends in college and my boyfriend 
speak Spanish, so I can communicate with them.” Speaking Spanish serves as a cultural 
bond between Jessica and her friends all the while helping her advance her oral skills. 
Jessica’s boyfriend, Miguel, promoted her use of Spanish by asking her to speak Spanish 
more often, 
Miguel, my boyfriend, tells me, “Why don’t you speak Spanish more often?” I’m 
like, “You’re going to make fun of me because you know perfect Spanish, and I 
don’t.” He’s like, “No, I’m not. If I ever correct you, it’s just to help you out. It’s 
not to be mean to you or make you feel bad.” “But still I feel bad ‘cause you 
know more Spanish than I do.” 
Miguel also offered to correct what Jessica perceived as grammatical mistakes as a way 
to help her expand her ability to speak formal Spanish. Jessica expressed feeling self-
conscious when she spoke Spanish around Miguel because of his higher level of fluency. 
Anzaldúa (1999) argues, “Chicanas who grew up speaking Chicano Spanish6 have 
internalized the belief that we speak poor Spanish” (p. 80). Jessica also mentioned feeling 
embarrassed around Miguel’s parents whom she described as fluent Spanish speakers: 
                                                
6 For a detailed description of Chicano Spanish see Anzaldúa (1999) pages 79-80. 
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And when I go to [his home town], he tells me, “Well, speak with my mom in 
Spanish.” I’m like, “No, she’s going to make fun of me ‘cause I don’t know 
enough Spanish like her.” I was like, “And your dad, ni se diga (don’t even 
mention it). Sabe puro español, y es muy corecto, y muy” (“He only knows 
Spanish, and is very proper, and very”) How do you say it? Y pues tengo que 
hablar español con ellos. El papá de Miguel solo habla español <laughs> (And 
so I have to speak Spanish with them. Miguel’s father only speaks Spanish). 
Since Miguel’s father only spoke Spanish, Jessica had to speak Spanish with Miguel’s 
parents when they visited them. Jessica picked up more linguistic skills as she surrounded 
herself with opportunities to use the Spanish language. Having a peer group who spoke 
Spanish regularly provided Jessica the opportunity to increase her Spanish skills as well 
as overcome her fear of speaking what she defined as improper Spanish. 
Vanesa’s high school friends and boyfriend also provided a safe space for her to 
practice and improve her Spanish skills. She recalled, 
Growing up in high school I had friends who spoke only Spanish. They were from 
Mexico. And more specifically I had a boyfriend that was from Juarez, and he 
barely knew English <laughs>. So we would help each other out, and I acquired 
so much more of my Spanish-speaking skills by just interacting with him and 
talking. We kind of made it a deal. Like I would teach him English, and he would 
teach me Spanish. 
Vanesa and her boyfriend encouraged one another’s acquisition of their second language. 
For Vanesa that meant improving her understanding and use of Spanish while her 
boyfriend sought to advance his English skills. She added, “It was really neat though 
because I wasn’t embarrassed. He would correct me but not in a way that he was making 
fun of me.” Having someone she cared about correct her use of Spanish without making 
fun of her was essential in encouraging Vanesa to practice speaking Spanish. However, 
when she tried speaking Spanish at home, her family gave her a hard time. She shared,  
That was the thing before like anytime I’d try to speak Spanish, my family they 
would all gawk and laugh. They’d be like, “You don’t know how to speak 
Spanish!” So I was like, “No way I am never going to speak it!” I was so 
embarrassed. But it was really cool ‘cause my boyfriend was always learning 
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English, and so I would do the same thing. Help him out, not make fun of him. It 
was pretty even. It was nice. 
Safe spaces in which they could practice Spanish were central to helping the maestras 
become more competent and confident in their understanding and use of Spanish. In 
Zentella’s (1997) study, she noted, “Individual differences were rooted in the life 
experiences which weakened their participation in Spanish-dominant networks and 
immersed them in English-only settings to greater or lesser degrees” (p. 211). In my 
study, not all maestras had peer groups with whom they would speak Spanish. 
Becoming Bilingual 
The social construction of bilingualism is informed by socioeconomic politics, 
language identities, family dynamics, and formal education (Zentella, 1997). This section 
depicts the interdependence of said dynamics on the maestras’ process of becoming and 
being bilingual. When they reflected on which language they learned to speak first, some 
of the maestras expressed confusion. For those who spoke or heard both English and 
Spanish spoken in the home, at church, or by other family members, they were uncertain 
as to whether they had learned to speak Spanish or English first. Valentina and Janet 
provide examples. Valentina shared, “I learned Spanish, I think it might have been my 
first language. I learned them simultaneously, English and Spanish.” Janet echoed, “I 
really don’t know how I learned Spanish or what I learned first. I think that’s how come 
sometimes I get confused between the languages. With my [maternal] grandparents it was 
always Spanish, and then with my mom and my sisters it was always English.” In total, 
nine of the participants identified as bilingual Spanish-English speakers and one 
participant, Soar, identified as trilingual. Soar spoke Spanish, Hebrew, and English. 
Since most of their formal schooling took place in the U.S., the maestras 
described various comfort levels in speaking Spanish with family members, friends, and 
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others in or outside of their home environments. As Diana acquired more English she 
recalled getting in trouble at home for speaking it since she knew well her parents did not 
understand English. Diana described how the family’s use of Spanish and English 
changed over time. She enjoyed being bilingual and negotiated the Spanish-speaking 
world of her home with the English-speaking world at school: 
We had to do all of the English at school and Spanish at home, and that was fun; 
that was me. At first you begin to use that, too, your ability to speak English at 
home to do travesuras, wrong doings, but then later on we were beginning to get 
caught ‘cause my parents would catch us. 
Learning and speaking English at times unified and at times distanced the maestras from 
their families and community. 
Maintaining a native language(s) other than English in a society that emphasizes 
English monolingualism is quite challenging. Valentina explained how she existed within 
and participated in this push for English monolingualism in her home. She stated, 
“Growing up I spoke Spanish and English but seemed to have lost my Spanish once I 
entered elementary school, and in high school our Spanish was so basic.” Entering the 
public school system was defined as a more positive linguistic experience for some than 
others. For those who acquired English as a second of third language in U.S. public 
schools, entering the public school system presented a number of challenges. 
For example, in the U.S. Sonia was held back in pre-kindergarten for part of the 
academic year even though she had attended school in México since she was two and a 
half years old. She speculated that her grade retention had to do with her still learning 
English as a second language. The following excerpt details the social and academic 
implications of speaking Spanish in a setting that favored English monolingualism: 
I don’t know how I learned English, but I remember they held me back when I 
was in pre-K. My other friends were in kinder and like in October or November 
they put me back with my class. I don’t know if they thought I learned enough 
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English. I have no idea why but that’s what happened. I don’t remember how I 
learned English; I just remember that all of a sudden I knew it. I remember being 
in kinder and understanding everything, and I learned how to read in English first. 
The grammatical skills Sonia had already acquired in Spanish went unrecognized by her 
pre-kindergarten teacher. By the time she was in kindergarten Sonia recalled 
understanding everything that was happening in her English monolingual classroom. 
However, recalling when she actually acquired English was not so clear for her. 
Similarly, Soar told her experience of entering an English-only educational 
environment in the U.S. In her case it was a day care in New York City: 
I didn’t know English starting school. So I actually, my mom was approached by 
the teacher. Back then it was ok to say this; she said, “I believe your daughter has 
a mental retardation.” ‘Cause I wasn’t speaking, and it’d been a month or 
something. 
According to Zentella (1997), “the grammatical skills she had in two languages and her 
knowledge of two cultures were not sufficiently understood, rewarded, or developed” (p. 
1) as Soar acquired a third language. Because Soar appeared delayed in her use of the 
English language, her teacher assumed she had a learning disability. Luckily, Soar’s mom 
advocated on her behalf: 
So my mom’s like, “No, no, she speaks. She knows two languages, and she’s just 
currently learning yours.” I didn’t know any English going in, but I picked it up 
pretty quickly to the point where by the time I was five looking at family videos I 
had an accent when I was speaking in Hebrew just because I was immersed in the 
English language. I had perfect Hebrew, but just because of what I was learning at 
school the accent just kinda brushed in. 
Soar’s increased schooling experiences in the U.S. resulted in increased English skills, 
which outperformed her ability to speak Spanish and Hebrew in a similar scholastic 
context. She explained, “Academically I feel most comfortable with the English language 
mostly because my higher education has been in English only.” All the maestras 
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expressed cognitive skills in English that surpassed their Spanish skills regardless of their 
level of fluency in Spanish. 
Varying emotions are tied to the experience of language acquisition and language 
loss. “I kind of feel that we should’ve had a bilingual home environment,” said Valentina, 
“but because we were exposed to English in school, we kind of lost our Spanish along the 
way.” Although Valentina expressed a desire to grow up in a bilingual household she also 
proudly shared her role in helping her mother acquire English: 
My mother told us that my siblings and I helped her a lot in improving her 
English. Because we were going to school we started talking to her more in 
English, and she eventually picked it up. So I speak to my mom in English 
because she wanted to learn English. I think her English has improved 
dramatically. 
In Valentina’s home speaking Spanish was not enforced and acquiring English was 
believed to lead to increased job opportunities and an improved standard of living. As 
Zentella (1997) found in her study of Puerto Rican children in New York, “Many 
children who stopped speaking Spanish did not get far in the outside world, and they 
severed important links to their families and culture” (p. 1). According to Valentina, 
“They feel like in the U.S., if you don’t know English, you’re just falling behind.” 
Valentina’s family believed they could avoid this sense of “falling behind” if they all 
learned English, so they decided to do so even at the expense of their first language. A 
decision Valentina would question later in her young adult life. After all, “greater 
proficiency of English has not translated into greater academic and economic success” (p. 
263) in inner city barrios. 
As mentioned earlier, Cici’s first language was Spanish, yet by no longer 
speaking Spanish on a regular basis she experienced the challenges of language loss and 
maintenance. She said, 
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The other problem I have is the language. I don’t feel comfortable speaking in 
Spanish. I feel very inadequate in that area. I feel like I can’t express myself as 
well. My thoughts are in English so to translate my thoughts is very difficult. I 
stammer, or I don’t say the right meaning or use the right words. 
Cici was overly conscious of her Spanish skills and struggled to communicate in her once 
dominant language. Similar to the Puerto Rican children in Zentella’s (1997) study, Cici 
was also “less occupied with growing up bilingual than with growing up, surviving. 
Standard proficiency in two languages was only one of the unwarranted sacrifices they 
were forced to make” (p. 1). Cici did not report speaking any Spanish with her son. 
Zentella (1997) finds, “Cultural shift in child-rearing practices accompanies language 
shift” (p. 212). Gaps in the Spanish language acquisition of the maestras were due to a 
lack of exposure to academic Spanish, which began early in their schooling experiences 
for many of them as well as a preoccupation with the need to sobrevivir their cultural, 
racial, gendered, linguistic, and socioeconomic realities. 
Few of the maestras were enrolled in bilingual education programs as children 
regardless of whether they were native or monolingual Spanish speakers. Cici, Diana, 
Mariela, Raquel, Sonia, and Valentina spoke Spanish as their first language. Spanish was 
also their only home language prior to entering the school system. Of this subgroup only 
Mariela and Raquel were offered the opportunity to learn in Spanish-English bilingual 
education classrooms for the first few years of their public schooling. 
Cici, Diana, and Valentina were immersed in English at school. Valentina 
explains the attrition of Spanish proficiency she experienced upon entering the public 
school system, “I was never exposed to both languages at school. Like I said I would 
learn English in school and go back home and only speak English and occasionally 
Spanish with my mother or grandmother.” When she started her student teaching, she 
quickly learned that the level of Spanish she spoke with her grandmother at home was not 
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complex enough to help her effectively teach in a Spanish-English bilingual education 
classroom all day long. 
Janet, Jessica, Soar, and Vanesa spoke two languages at home before entering the 
school system. For Janet, Jessica, and Vanesa those languages were Spanish and English. 
As mentioned earlier, Soar grew up speaking Hebrew and Spanish at home. Janet and 
Jessica were placed in Spanish-English bilingual education classrooms when they first 
enrolled in school. However, in kindergarten Janet was moved from a bilingual education 
classroom to an ESL class. She spoke of this experience, 
I remember being in kindergarten in a bilingual class, and I didn’t understand 
what the teacher was telling us because all the instructions were in Spanish. I 
understood Spanish, but I couldn’t write it. So they actually switched me to an 
ESL classroom, and in ESL all the instruction was in English. I had kids from all 
over, and I was in ESL up until I was in fifth grade. 
Because Janet could not write in Spanish, she was transitioned to an ESL class in 
kindergarten. The opportunity for Janet to acquire Spanish literacy skills was withheld. 
Jessica described how she too began her schooling in a bilingual education 
classroom, “The thing was that on the home language survey that my parents filled out 
they put that we speak Spanish at home as well, so the school automatically put me in a 
bilingual class.” Since their parents indicated that Spanish was one of the languages 
spoken at home, Janet and Jessica were initially assigned to bilingual education 
classrooms. Jessica depicted her parents’ concern over her placement in a bilingual 
education classroom, “My parents didn’t want me in a bilingual class, so they fought with 
the school. Then in first grade they took me out of bilingual, so I was in the mainstream 
classes or the regular ed. classes up until I graduated.” Deficit views of bilingual 
education influenced Jessica’s switch to mainstream English monolingual classrooms. 
Unlike the rest of her peers in this study, Vanesa was home schooled. She 
described her alternative educational trajectory saying, “I was raised a little differently. I 
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went to a private school for kindergarten, and then the rest first to sixth grade I was home 
schooled. My first year of public school was seventh grade.” In middle school Vanesa 
attended U.S. public schools for the first time. At home her mother used English as the 
language of instruction. 
Soar had varied educational experiences as well. She was enrolled in a Hebrew 
day care in the U.S. for a year where she was taught in English. Then her family moved 
to Israel where she attended school for six years before moving back to the U.S. Similar 
to Cici, Sonia, Valentina, and Vanesa, Soar also never attended a Spanish-English 
bilingual education program. 
On the whole their K-16 education was conducted in English. Thus it is not 
surprising that most expressed some discomfort with their levels of academic Spanish 
proficiency. These sentiments echo Guerrero’s (2003) analysis of four novice Latina 
bilingual education teachers’ struggle to maintain and develop their levels of academic 
Spanish proficiency in a mainstream monolingual-English context. However, the 
maestras in my study were not concerned with academic levels of Spanish per se. Those 
who were challenged expressed being so with the day-to-day communicative level 
Spanish necessary to plan and instruct a lesson. The conversational Spanish they acquired 
growing up was insufficient. They required a level of communicative Spanish that would 
help them succeed in an elementary classroom. 
A desire to be fluent Spanish and English speakers was ever present. In the 
following excerpt Sonia expressed her longing to be equally fluent in both languages: 
Spanish is my native language, and the language I speak with most of my family. 
I only speak English with my brother and sisters, some cousins and aunts, and my 
husband and sons. I love being bilingual. I really can’t imagine what it must be 
like knowing only one language. English is also the language I mostly think in 
unfortunately. I wish I could be just as fluent in both languages, but I’m not.  
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Although Sonia expressed pride in her ability to speak more than one language she was 
conflicted over not speaking Spanish more often with her two sons. Her own language 
use shifted from growing up in a predominantly Spanish-speaking household to raising 
her children in a predominantly English-speaking household. She added, 
I’m proud of my abilities to read and write in English and wish that I could do it 
just as well in Spanish, but I still need to practice. I wish that I would speak more 
Spanish with my sons so that they would learn it just as well as I did, but I find 
myself better able to express myself in English. I just can’t say everything I feel 
and think in Spanish, but I am proud to say that it is my native language. 
Having increased exposure to English in and out of school impacted Sonia’s ability to 
express herself with the same level of ease in Spanish; something she rarely did at home 
with her sons. Zentella (1997) confirms, 
Still, members of every generation want their children to speak, read, and write 
Spanish, but few have any idea of the enormity of the task, and the community 
resources to help them—beyond the beleaguered bilingual schools—are almost 
non-existent. To be effective, language maintenance efforts must tap into the 
extensive linguistic and cultural knowledge that exists throughout the 
larger…pan-Latino community, and tackle the social, economic, and political 
problems that demean and restrict that knowledge. (p. 212) 
Sonia valued her own bilingualism and lamented her inability to transfer this skill set to 
her sons. 
For Jessica, her grandmother served as a constant reminder for her to speak 
Spanish, 
When I was little all I would speak was English right, with everybody, and my 
grandma would be like, “¡Vete de aquí, cabrona7! ¡No me hables!¡ Si no me vas a 
hablar español, no me hables!” <laughs> (“Get out of here, brat! Don’t talk to 
me! If you’re not going to speak Spanish to me, don’t talk to me!”) So I’d be like, 
“Well, I need to talk to my grandma,” so I would just speak in Spanish with her. 
She was the one who would tell us, “Tienes que hablar español porque si no, no 
vas a saber nada, y la gente va hablar de ti.” (“You have to speak Spanish 
                                                
7 Cabrona directly translate to: “bitch,” but in this context, Jessica’s grandmother uses the term to imply 
“brat.” 
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because if you don’t, you won’t know anything, and people will talk about you.”) 
So that’s how I learned and kept my Spanish.  
Jessica’s grandmother cautioned her on the importance of preserving their native tongue 
as a way to relate to others who speak Spanish. She also believed it was necessary to 
speak Spanish as a way to avoid having others ridicule you. 
In my study, the maestras presented various reasons for wanting to improve their 
Spanish proficiency and the challenges associated with such a feat. Many were concerned 
with maintaining familial and community ties. As Janet, Jessica, Mariela, and Sonia 
described, speaking Spanish was a way to both regain and maintain their cultural 
connections and identities. The role of family in their decisions to pursue an interest in 
bilingual education is discussed further in the next section. 
FAMILISMO 
My family taught me difficult and valuable lessons through their words, actions, 
and expressions, lessons that I carry to this day. On long cold nights my mom made us 
avena o una tacita de chocolate caliente (oatmeal or a little cup of hot chocolate) to 
nourish us as we finished our homework and in the mornings we awoke to the tlac, tlac of 
the rolling pin shaping perfectly round tortillas de harina (flour tortillas) on the kitchen 
counter, the smell wafting down the trailer corridor accompanied by that of frijoles 
(beans). These expressions of love provided physical, emotional, and mental nourishment 
that contributed to my academic success in the classroom. My mom also struggled to 
send us to school looking our best everyday. Our clothes might have been second hand 
but our attitudes were first class. We were clean, neatly dressed children. My sister, Vira 
(as we lovingly call her), and I wore ponytails or trenzas (braids) in our hair adorned 
with ribbons everyday. Even though I had classmates who refused to play with me 
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because my clothing didn’t match, our appearance characterized quiet, hardworking 
students and was well received by our principal and teachers. 
My parents also conveyed to us the values of respecting elders, speaking when 
spoken to, and caring for others. This belief system resulted in positive relationships with 
adults at school. We treated them with the same respect extended to family members. In 
elementary school, cafeteria workers, bus drivers, and the school janitor all cared for us. 
For assisting the cafeteria staff in washing dishes and cleaning tables, we were rewarded 
with cinnamon rolls or leftover hamburgers. In middle school, I was selected to serve as 
an office assistant, which helped me in further developing relationships with the teachers 
and principal as well. In high school, two cafeteria employees, one who was a neighbor 
and another a family friend, always greeted us with warm smiles and offered second 
helpings. In these spaces we were not rendered invisible, we were acknowledged and 
made to believe that we belonged. Years later we would foster similar relationships at 
our respective college campuses. 
On the other hand, home, community, and family relations would present their 
own conflicts. I had to learn to critique and question these systems as well. I am still 
learning. At a family friend’s house, my mom sat quietly, as one of my aunt’s commented: 
“Las mujeres que se van de la casa y no visten de blanco son unas perdidas.” (Women 
who leave home without getting married are prostitutes.) My mom knew where her 
comment was directed since my sister would soon leave home of her own accord, to 
attend Stanford, and not to get married as was culturally expected. 
Three days after arriving at Stanford as a new student, I asked my sister and four 
of her Chicana friends to accompany me to the hair salon. Growing up, my dad did not 
allow us (my mom, sister, or I) to cut our hair. His reasoning was that since we belonged 
to him, con más ganas (with more reason) so did our hair. He decided when it needed a 
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trim and cut it himself. So on that sunny afternoon, we drove to a Palo Alto salon on a 
mission. I was assigned to the only Chicano hairdresser and shared with him that I 
wanted to have my waist-length hair cut but that I would take it with me to send to my 
father. No further explanation was needed; all he asked as I noticed his hand holding the 
scissors begin to shake was that I never tell my father where my hair had been cut. I 
stared in the mirror surrounded by caring mujeres and reimagined a new self. 
While at Stanford, my mom, sister, and I sat around the kitchen table in our 
apartment as one of our guy friend’s mom advised us on having children, “Miren 
muchachas, si pa’ los 36 años no se han casado, que le hace, nomas encuentrensen un 
cabron que valga la pena y abran le las piernas.” (Look girls, if by the time you’re 36 
you’re not married, who cares, just find yourself a bastard who’s worth the trouble and 
open your legs to him.) Growing up never hearing my mom use cuss words, unlike my 
father for whom every other word was a curse word, I was first struck by this woman’s 
colorful use of language. My mom, sister, and I looked around the table at one another 
open-mouthed as we processed her advice. 
Years later I was visiting at a cousin’s house when she made the following 
comment, “Una mujer que no se casa y tiene hijos no es una mujer.” (A woman who 
doesn’t marry and bear children is not a real woman.) Being the only 30-something-year-
old in the room who was unmarried and without children I pretended not to hear. 
Perhaps in their cultural world, one in which I didn’t completely belong, it seemed 
unfathomable that I would want to be something other than a housewife. 
… 
¿Uno Para Todos y Todos Para Uno? 
The importance of real and imagined family networks encouraged my academic 
pursuits, challenged my personal beliefs, and informed my sense of self. The maestras 
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also emphasized the role of family networks time and again, and they highlighted the 
cultural value of family fidelity. In this section, the notion of familismo is discussed to 
understand how pre-service teachers narrate their lived experiences in their development 
as maestras, especially in bilingual education contexts. 
Familismo as defined by Vega (1990) is a Hispanic cultural value that emphasizes 
family closeness and loyalty. Vega argues that familismo requires an individual family 
member to put the needs of the family first, even if it requires making personal sacrifices. 
The following excerpts illustrate how the maestras in this study draw strength from their 
families while at the same time revolting against harmful family, home, and community 
belief systems. As operationalized through a Chicana feminist framework, Vega’s notion 
of familismo is complicated with narratives that include loving, painful, and constricting 
experiences. 
Valentina spoke of the importance of familia in maintaining cultural ties, 
In my culture I value that family is a number one priority. I like that my family is 
very close and that we provide a strong support system for each other. Family 
comes first in my culture. In my family, we don’t give up on each other, and we 
help one better themselves. 
Valentina explained that she learned to value her cultural beliefs and practices from her 
family. Her mother was especially important in transmitting this belief: 
What I also value about my culture are the traditions. I enjoy celebrating holidays 
with my family. I enjoy making buñuelos and hot chocolate during Christmas 
time and buying [Three] King’s bread. These values come from my family, 
primarily my mother. My mother has instilled in me that family is very important 
and that we should help each other always. 
The role of Chicana/Latina mothers in providing pedagogies of wholeness and resilience 
is documented in the work of Villenas (2006). She writes, “understanding mature 
women’s diverse and complex ways of knowing, teaching, and learning at very least is 
crucial to understanding Latino family education and the work of mothering as it relates 
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to the schooling and education of Latino children” (p. 143). The maestras in this study 
cite mothers, immediate, and extended family members as playing a central role in their 
upbringing and systems of knowing. 
Valentina’s extended family lives within a half-mile radius of one another on both 
her maternal and paternal sides of the family. Therefore it is not surprising that they also 
play a role in the survival and transmission of their cultural traditions: 
Traditional values come from my immediate and extended family. We learned a 
lot from each other and over the years our celebrations became traditions that 
were valuable to us. These celebrations represented unity and love between us. 
These values are shaped throughout the years. As I mentioned earlier, my mother 
instilled in us that family was important, and my bonds with my relatives grew 
strong over the years because I knew that they would be there for me. They 
always believed in me. 
Valentina experienced positive aspects of her culture as transmitted to her through her 
family’s actions and expressions while at the same time she barely made mention of her 
relationship with her father. She said, “We’re not really that close. I don’t ask him a lot of 
questions. So he, we all live together, but my father’s a little more distant to us. But um, 
so he doesn’t work, and he’s only around when my mother’s around. It’s always like that 
all growing up, so we were raised by my grandparents and my cousins and everyone 
else.” Anzaldúa (1999) recognizes how these cultural messages keep women in rigidly 
defined roles. She writes, “We were never alone with men, not even those of our own 
family” (p. 39). Valentina also shared her surprise at the different way her father relates 
to her now that she is away at college:  
Maybe it’s the whole macho thing, I don’t know, with the culture, I guess. I have 
really have no idea. My mom, is such [the] opposite, like lovey-dovey, and my 
dad is just like; like I never heard him tell me I love you ‘til I came to college like, 
on the phone, “I love you.” <rushed> I’m just like, “What!?” I was like, “I love 
you, too.” <motions hanging up the phone> It was so awkward, but now he’s like, 
“You need to tell me you love me,” it’s like, “Where was this dad at a long time 
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ago?” I don’t think he tells my brother and sister, I love you, but because you’re 
not with him. I don’t know. 
Valentina was confused by her father’s attempt to express his love for her. She did not 
understand the change and thought it was probably as a result of her no longer living at 
home. 
Mariela described valuing the experiences her parents brought with them from 
their home country, “Since my parents are from Mexico, everything that we learned was 
from the values that were brought from their home.” Most maestras drew upon personal 
and cultural experiences to relay the significance and extend the notion of familismo. As 
we will see in later discussions, Mariela also questioned her parents’ imposing rules. One 
example, along the lines of gendered socialization, espoused the cultural belief (informed 
by Catholic religious ideology) that Mexican daughters remain in their parents’ home 
until they wed. 
In Sonia’s family gendered socialization was also influenced by Catholic religious 
ideology. She attended Catholic school in the U.S. until she convinced her parents to let 
her attend a public high school. Sonia was mostly silent about her parents’ reaction to her 
unexpected pregnancy in college. She did share that when they found out she had a live-
in boyfriend [;], they quickly stopped paying her rent. As we will see in the upcoming 
chapter, the lack of financial support from her family influenced her to stop out of 
college. After marrying her boyfriend and having their first son, she later returned to the 
university. During her second year of teaching, she occasionally voiced her frustrations 
with how little her husband did around the house to help her in caring for their two sons. 
Seeking “gender equity and challenging proscribed gender roles” Holling (2006, p. 90) 
writes of was difficult for Sonia to achieve in her household. 
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In explaining what her father did for a living, Diana shared her own involvement 
in the family business. In doing so she described making personal sacrifices for the 
family unit, such as foregoing individual spring break plans to work at home: 
The family business is an import-export. My dad rents the trucks for people to use 
them and import-export, which now compared to before there’s a lot of permits 
required. There’s a lot of other stuff that didn’t use to be there before, but now it 
is. I mean they understand why—‘cause of a lot of the drug trafficking and stuff 
like that; ‘cause it’s [a border town], you know what I’m saying? But at one point, 
it just gets to be too much, and they don’t have the money to pay for everything. 
So this spring break instead of going to have fun, I’m gonna go and work, and I’m 
gonna take them money ‘cause they need money for some permit stuff they have 
to pay for. So I’m doing that, so that’s how I’m gonna help ‘em. 
Diana relinquished her personal time during spring break, a much-coveted U.S. college 
student experience, to go home and help with the family business. By doing so she 
conveyed family as her number one priority. It would be considered culturally 
inappropriate had Diana shown any sign of being upset at giving up her spring break to 
go home and help her family. With her response, both she and her parents saved face. 
As Janet expanded on her own conversation about cultural values she also 
centered on the importance of her family. She expressed familismo and cultural pride:  
I value everything about my culture. I love the languages, the food, the history, 
the countries, the closeness to family, and the beliefs and morals. The list goes on, 
but I love being Mexican and American. I feel proud saying I come from two 
worlds, but most importantly I love the closeness of family. My values come from 
my family and what they have taught me. 
When she referred to her family ties, Janet spoke specifically about her relationship with 
her mother, sisters, and her maternal side of the family. She explained that she was not in 
a friendly relationship with her father, “My parents are divorced, and I grew up with my 
mom and her family. For the record, when I refer to family, I am talking about my 
mother’s side. I am not close to my father’s side. My dad was born in Mexico, but I don’t 
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really know about my dad.” The distancing between Janet and her father solidified when 
she turned 17. She recounted, 
I never realized that my dad wasn’t around until, ‘cause we still saw him up until 
we were like 8. We saw him; we would go visit. We would go to Juarez every 
year ‘cause he lives in Juarez. We would go every year, and we would visit. The 
last time we saw him was when I was 8. Then I didn’t see him again until I was 
17. I think it was like 10 almost 10 years. I honestly never noticed that he was 
missing until I was like 13. Then I started asking my mom, “Well, why’d ya’ll get 
divorced? What happened?” I wanted to know him and stuff like that. And then, 
but I never noticed him not being there until I got older. My mom was pretty 
open. She told us what happened, and she told us that any time we wanted to see 
him or hear from him that just to, “Let us know, and we’ll let you, I’ll take you to 
go see ‘im.” We didn’t go see ‘im until we were; I was 17… We went to go see 
‘im, and it’d been awhile, and that’s the last time I’ve seen my dad. I don’t really 
talk to him. 
Janet shared how her father’s actions and inactions impacted her decision to no longer 
want to see or talk with him. She illustrated this change over time, 
When I was younger I used to always want to see ‘im, and I used to always; my 
dad’s the kind of person that’ll say he’s going to come, but he never does. He 
never keeps his promises…so I was very, when I saw him, I was really excited to 
see him when I was 17; when I went back the last time I went to see him. I was 
really excited, but then he showed up like five hours later, and the whole like all 
of his aunts and all of his brothers and sisters and like my cousins had all come to 
see us. It was already like 5 or 6pm when he came to my aunt’s house, his sisters’ 
house, to see us. That’s when I realized, “This is not worth my time. I’m not 
gonna, I’ve tried through the years to be close to you, and you’ve always said that 
you’re gonna come to see us. You’re always gonna do this, you’re always gonna 
make all these plans, and you never even keep them.” So since then I’ve never, I, 
I don’t; we went to El Paso this past Christmas, and I, we didn’t make it a point to 
see him. And I don’t want to do that to my grandfather just because he can’t stand 
him. I don’t think that my grandfather deserves us to like…like my grandfather 
doesn’t want us to like I guess know our father and stuff like that. But he respects 
the fact that we want to know ‘im, but after that visit when I was 17, I was like, 
“You know what? This is not worth my time. This is not fair to my family. You 
don’t deserve us.” So I, I don’t try to see my dad ever. He calls every once in 
awhile but it’s kinda awkward, so I’m like, “Well, I gotta go.” And last time he 
called me was like last year on my birthday, and I was like <lowers her voice>, 
“I’m not going to talk to you anymore.” 
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Janet’s voice held traces of sadness and anger as she described the distancing with her 
father. She ultimately resolved that trying to maintain a relationship with him was too 
difficult and painful for her maternal family and herself and that her father had not 
proven himself worthy of her efforts. 
For the maestras, being closer to their mothers and their mothers’ side of the 
family was not uncommon. When asked about her family, Soar compared herself to her 
mother, “We always worry that everybody’s happy around us, and we’re both very peppy 
just in general. We’re very peppy people.” Although moves between Israel and the U.S. 
were difficult for the family, Soar implied that these moves were carried out to also spend 
quality time with extended family and to keep the immediate family unit intact, 
“Everybody’s always been close. We’re a pretty close-knit family, and with all the moves 
that we’ve had, it’s always been because we want to stay close together.” Soar also 
mentioned that later in life she wanted to be like her parents. 
Raquel provided positive examples of the centrality of her relationship with her 
mother and two younger siblings, “Even though my siblings pretend I’m not, they tell my 
mom I am their role model. My sister is already telling her that she’s going to come to 
this university and that she wants to go to Spain someday like I did.” To pursue her 
educational goals Raquel was glad to leave the gendered oppression she suffered at home. 
However, she also described the pain of leaving her mom and two younger siblings. She 
detailed, 
It was very difficult for me to leave for home because I am really close to my 
mother. So I mean I knew I wanted to leave, but as I started getting closer to 
graduating from high school I started getting scared. I knew my mom didn’t really 
want me to leave because she wanted me with her, but at the same time she 
wanted me to do something with my life. So she really started encouraging me to 
go as far as I could. When I left home it was really emotional. It was hard for me, 
and I remember the day before I was going to leave we were crying. 
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The maestras expressed emotions of pain, fear, and doubt as they recalled when they left 
home to attend the university. Saying good-bye and leaving home were frequently 
accompanied by episodes of crying. According to Zembylas (2003), teachers’ emotions 
can become sites of resistance and self-transformation. In effect, Zembylas writes, “that 
an investigation of the emotional components of teacher identity yields a richer 
understanding of the teacher self” (p. 214). Raquel continued recounting the emotions 
associated with arriving at the university as a freshman: 
I started thinking in my mind, “Oh, maybe I won’t make it. This is so sad.” And I 
flew on a plane. My mom doesn’t drive, so she couldn’t really bring me here, so I 
had to pack all I needed in one big suitcase ‘cause I couldn’t…well, I didn’t want 
to go over the weight limit, so I didn’t have to pay. That was pretty scary ‘cause 
when I got here there’s students where their parents have driven here in their car 
with all the boxes, and they were helping them go up to the dorms. So it was 
pretty sad for me to see them with their parents, and me alone, but I got used to it.  
Notions of self doubt invaded Raquel’s thinking. She began to question if she would 
survive in the new strange place of the university. Armed with her cultural sensibilities of 
sobrevivencia, esperanza, amor, coraje, cariño, and conocimiento, she was able to 
overcome these initial hesitations. 
Raquel also described her relationship with her father; it was tenuous at best. She 
shared how she struggled to mitigate cultural norms, “As a Mexican American student I 
had to deal with the Mexican culture starting with my father, the whole machismo, the 
things going on there. And I think that’s what influenced me because like I said his 
attitude towards education and towards me triggered me to try harder.” In this case, 
Raquel rebelled against the cultural notion that women be submissive to men. She also 
did not envision herself as getting married, bearing children, and becoming a housewife. 
According to Holling (2006), “The voices of the Chicana and Latina students underscore 
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their strength and tenacity to challenge forms of oppression that they experience as 
inhibitors to their survival and growth” (p. 83). She described her cultural rebellion, 
I honestly don’t want to be a housewife. I don’t like that. I never wanted my mom 
to be one either. Right now she went back to community college, but she doesn’t 
want to continue. It gets hard now that she has to raise kids and study. I mean I 
understand, but I try to encourage her to do something else than that because she’s 
always depended on my dad to provide us with money. And so, I also don’t want 
to be the typical Mexican American woman who gets married and takes care of 
the kids. 
As she envisioned a different reality for herself, Raquel also sought different 
opportunities for her mother. Raquel countered the “home spaces” Holling (2006) writes 
of, “where they [Chicanas/Latinas] witnessed gendered roles being enacted” (p. 89). 
Raquel was frustrated by the culture’s hold on her and the way it could limit a woman’s 
role. Anzaldúa (1999) describes a similar frustration,  
Though I’ll defend my race and culture when they are attacked by non-mexicanos, 
conozco el malestra de mi cultura. I abhor some of my culture’s ways, how it 
cripples its women, como burras, our strengths used against us, lowly burras 
bearing humility with dignity. The ability to serve, claim the males, is our highest 
virtue. I abhor how my culture makes macho caricatures of its men. No, I do not 
buy all the myths of the tribe into which I was born. (pp. 39-40) 
The maestras described themselves as family oriented and valued their relationships with 
one or both parents, their siblings, or their own children while also raging against the 
cultural norms that sought to constrain them as mujeres. 
Through their supportive roles in the family and lived experiences outside of the 
home the maestras established their sense of self. For example, Jessica relayed how she 
learned the value of honesty at home, a value she hoped to transmit to her future students: 
My mom and even, even my dad because when I was little I was a daddy’s girl, so 
my dad, I consider him a very intelligent man. Like, he knows a lot, and he would 
always you know tell us, “Don’t lie. It doesn’t get you anywhere. Tell us the truth, 
and you’ll be fine. You know? You’ll get in trouble, but you’ll be fine.” And the 
good thing was that my parents never hit us, ever, ever. They never laid one finger 
on us. They would just like, put us in time out or not get to watch TV for this 
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long. Like, that was our punishment. It wasn’t anything drastic, and we listened to 
them. My mom would just give us the look…and that’s all we had to see. Like, 
we were scared and that’s that; she never hit us. So they always instilled honesty, 
and be nice to each other, and share and all this stuff. So I feel that that’s very 
important to keep with children. 
At times the maestras, like Jessica in the excerpt above, compared their values and 
beliefs to their families’. The maestras also self identified as more liberal or open to 
different experiences as compared to their parents or extended family. University 
experiences away from home also impacted their beliefs. Jessica explained, 
I think I identify more so with my friends than my family. I do however see some 
of my mom’s values in myself, but I think I have a more modern view of life than 
my mother or family does…I think my values all come from my family except I 
would say I have a more liberal view on life and how things should workout. 
One way in which Jessica views herself as more liberal is in regards to gender roles. She 
provided an example of how she negotiates culturally ascribed gender roles in her 
relationship with her boyfriend: 
Like with my boyfriend, we set boundaries. I told him, “I don’t believe that 
women are the ones that are supposed to be in the kitchen cooking and cleaning.” 
I was like, “You can help me, too.” I’m very lucky and fortunate that he’s not that 
kind of guy. He told me from the beginning, “Yeah, I know. I used to see that my 
dad would always do that to my mom,” and he’s like, “I hated it! Seeing her in the 
kitchen all daylong cooking and cleaning.” He’s like, “Nobody would help her, so 
I would go and help her sweep and mop, and I would do the dishes for her.” So 
I’m glad that he himself was able to understand that because in his family being 
the way he was raised, and the way that his family is he could’ve been like any 
typical macho guy who, “I’m not going to clean or cook.” But I’m very lucky 
that’ he’s <laughs> not like that. 
Although Jessica sought to counter oppressive gender roles and praised Miguel for not 
being “the typical macho guy,” by stating “You can help me, too,” instead of “You can 
do it, too,” she continued to internalize work in the home as gendered. “You can help me, 
too,” implies that work in the kitchen is women’s work where men are praised when they 
step in temporarily to help. This example illustrates what Holling (2006) argues as 
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implicit ways in which Chicanas/Latinas “have been socialized about their gender roles,” 
(p. 89). Even so, Jessica, “advocation for gendered relationships that are egalitarian in 
nature,” writes Holling (2006, p. 90), is a challenge to the culturally constructed gendered 
roles she experienced at home. 
Growing up, Cici was unable to positively experience the cultural value of 
familismo as defined by Vega (1990). Her story and familial experiences serve to extend 
Vega’s use of familismo. As Cici reflected on her family background, she shared very 
painful and complex experiences of the role of male power and authority over her life. 
Before ending up on the streets, Cici tried to rationalize with herself for her own survival: 
“If I live here another year, I’m, I’m not gonna make it,” because if I didn’t 
graduate, I wasn’t going to survive. I was going to end up on the street. I was 
gonna end up dead. I was just gonna end up somewhere that, I didn’t no where, 
and it didn’t look good. So I needed to get out, or I was gonna end up pregnant or 
something ‘cause I was suicidal. 
If she was to resist “the mutilation of the mestiza body,” as Cruz (2006, p. 64) writes, 
then Cici understood she needed to leave the confines of her home. By seeking other 
alternatives, Cici engaged in what Cruz describes as the deconstruction of the brown 
body, “a necessary process of reclaiming and reimaging the histories and forms of 
agencies of women who are unrepresented and unheard” (p. 66). Removing her brown 
body from her home environment provided opportunity to reinvent her sense of self and 
reshape her identity. On the verge of tears, Cici continued to share her story of 
sobrevivencia in opposition to her familial experiences: 
Um, it was pretty bad. It got, it was very, very unsupportive, very unhealthy. 
There was a lot of abuse going on. It was difficult to, I was, it was very unstable. I 
went from home to home trying to find a place to stay. After um, my mom went 
to Mexico, I stayed with my dad, but I just couldn’t stay with my dad.  
Why exactly Cici’s mother returned to México without her was left unexplained. Perhaps 
Cici was part of the negotiations that would allow her mother to escape the destructive 
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home environment she too experienced. Cici’s mother took with her Cici’s younger 
brother. Although Cici’s mother left Cici in the lion’s den, Cici was still able to 
reimagine a new life for herself. In her mother’s absence, Cici would later speak to how 
she embraced the idea of attending college as a way to turn her experiences of suffering 
into something else. While Latina/o cultural norms instruct us not to talk about histories 
of abuse, especially when suffered at the hands of our own family members, Cici found 
the strength to reject what Cruz (2006) writes of as “the cultural constraints placed on her 
to stay silent” (p. 70). Cici expanded, 
Um, my dad molested me, and then my grandpa molested me. So then I went to 
stay with my cousin, and my cousin sort of took advantage of me, too. So I went 
back to my dad’s, and then um, it just wasn’t working out ‘cause I had a lot of 
anger. My dad wasn’t very supportive. I was pretty much just, I felt like I was just 
a…pain, so then I went back to my grandpa’s and that didn’t work out ‘cause he 
started again. 
Anzaldúa (1999) writes of the male-dominated culture that professes to protect women, 
but “actually keeps women in rigidly defined roles. It keeps the girlchild from other 
men—don’t poach on my preserves, only I can touch my child’s body” (p. 39). As males 
in Cici’s family (e.g., her father, grandfather, cousin) physically, sexually, emotionally, 
and psychologically abused her, Cici embodied what Cruz (2006) terms “the process of 
transformation” (p. 70). “Making sense of her own history as a survivor” (p. 70) 
instructed Cici to “confront the inscriptions of shame” (p. 71). 
Although wounded by her own family, Cici admired the strong family bond she 
attributed to the Hispanic culture, one she did not experience with her own family. She 
explained, 
What I do value about my culture is the importance of family. I think that comes 
from being from a poor country where family is all you have and you need family 
to survive in such a poor country, so families stick together for survival. The 
family is always prioritized. The family helps each other, and they do things 
together. 
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Cici believed the importance of family for working-class immigrants was linked to their 
dependence on the family unit for survival within the U.S. 
Countering ascribed gender roles is difficult but doing so helped the maestras 
continue their educational, personal, and professional pursuits. Even though moving 
away from home to attend the university was difficult for many, the sense of 
independence they developed through this process was professed as empowering. The 
maestras expressed similar experiences as Anzaldúa (1999), “To separate from my 
culture (as from my family) I had to feel competent enough on the outside and secure 
enough on the inside to live life on my own. Yet in leaving home I did not lose touch 
with my origins because lo mexicano is in my system. I am a turtle, wherever I go I carry 
“home” on my back” (p. 43). The following section describes how the pre-service 
teachers at times struggled with how to understand and express their sobrevivencia and 
how such sensibilities developed along the way inform their development as maestras. 
SOBREVIVENCIA 
Because we could not repay our parents financially, I was determined to excel in 
school and not get in trouble so that beyond my work in the fields, my school ribbons, 
certificates, trophies, and honors would contribute to my “family’s wealth” (Yosso, 2005, 
2006). Giving my parents’ bragging rights with family, friends, and the farmers for whom 
we worked provided its own gratification. As we learned at home to swallow and silence 
our experiences of abuse, at an early age I also became aware of how my scholastic 
achievements brought my mom happiness. As a student I developed a strong academic 
sense of self, due in part to the “cultural capital” (Yosso, 2005, 2006) gained at school 
(e.g., relationships with teachers and school personnel), through my family’s examples 
and consejos (advice), and from the desire to challenge the cultural, educational, and 
societal norms and expectations placed on girls/women. 
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Resisting the patriarchal structure experienced at home also served to strengthen 
me. While my father’s character as a strong and committed worker gave me strength to 
endure hostilities outside of the home, I was also challenged by the role his male 
authority had over everyone and everything pertaining to the family. Day-to-day 
activities in the home (e.g., cooking, cleaning, washing) were the responsibilities of 
women. However, outside of the home my mother’s duties were also numerous. Growing 
up, we (I use the term “we” loosely) raised farm animals (e.g., chickens, rabbits, goats, 
pigs) and later consumed them and their offspring as a way to subsidize our income. I 
remember how my hands trembled as I helped my mother kill chickens and rabbits she 
later prepared as caldos (stews) or moles (chili sauces). Even when my father 
slaughtered the larger animals (e.g., pigs, goats, calves) it was my mother who prepped 
the tools and hot water beforehand and cured, stored, and prepared the meat afterwards. 
One of the duties I most despised was cleaning the small intestines of the pigs, even when 
they later resulted in deliciously fried chitlins. I was exposed to skill sets designed to 
benefit my survival in a poor rural context while I simultaneously learned to negotiate the 
means by which they were employed. As a result I was better able to navigate lived 
tensions outside of the home as well. 
Two of my older siblings were also a source of support; I benefited greatly from 
the path Challo (three years older) and Vira (17 months older) fashioned for me 
academically and socially. They were the first to secure good grades and positive 
attention from teachers because they did their homework neatly and on time, pursued 
extra credit, and got along with and helped others. While following in their footsteps I 
also began to build my own credibility and independence. I was even allowed to branch 
out further in my pursuits of extracurricular activities (e.g., joining the school band). 
These experiences would prove invaluable as I entered the university setting. As I left for 
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college at the age of 18 I knew I might return home to visit my family, but I promised to 
never again live under my father’s authoritarian rule. 
… 
Busca tus Mejores Bienes que ‘Dentro de ti los Tienes 
Lived and educational experiences including discrimination led the maestras to 
employ the cultural notion of sobrevivencia. The cultural concept was key as they sought 
to avoid domination from others in power such as men, mainstream teachers, and peers. 
Hegemonic ideologies in their lives like patriarchy that did not kill them, made them 
stronger. 
In a study by Sy and Romero (2008) on the experiences of Latina college students 
from immigrant families, their informants reported developing self-sufficiency to support 
their families as a very important responsibility and means for their sobrevivencia. By 
examining if the Latina college students had any financial obligations to their families, 
the authors came to understand the nature of their sobrevivencia. Sy and Romero report, 
“these women emphasized that becoming self-sufficient was a means by which they 
could help the family…participants’ primary concern was to be self-reliant as a means of 
relieving [a] burden on family members” (p. 218). In my own study, the maestras’ 
sobrevivencia was enacted through self-sufficiency. For them, their sobrevivencia 
included feeling ownership and accountability for their actions. Through their actions 
they developed an individual responsibility for bringing about change. While at home, 
they supported themselves and/or their families’ well being, financially and otherwise. 
After leaving home to attend college, they learned to negotiate and reconcile feelings of 
homesickness. Some maestras provided voluntary financial contributions, helped with 
the family business, provided emotional support, and/or served in the role of what Sy and 
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Romero term “surrogate parent.” In these and other ways the maestras resisted what 
Moule (2005) defines as “the unacknowledged hegemony that prevails” (p. 39). 
As you will learn in this section, the pre-service teachers employed cultural 
sensibilities such as sobrevivencia (survival and self-sufficiency), esperanza (hope), 
amor (love, including a pursuit for social justice), coraje (courage and rage), cariño 
(critical and authentic care, caring as political), and conocimiento (knowledge and 
understanding) in their development as culturally responsive maestras. Enrolling at the 
university was a turning point for many of them. It was a challenging time introduced by 
self-doubt and homesickness, but it was also during this time that they began to live more 
self-sufficient and conscious lifestyles. For some, their autonomy was cultivated at an 
earlier age, influenced by poverty and oppression. 
Given their lived realities the pre-service teachers in this study learn to become 
maestras in the home at an early age by contributing to the household and caring for 
others in various ways, including as bicultural brokers, translators, surrogate parents, 
financial contributors, and by tutoring relatives, family friends, and neighbors. Cici, 
Jessica, and Valentina started supporting themselves and/or financially contributing to 
their households as teenagers. Cici worked at a convenience store at the age of 13. She 
described the experience, 
I started working when I was 13 because I had to buy my clothes. My dad didn’t 
buy me clothes. I started off at a little convenience store. It was a little Asian guy 
that owned it, and he paid me under the table. I would sell beer to people. Mostly 
it was beer and cigarettes, and little candy stuff, but mostly it was beer, cigarettes, 
soda, that kind of stuff. 
Being self-reliant allowed Cici to find and maintain a job. She used her income to 
purchase personal belongings. Once in high school she was able to get an office job at a 
local university campus. She also reflected on that experience, 
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I was working at this one place. It was kind of a job corps. They take young kids 
and put them to work, so I worked for them. I was working at this science center. 
It’s a medical school for osteopathic medicine, and I was working in the 
President’s Office. I’m not sure what he’s called, but the head honcho there. 
Holding a job helped Cici financially since she could not rely on her father for such 
assistance. These experiences, coupled with the cultural sensibilities of sobrevivencia, 
esperanza, and coraje, instilled in Cici the conocimiento that she had something to offer 
and could make it on her own. 
When Jessica turned 16, she began to think about becoming more independent 
and one way she envisioned doing so was by getting a job. She shared, 
When I was 16 I decided, “Oh, I want a job, just so I can have my own money.” I 
always felt bad that my mom would buy me all my school clothes and new shoes 
whenever I wanted it. She always, regardless, if we didn’t have that much money, 
but she always made it a point that if I wanted something, she would get it for me, 
and I felt like, “Ok, I need to stop this. I want to be able to work for my own stuff 
and at least have my own clothes. At least I can go shopping for that, so my mom 
won’t have to spend money on that.” So when I was 16, it was the summer of my 
sophomore year, I decided, “Oh, I’m going to find a little job.”  
As Jessica got older she became more aware of all the sacrifices her mother made for her. 
According to Holling (2006), 
…in the case of the students, their recognition of things previously taken-for-
granted positions them as social agents who struggle to devise ways of negotiating 
that which they now discern. Moreover, students’ increased sense of 
consciousness is fundamental to their ability to develop and articulate ways of 
negotiating their identities based on their experiences. (p. 82) 
Through the process of conciencia described by Holling, Jessica gained greater 
conocimiento of her family’s financial situation and the cariño involved in her mother’s 
sacrifices. It was then that she decided to take an active role in helping out more at home 
financially; she set out to get a job. Her mom helped her obtain her first job, and it was 
then that she began to understand how difficult it could be to earn a living. She recalled, 
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So I happened to walk into Papa John’s, and my mom was like, “Oh, I’d like to 
submit an application for my daughter. She wants to work.” And I was like, “No, 
I don’t want to work here.” But I was like, “Ok, I’ll try it.” And she was like, 
“You should try fast food because you’ll know you’ll never want to work there 
again.” So I was like, “Ok.” So I worked at a pizza place for like two months, and 
I quit. I told them it was ‘cause of school, but it was really ‘cause I didn’t like it. 
So with my first paycheck I bought a perfume, a skirt, and a shirt, and that was 
my whole paycheck. <laughs> No money for rent, no, no, so thank God I was 
living with my mom. 
After taking a part-time job at a pizza place for a couple of months, Jessica learned that 
service industry employment provided limited economic opportunities. She decided not 
to work in the fast food restaurant industry again. 
Her mom later helped her find another job in the service sector. This time the job 
prospect was in retail where Jessica continued to work through college. Jessica shared 
how grateful she was for having a job especially as the financial situation at home 
became more tenuous: 
Then in January I was at JCPenny’s, and my mom was like, “Oh, well, since 
we’re waiting, maybe you should just go apply for a job. I know you want to 
work.” And I was like, “No, they’re not going to hire me, mom. I have no 
experience.” She was like, “You don’t know, just go try it.” So I went to try it, 
and sure enough, three days later I was interviewed. Two days later they hired me. 
So I worked there since my junior year in high school. By that point I was finally 
17, and I worked there until I graduated from high school. Then I would go on 
and off when I would go for the summers on and off and stuff. So that really 
helped because at that point my mom was really tight on money. So I worked and 
at that point I was fortunate to have that job my senior year ‘cause I knew I was 
coming to the university, and I had lots of expenses that I knew my mom couldn’t 
pay. So I would work a lot of hours. 
Even though Jessica was involved in school activities (e.g., student council), she 
continued to work because she felt responsible to help alleviate the financial burdens at 
home. She described her senior year in high school as especially challenging: 
I was very active in high school so it was hard, but I still managed to get through 
it. I pretty much paid for almost everything I needed to pay for to come here, 
except for when my mom got her income tax refund, and she paid $300 for my 
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housing. So that helped a lot, but I paid for all my prom stuff. I paid for mostly all 
of my graduation stuff. It was just a couple of things my mom paid for, and it was 
good that way. I loved that my mom didn’t have to stress herself too much. 
‘Cause at one point we even had to ask my uncle for money because we were just 
so…it was bad. It was hectic on money, and we asked him for money, and we 
eventually paid him back so that was good. 
Jessica paused as she recounted just how tenuous the financial situation at home was 
while she was growing up. As she got older she was very aware of her family’s financial 
situation and did her best to reduce her mother’s responsibility for her personal expenses. 
 Valentina also started working at the age of 16. Like Jessica’s mother had done 
for her, Valentina’s father helped her find a job. Valentina remembered, 
I got a job, and it was funny because my dad didn’t have a job, but he found me a 
job on my birthday. So it was kinda like, “I hate you.” But I’ve always worked 
through high school. I worked my sophomore year in May through that year of 
December ... I was working at a convenience store, … and then I got a new job, 
which my dad found me again. He should work at the employment office or 
something. I started working in May actually again. I started working at 
Blockbuster, and I worked there until I graduated high school. 
Due to the previously mentioned job-related injury, Valentina’s father was no longer 
gainfully employed. So until she started working her mother was the only person 
employed in the household. Although Valentina’s father received disability payments, the 
family struggled financially. To mitigate her mother’s financial responsibilities, 
Valentina described how she portioned her paycheck: 
I helped my mom with bills because my dad wasn’t a reliable source of income. 
So I would help her with that, and then I would give her half of my paycheck each 
time. I didn’t mind because I knew it was hard growing up. I think I grew up very 
fast I was like another parent, so it was me and my mom. 
Due to her financial and other family responsibilities since high school, Valentina 
expressed feeling like a second parent to her younger siblings. She recalled her surrogate 
parent status, 
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I would buy stuff for my sister for Valentine’s Day, and for special occasions. I 
would buy them stuff like birthday and stuff like that ‘cause I always felt, “Oh, 
I’ll buy them this because I remember growing up I wanted it.” <laughs> I felt, I 
was only 16, but still I already, I’m at that level [of a parent] I guess. 
Contributing to her household in various ways led Valentina to grow up faster than others 
her age. With her increased commitments she gained a greater sense of responsibility, 
and simultaneously suffered a sense of burnout. She explained, 
I worked 20 hours a week. I was in cross country in high school in my senior 
year, and I would work ‘til one o’clock in the morning ‘cause we’d close at 11, 
but we’d clean ‘til 1. So I was up at 5:30 to go run 3 miles. I was like, “I cannot 
do this!” I was at school all day, and then run again in the afternoon. So at one 
point I was just like, “I’m tired of working. I don’t want to work anymore.” It was 
getting to 40 hours a week, and I was a senior. I was like, “Ok, I’m already in it, I 
better just keep it up.” I don’t know it’s just like “Don’t fall behind!” 
In addition to holding a paying job, Valentina continued to push herself academically and 
with extracurricular commitments like sports. She did not think there was an option for 
her to do anything less. One day she finally spoke with her mom about it all. She said, 
I remember telling my mom, “I don’t want to work anymore!” Sort of crying and 
being pissed off because I had to work Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. I 
was just like, “I don’t have a weekend, and I have homework.” And I was mad! 
She was like, “Ok, Valentina, then don’t go to work anymore.” And I was like, “I 
have a choice? I don’t have to go?” ‘Cause that May when I quit that same year of 
’03 in July I came to this university for a second summer session, and she was 
like, “You can take a month off. That’s fine. It won’t be that much of a loss of an 
income ‘cause you’ll be leaving anyways.” So I just quit that May. 
As the oldest daughter of three children, Valentina did not perceive her financial 
contributions to the household as a responsibility of which she could opt out. She was 
surprised to learn from her mother that she could stop working for a month before leaving 
home to attend college. By beginning to work as a teenager and contributing to her 
family’s expenses, Valentina learned important life lessons and enacted sobrevivencia. 
One such lesson was that graduating from college could provide her with increased job 
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opportunities and financial stability unlike what she had experienced at home. She made 
these connections as she shared, 
Also I want to go to college because I had my first job <laughs> at 16. I was 
working for minimum wage at a convenience store for $5.15 an hour. <grunts> 
And I realized how it was to raise a family, to support myself, much less raise a 
family, have a car, my own house, my bills. There’s no way that I could do it on 
my own. For me maybe I wouldn’t get paid minimum wage in the future if I did 
graduate. There was no way that I wanted to struggle or worry about always 
owing more money and being more in debt…I just wanted to be safe. 
Valentina was motivated to attend and graduate from college as a way to be more self-
sufficient for herself and her future family. The thought of future job security that paid 
well above minimum wage was perceived to translate to decreased stress. 
Raquel, also the oldest daughter of three children, experienced similar parenting 
responsibilities as Valentina. In her case she sought to help her mom and siblings by 
removing them from the tensions experienced at home with her father. During an 
interview she conveyed the following, 
Honestly the situation at home right now is really bad, and I think the best thing 
would be for them to get a divorce. My mom doesn’t want to ‘cause she says, “I 
don’t work. I don’t have money to support your siblings.” So right now I’m kind 
of upset at that ‘cause I can’t convince her. I feel useless ‘cause I offered to bring 
them with me—my mom and my siblings. I told them, “I’ll support you. I’ll be 
the head of the family, if you just come with me and leave him.” But she won’t so 
that makes me feel useless, and it got to a point where, “I’m not going back. I 
can’t live under the same roof as him. So that means that I might have to be away 
from you, but I think it’s something I have to do.” 
Raquel was not even 20 years old, when she offered to take her siblings and mom with 
her and assume responsibility for them as the head of household. These personal 
sacrifices and sense of responsibility for those at home was common among the maestras. 
Even those who came from higher socioeconomic backgrounds expressed notions 
of sobrevivencia and acts of self-sufficiency. Diana and Soar did so by helping with the 
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family business. Diana explained how she helped her parents with their import-export 
business, 
When I was growing up, like before my 16th birthday I’d write stuff from the 
notes to the computer, and then checked everything, that the balances were right. 
In tax preparation, I do all the notes, all that they have earned, and that they have 
spent, all the things that they owe, and all the things that they owe them. 
Her savvy computer and accounting skills along with her interest in business proved an 
asset in the bookkeeping responsibilities Diana undertook for the family business. 
Soar, the oldest of two daughters, grew up helping her father as well. Her father’s 
line of work was in independent sales. She described how her responsibilities with the 
family business increased over time: 
I worked with my dad ever since I was six. I’ve known his business, and I’ve 
grown up with it. Whether or not I take over is a different story, but it’s always 
there for me, and I feel comfortable with it, so that was my first job, I guess. He’s 
in jewelry, so there’s a lot of; when I was little it was more cleaning the jewelry 
and putting it in bags. Then when I was older it was making inventory lists, and 
checking the inventory lists. The older I got the more I got to meet his clients and 
go with him and select jewelry. And then when I, I think it was senior year in high 
school, summer of senior year in high school was my first time to go to a jewelry 
show, like a big Vegas jewelry show, so I got to experience that. So just the older 
I got, the more responsibilities I got, I guess, and his clients like all already know 
me. 
As a college student Soar’s ability to help her family continued. She helped by 
minimizing her parents’ financial contributions to her education, “I have more financial 
responsibilities now that I’m in college, and it’s costing a fortune. And now that my sister 
is, too, so I think the older I get just the more I learn to appreciate things.” Like the other 
maestras alluded earlier, the older they got, the more concientes (conscious, aware) they 
became of all their parents sacrificed for them. 
Soar’s sense of independence is fostered by her ability to be more financially self-
reliant. She expanded, 
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My sophomore year and junior year I decided that I needed to work because I 
knew that my parents couldn’t afford college and living expenses and everything, 
and also knowing that my sister would be going to college three years after me 
kind of gave me a heads up. So I applied to be an RA [resident assistant] where I 
lived. I got accepted and ended up working there for two years, and it went really 
well. It worked out really well because I ended up covering my costs, my living 
expenses, my food, most of my food expenses, my parking expenses. When it 
came to my junior year they [the housing complex] covered it all, so all I had to 
pay for basically was tuition, and any other extracurricular. So I saved about a 
good $20,000 for the last two years. 
Soar was proud of accomplishing such a high financial savings for her family. Living 
away from home also increased her level of independence as she learned to negotiate, 
reconcile, and sobrevivir in her new environment. She explained, 
Now, senior year I am living at a house by myself with two other of my 
girlfriends. It’s my first house, so it’s exciting yet scary. A lot more, a lot more 
responsibilities—cooking for yourself things like that. I am trying to be more 
independent. I definitely had a good transition period from home to college 
because I was ready to take that step to being more independent. I am very 
attached to my parents so to some extent it was a little hard for me my freshman 
year. I did do the drive home pretty frequently. I tried going home at least once a 
month. Now they come to me because I work <laughs>, so I can’t get over there 
for a whole weekend. 
Soar’s excitement in leaving home and the sense of being overcome by homesickness 
were frequently expressed by the maestras. Different friends and networks in college 
helped alleviate their homesickness. 
To address the homesickness she experienced while away at college, Janet 
expanded her social circle by joining student clubs on campus. She spoke of these 
networks, “Also in college I actually joined an organization with two of my friends, and 
so I got really involved with that and volunteering and working with kids and that kind of 
took my mind away from being homesick.” Being away from home also provided the 
opportunity to become more independent. Janet articulated this contradiction, 
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Then pretty soon I just started really liking my independence and not having to be 
told what to do or have a curfew. So I really started liking my independence. It 
made me more independent that’s for sure. I didn’t rely so much on my mom. I 
mean the first year and a half I did rely on her. She paid for my school, and my 
car, and my food, and all my expenses. But then when I got a job I started 
becoming even more independent. Well, she still paid for my car, and she still 
paid for my rent, but I paid for everything else, so I got really independent. 
Working towards financial autonomy helped Janet assert more independence. To 
maintain her sense of independence Janet even avoided going home at times. She shared, 
Sometimes I would dread going home because I was like, “Oh, my God, I don’t 
wanna do anything.” I got really used to just doing things on my own like going 
out. I didn’t have to tell anyone where I was going, what time I was going back, 
and then when I would go home my mom would be like, “Where are you going? 
What time are you gonna get back?” And it was like, “Mom, don’t worry about 
me. I’ll be responsible.” “Well, be back by 2am.” And I was like, “What? Two in 
the morning?” <laughs> So it just got kinda hard, and I think that’s when I was 
getting used to college. 
The transition from teenager to young adult was not only impacted by financial 
autonomy. No longer asking for permission to go places or do things also indicated an 
increased level of self-governance. Janet continued, 
But now I got to the point where I don’t ask my mom for permission. I tell her 
what I’m going to do, and I tell her, “I’m going to Galveston for the weekend.” I 
don’t ask her for permission I just tell her what I’m doing. I think coming to 
college helped me like not ask my mom for things but just tell her, inform her. I 
think she realized that we’re getting older, and we’re going to make our own 
decisions. And she’s raised us well, so I’m glad I came here. I couldn’t imagine 
living at home and going to college. 
The family unit as a whole had to adjust to the maestras’ college experiences. Given her 
close relationship with her mother, Janet expanded on the challenges of leaving home. 
She added, 
The transition from home to college at first was really hard for me because I had 
never been away from my mother and my sisters for long periods of time. I never 
really liked as a little girl going on trips with people I didn’t know or unless my 
mom was with me. So it was pretty hard. I cried the first three weeks I was here 
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‘cause I missed my mom so much. My mom dropped me off, and my grandma 
came with her. I was in tears, and I had gone home three weeks later, three weeks 
after we went home, and I remember telling my mom, “Oh, my God, I miss it 
[home]!” But I don’t like to quit things, and she said she wouldn’t let me leave the 
university, and then I think after I got back from that first time I went to go visit 
her, I was like, “You know ma’, I’m going to be ok. I’m gonna make it.” 
Janet’s fighting spirit and her mother’s words of encouragement kept her from stopping 
out of college in those first few weeks when she found herself most homesick. She was 
not alone in communicating a difficult transition to college. 
After arriving at the university campus being away from home was met with 
initial loneliness. Raquel described how she began to establish social and support 
networks with people who shared similarities in background with her. She said, 
Once I got here I started meeting people and specifically people who shared the 
same things with me about our background. Not necessarily that they were from 
[my home town], but they were also Hispanic, and they had struggled with the 
language. And they were nice to me, and they were able to get used to being here 
away from home. 
Having peers she could turn to or look to as positive role models helped Raquel with the 
emotional transition to college. Like the other maestras, she also spoke about her 
personal development and the increased independence she experienced in college. She 
noted these experiences, 
So being in college helps you change. I mean I’m still really self-conscious of my 
accent and pronunciation, but I don’t think that that’s ever going to go away. 
Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to leave it in the past, but I mean I think that I 
have changed a lot. I mean I came here, and I was scared. I honestly thought that I 
wasn’t going to make it. The day I left I cried so much and my mom did, too. It 
was horrible, and it was bad. Well, not that I didn’t think I was going to make it, 
but I just thought I was going to miss home. And that I would just go back and 
study over there, and a lot of the people that I know from over there thought the 
same thing ‘cause they always saw me as a quiet person, shy, and, “How in the 
world is she going to go out there, and do it on her own?” and now I mean I’m 
used to it, and I really like it. And I met a lot of good people these four years, 
better than in high school. I think these four years have been the best ones of my 
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life because they, I think they made me a better person especially now that I’m 
going to be a teacher. I feel like there’s meaning in my life. 
Raquel contrasted her experiences in college with her home environment. In her quest for 
sobrevivencia, the tensions back home also pushed her to become more independent. She 
pursued opportunities in college all on her own. She compared, 
Back there it was like, “Oh, my father’s there. I’m not leaving.” But now that I’m 
over here I mean I studied abroad last summer. I went to Europe by myself. It was 
scary, but I did it. I guess you’re always scared of the unknown, but once we get 
to know it, I mean it’s not as bad as it sounds. And I learned about my culture to 
appreciate it more. 
Leaving home to attend college was an experience of which Raquel spoke fondly. She 
proved to others and to herself that she could make it on her own and that she could 
succeed through the unknown. 
Jessica also lamented the difficulty of leaving her mother’s side to enroll at the 
university. She said, 
There was even a point when I was like, “Ugh, do I really want to go?” And it 
was already the summer after orientation. I was like, “Do I really want to go?” 
And I told her, “Mom, what if I don’t go?” And she was like, “Well, that’s great 
because you can stay here and live with me.” And I’m like, “Mom, you’re not 
supposed to tell me that! Tell me I’m going to be ok.” She’s like, “I know, but I 
just don’t want you to leave.” 
Many times the maestras’ mothers were also challenged with the reality of their 
daughters leaving home even if it was to attend college and expand their horizons. 
Although the thought of the separation was difficult, Jessica’s mother did support her. 
Jessica described her transition to college, 
So she was just having a hard time, but eventually she was like, “That’s best for 
you. You need to venture out. Find your own self, and be your own person.” So 
she took a while, but she coped with it. So I decided that leaving for college, it 
was the best for me, and she understood. She was always very understanding, so 
she came and she dropped me off at the dorms, and I cried for like a minute, and 
then I was fine, but then that whole week I cried every single day. So that 
weekend she had to come and actually visit me because I told her if she didn’t, I 
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don’t care how I got home I was gonna get home, and I wasn’t gonna come back. 
So she came up here and visited me and that made things better. I just got to see 
her and my aunt, and we cried together. And then I was fine. 
Initially Jessica was more comfortable with the idea of leaving home to attend college 
than her mother, but after she was dropped off on the campus, she had a very difficult 
first week. Having her mother and aunt visit the following weekend helped her adjust. 
She continued, 
Now she’s very happy that I’m moving back [home] after graduation. So it took 
her a while. And she always says, “I miss you when you’re not here.” So yeah, it 
was hard for her, too. So my freshman year like I said I cried for a week straight, 
the first week. And then my mom came that weekend with my aunt, and we went 
out to eat. I cried some more, they left, and then the following week I was fine. 
<laughs> And I loved college after that. I was happy that I was here. I made great 
friends, and I loved every experience I had my freshman year. 
The support from her mother during her initial homesickness while at the university 
helped Jessica understand she was not alone. This reassurance helped alleviate the 
sadness of being away from home. 
As Raquel and others did, Jessica also mentioned how she matured during her 
time at the university. She stated, 
I’ve matured in many ways. I see life in a total different way than I did coming in 
as a freshman or even in high school. I think now I guess as an adult more so than 
an adolescent kind of mentality. But otherwise I am very excited to graduate, and 
I’ll be the first in my family, so my family has really like helped me through it all.  
Being the first in her family to graduate from college was a source of pride for Jessica. 
Even though her extended family was very supportive of her educational pursuits, Jessica 
also described a perceived distancing between her and some of them. Sadly she shared 
that they attributed this to her going away to college: 
There were times when they tell me that I think I am too good for everybody 
because I don’t call them and that really breaks my heart because I don’t think 
that at all. It’s just that I have so many things to do at school it’s the last thing on 
my mind, making a phone call to one of my uncles or my aunt. And so I kind of 
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had to deal with that because they just don’t understand the workload, but in the 
end they’re very, very understanding with everything else, and I think that’s just 
something they’ll eventually get over. I hope they do ‘cause it breaks my heart for 
them to think of me that way. 
Her new life as a college student kept Jessica from calling and spending time with her 
extended family in the same way she had previously. This unintended distancing her 
relatives spoke of was a source of pain for Jessica. Jessica attempted to counter the 
behavior of some Mexicans and Mexican Americans to forego academic successes for the 
sake of maintaining their familial and cultural connections (Valdés, 1996). 
Mariela’s situation was different in that she had to challenge her parents to allow 
her to pursue her undergraduate education away from home. She recalled, 
I guess it was God’s grace for me to come over here to college and get this whole 
new experience. And I guess it was a little difficult for my parents because they 
would never accept something like that—for me to separate myself from them 
because they always kept me so sheltered. 
Mariela’s Catholic family values influenced her parents’ belief that a daughter only left 
home when she was to be married. The Chicana/Latina university students in Holling’s 
(2006) study also discuss the influence between religious ideology and cultural beliefs. 
Holling writes, “one belief highlighted is that of being their “parents’ possession until 
marriage,” which translates to returning home on graduating from college and remaining 
there until marriage” (p. 87). As such, Mariela’s desire to leave home to attend college 
was a difficult proposition for them, especially for her mother. Mariela shared, 
As I told you I was sheltered, so it was difficult to even get my parents to allow 
me to come to this university. I had to convince them that I would get a better 
education here not really knowing that this university would get me a better 
education. I just thought it would. I don’t know where I got that idea from, but I 
just thought, “This university is better. It seems like it’s a better college. It’ll get 
me a better education.” So I had to tell my mom that, and my parents finally 
talked. Honestly, I knew I was going to go to college, but I just never thought I 
would go out of my hometown just because my mom would never accept it. I 
never thought she would, but eventually…I told her, “It’s a good school. We have 
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to go,” which I didn’t know if it was a good school or not. I just told her that so 
she <laughs> could let me come. So I told her, “It’s a good school, and it’s the 
best education you can get,” and spice it up a little. She eventually let me go. 
Mariela asked her father for help in convincing her mother to let her leave home to attend 
college. She called on him to help her negotiate with her mother: 
I told my dad, and he helped me out a lot. He was like, “Just let her go.” Like my 
dad was, “Let her go. Let her go.” And they finally let me go, but it was 
something very difficult. I probably knew that I wasn’t going to come here. That’s 
why I say that it was by the grace of God that I got here because it’s something 
that just would never happen with my parents. And it did! So I eventually came 
over here, but I don’t honestly I don’t think I really knew about where I was 
going. 
Her parents’ trust in her eventually helped her convince them that leaving home to attend 
her university of choice was the best decision. However, she initially remained uncertain 
if she had indeed made the best decision. To honor her parents’ belief Mariela returned to 
their home after graduating from college and continued to live with them as she worked 
fulltime as a bilingual education teacher. 
Her parents’ support and trust helped Mariela through good times and bad times 
in college where she developed into an adult with a wider view of the world. She 
recommended the experience, 
I can say that coming to college is the best thing that can probably happen to 
anyone. You just grow so much here. I was able to experience a lot of things here 
in college good and bad, which we need both to be able to grow as a person. I had 
a lot of changes, and I learned a lot about myself. I’ve matured more. I think you 
figure yourself out more once you’re over here just by the experiences you 
have—the good and the bad. I think that if I didn’t get this opportunity to come 
here, I probably would have never been able to discover myself, or I probably 
would, but it would take me so much longer because like I said back at home it 
was just; it was my own world and that’s it. I didn’t know anybody. I didn’t talk 
to anyone, so it was just something very different for me to come here and go out 
and meet people. It’s a whole different environment. 
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Being away from home and accountable to herself helped Mariela mature through her 
college experiences. She expanded, 
So I was able to realize what is it that I want; what is it that I don’t want. You 
really start to think about what you want, what you really want, what you kind of 
believe in, and there’s a lot of changes going on all through college. For me it’s 
been really good to have these changes. You just mature and grow as a person. 
You become an adult I believe here in college. I just love that. That’s like the best 
thing I could have probably gotten from coming to college—that I grew. I became 
an adult. I know what I want and nobody has to tell me, nobody has to persuade 
me, because I can make my own decisions. I think that’s the greatest thing I can 
possibly learn for myself. That I can stand up for what I believe in, and I think 
I’m very strong at that now. Before I would see myself as a weak person, and I 
was very bulner…how do you say it…vulnerable to anything and everybody. I 
just feel I’ve grown, and I’m a strong person now. 
Mariela described a process of self-discovery and a pride in her self as a result of 
successfully navigating her time away from home. A supportive peer group aided 
Mariela’s transition to college. The maestras’ paths to self-sufficiency were tensely lived; 
they enacted admirable journeys of resistance, resolve, amor, esperanza and 
sobrevivencia. 
Diana described how her close family ties helped her avoid being homesick when 
she left home for college. She talked about her parents visiting her, 
I moved in the second summer session to college and that was the beginning of 
my freshman year. Every weekend my parents would come for the first month, 
and then the last two, three weeks before the summer session ended my parents 
lent me a car that we had at the house, and I brought it over to the university. If 
they wouldn’t come, I would go home. So I never got homesick because I made it 
a point that me and my parents would talk on the phone everyday and that’s how 
we started talking everyday. And then I think I told them that that wasn’t working 
for me and that I was wasting too much time on the road, and they would tell me, 
“Ok, twice a month.” And up to now I am still doing the twice a month thing. The 
next year I had my sister graduate from high school, and she came over to this 
university also. She was here for two years, and the first year we did follow the 
twice a month. But then her second year, we didn’t. So we just started to get used 
to not going home, but then my dad his diabetes got worse. He’s been going to the 
hospital three or four times already; really bad cases where it’s really critical 
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conditions. We would have to begin again like going every week, and then like 
twice a month. So that’s why I keep going twice a month now. 
Taking the extra family car to college helped Diana drive home on a regular basis, 
especially as her father’s health deteriorated. 
Diana described her evolution from someone who was very dependent on her 
family to a more self-reliant entity: 
Now I do more decisions independently. I used to be like, “Ay, dad, where do I go 
to fix my car?” Now, it’s like I go get the phonebook, go look for a place, start 
calling, what’s the cheapest, and then pay for it. That’s what I mean by more 
independent, or if I wanted to go out or go out of town, I’d actually call my 
parents, and say, “Should I go out?” <laughs> Not anymore! They would be like, 
“Ay, mi’jita, pos no se. ¿Ya ‘cabaste la tarea?” (“Oh, my little daughter, well, I 
don’t know. Did you finish your homework?”) And I’m like, “Yes.” “Pues, sal 
entonces.” (“Well then, go ahead and go out.”)  And I’m like, “Oh, my God, I 
can’t believe I did that!” The only rule that they have is, if they come over, or I go 
home…well, it’s not a rule; it’s like an understanding—I need to dedicate time to 
them and to my extended family because we’re all very together. We’re all one. 
We’re not like this is my parents and my brothers. It’s everybody. 
Diana maintained close family ties as she grew more independent as a method of self-
assurance. Like Soar and Janet, Diana’s younger sister also attended the same university. 
Having a family member at the same campus contributed to a sense of belonging and 
fostered notions of self-sufficiency. They felt responsible for their siblings’ well-being 
and adjustment to college. Unfortunately, Diana’s father lost his battle to diabetes in 
November of 2007, just six months after she completed her undergraduate degree. 
Cici and Sonia experienced turbulent times in college. They both stopped out and 
were married. Each had a son before they reenrolled in college. For Cici, the challenges 
she experienced growing up plagued her as an undergraduate. She shared openly, 
My first years at the university were very difficult because I was trying to recover 
from…I had some things going on like I had to recover from what I had just 
left…unstableness, the abuse, and the trauma. I wasn’t emotionally stable. What I 
did was I ran away from home pretty much, but I still carried my trauma with me, 
so I wasn’t an emotionally stable person, but then that’s how I found my way to 
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college. I guess at first I didn’t really think I would go to college because I really 
wanted to die. And then, and then part of me, I don’t know, there’s always a part 
of me that wants to live. And so when I got to the university, it was a culture 
shock! It was a lot of white and Asian people, who are middle-, upper-middle-
class; people with money. So I saw myself very different, and the population at 
the university was huge, so I kinda got lost. 
Cici left for college in part to escape the abusive home environment she experienced 
growing up involving child abuse and homelessness. Despite the culture clash of the 
university setting, she also expressed positive aspects of her transition to college. She 
described the contradictions she embodied, 
But in a way the transition was good for me. I mean I got away from a lot of the 
negativity of my family. But it was hard on me because I was alone. I mean at 
least back there in Fort Worth I had friends, and I had people that I knew. And 
then here I was in this new place, new town, a nobody, and it was a culture shock. 
It was kind of a relief and yet scary at the same time. And I had to work to support 
myself because there is no way you can make it in college on your own without 
parent support and not working. Your financial aid doesn’t really cover all your 
living costs, so I found myself working, and I found myself working fulltime and 
going to school fulltime. I had a very, very difficult time working and going to 
school. I couldn’t afford not to work, so I was working fulltime and going to 
school fulltime, and I burned out. At on point I had three jobs, and I pretty much 
burned out. I think work had a lot to do with it and being by myself and having to 
do the whole college thing on my own, so I, I quit school a couple of years into it. 
Without a support system at the university or back home Cici found herself unable to heal 
from her past and move forward. She was burning the candle at both ends by going to 
school and working fulltime. The emotions permeated her voice, 
I was just kinda angry about how unfair my life had been, and how I wish I was 
rich, or I wish I was middle class. I wish I had my mom, I wish I had my dad to 
help me. So I had a lot of emotional things going on and financial things, and I 
just couldn’t keep going to school, so I, I dropped out. 
It would take a few years before Cici reclaimed her sense of self and returned to the 
university. When her relationship with her husband became abusive, she decided to return 
to the university. She detailed her desire to pursue a career and take care of her son, “That 
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was at the point where I was gonna get divorced because my marriage had turned 
abusive. I found myself back in that pattern again, and I realized that I needed to get a 
good job where I can just support my son after the divorce.” After her marriage ended in 
divorce leaving her a single mother to a little boy, Cici felt stronger than ever and ready 
to complete her undergraduate studies. It was then that she chose to reinstate herself at 
the university. 
Unlike Cici, Sonia had a very supportive family and healthy upbringing, yet she 
too was challenged during her transition to college. Sonia told of how she enrolled at the 
university, perhaps too shy, sheltered, and naïve to successfully attain her degree: 
My transition from home to this university was weird because I had gone to a trip 
before in my junior year, between my junior and senior year, to different 
universities and we went to a dorm, a couple of dorms, and I didn’t like them. We 
went to one that was the dorm and the community bathroom, and then there was 
one that had a shared bathroom with a door next door, and I didn’t like that 
experience of being in the dorms. That was ok if I was with my friends, but I was 
like, “When I am with a bunch of strangers, I don’t want, I don’t want to have to 
deal with them.” I would always be real shy and introvertida (introverted), so I 
didn’t want to share anything with anybody and much less the bathroom. 
Unused to sharing a bathroom and living quarters with complete strangers Sonia feared 
her college adjustment would be difficult if she lived in a residence hall. Instead she 
opted to live off campus: 
I told my dad if I could get an apartment. Since I had scholarships that covered 
everything else, he said that he would get me an apartment. It was kind of hard 
because I was 17 when I started college. I turned 18 like maybe a week after, but 
to get an apartment before I finished high school to kind of pre-lease it or 
something it was hard ‘cause I was only 17. 
Without knowing how to seek assistance from the university Sonia stumbled. She was 
unable to successfully navigate her transition to college. She recalled, 
I think it was hard because I lived far away from campus. I didn’t live on campus, 
and I didn’t know how to plan my classes. I didn’t see an advisor. I didn’t come to 
orientation. I was kind of in a situation with my boyfriend at the time, who’s my 
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husband now. So it was weird ‘cause the classes were all spread out. They were 
boring classes that I didn’t like, and I didn’t know anybody.  
Although her relationship with her live-in boyfriend provided emotional support, it also 
distracted Sonia from staying on task with her academic commitments. She remembered 
becoming a different student at this time:  
I just got kind of affected a lot by the fact that I was with my boyfriend, so I 
figured I didn’t need anybody else. I didn’t make the effort to meet anybody. I 
lived in an apartment, so I didn’t meet anybody there like if I would’ve been in a 
dorm. It was weird. I mean I skipped class a lot my first semester I didn’t know 
you could do that without being in trouble. 
Sonia’s autonomy from her parents’ watchful eye became an impediment. She continued, 
Like I said I got different scholarships when I was in high school so that covered 
pretty much everything and then some. So that was another big thing. I had never 
had so much money. I had like $5,000 left over after everything was paid for, and 
I was like, “$5,000!” I never even had $100 to my name, so I didn’t know what to 
do with it all. So, of course, me and my boyfriend being little 17-, 18-, 19-year-
olds, we went out and spent a lot of it. We had to end up paying for rent and stuff 
like that ‘cause I got in trouble with my parents for being with my boyfriend. 
Without the ability to balance her newly acquired independence and financial resources, 
Sonia’s attempt at independence was halted. When Sonia eventually returned to the 
university she was married, with a son of her own, and eager to complete her 
undergraduate studies and pursue a profession. 
DISCUSSION: THE NEW MESTIZA 
The maestras’ narratives about their sense of self, family, and community 
described various experiences that include aspects of their multiple identities. These 
stories ranged from gender socialization, growing up bilingual, subtractive and additive 
educational experiences, family dynamics (e.g., marriages, having children, divorces), to 
economic and sexual exploitation. Education in the everyday life of these 
Chicanas/Latinas served to inform their development as maestras. Cultural sensibilities 
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such as sobrevivencia, esperanza, amor, coraje, cariño, y conocimiento informed their 
agency as they developed an on-the-ground conciencia con compromiso. 
For example, speaking more than one language was an asset while at the same 
time speaking Spanish, or speaking English with an accent, was perceived as a deficit. As 
children, some maestras received the message that speaking Spanish was bad, so they 
prided themselves in only speaking English and even taught their family members to 
speak English as well. These early linguistic decisions impacted their abilities to speak 
Spanish more fluently as pre-service maestras. In some cases, family members refused to 
speak English, even when they knew it. Mora (1997) describes that her abuelita 
“stubbornly refus[ed] to learn English, carving linguistic space for herself, denying those 
foreign sounds a place inside her” (p. 293). 
A Chicana feminist account of how pre-service teachers narrate their lived 
experiences and articulate a sense of self, family, and community can inform our 
understanding of their development as maestras. Conciencia con compromiso occurs as 
maestras construct ways to navigate their lived tensions, sift through the mixed cultural 
blessings of their upbringing, and overcome oppressive realities as a way to redefine their 
new mestiza sense of self. Providing maestras opportunities like the ones Holling (2006) 
creates: “to question aspects of their identities that have been taken-for-granted, to 
incorporate forms of Chicana consciousness and feminisms that assist in their negotiation 
of identities, and to navigate themselves amidst conditions that may potentially constrain 
how they wish to live” (p. 91) contribute to recognizing the value within them, their own 
tools, cultural insights, and pedagogies of the home. The paired (auto)biographical 
dialogues I designed also serve this purpose. My argument here has been that by providing 
formal spaces that foster Chicana/Latina cultural insights, we can theorize their development 
as maestras.
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Chapter 4: How do Maestras Develop Their Perspectives and 
Philosophies for Teaching in Spanish/English Bilingual Education 
Classrooms? 
Mornings are cold and the fog hangs heavy. I lean forward in the cab of my dad’s 
pickup and wipe the moisture from the window with a circular motion. I can’t even see 
halfway down the vineyard. The roar of the truck’s engine comes to a halt, and we 
stagger out. We are wearing used men’s clothing and worn shoes that don’t keep out the 
cold wet mud. It’s winter break from school and tying season in the Central San Joaquin 
Valley of California. 
Before they show any signs of sprouting, the grapevines have to be tied along 
lines of wire. Tying vines not only gives shape to the vineyards, it also helps support the 
weight of the year’s grape bunches and allows adequate sunlight, rain, and wind to get 
through during the spring and summer months. As we fill the gloves with our hands to 
protect us from the cold and scratches, my mom gives us each a bunch of ties. Today 
they’re white. They’re like the ones used in grocery stores to tie plastic bags of fruits or 
vegetables. We stick them in our shirt pockets and enter the row. My dad, Rómulo, 
reminds us, “No quebren las vinas, y no se queden atras” (Don’t break the vines, and 
don’t get left behind). We tag team; I mostly work alongside my mom, Guadalupe. I’m the 
youngest girl and second youngest child. During the pruning season, just a few weeks 
ago, my parents and older brother, José Rosario, and sister, Elvira, had left six vines to 
each grape trunk, three on each side. My younger brother, Rómulo, Jr., and I had raked 
the pruned vines to the center of the rows so they could be more easily mulched. 
We grab three vines and tie them quickly around the corresponding line of wire. 
We hold the ends down, reach for a tie, and turn it around a few times to keep the vines in 
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place. We move through the cold mud with increasingly runny noses. We wipe on our 
sleeve and keep moving with no time (or money) for tissue. 
You have to be quick and accurate when it comes to tying vines, otherwise, 
“Snap, crack!” A vine escapes the tie I just secured, and leaves its mark across my cheek. 
It burns and feels hot to the touch. I adjust and re-tie. My mom calls, “Mi’ja ten cuidado” 
(My daughter, be careful). Ok, stay awake, focused, and keep moving. 
… 
TEACHING TO LIVE, LIVING TO TEACH 
The excerpt above illustrates the start of a workday in the fields where I learned 
firsthand the inequities associated with race, ethnicity, social class, and gender as well as 
an honest day’s work, the importance of the family unit, my father’s interest in singing, 
telling jokes and adivinanzas (riddles), and my mom’s cooking skills. These experiences 
form the backdrop of my educational journey. In this chapter, I discuss how the maestras’ 
educational journeys, perspectives, and philosophies are informed by their personal 
experiences as well. Their personal and professional understandings are shaped by 
shared, overlapping, and differing beliefs, values, and approaches. Here, Chicana feminist 
thought provides a frame through which to make meaning of how the maestras’ develop 
their perspectives and philosophies for teaching in Spanish/English bilingual education 
classrooms. To consider the particular conditions of oppression suffered by them as 
mujeres (See Villenas, Godinez, Deglado Bernal, & Elenes, 2006) their personal and 
professional narratives are included. These stories of amor, esperanza, and sobrevivencia 
are ripe with contradictions, ambiguities, and tensions about how they grew up, who they 
are, why and how they decide to teach. 
As the maestras determine whether and how to teach in Latina/o bilingual 
education classrooms beyond their teacher training experience, purposeful reflection can 
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help them develop and act upon a new awareness of their identity as potential bilingual 
educators. Their voices, the analysis of their narratives, and their mestiza consciousness 
describe how they manifest identity and culture in practice. Cultural practices and 
sensibilities are central to the understanding of self since neither culture nor identity is 
constant over time. According to Gutiérrez and Rogoff (2003), culture and identity are 
both dependent on individual and group contexts so that change in the individual, the 
activity setting, or the community leads to change in cultural practices. Affinity spaces as 
defined by Gee (2004) also contribute to the understandings of culture and identity used 
in this study. Gee terms affinity spaces as spaces where people “may share little and even 
differ dramatically on other issues, affiliate around their common cause and the practices 
associated with it” (p. 79). Similarities and differences in culture, inform a sense of self, 
as people inhabit various affinity spaces. This chapter considers the aspects of the 
maestras’ lived experiences that inform their decisions to pursue a teaching career in 
bilingual education by addressing the multiple ways in which culture, language, 
familismo, and sobrevivencia shape their sense of self. This discussion includes how they 
decide to major in bilingual education and whether or not they choose to pursue a career 
as bilingual education teachers. 
DECIDING TO MAJOR IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
How the maestras came to major in education with a teacher certification in 
Spanish/English bilingual education is the focus of this section. As is common for most 
university students in the U.S., many of the maestras changed majors at least once during 
their college careers. Some pursued initial interests outside of a teaching career in 
bilingual education. The maestras’ desire to pursue certification in bilingual education 
was articulated in many ways. They pursued this major as a way to improve and maintain 
their Spanish proficiency, to learn more about themselves and their culture, to help 
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Latina/o children appreciate and maintain cultural connections, to be a role model, to give 
back to their community, to work with children, and/or to fulfill a childhood dream of 
teaching. 
Special Education 
Cici, Diana, and Soar all articulated an interest in special education before 
switching to bilingual education. Cici recalled, “Well, actually it was bilingual special ed. 
that I wanted to do with a focus on emotionally disturbed because of my history. But I 
was short one class, and I wasn’t going to be able to get into the special ed. cohort until a 
year later.” Cici stopped out of college, got married, and had a son before returning to the 
university. When she did return, she learned she was one course short of fulfilling the 
requirements for enrolling in the special education student teacher cohort. As she learned 
more about the bilingual education teacher preparation program, she found it more easily 
accommodated her schedule as a nontraditional student. She clarified, 
Whereas the bilingual program was more flexible, and I could start the cohort 
courses the next semester, so I did that. So I became purely bilingual ed. I decided 
that I would do bilingual ed. and that I would take the special ed. certification test 
when I graduated so that I could do special ed.  
The lack of flexibility in the special education program as expressed by Cici is what kept 
her from majoring in bilingual special education. In her first-year of teaching she did 
indeed take and pass the special education certification exam. The inflexibility and lack 
of individual support experienced in the special education teacher preparation program 
also negatively impacted Diana’s decision to continue with that major. 
Diana narrated her switch between the two majors, “To be honest I did not even 
have the idea of going to bilingual. I was more into special ed.” However, negative 
experiences with a professor in the special education teacher certification program 
disillusioned her from completing that degree. When her father became ill, and she 
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wanted to go home to visit him at the hospital, Diana was shocked by her professor’s lack 
of understanding, “She didn’t understand that! It seemed so weird for me like, “¿Qué no 
entiende que mi papá esta en el hospital? Yo quiero ir allá; yo no quiero estar aquí.” 
(“Doesn’t she understand that my dad is in the hospital? I want to go there; I don’t want 
to be here”). Although she did find another professor in the program that was more 
understanding, doubt regarding her academic abilities within that major had been sown. 
With an interest in bilingual special education, Diana enrolled in bilingual education 
courses, which greatly improved her outlook and sense of self: 
That’s where I met all those other girls and Vanesa, and I was like, “Oh, my God. 
I get along here!” I discovered a whole other way and sure enough I liked it. I 
stayed for a whole semester still with special ed., just fillin’ out classes. Like I got 
out of the cohort, and then I tried it again. I went back for another trial for special 
ed.…and there were moments; there were a lot of moments where I would take it 
as a critique because the special education coordinator wasn’t constructive. 
According to her, I would never be good enough on my teachings or on my 
learning. 
After various attempts in pursuing special education Diana finally decided, “Then I said,  
“Let me go ahead and make the change.” So I made the change to bilingual, that was my 
fourth year, ‘cause I was already filling in the classes with bilingual classes.” As she 
enrolled in the bilingual education classes, she met other Latina students and the faculty 
in the bilingual education teacher preparation program became her advocates. She 
remembered their assistance in helping her make the switch, “They helped me out a lot. 
So I just started taking the Spanish classes like I said, and then I just slowly transitioned 
into bilingual.” Having started a major in an academic program that did not encourage 
her academic and professional pursuits, Diana was required to remain enrolled at the 
university a fifth year. She continued, “And I like it. I like how we are able to do the 
constructive teaching and all of that.” The professional training and instructional theories 
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learned in the bilingual education teacher preparation program were of great interest to 
Diana and added to her decision to switch majors. 
As had Diana and Cici, Soar also considered pursuing a teaching career in special 
education before deciding on bilingual education. She explained the shift in her interests: 
I took a class with special education, and I was really interested in that. When I 
was starting I went to the education school to look at the courses, and I looked at 
the bilingual education curriculum as well. I thought that it would be really cool 
because of my dad’s background, since my family [linguistic] background was 
Spanish. I thought that it would be a good opportunity to help give back to the 
community and in the same shot practice my Spanish and improve my Spanish. I 
really wanted to do bilingual and special ed., but it was impossible to do both, so I 
kind of picked. I picked my battle, and I decided to stick with bilingual education. 
Speaking Spanish at home and wanting “to help give back to the community” directly 
influenced Soar’s decision to pursue a teaching career in bilingual education. She 
continued, 
Then the more bilingual classes I took, the more I became like, “This, this isn’t 
right. We need to change things.” That’s like the passionate side of me anyways, 
that will al—, so I think overall just the passion and the enthusiasm that the school 
had just kinda, it took my attention, kinda took me in. Making a difference in 
some way. I mean, I always put, unfortunately, this is a weakness, unfortunately, 
I’ve always put others sometimes in front of myself, which I’m working on, but I 
think it’s a weakness, and a strength at the same time, so for me, I love, what I 
love most is to see people’s lives become better.  
The further along she went in the bilingual education teacher preparation program, the 
more Soar became convinced that she had made the right choice to major in bilingual 
education. Through the program courses she learned more about the educational 
inequities suffered by English language learners. Her student teaching experiences taught 
her firsthand the struggle of bilingual children and how bilingual education teachers can 
make a positive difference in their lives. 
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Playing Escuelita 
 For some the passion for teaching was developed at a young age. Soar 
remembered having a passion for teaching since she was very young. She described her 
interests within the context of a dual-career: 
Ever since I was like six or seven I’ve always kind of had this double dream for 
myself where on one hand I wanted to be a business-lady because my dad was in 
business, and on the other hand I wanted to be a teacher. It was because my mom 
used to be a teacher. She studied to be a teacher, but she quit half way, and she 
became a stay-at-home mom. She worked kind of part-time. I’ve always had a 
passion for being a teacher, and I’ve always been the teacher-type/mom-type 
that’s just my personality. I always used to teach my sister. She knew fractions 
when she was six. <laughs> I taught her math. 
Her parents’ interests and experiences in teaching and business informed her own interest 
in bridging the two careers in her own professional life. Due to her interest in math, Soar 
initially pursued teaching high school math, but after completing a summer calculus 
course she decided against it. 
Janet described her childhood memories of wanting to be a teacher, “When I was 
growing up I used to always like playing school at home with my sisters and my cousins. 
And I always wanted to perfect my Spanish and get really good at reading and writing it 
and speaking it, so every chance I got I spoke.” As a young child, Janet played escuelita 
(school) with her siblings and cousins, which led to her interest in teaching. Wanting to 
improve her Spanish language skills as a way to improve her Spanish proficiency 
impacted Janet’s decision to pursue becoming a bilingual education teacher: 
Everyone always told me when I was in high school that I had really good 
Spanish. And that I was really good at speaking it, and I always made it a point to 
learn it, and learn it really well. I was always very self-conscious of how I spoke 
and stuff like that. And I watched telenovelas (Spanish-language soap operas), so 
that always helped my Spanish. My grandma and I, and I talk to my grandma. 
‘Cause my grandparents they speak English but not well, not fluently, so I always 
speak to them in Spanish. 
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To improve her Spanish proficiency and diminish the feelings of anxiety associated with 
potentially speaking the language inaccurately, Janet watched telenovelas and spoke with 
her grandma in Spanish. 
Sonia was another maestra that described a childhood interest in teaching, 
I had always thought about teaching. Ever since I was little I wanted to be a 
teacher; I mean my parents worked at a school. They were janitors, so at the end 
of the summer when the teachers were coming back I always looked for a teacher 
to go help and the Sisters there were really nice. I liked doing all that teacher 
stuff. I thought it was all about grading papers, and covering books, and 
decorating walls, that’s what I thought it was, writing on the chalkboard. So I 
mean that was an option for me. 
While she attended Catholic school Sonia looked forward to summer vacations so she 
could volunteer and help the Sisters prepare their classrooms for the upcoming school 
year. 
Volunteerism 
Volunteerism growing up, in high school, or college was also identified by some 
of the pre-service maestras as informing their decision to major in bilingual education. In 
college, Janet pledged for a co-ed fraternity. As part of this experience she conducted 
volunteer work with children. She described how her volunteer efforts with children 
solidified her interest in majoring in education: 
I really liked going to The Boys’ and Girls’ Club. I’d do it every Wednesday for 
two hours. I did that for about a year, and I really liked teaching kids and stuff 
like that and tutoring them. It was a lot of fun working with them, and then I 
decided to go into education. 
Diana also mentioned volunteerism as informing her decision to pursue a major in 
education. She said, “I think it was the volunteering and doing all those extracurricular 
stuff that I used to do during high school.” 
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As a high school student Vanesa also volunteered her time. For example, she 
helped her boyfriend improve his English proficiency and he in turn helped her with her 
Spanish proficiency. She described how tutoring at a local elementary school in college 
helped her change her undeclared status to declaring bilingual education as her major: 
I actually was undeclared for a long time, because like I said, I didn’t come to 
school for me. And maybe that was wrong, that’s a problem, so I didn’t know 
what I wanted to do, and I was undeclared until the beginning of my junior year, 
which is a long time of just meddling in everywhere. But what really led me to 
this direction was a job that I took at [a local elementary school]. It was the after 
school program through [the local school district], and so we just tutored kids 
after school. We did activities until like six o’clock, and I worked with 
kindergarten. I remember I was the only one who understood Spanish, spoke 
Spanish, so, of course, I got all the bilingual students, and they were just like, 
“What? What did they say? I don’t know, go tell Ms. [Vanesa].” And just the way 
they were treated, and that really like…I mean, not that I hadn’t experienced it, 
but to see other students go through, and these were babies. They were little. They 
don’t know. I guess my heart kind of went out for them. 
Vanesa initially entered college to please her parents. Neither of them had the opportunity 
to attend a four-year college. Initially, she wanted to attend bible school, so when she did 
enroll at the university, it took her three years to declare a major. After taking a tutoring 
job at a local elementary school, Vanesa’s conciencia con compromiso developed as she 
saw firsthand how five-year-olds were treated with disregard based on their limited 
English skills. Vanesa became outraged. She challenged her coraje in the pursuit of 
justice: 
I was like, “Somebody has to speak up for them. We can’t sit here and allow for 
them not to have a voice,” and at that point I just, I decided like, “I could do this 
for the rest of my life. This is something I can see myself doing.” ‘Cause that was 
the problem, I never, in anything that I ever went into like, potentially to get a 
degree in, I couldn’t see myself doing it forever. I was like, “This is crazy! No, 
it’s not me,” but when I got this job, I was like, “This fits! I can do this, and be a 
voice; be an advocate for my own people; my own kind because they have just as 
much potential as anybody else,” and so I mean that was I guess the start of it. 
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Vanessa was thrilled to finally find a major that made her feel passionate about 
something, that allowed her to see how she could address the injustices suffered by her 
“own people.” It was then that she began to make the connection to majoring in bilingual 
education. 
Spanish Proficiency 
It is not surprising that the theme of language surfaced over and over in the 
interviews, paired (auto)biographical dialogues, and the pre-service maestras’ interest in 
bilingual education. This section emphasizes the role of Spanish proficiency in the 
maestras’ decision to major in bilingual education. Once she declared education as her 
major, Janet became aware of the opportunity to pursue a certification in bilingual 
education. She said, 
Then I noticed that you could be a bilingual with the bilingual certification, and I 
was like, “Oh, that’d be fun.” Because I wanted to major in something that would 
use my Spanish, and I wanted to take classes that were culturally relevant to learn 
more about who I was and my culture. 
Janet’s decision to pursue the bilingual education teacher certification program was 
informed by her interest in improving her Spanish language skills and her desire to learn 
more about her cultural background. She expanded on her rationale: 
I went to a seminar at the College of Education about being a bilingual teacher, 
and I really got interested in it. That’s when I decided to, in the spring of my 
freshman semester, I came and I declared. I went to talk to one of the advisors, 
and then I transferred in to the School of Education. 
Similar to Janet, Jessica also knew she wanted to be a teacher early in her college career. 
 By the time she was in high school Jessica had already decided to pursue a career 
in teaching: 
I wanted to be a teacher since my senior year in high school. I just didn’t know 
what level. I dealt with kinder kids that same year, but they were monolingual 
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English speakers so at that point I decided, “Well, I can teach and use my Spanish 
ability as well, so I can do bilingual ed.” 
The opportunity to use her Spanish abilities interested Jessica in bilingual education. 
Jessica struggled growing up in a single-parent household in a segregated working-class 
neighborhood. Her parents divorced when she was a little girl due in part to her father’s 
inability to control his drinking habits. Her conocimiento that other students had similar 
experiences strengthened her compromiso to helping children from similar backgrounds. 
She added, 
I think that it’s very important for the kids to understand that they’re not in their 
situation alone that there’s many people in their situation and that there are people 
out there willing to help ‘em. I think now that I look at it like I want to be able to 
help families and the kids who are in need of either learning English or even just 
like keeping their own native language because many kids just lose their Spanish 
and just kind of forget where they came from. 
Jessica emphasized helping children with their sobrevivencia cultural, maintain their 
native language and acquire a value for their cultural heritage, as personal and 
professional interests.  
I just felt that the bilingual community, sometimes they’re not given all of the 
resources they can be given and a lot of those kids end up falling through the 
cracks of the system. And it’s like, “Why does that happen?” I feel like there’s not 
enough support for them out there. And I felt, “Well, I know Spanish, and I can 
relate to the kids.” Well, I mean, I’m not from Mexico or anything, but I love like 
exploring new things. And so, once I graduate I plan to travel, and Mexico is one 
of the places I’m gonna end up, for sure. I already told Carlos, “I’m going to 
Mexico, and I’m bringing back tons of stuff from Mexico to have in my 
classroom. I want a soccer ball from every team in Mexico in my classroom. I 
want the flag.” 
Inequitable distribution of resources negatively impacts the opportunities available to 
bilingual students. Thus, given her ability to speak Spanish, Jessica committed to 
majoring in Spanish/English bilingual education as one way to strive to improve the 
educational experiences of Mexican youth. Other maestras shared similar views. Their 
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shared interests in doing for others inform the conciencia con compromiso (CCC) 
development model (See Appendix F). 
For example, Mariela expressed wanting to be a cultural ambassador and role 
model. She said, 
I can also be a model to those who might be struggling in identifying themselves. 
I can teach them about my culture, and maybe provoke them to learn about theirs 
so that they may learn to love who they are. I can teach people the beauty of 
having their own language and being able to speak it. 
Even though Mariela was clear in her compromiso to help others maintain linguistic and 
cultural connections, when she first entered college she was unclear as to how she might 
match these personal passions with a professional career. She described her ambiguity, 
So I came to college not really knowing where I was going to go. Being a teacher 
was in my head, but I just didn’t really know ‘cause honestly I messed up my 
application. I put “undeclared,” but I put “natural sciences.” I should have been 
“undeclared” like undeclared overall, like everything <laughs>. I didn’t know 
how this process went, so eventually I ended up in the natural sciences 
undeclared, so I was like, “Ok, I guess I’ll stay here.” 
Since Mariela did not have someone at home who could help her with her registration 
materials, she mistakenly indicated an interest in natural sciences. Thinking there was 
nothing she could do to change this, she tried to stick it out as a natural science major. 
However, after some challenging courses, she found her way to education, where her 
initial interests lay: 
But man, those classes were hard, and I was like, “Nuh-uh, I’m not staying in 
here” <laughs>. So I eventually just changed. I was like, “I’m just going to go to 
education because that’s what at least I think I know I can do, and I know it’s 
something that I’ve been involved in, and I know I like it.”  
Mariela found herself proudly thriving in the bilingual education teacher preparation 
program. She was happy to use her Spanish skills regularly. She described, 
When I started being in the Education School I started being in the Spanish 
classes where we had to speak Spanish, and I have taken a lot of Spanish courses, 
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but it was never interactive, speaking to others, your classmates in Spanish. It was 
always, “Write a paper in Spanish,” or listen to the professor. So I remember it 
was a class where we had to speak Spanish throughout the whole class period, and 
that class just really shifted the way I thought. I started to think, “Oh, my gosh, I 
really love speaking Spanish! I really love this!” 
Being in a college course that required Mariela to speak Spanish throughout the course 
helped her foster her love of the language. As Diana did earlier, Mariela also expressed a 
positive response to the university coursework included in the bilingual education teacher 
preparation program. She continued, 
It was a tremendous change that happened. I felt this sense of power. Like, “Oh, 
my gosh, I can conquer the world! I need to show people that I’m proud of being 
Mexican. I’m not going to let people tell me that Mexicans aren’t, just look down 
on me regardless…” I just got this great sense of power in that class. I think it all 
started in that class where I just started being really proud of who I am, and being 
able to speak Spanish, and being proud of it. That was a tremendous change for 
me. After that being in more classes speaking Spanish it was just great! I felt 
really good about it. I think that’s what kinda helped me decide to become a 
bilingual teacher. 
Using Spanish to instruct courses in the bilingual education teacher preparation program 
proved to be a very powerful experience for Mariela. Her renewed love for speaking 
Spanish also translated into [a] cultural and ethnic pride in her Mexican heritage. As a 
result, Mariela developed a stronger sense of self and Mexican identity. 
So when we had those courses in Spanish; ¡cayate, eso era paraiso para mi! 
(Shut up, that was like paradise for me!) I was like, “Oh, this is perfect!” <claps 
and laughs> I was like, “I’m not embarrassed to talk here! I can present! I don't 
mind.” And I think it's all mental. It really is ‘cause like I’m telling you, I’m not 
perfect in Spanish, but esa misma (that same) enthusiasm that I had about 
Spanish, I was so positive about the language that I didn’t let anything tell me 
like, “Oh, I can’t really speak it well.” Or, “I can’t really read it well.” I didn’t 
have any negative thoughts about Spanish, and I think it’s all been built up since 
my childhood to right now. It’s a build up that I’ve had. I’ve been confident about 
it all my life, so I think that has helped me. Like when I was in my classes I was 
like, “Man, this is great! I’m not nervous presenting in Spanish. I’m ok.” And 
then I think it’s just having good experiences in that language. That’s what I was 
brought up in, so I never had negative, nothing that really would make me feel 
bad about speaking it or reading it. 
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She thought back to positive experiences of growing up as a native Spanish speaker. 
These understandings encouraged her to enjoy her college courses conducted in Spanish 
to the fullest. 
Raquel also drew on her ability to speak Spanish as a resource as she too decided 
to pursue a career as a bilingual education teacher. However, she also did not begin her 
college career with this profession in mind: 
I mean back then I didn’t really know what I wanted to be. I started thinking, and 
I decided to become a bilingual teacher because I was a bilingual student. I was in 
a bilingual classroom myself, and I struggled a lot. I know that there are still some 
children, well, a lot of children who are struggling today. So I figured it would be 
the best thing for me to help out and that’s when I switched my major. I’m very 
happy with my switch. I am going to start teaching in August. I am nervous, but I 
am really looking forward to it. 
Beyond the “helping” rhetoric commonly expressed by mainstream prospective teachers 
as their reason for wanting to teach, aspiring Latina bilingual education teacher 
candidates, like Raquel, expressed being able to identify with their future Spanish-
English bilingual children as a central reason. Since she too had been in bilingual 
education classrooms as a child and struggled as she transitioned to mainstream 
classrooms, she believed she could relate intimately to her future students’ experiences. 
She continued, 
So I figured it would be the best thing for me, to help out, and that’s when I 
switched my major. I chose bilingual education because of the personal 
connection and my experience with it. I see it as my responsibility to make a 
difference. 
Through their upbringing and university training, Raquel and the other maestras acquired 
their cultural and linguistic resources (e.g., speaking Spanish and English). Her 
conocimiento of the educational experiences of bilingual children coupled with her 
personal struggles as a bilingual child fomented in her a compromiso to help others from 
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a similar background. She also recalled the admiration she had for her own teachers as a 
child. These lived and educational experiences influenced her future career goals: 
Becoming a teacher is a recent interest ‘cause I never saw myself being a teacher. 
When I was little I wanted to be a teacher because you know how we always 
admire our teachers. We love them, and they’re the best. So at one point I was 
like, “Oh, I want to be a teacher.” And I played la escuelita with my little dolls. 
As she grew older, Raquel was presented with the persistent belief that teaching is not a 
valued profession within the U.S. This negative concept of teachers led Raquel to 
question her childhood interest in teaching. She shared candidly her concerns, 
As I grew older the whole, “Oh, teachers don’t get paid well.” And your family 
telling you, “Oh, you should become a doctor. It’s better.” And they will be more 
proud of you, all those things. I mean I wanted to be a doctor when I came to this 
university, well a psychiatrist. I was a psychology/pre-med major, but I wasn’t 
really happy. I did that for a couple of years, and I got really good grades, but I 
felt that that wasn’t really making me happy. 
Raquel understood her family’s desire for her to pursue a lucrative career in medicine. 
However, she resisted in order to pursue a profession that would bring her both personal 
and professional fulfillment. 
Her roommate also influenced her decision to become a Spanish/English bilingual 
education teacher. Raquel revealed, 
One of my roommates was a bilingual ed. major, and she would be so happy like 
with her courses and everything. So I started talking to her, and well, I realized 
that I knew the language. I knew Spanish, and I was a bilingual student myself, 
and how I went through all those things. So I realized that I would be able to help 
children ‘cause I’ll be able to understand them. Now that I’m doing my student 
teaching I feel that there’s a connection, and I love it! I would have never 
imagined myself as a teacher before, but now that I am, I’m glad. It feels great to 
help children! 
Pursuing a career as a bilingual education teacher allowed Raquel to bring together her 
lived and educational experiences as a Spanish-English bilingual student and to pursue 
her compromiso in serving others. 
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 When Valentina enrolled at the university she had already declared education as 
her major of choice. The following excerpt describes her desire to help students “back 
home” succeed academically. She shared, 
I don’t remember if I was just regular education or bilingual once I got here, 
because I knew I spoke Spanish. I felt like I could communicate well, and I also 
want to go back home and become a bilingual ed. teacher ‘cause I felt like a lot of 
students don’t get the attention they need because of the language, ‘cause of the 
language barrier. So I felt that I wanted to go home and kind of help those 
students succeed or make their progress, make the progress smoother or the 
transition easier. I felt that I could offer that support to them because I lived there 
all my life, and I understand some of the struggles that English language learners 
face, so I wanted to go back. I wanted also to be a counselor, go to graduate 
school to be a counselor, but I still want to do that. I want to go back and teach, so 
I can become a high school counselor, so I could help I guess the students who 
people don’t believe in go to school. So I wanted to do that.  
At first, Valentina was interested in becoming a bilingual education major so she could 
pursue a Spanish/English bilingual education career “back home.” This interest was due 
to her desire to help make “the transition easier” for students learning English. Returning 
to teach in the community where she grew up would help Valentina support students with 
whom she could relate. Although she would later wish to become a high school guidance 
counselor, her commitment to help “the students who people don’t believe in go to 
school” would remain an influence on her perspectives and philosophies for teaching. 
The ability to speak Spanish and English informed the maestras’ decisions to 
pursue a teaching career, particularly one in bilingual education. Since most of their K-16 
education was conducted in English it is not surprising that many maestras expressed 
some discomfort with their levels of academic Spanish proficiency. These sentiments 
echo Guerrero’s (2003) findings where novice Latina bilingual education teachers 
described their struggle to maintain and develop their levels of academic Spanish 
proficiency in mainstream monolingual-English contexts. 
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The Latina bilingual pre-service teachers’ decisions to major in bilingual 
education are informed by their desire, like all teachers, to help children. Beyond the 
desire to make a difference in the lives of children, the discourse of aspiring Latina 
teachers differ from mainstream teachers. Pre-service maestras develop an on-the-ground 
conciencia con compromiso, which is informed by their perceived shared experiences 
with their future students along the lines of race, ethnicity, nationality, social class, and 
language. Childhood experiences of serving as tutors, translators, caretakers, and 
educators of siblings, relatives, and neighbors also influenced the Latina university 
students in their decision to major in bilingual education. 
DECIDING TO TEACH 
The previous section concerns decisions to major in bilingual education. This 
section is concerned with the maestras’ decisions of whether or not to become 
Spanish/English bilingual education teachers after graduating from their teacher 
preparation program. Although many future teachers pursue a career in teaching because 
the profession provides a stable income and benefits such as summers off, these 
maestras’ lived experiences are more closely connected to their decisions to become 
bilingual education teachers. When the maestras’ spoke of their teaching experiences 
they included pre-professional and social networks, how they decided to teach, their 
experiences as new teachers, specific Latina teacher experiences, as well as advice for 
new maestras. 
Pre-Professional and Social Networks 
This section describes the role of pre-professional and social networks in the 
maestras’ decisions to teach in bilingual education classrooms. The maestras alluded to 
building relationships and alliances with other people of similar backgrounds as a way of   
learning from and improving the educational opportunities of others. “We don’t have the 
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same story,” Raquel said, “but we share something in common, and I think that if all of 
those people work together, we’ll be able to make a difference because one person cannot 
do it all. It takes a lot of us.” The maestras shared this belief. To improve the educational 
experiences of Latina/o students, as pre-service teachers they sought to work with others 
in the classroom, their teacher education program, pre-professional organizations, as well 
as by establishing social networks. Sonia highlighted the importance of supporting 
parents’ interest in their children’s learning as a way to improve the educational 
experiences of bilingual students, “When a parent shows interest in their child’s 
education, the child makes that [education] a priority in their life and has a better chance 
of getting far.” Helping Latina/o students develop a love for learning was also a shared 
goal among the maestras. For some, their interest in pursuing a career in bilingual 
education was also informed by their participation in a bilingual education club on their 
university campus. The following section depicts their beliefs in and critiques of the club. 
Bilingual Education Club 
As aspiring maestras they were all involved in a student organization on their 
university campus that focused on “creat[ing] opportunities for students to exchange 
ideas, practices, and information about bilingual education on a local level…to develop 
support groups, to grow professionally, to network, and to serve the local community 
through volunteer activities.” Cici articulated her interests in the student club as 
connected to her abilities to bring about change: 
I ran for president because I thought there were things that could change, but I 
didn’t have the experience, so I didn’t win. But I got public relations, and there 
were things in public relations that I felt needed to be changed, or weren’t done. 
Like the whole website wasn’t something that had been done. I just felt there was 
room for improvement, and I thought I could do that. So originally that’s how it 
started. I was just a member, and I had to do all these activities, and then once I 
was doing things I was like, “Hey, this could be better. Let me try to run for 
office. Maybe I can fix it.” 
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All pre-service bilingual education teachers were required to join the bilingual education 
club, so initially, Cici joined the club and fulfilled her member duties like everyone else. 
As she continued participating in the club, she began to see areas where it could be 
improved. Her confidence in her own abilities motivated her to run for office. Although 
she did not win the position of president, she managed to bring about change through her 
role as the public relations officer. 
The maestras shared their views about the student club. Cici, for example, 
welcomed the social network established through the bilingual education club, “The 
bilingual club was my strong support in the program. The people I met there were closer 
than the ones in my cohort.” Similarly, Raquel praised the social aspect of the 
organization, “I met a lot of people there ‘cause they’re all bilingual ed. majors.” Both 
maestras identified the support system as a beneficial component of the student club. 
Valentina experienced the student club differently. She spoke of the difficulty of 
making connections with other peers during the meetings: 
The first semester I got here, I went to [the student club], and it was like…I went 
my first semester by myself. I was just like; I got the flyer about the meeting. I got 
there, and I paid my dues. And now that I look back at it like, huh, no one even 
talked to me, and it was just so, and now that I look back it’s because everyone 
was in class, and they were forced to stay there after class, so everyone already 
knew each other, and I was like this outsider, but I didn’t know I was an outsider. 
Valentina was the only pre-service maestra who joined the student club as a freshman. 
Most members were already bilingual education majors in their junior or senior year. 
Thus, they already knew one another, had courses together, and were required to attend 
the meetings after class. As Valentina reflected on her early experiences in the student 
club, she contrasted them with her lack of involvement as a senior: 
But now that I look back, everyone was there because they had to be there. And I 
was the only one who wanted to be there. And I volunteered, and I did everything, 
and now I’m just like, “Oh, my gosh, I was so good back then,” and now I’m in 
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[the student club], and I’m like, “I really don’t care.” But it’s just like, and I told 
[the club advisor], I was like, “You know, when I first got here, like I came to the 
first [student club] meeting. Maybe you should tell; you should let everyone know 
like, “Does everyone feel welcome? ‘Cause they just ignored everyone.” So, I 
told her that. And she was like, “That’s very interesting.” Like I guess she felt that 
no one else was gonna come but the students in the class. 
Having attended the first bilingual club meeting that following year I was witness to how 
much emphasis was placed on introductions and getting to know one another. As part of 
the meeting we played icebreakers as one way to meet others in the room. I described my 
experience to Valentina who did not attend that meeting: 
They had the games and stuff. I remember it was these icebreakers, to get to know 
you, to get to know the people at your table and stuff. So it was actually pretty 
good. So maybe it’s from that feedback or over time sort of learning. So maybe 
it’s good feedback you’ve given.  
Valentina’s involvement her senior year was limited to attending some meetings and 
baking items for the club’s bake sales. 
Given that she was an officer, Cici was very involved in the student club as a 
senior. She commented on the advocacy component of the student club, “The bilingual 
club thing is mostly, it comes from the rage. I am a fighter, and so in the club you 
advocate for bilingual education. So now I just have another battle to fight, and that’s part 
of my personality.” For Cici, her coraje, fighting spirit, and compromiso, desire to do for 
others fueled, her involvement in the student club. 
Raquel was another maestra who also provided perspectives on how the student 
club could improve. She commented directly on the teacher education program’s 
requirement that aspiring bilingual education majors join the club. She stated, “People are 
being forced, so they go into the organization with an attitude. They get an attitude, so 
they don’t want to do anything.” Being required to join the club appeared to diminish the 
members’ investment in the organization. Another critique that was expressed by some 
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members was that the club was not involved with the larger community that existed 
beyond the confines of the university. For example, Raquel felt the student club should 
have more of a presence beyond the teacher preparation program. She commented, 
The way I see it, if we’re a bilingual ed. club, I think we should be out there in the 
communities more often. We just try to raise money for our organization, but 
we’re not helping much out there. We’re not making ourselves known. I think we 
should go into the schools and do something significant, help the students. 
Raquel was frustrated by the student club’s lack of presence within the larger community. 
She felt unsuccessful in bringing about this change during her tenure with the student 
club. She detailed, “It needs to improve a lot. I couldn’t do it during this year. I was 
always complaining.” Raquel was a member of the 2006 cohort. She continued to believe 
in the positive aspects of the club. The following year, when asked to participate on a 
panel of first-year teachers, Raquel agreed to return to the university, attend a student 
club meeting, and share her experiences and perspectives as a full-time teacher. 
Teacher Cohorts 
The pre-service teacher cohorts consisted of teacher candidates who were at the 
same stage in their teacher certification program. The members of the 2006 cohort 
completed their teacher preparation program in the spring of 2006, and the 2007 cohort 
graduated in the spring of 2007. The cohorts were designed to provide academic, social, 
and professional support amongst its members. Radencich et al. (1998) write, 
Some US colleges of education organize instruction through teams or cohorts of 
students who remain together overall several semesters with the same advisor, 
under the assumption that the continuity and mutual support of such a plan result 
in positive academic and social gains. (p. 109) 
This section focuses on the relationships between pre-service maestras within their 
cohorts. 
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Cici was a member of the 2007 cohort. She provided comments centered on the 
differences in the levels of student involvement she perceived across three cohorts: 
There were a lot of people in my cohort who just wanted to graduate so they could 
go to graduate school but did not want to teach. That is the sense that I got. I felt 
they weren’t as passionate about bilingual ed. as the fall 2008 cohort. The fall 
2006 cohort liked to party together, so they had a good community for the most 
part but not as passionate about bilingual ed. as the fall 2008 cohort. 
Cici described her cohort as less committed to the profession of teaching. She described 
the 2006 and 2008 cohorts differently. “Those cohorts had people who wanted 
community and were really in it to teach,” she said. 
Unlike Cici, Valentina spoke of her cohort experiences with great enthusiasm: 
Oh, I love my cohort! I think all of us work really well together. So I think the 
people in it, make it enjoyable. Like we’re in class together just bored ‘cause we 
don’t like the class, but we’re all together. So, I guess, it all depends on who you 
have in your classroom, and if you don’t like your classmates…I don’t know, 
‘cause we just talk and share ideas. And if I didn’t have that relationship with my 
peers, it would probably be harder for me or something. 
Valentina gleaned a great deal of support from her peers in her cohort. Taking classes 
together as a cohort was a valuable aspect of the teacher preparation program. Through 
their narratives, the maestras illustrated a sense of conciencia. They were thoughtful 
about the experiences of Latina/o children. Through their academic discipline, 
involvement in pre-professional and social networks, and student teaching, they sought to 
minimize the struggles of Latina/o children within the school system. The maestras also 
shared a critique of injustice and a compromiso to serving others. 
Teacher Preparation Program 
The pre-service maestras came to think of themselves as advocates for the overall 
needs of Latina/o students, their families, and communities in their future roles as 
educators in diverse schools. Their decisions with respect to their choice of careers can be 
seen as a source of vital information about what works and what does not with respect to 
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how teacher education programs can not only recruit but also retain more pre-service 
maestras to fill the growing need for bilingual education teachers. In this section, I focus 
on the teacher preparation program and how the maestras’ experiences within it 
influenced whether or not they went on to teach in bilingual education classrooms. In the 
spring semester of their senior year as they neared completion of the teacher preparation 
program not all the maestras continued to express future careers as Spanish/English 
bilingual education teachers. 
When I asked Vanesa to share her experiences in the teacher preparation program, 
she joked, “You want my honest opinion?” Then she began: 
I think it’s been…great…a great…um <taps fingers on the table>…attempt, 
because…it’s good ideas like, “Oh, we want to help our teachers learn more and 
get involved and have experience,” but I think even within the university, the 
bilingual education department doesn’t get what they need. They’re so…they’re 
cut so short that we get robbed of our learning experience. And I’ve been very 
disappointed in…the lack of importance that we are to this school. Yes, we get the 
scholarship. Yes, we get…a job automatically when we graduate and get certified, 
but…they don’t care about what really happens to us, you know? 
Vanesa felt the impact of the stratification of disciplines directly on her career 
preparation. Although there were tangible benefits to majoring in bilingual education 
(e.g., scholarship and job placement assistance), she did not feel a sense of authentic care 
(Valenzuela, 1999) for her as an aspiring bilingual education teacher. She spoke at great 
length about the lack of support the bilingual education program and its staff receives 
from the College of Education and the university as a whole: 
Like, it’s…I see [the program coordinator], and she doesn’t get the help that she 
needs. She doesn’t get the quality of help that she needs. And in turn that affects 
me. That affects all the other pre-service teachers who go through our programs, 
who are gonna eventually become teachers, who are eventually gonna be held to 
standards that they want us to perform, and it doesn’t make sense to not equip us 
with, for something that they are gonna ask us to do later is, is really ridiculous to 
me. 
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Vanesa was visibly upset by the discrepancies in support and resources allocated to the 
program: 
But I’ll go through the steps. I’ll go through the procedures. That’s what I have to 
do, but to say that I’ve gotten everything I should have is not what I can say. It’s a 
sad reality to know that I’ve paid so much money for something that I don’t think 
has really prepared me, but it’s a piece of paper, and it’s what I need. So I mean, 
experience is everything. You learn more by experience, but I think that it starts 
from the top. If they really wanted an effective program they would put as much 
heart as they put into everything else around here. And I know it’s kind of 
general. I am kind of saying them, them, this, that, but…I think that other 
programs get a lot more backing than our bilingual program has. So I mean it’s 
been a good experience. It’s put me out there, but I don’t think it’s taught me as 
much as I need to know. 
Her cultural sensibility of sobrevivencia helped Vanesa persist in spite of the lack of 
support provided to the bilingual education program. Her university’s lack of support for 
the bilingual education program, staff, and teacher candidates was a reflection of the lack 
of support for bilingual education, students, families, and communities across the 
country. 
Diana expressed similar frustrations to those of Vanesa. She compared and 
contrasted her experiences in the bilingual education teacher preparation program with 
her former experiences in special education: 
I did not expect (sic) it. The way it is. Because for special ed. it’s like, it’s 
very…direct teaching. And for bilingual it’s, they’re doing the constructivist, and 
I talked to Vanesa about this, and I like her opinion about it. I agree with it, but I 
don’t know how to explain it to you. You need to talk to her about that. But her 
opinion is good. Lo que dice es que parecemos (What she says is that we seem 
like) guinea pigs. I mean honestly, it’s just like, “Do that,” and, “Do this,” and, 
“Work with that,” and things that you don’t expect. I assumed it would be the 
same as over there. Special ed. is more individual work. You plan your own 
lessons and turn them in by this day, and they have to be this long, and they have 
to follow this format, and you have to answer these things, and assessment-wise, 
it was really important for special ed. It is really important. And then for bilingual 
it’s the 5 E’s, Engagement, En—, and I’m like, “Ok, ¡ya!” (“Ok, enough!”) And I 
follow that one more than the other one, than direct teaching. 
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Although she preferred the constructivist approach in the bilingual education teacher 
preparation program, Diana also expressed feeling a lack of direction within the program. 
Janet noted that learning instructional approaches that were culturally relevant 
were assets of the teacher preparation program. She explained, 
I’ve definitely learned a lot about how you can implement your culture, and how 
you can, the emphasis on culturally relevant, get to know your students, and stuff 
like that, and know their backgrounds. 
Some of the classes in her program also helped her reflect on her own Hispanic 
background. She highlighted these classes within the teacher preparation program: 
And I really have, like a lot of the, some of the classes really have made me think 
about, where I come from, and how that has influenced me, and I really noticed 
that I really grew up in a <laughs> pretty big Hispanic background, and I didn’t 
realize how important that was until I came to college, and I took these classes, 
and I started evaluating who I was, and what type of family I had, and what not. I 
think it, yeah, it has. Some of it, some of the classes I don’t think did, but for the 
majority of the, going into the [teacher preparation program] and taking a lot of 
[education] classes, yeah, definitely helped me. 
The incorporation of culturally relevant approaches within the teacher education program 
benefits the development of educational perspectives and philosophies of teaching for 
future maestras. 
Spanish Proficiency 
This section presents excerpts from the maestras’ narratives regarding the role of 
their perceived Spanish proficiency. As the maestras developed their perspectives and 
philosophies for teaching in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms, they argued 
that Spanish proficiency was an important skill set. Vanesa’s awareness of her limited 
Spanish proficiency through her student teaching experiences impacted her decision not 
to pursue a career as a bilingual education teacher: 
I think if anything, going through this program has shown me that maybe it’s not 
exactly for me, just because I think I am pretty limited on my actual, my language 
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instruc—like speaking abilities, and I don’t think I would be doing justice to the 
students to be attempting to teach them in a language that I don’t really know 
myself. 
Vanesa’s conciencia con compromiso via her interest in “doing justice to the students” 
informed her decision not to become a bilingual education teacher. She continued, 
And well, that’s just not something that, I am not even doing it for the money. 
Because I know, I’ve been to school where people just did it for the paycheck, 
and I didn’t get anything out of it. And I don’t want to do that. If I am gonna do 
something for my occupation, it’s going to be because that’s what I love to do. 
It’s what I have a passion to do. And so, at this point right now, I would say, 
“Probably not.” If it turns into that, then fine. I’d really have my work cut out for 
me and have to get on the ball, but because I want to? Probably not. 
Vanessa recalled her personal experience of being a student in classrooms where teachers 
taught solely motivated by their paycheck and she was determined to be different. She 
was committed to pursuing a job she was passionate about and one that she felt prepared 
to undertake. Her student teaching experiences directly informed this decision: 
I think through my internships and through the apprentice teaching, it’s just 
showed me about myself. Like what I’m capable of doing, and what I really want 
to do, so, I mean, it’s just not my forté, and I am not gonna sit here and fool 
myself to think it is. Because I think a lot of people do. Just ‘cause they have a 
paper that says they can do it, doesn’t mean that they’re the qualified person to do 
it, and at this point <laughs> it’s a little late to change my mind and kind of, I 
can’t go back. So at this point I know can get through the program, but being 
realistic with myself I’m not gonna, I know I’m not the most, I am not the best 
suited person for this kind of instruction. 
As Vanesa reflected critically on her conocimiento and abilities, she decided she was “not 
the best suited person” for the role of a bilingual education teacher. She perceived her 
levels of preparation to become an effective bilingual education teacher needed 
improvement. 
Similar to Vanesa, Valentina also spoke of her limited Spanish proficiency as 
reason to not pursue a career as a Spanish/English bilingual education teacher. Valentina 
expressed her conciencia con compromiso, “I would love to be in a Spanish classroom. I 
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just don’t wanna, I don’t know, cheat students out of an education. So it just doesn’t 
make sense to me.” Being conscious of not wanting to “cheat students out of an 
education” informed Valentina’s decision not to become a bilingual education teacher. 
She conveyed uncertainty that she could effectively teach in a Spanish-dominant 
classroom: 
Like I said last week, I wasn’t very comfortable with my Spanish, and I feel like I 
could be much more effective as a regular education or generalist. But maybe if 
my Spanish improves and I maybe go study abroad or just speak Spanish 
constantly, so it can improve, but as of right now…I’m gonna have to wait a 
while, a little bit longer… But I want to though, like even if I don’t, I’ll still have 
an ESL classroom, the environmental print, so it’ll be Spanish and English, but 
maybe my entire lessons won’t be in Spanish. They’ll just be in English or 
whatever language I feel like I’ll do a pretty good job in. 
Although Valentina felt ill-prepared to effectively teach in a bilingual education 
classroom, she expressed interest in using ESL methods in her classroom as needed given 
the expected cultural background of her future student population. She continued, 
Actually it would still be like, all-Hispanic. My classroom, it would probably 
everyone would be His—like Mexican in that classroom with the exception of 
like, one white person. But it all, I think like going back to The Valley even 
though I might not be in a bilingual classroom, my student population would still 
be Mexican American, and they’ll still be speaking Spanish in class even though 
it’s not a bilingual classroom. I think I’d still be facing the same pop—; I’d still 
be teaching the same population. Like, nothing would change. I’d still have 
environmental print in Spanish and in English. It’d just be my main focus 
wouldn’t be on speaking Spanish for the entire day. Like I’d still be trying to 
teach them some I guess ESL maybe, I’d be doing that…I’d just be speaking 
English and teaching in English and trying to scaffold their learning. Like if I 
have some speakers who aren’t very proficient in English, I could always help 
them, maybe from a drawing, or a photograph, something more visual. 
Even if she ended up teaching in an English-monolingual classroom, Valentina 
recognized her students would mostly be of Mexican background, used to speaking 
Spanish, English, and varieties of the two. Thus, she was interested in developing a more 
culturally familiar (Wortham & Contreras, 2002) classroom via environmental print and 
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by using Spanish as needed. In doing so she sought to honor her future students’ 
“linguistic traditions” (Souto-Manning, 2006, 2007). According to Souto-Manning 
(2007), educators must “continue challenging your assumptions, embracing the humanity 
of each and every student, seeing all children as resources in the classroom, valuing 
diverse social and cultural capitals, and promoting culturally, and linguistically 
appropriate environments for all children!” (p. 404). 
Jessica also wanted to become more proficient in Spanish, but she did not feel her 
Spanish proficiency would keep her from teaching in a Spanish/English bilingual 
education classroom upon graduation. Instead she envisioned improving her Spanish as 
an ongoing process. She said, 
I just want to increase my knowledge of Spanish, the language itself, become 
more proficient in that. I’m still lacking in some areas <laughs>, especially 
academic Spanish. It’s hard, but I also wanna just learn to relate even more so to 
the kids. 
Beyond improving her Spanish language skills, Jessica was also committed to acquiring 
more cultural sensibilities that would help her relate more to her future students. She 
explained, 
Just…like, I plan on traveling to Mexico, just to get that experience, to actually 
know what the kids are talking about when they say…whatever they say that 
relates to Mexico. I just want to know about it. I want to be able to be like, “Yeah, 
I know that ‘cause I’ve seen it.” And I wanna have pictures of when I go to 
Mexico of every—thing I can possibly picture. I just wanna relate to my students. 
And I just wanna be an effective teacher. Just all around. I’m nervous, “What if 
I’m not a good teacher?” And, “What if I do something wrong?” 
Jessica expressed nervousness at the thought of potentially not being an effective teacher 
of Spanish/English bilingual education students. To help improve her ability to relate, 
especially to students who have direct experiences in México, Jessica planned to travel to 
México upon graduation. She would use that opportunity to plan her classroom décor and 
pick up culturally relevant materials. 
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Other Career Choices 
For the pre-service maestras who decided not to teach in a Spanish/English 
bilingual education classroom upon graduation, this section includes the career choices 
upon which they planned to embark. Vanesa would be moving out of state to follow a job 
opportunity in California. The following illustrates our conversation on this topic, 
Next for me is, upon graduation I am gonna to California. I am gonna be working 
in a private school that just; it’s been open for two years now, and so it’s still in 
its development stages and just gonna kind of help; develop that more in depth 
and at the same time I’m planning to, I already applied to Cal State San Bernadino 
where I am gonna get my masters in instructional technology. So with that, I 
mean, it’s a masters of education still, so I have the option to work with the school 
district, or with a school, or I can, it doesn’t limit me to only education. I can 
work in business or…And that’s something that I really want, because, I mean, 
like, I said the whole system is kind of crazy; the whole education system, and so 
I don’t want to ever be caught in, I don’t want to invest all my life into something 
that’s, I’m going to have to work my tail off for. And so, even though teaching is 
great, and I see the importance for it and all, I don’t want to do that for the rest of 
my life. So this is the next step to increase my options, so I don’t have to stay in a 
classroom forever. 
Linda: What will your role be like at that school, that new school in California? 
Vanesa: I’ll actually, ‘cause it’s online. Well, they have a lot of stuff that they do 
through correspondence online with the actual school in Ohio, and so it’s kind of 
a lot like home schooling. Like what I did growing up, but they need actual 
teachers and instruction and that’s something that they’re still working on, so 
when I get there that’s something that I am gonna actually really focus on: to get 
in classroom teachers for these students. Not all grades have them. Some are just, 
mainly the older grades are doing kind of computer-based courses and stuff like 
that, but that’s gonna be something that I work on. I’ll be working with students, 
but I want to actually, specifically work on implementing, like getting a teacher 
for each grade. And holding these students up to bigger standards, to stricter 
standards, because hey, you know, anybody can cheat the system. And I see them, 
and I’m like, “Whatever, this is such a joke,” like, they need that kind of…that 
kind of…gosh, what’s that word? Accountability. 
Vanesa did make the move to California, and I even wrote one of her letters of 
recommendation for the graduate program. Her new job and involvement with a local 
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church kept her very busy, so she eventually decided to postpone graduate school. As she 
was completing her second-year at the school in California I received an email from her 
asking for leads on prospective jobs back in Texas. She was ready to return home where 
she planned to pursue graduate studies in the near future. 
 As mentioned earlier, although Valentina did not perceive herself as prepared to 
effectively teach in a bilingual education classroom, she was still interested in teaching, 
but as a way to pursue her true passion—becoming a high school guidance counselor. 
She shared her future professional plans, 
I wanna be a high school counselor, so I can help students who don’t have the 
opportunity, ‘cause in my high school the counselor would call out the kids who 
were already like in the top ten percent or who were already high ranking, but 
they never really focused on the students who were low level, or at least I didn’t 
think so, or they didn’t set as high expectations for them. 
Valentina had coraje over the inequitable expectations her high school guidance 
counselors held for students who were not in the top ten percent of their graduating class. 
She wanted to become a high school guidance counselor as a way to improve the 
educational aspirations of all students. She held notions of esperanza that all students 
deserve the opportunity to achieve: 
It’s like, “Ok, you can go to [a four-year university].” And then someone else 
walks in there, and it’s like, “Well, maybe you should go to [the community 
college] right across the street, and maybe you shouldn’t go here.” I just felt like 
there’s no effort. It’s like, I guess, they might see it as too late, and we’re already 
divided, so it’s so hard to I don’t know. So I feel like our counselors want to, 
prefer for students to go to community college rather than the university. That’s 
why my sister was like, “Oh, maybe I’ll just go to [community college].” And I 
was like, “No, maybe you’ll just go to [the local four-year university].” And she 
was like, “But it’s so much closer.” Like I feel like they don’t, put ener—focus on 
how much of difference a university is than a community college. I feel like, 
there’s a joke. They call it 13th grade, ‘cause it’s right across the street, going to 
that school. 
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Similar to Vanesa, Valentina’s future plans also involved attending graduate school as a 
way to attain her professional aspirations. She continued, 
I wanna go to graduate school. I don’t know if I wanna go in Texas or out of state. 
I don’t know what I wanna do. Like I wanna do so much, but I don’t know if I 
should go out of state or, because my, this is gonna sound horrible now, ‘cause 
my boyfriend goes to [a four-year university] in The Valley, and so, I wanna go 
back home ‘cause he’ll be there. And I wanna stay there with him for the first 
year. We talk about leaving The Valley together. And he’s like, “Yeah, we can 
go,” he wants to go to Florida, “Well, you should apply to Florida.” Like I really 
don’t care where I go to graduate school, as long as it’s not in The Valley. I’ll 
probably end up there now that, <laughs> but I want to leave The Valley. Then 
the whole thing with the family, my family might be there, and I don’t know if I 
wanna leave. So I don’t know. I really don’t care where I go to graduate school, I 
guess, you can put it that way. I guess I can even go to [the university my 
boyfriend attends], but I don’t know. 
Valentina planned to return to The Valley immediately after graduation. She missed her 
boyfriend and wanted to reunite with him. She was torn about where she would apply to 
graduate school. A part of her wanted to stay in The Valley to be closer to her family, but 
another part of her really wanted to leave The Valley after one year. She was uncertain as 
to where she would embark on her graduate career, but she was clear about the path that 
would lead her to a career as a high school guidance counselor. She went on, 
I wanna teach for two years ‘cause that’s the minimum for Texas to be a 
counselor in high school, so I wanna teach for two, and then maybe go to graduate 
school. I’m thinking, “I’ll save enough money to go to graduate school, and pay it 
all off from what I’m earning.” Whatever; that’s just so unrealistic, but hopefully 
within three years, definitely I have to. 
Valentina was uncertain if she could raise enough money in two years to pay for her 
graduate program out-of-pocket. She was determined to pursue her passion of becoming 
a high school guidance counselor even if it meant teaching for three years to save enough 
money. 
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 After taking a summer linguistics course with the bilingual education teacher 
preparation program coordinator, Soar became more interested in the field of linguistics. 
She described how this course impacted her future career goals: 
Last summer I took a class with [the bilingual education teacher preparation 
program coordinator]. It was the linguistics class. And something just clicked in 
me, and I was like, “Well, I always loved, I just found it so fascinating the whole 
aspect of language,” and how students, like newcomers that come to this country, 
what they go through, and I was like, “Well,” and I always thought about being a 
counselor, so doing my second degree as a counselor, but I was like, “What if 
instead of being a counselor, I become a speech pathologist, and then I can help 
these people figure out the language.” Back then it was more of just a bilingual 
aspect of speech pathology. 
Initially, Soar’s interest in speech pathology was limited to bilingual aspects within the 
discipline. As she learned more, she continued fomenting her passion for the field of 
education with an added interest in speech pathology and counseling: 
I mean it’s become more for me. So now it’s more like, although I do have a 
passion for education, and I think I would be good at it, if that’s what I decide to 
do. I’m thinking about doing my master’s, so I might teach while I do my 
master’s. I don’t know. So for now it’s between speech pathology and counseling, 
like bilingual counselor. Just ‘cause I decided throughout this process that I love 
the one-on-one with students. I just, I love, I get a rush from seeing how much 
they progress just on a one-on-one basis, and so that to me is very important, and 
plus this year I started working with a girl with disabilities. She’s 12. She’s not 
bilingual. She’s just a 12-year-old girl with English as her primary, only language. 
But just seeing her strengths and her weaknesses; it’s very cool for me to work 
with her, and just because of my education background, I always kinda push that 
in there without her really knowing that she’s learning. So it’s fun. It becomes 
fun, and so that was my latest thing where I was like, “Well, maybe I won’t be a 
teacher, but I’ll still stay close to the field.” ‘Cause I really do, I love the field. So 
I decided even if I do speech pathology, I won’t just go to a random firm, but 
maybe I’ll work with a school district first, and then work my way up. 
Working individually with a student with learning disabilities informed Soar’s interest in 
pursuing a career as a speech pathologist. 
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 As Diana went home to participate in preliminary teaching job interviews at her 
local school districts, she questioned her career path as a Spanish/English bilingual 
education teacher. She shared, 
I went back, [home] and started doing preliminary interviews with the districts, 
and it’s not what they’re looking for. They’re like, “Every teacher here is a 
bilingual teacher!” and I’m like, <lowers voice> “Ok, then why are kids so 
messed up as they are?” <raises voice> And um, I think I’ve been calling more 
into special ed., just taking a different route. 
Given the number of Spanish-speaking students in the community, Diana’s local school 
districts did not appear to classify separate teaching positions as bilingual education. This 
different approach confused Diana who instead started to see herself, “becoming a 
diagnostician.” She explained her plans to become the person that tests the children and 
decides where they need to be placed educationally: 
I plan to take one year off…and that’s just a really skewy year. To help my 
parents, keep working, and try to fill in for any teaching places around there, too. 
And then from there on…going into school, back again, and dedicating myself to 
school. I’m working at Wal-Mart, so I plan to keep working there. 
Diana was also interested in attending graduate school to further her career options. 
Initially she would return home to help with the family business and take a year to map 
out her professional pursuits. After completing the teacher preparation program, Diana 
actually did pursue teaching. She taught full-time in a dual-language program for one of 
her local school districts. 
 In the last few months of their teacher preparation program, not all the pre-service 
maestras envisioned themselves pursuing careers as bilingual education teachers. Most 
wanted to pursue graduate studies as a way to achieve other professional interests. Their 
perspectives and philosophies on teaching in Spanish/English bilingual education 
classrooms were informed by their lived, educational, and professional experiences. 
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Teaching con Amor, Esperanza, y Sobrevivencia 
Here, I present excerpts from those pre-service maestras who did decide to pursue 
teaching in bilingual education. Similar to those who decided not to become bilingual 
education teachers, some of these maestras also shared interests in pursuing graduate 
studies. Jessica is one example. The following excerpt outlines her desired professional 
trajectory: 
I want to be a bilingual teacher for a while. I don’t know how long. We’ll see. But 
hopefully I’ll get into graduate school this year for the fall, so I’m going to be 
going to school part-time, if all goes well, for counseling. I wanna just do general 
counseling, like community counseling, because that program offers to get an 
LPC, to be a Licensed Professional Counselor. And I would like to one day open 
up just my own little practice, very small, and I want to work with insurance kids, 
especially like if there’s a program that can work with CHIP insurance, I would 
definitely work with that because I think those kids are the ones who probably 
need more help, I guess, financially, and most you know they’re from low-income 
families, most kids on CHIP. So I’d like to have something to do with that 
community still. So be involved in my community but at that same time have my 
own little practice to help at-risk kids either who are just emotionally disturbed, or 
you know at-risk of like they’re going to drop out of school or even if it’s an 
elementary school kid who people know like supposedly is not going to make it. I 
would want to work with that, those kids to help them. 
Even if her professional path took Jessica away from teaching in bilingual education 
classrooms, she still held strong to her commitment to help children from a background 
similar to her own. Her interest in becoming a licensed professional counselor in a low-
income community illustrated her cultural sensibilities of amor, esperanza, y 
sobrevivencia. She described how she pursued teaching as a way to provide something 
positive for her community: 
I want to teach for a while, long enough to be like, “Ok, I’ve done something 
good for this community.” But I just have no idea right now. Like, I don’t know 
how long it’s going to take me to get my master’s, and I at least, for sure want to 
work as long as it takes to get my master’s. So I know like maybe three, four 
years, but after that I don’t just want to quit the teaching profession after three or 
four years. I wanna continue a while after that, maybe ten years, would be a good 
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ballpark, but I also want to be a counselor. I’m anxious to become a counselor, so 
I don’t know, it just depends. It really depends on how my life progresses from 
here. 
Jessica did not perceive teaching as a job she would take on only while going to graduate 
school. Although she remained open to what her future held in store, she saw herself 
teaching for about ten years. Her desire to help her community was at the center of her 
decision to teach in a Spanish/English bilingual education classroom. 
Similarly, Raquel held fast to her commitment to do for her community, but she 
also identified bilingualism as positively influencing her future profession. In her future 
profession as a bilingual education teacher she perceived herself as happy, giving back to 
the community, and succeeding on a personal and professional level. “I realized that I 
would be able to help children,” she said, “because I’ll be able to understand them.” 
Raquel foresaw that her shared linguistic background with the children would be of great 
benefit to the kind of teaching environment she would provide them. 
Raquel also described the kind of school and community in which she sought to 
teach, “This is weird,” she said, “‘cause if you ask other people, like regular ed. teachers, 
they’re like, “Oh, we want a nice school, ‘cause you know those kids in the poor schools, 
they’re horrible!”” Raquel recognized that most aspiring teachers sought teaching jobs in 
well-resourced communities where they would adjust more easily. However, her ideal 
teaching environment did not include working at a highly or well-resourced school: 
Well, I want to work in a low SES school. I want to stay here and work for [the 
local school district] and actually, I’m only looking for schools in the south and 
east area, which I mean shows that I’m not looking for a rich school. I 
want…actually I want a “bad” school, if that’s what they want to call it, because 
that’s where my people are. I mean why go to a rich school where I won’t see 
them or help them? Those other kids already have help, and I think they need me 
more over here. 
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For Raquel “her people” were members of her ethnic and social class community—those 
from a lower socioeconomic status and a Latina/o background. Cultural connections and 
a pursuit of equity drove the maestras to careers in bilingual education in low-resourced 
schools. 
Raquel was a product of bilingual education and described these personal 
experiences as informing the kind of teacher she hoped to become. Raquel sought to 
inspire her students to do their best just as her former bilingual education teachers had 
done for her. The following excerpt from Raquel during her student teaching experience, 
speaks to the importance of fostering children’s academic self-concepts: 
Seeing that you can actually make a difference in the children’s lives. Some of 
them come from very bad families, and their self-esteem is very low. Just by 
telling them, “Oh, that “a” you wrote there is very pretty, you should do it more 
often.” That makes their day so wonderful. Just insignificant things to us make a 
big deal in their lives. I want to do that for them. I never thought I could, but now 
that I’m in there I can. And I want them to succeed later on. They need that 
[encouragement] since the beginning so that later on they can continue their 
education. 
Raquel believed in developing children’s academic self-concept early in their educational 
careers. She also sought to inspire children to want to continue learning beyond their time 
in her classroom. Her own love for learning was nurtured in the bilingual education 
environments of her childhood. She internalized it as her personal responsibility to get to 
know her students individually to foster their educational success: 
The most important thing is to get to know my students at a personal level not just 
student-teacher level. I want to show them that I care. Actually, maybe even go 
home, and meet their parents so that their parents know that I care and that way 
they’ll be able to help their student, their children. They’ll help me at home. 
When their children go home, they can help me with whatever I assign. The 
assignments, and also in the classroom, meeting their needs individually not just 
teaching. 
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Knowing the students as a whole person was an important responsibility for Raquel as a 
teacher. To meet students’ individual needs as a whole person she envisioned getting to 
know their parents and families through home visits. She expanded, 
If you’re constantly calling home not just to complain about their child but 
praising their good things, they’ll be able to tell that you care about them. ‘Cause 
sometimes, some teachers just call to tell them, “Well, you’re child was bad.” But 
they’ll be surprised if you are like, “Oh, well today your child got an A. She did 
this and that and…” Just the communication that you create with them, they can 
tell if you are being honest with them. 
Building honesty, rapport, and trust with the children and their families was an important 
aspect of Raquel’s teacher responsibilities. Raquel was not alone in her approach and 
desire to teach Latina/o students in bilingual education classrooms. 
Mariela commented on becoming a bilingual education teacher, “Teaching in a 
bilingual education classroom is the only thing that I probably would do. It has to be 
something related to bilingual and where I’m with Hispanic students.” I asked Mariela 
why these shared cultural traits were so important to her. She explained, 
I think that’s the only place that I can be good at…working with, I mean it’s bad 
to say that I probably wouldn’t work with non-Hispanic students, but I can offer 
to them a lot more than I can probably, I mean I can probably offer it to the other 
students but that connection between me and the students probably would not be 
the same if I were with Caucasian students. There would be a gap; there would be 
some sort of gap, and if I’m with the students of my ethnicity or Hispanic 
students, I think I can offer a lot more. And I wanna put my language to use. 
That’s another reason why I would probably wanna do bilingual because I like 
speaking Spanish. I would prefer to do that. If I were to be put in a dual-language 
program and there had to be an English and a Spanish [teacher], I would prefer to 
be the Spanish teacher than the English teacher. 
Emphasizing “my ethnicity or Hispanic students” in the excerpt above illustrates how 
identifying as Hispanic and speaking Spanish were natural ways for Mariela to connect 
with her future Latina/o students. Thus, she only sought to teach in Spanish/English 
bilingual education classrooms. 
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Mariela drew on her experiences growing up in a predominantly Mexican 
community as informing her ability to connect and communicate well with others of the 
same ethnic and linguistic background. She continued, 
I’ve been surrounded by so many Hispanic people that come from Mexico, been 
around them and many students that I’ll probably be working with have very, very 
similar experiences like I did. I just feel like that’s why I can offer the same. It’s 
like, we’re both in the same; it’s almost like we grew, I grew up just as probably 
they did. I feel like a lot of them will have similar experiences. 
Mariela perceived points of connection between her and Latina/o students based on 
shared cultural practices and experiences. 
Mariela gave examples of how these shared experiences could provide “cultural 
scaffolding” (Salomon & Perkins, 1998; Pawan, 2008): 
There’s TV shows that maybe a regular teacher would not see. There’s El Chavo 
del 8, (a program about people who live in a working-class Mexican 
neighborhood–literally The Kid in Apartment 8) or that students bring in to the 
classroom, El Chavo del 8 dice, “Esto…,” a little phrase, and I can relate to it and 
laugh at it. That makes a whole difference because the child knows that you’re 
connecting with him because you see the same show he does. It can be that, it can 
be La Lucha Libre (a wildly popular wrestling show that is full of drama and 
larger-than-life characters who often wear very distinctive masks). Like, there’s 
probably teachers that wouldn’t know what that is, and you can relate to it just by 
naming the people who fight in it: Misterio Jr., Rey Misterio. It can honestly make 
a difference just because you’re making that connection with the student. 
Mariela described that drawing upon Spanish-speaking television shows in the classroom 
would establish a comfortable teaching and learning environment. Being aware of the 
popular culture Latina/o students are likely to be interested in and providing spaces in her 
classroom for those topics to be discussed could improve the learning of Latina/o 
students in her classroom. As cited in Pawan (2008), “Cultural scaffolding defines a 
pedagogical approach, which, according to Salomon and Perkins (1998), involves the 
manipulation of “cultural tools.” The authors explain that these tools range from 
information sources to socially shared symbol systems that are culturally and historically 
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situated” (p. 1452). Mariela also spoke of how her transnational upbringing between 
Mexico and the U.S. could also serve as a point of connection with Latina/o parents. She 
added, “And it can be from whatever town you’re from making connection with the 
parents. They can be from a similar city from where you grew up, Monterey, or whatever 
it is. That can help you start having that communication with the parents.” Mariela 
acknowledged that non-Latina teachers might not share her cultural insights. 
Cici relayed her experiences as a Latina growing up in an economically 
impoverished neighborhood as helping her relate to the experiences of Latina/o students 
in her classroom. She spoke to their similar experiences, 
I’d know about the gangs and know about the peer pressure and the drugs and 
stuff. So I am a little bit more aware of where these kids live, than let’s say…than 
another person who grew up in a middle-class neighborhood. So that would help 
me with them because I’d kind of know what they are dealing with in being 
Latina. 
Cici overlaps the domains of ethnicity and social class as she speaks to her ability to 
connect with Latina/o students. Perhaps teachers who grow up in middle-class 
neighborhoods cannot easily relate to the working-class conditions Cici and other 
Latina/o students experience day-to-day. 
Cici went on about her desire to teach, “I see myself teaching in a bilingual 
classroom.” When asked which grades she wanted to teach she added, “I like the younger 
grades: kindergarten and pre-K.” She aspired to be a “good” teacher helping kids learn as 
much as possible. Her short-term goals included, “working on being a good teacher” by 
attending professional development trainings and talking to veteran teachers and 
principals. Cici also shared how the teacher education program helped prepare her for her 
future teaching career. “I am getting hands-on experience through the program,” she said. 
“Through the student club I have networked with people who have helped me grow and 
have more experience with the Latino community.” Cici identified the student club as 
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critical in improving her knowledge and appreciation for the Latina/o community. She 
concluded, “The program was a lot of hard work but all very relevant and useful.” Cici 
spoke positively about her teacher education program and believed she would draw upon 
these experiences as a fulltime maestra. 
One way in which I observed Cici trying to be a “good” teacher included caring 
for the overall wellbeing of the children. She identified with their personal and family 
struggles. During her senior year, I visited Cici as she student taught in a pre-kindergarten 
classroom. The following entry details an emotional moment where I observed Cici 
connecting very personally with a child: 
Cici walks towards a little girl, Carla, and asks, “¿No tienes frio, Carla?” (“Carla, 
aren’t you cold?”) Carla responds, “No, maestra.” (“No, teacher.”) “Ok,” Cici 
does not probe further. I look at Carla and notice that one of her pant legs appears 
torn. It’s rolled completely above her thigh. Cici notices me looking at Carla and 
approaches. Standing very close to me she whispers, “She comes from a family of 
13.” “Wow,” I respond and ask, “Is she the youngest?” “I don’t know,” replies 
Cici, “but it’s a tough environment. Sometimes she even comes dirty to school.” 
Cici’s eyes tear up. We watch as Carla makes her way to the carpet hugging a 
book almost as big as her. Cici excuses herself, “Ay, I’m going to cry.” Looking 
away she dabs her eyes. I think back to her interview and the recording of her 
paired (auto)biographical dialogue with Soar where Cici shared personal details of 
the abusive environment she experienced at home from a young age. I see how 
Carla’s situation hits Cici close to home. “I wonder if she even knows,” Cici 
whispers. “Maybe, hopefully she’s too young to know what happens at her 
home,” she adds. I try to comfort Cici placing my arm on her shoulder. “Who 
knows, when I was 4 years old, I don’t think I knew,” I add, “but by the time I 
was 5, I think I knew that my dad was mean to my mom. So school was like an 
escape. I loved school! So you just have to have your classroom be like a haven 
for her, you know?” Cici nods in agreement and adds, “I think I’m going to read 
with her.” “Good idea,” I say and make my way over to the carpet area as well. 
(Field notes February 2007) 
As a result of the painful experiences she suffered at home, Cici shared that she did not 
strongly identify with her Mexican background. However, she did very much relate to the 
students in her classroom. They were all Latina/o, predominantly Mexican-heritage. Cici 
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and the children shared threads along the domains of social class, ethnicity, personal 
challenges and language. Growing up in a low-income household where her parents 
worked multiple jobs for meager wages, Cici identified with the Latina/o children in her 
classroom who were also from working-class backgrounds. 
Focused on providing for their family, Cici described her parents as rarely 
expressing interest in her academic success, “My parents didn’t really encourage me to 
go to school. They weren’t proud of me or anything, so if I made good grades I was doing 
it for myself.” Since Cici perceived her parents as uninterested in her educational 
trajectory, she decided to excel academically as a way to reinvent her self. She talked at 
length about personal challenges she faced early in her childhood; “I had a couple of 
things going on during school like personal things.  My mom pretty much abandoned us. 
She went to Mexico when I was 11. My younger brother was six, and we were separated. 
He went to Mexico, and I stayed.” Due to financial hardships and familial tensions, Cici’s 
mother returned to México with Cici’s youngest brother. Cici described the separation 
from her mother and younger brother as extremely difficult for her. She added, “I stayed 
with my dad for a little bit. I had abandonment issues. And then my dad was physically 
abusive.” Cici was only 11 years old when left behind in her father’s care. Unfortunately, 
he directly and indirectly caused her a great deal of pain. 
Having grown up in a tough situation allowed Cici to understand and empathize 
with the experiences of Latina/o students. Although she did not have personal positive 
cultural models to draw upon, Cici learned positive aspects of her culture from her 
teacher preparation program. As such, her teacher preparation program played an 
important role in helping Cici reconcile cultural tensions experienced in her upbringing. 
She described her bilingual education program as a place where positive cultural 
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awareness and appreciation were introduced, “Being in the bilingual teacher-training 
program I have been exposed to the positive things in my culture.” She continued, 
I used to say I was American. Now I say Mexican American, Chicana, and Latina. 
Sometimes I am Mexican. It depends on who I am with. I believe that I can never 
be American, and I can never be Mexican. I am both, but I lean more towards the 
American. I am confused sometimes about what to say. The right answer in the 
bilingual program is Mexican American. But it is hard for me to really believe 
this sometimes. I don’t feel Mexican. I speak the language, but I feel disconnected 
from it. 
As operationalized in Chapter 3 by drawing on the work of Anzaldúa (1999), Chicana 
feminist thought allows and encourages mestizas to do as Cici’s decisions have 
exemplified—to embrace and reconcile the multiple identities that lie within. We do not 
need to limit our interpretations of self to one race, ethnic category or label. To do so, 
according to Chicana feminist thought, would be to deny the very essence of our being. 
Due to the hardships experienced in her home and a lack of a formal setting with cultural, 
ethnic, and feminist tools to deconstruct such experiences, Cici was perplexed with how 
to recognize the value of her community and reconcile her home experiences. As she 
prepared to teach in a bilingual education classroom, she drew upon shared economic and 
linguistic traits as the cultural tools, which would help her teach in predominantly 
Latina/o classrooms. 
Cici spoke of her decision to pursue a teaching career and signaled her difficult 
past as informing her ability to empathize with the challenges others face, “I want to do it 
[teach] kind of still because of my experiences, I feel I can connect to people ‘cause I felt 
their emotions, and I know people have different experiences, but I can say that I’ve been 
through what they’ve been through.” Cici believed that as a teacher she could sow 
inspiration and reignite Latina/o students’ interest in learning. She shared, “They 
[teachers] have a lot of power, and they can influence kids in a very strong way, so that’s 
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why I wanted to do it [teach].” Throughout Cici drew on her experiences growing up in 
an economically, linguistically, and ethnically segregated Texas neighborhood. 
Through her student teaching experiences, Cici was developing notions of what it 
means to be a “good” teacher. In my eyes, Cici’s ability to empathize with the children 
and her desire for their academic and personal best made her a “good” teacher. With 
ongoing professional development, Cici’s approach with the students and her 
commitment to the profession as a maestra, can have a lasting and profound impact on 
the lives of the young Latina/o children who walk through her classroom door. 
 For Raquel being a “good” teacher included being well-organized. As an 
undergraduate teacher candidate she shared her goals for her first-year of teaching, “My 
goal is to prepare myself for future years, have everything organized because I know it’s 
going to be hard starting off without anything. So I want to organize myself so that every 
year I have everything ready and not have to worry about it.” Being organized with 
classroom materials and the curriculum was an indicator of Raquel’s preparedness for 
classroom instruction. This also signaled a level of care for her students. She also 
highlighted under-resourced public schools and bilingual education programs as an 
educational issue impacting Latina/o students in the U.S.: 
I notice that they put us in schools where they are not really wealthy schools. I 
think that we need more funding obviously for those schools because there aren’t 
enough materials for the children and as the teacher we have to buy a lot of the 
materials, especially bilingual teachers. There aren’t many bilingual books out 
there, so sometimes we have to translate them ourselves to be able to show them 
to our students. 
Inequitable conditions at under-resourced schools unnerved Raquel but did not keep her 
from pursuing a teaching job in similar communities. Perhaps because she was well 
aware of the inequities—having lived many of them first hand—she felt more driven to 
do her part for the children attending under-resourced schools. Growing up in a working-
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class family also did not provide Raquel and the other maestras with personal economic 
resources to draw from to enhance the much needed classroom materials at their 
respective schools. 
Sonia’s decision to become a teacher was linked to the financial realities she and 
her husband faced after the birth of their first son. She also shared that her parents were 
janitors at the Catholic elementary school she attended. Helping the nuns set up their 
classrooms during her summer vacations also informed her interest for teaching. The 
following excerpt narrates her decision to become a bilingual education teacher: 
At first when I came to [this university] I wanted to be a lawyer. I was in 
government, and I guess the first two years I didn’t do anything. So when I came 
back to school I went to a community college, before I came here, for one 
semester, and I needed to pick something. Then I figured, my husband and I had 
just had a baby, and we had just been in the dark for like a year with all our 
financial troubles and just ourselves and everything. We were just in a big bad 
ugly place. I just figured I needed to make a decision about something already. 
She goes on to describe how she first learned of the field of bilingual education. She 
quickly understood that her ability to speak Spanish and English would be beneficial to 
Latina/o students:  
And now when I go to [this university], when I went to transfer to the College of 
Education, I saw they had bilingual education. I didn’t know there was such a 
thing as bilingual education, and I asked around. And they said, “Well, it means in 
Spanish and English.” I was like, “Oh, ok. Well, I know Spanish.” I figured out 
maybe I could help kids who didn’t know English, and I kind of have that 
connection to that. When I came here I didn’t know English, so if I can do 
something to help kids that didn’t know English, then it would be better. 
Sonia was intensely interested to learn that, through the profession of teaching, a 
possibility existed to help children who are native Spanish speakers acquire English. She 
recalled her own process of acquiring English as a second language in U.S. schools as a 
Mexican immigrant child and felt that her personal experience would help her relate to 
her future students. 
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The maestras’ student teaching experiences are informed by how they internalize 
their own sense of self, which is challenged, supported and at times even silenced by their 
upbringing. Their sociocultural influences (e.g., social class, language, ethnic 
background) inform their perceived connections with Latina/o students in 
Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms. By deciding to become Spanish/English 
bilingual education teachers, the pre-service maestras chose to engage said resources for 
the benefit of Latina/o children in their future bilingual education classrooms. Beyond 
their upbringing, their professional development experiences in their teacher education 
program also shaped their teaching expectations, decisions, and practices. 
CONSEJOS FROM PRE-SERVICE MAESTRAS 
 The pre-service maestras also provided consejos for other Spanish/English 
bilingual education colegas (colleagues) and feedback for teacher education scholars. 
This section shares their consejos regarding what they learned in their teacher preparation 
program and through their classroom teaching experiences. They shared what they 
considered improvements for the teacher preparation program and appropriate methods 
for teaching Latina/o students. 
Teacher Preparation Program 
 The teacher preparation program the maestras completed included field 
experiences as a central component, “built on strong collaboration between school 
districts and colleges of The University.” The mission of the program is to prepare 
teachers to “master subject knowledge and pedagogical skills, work collaboratively with 
all stakeholders, develop dispositions to be active citizens, and offer their students the 
opportunity to develop these characteristics themselves.” While recognizing that it can be 
incredibly difficult to change curriculum or the way things are done in a teacher 
education program, I also recognize that some changes can make an enormous difference 
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in the quality of the program and what the students actually learn. Thus, this section 
examines the recommendations the pre-service maestras provide for improving their 
teacher preparation program. 
As she began her student teaching fulltime, Valentina reflected on program 
improvements, which would have better prepared her to succeed in the classroom. Here, 
she expressed her consejos (advice) for extending the field experiences by changing the 
class schedule: 
As we start the [teacher preparation] program, we have three-hour blocks, so if we 
have them at the other [elementary] schools, I know it’s hard to be there every 
single day, but be there every single day from 7:30-12, and then have class from 
1-4pm ‘cause we’re gonna have five classes either way, so we might as well break 
‘em up throughout the day, half and half. Even though you’ll be at school all day, 
and be so busy. But I just feel it’s so much better. Like I wouldn’t want to do it, 
but the other kids can do it, <laughs> be there all day. But I just feel it’s better for 
them. But no, now that I look back, and now that I’m here in school, in the 
classroom, it goes by so fast, and you learn so much from your mentor teacher, if 
you have a good mentor teacher. 
Valentina suggested holding the teacher education courses every weekday afternoon from 
1-4pm and requiring the student teachers be at their placements every weekday from 
7:30am-12noon as a way to increase their exposure to classroom practice. Although she 
understood this would make for longer days than the student teachers were used to, she 
argued that the benefits of increased opportunity to teach and learn from their mentor 
teacher would outweigh any inconvenience. 
Valentina also expressed concern about the level of Spanish proficiency required 
of pre-service maestra candidates. To apply for certification, the maestras had to take and 
pass a series of exams in addition to the required coursework. Two exams were required 
of all future teachers: 1) Texas Examinations for Educator Standards (TExES) and 2) 
Examination for the Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET). In addition, bilingual 
education majors were also required to take and pass the Texas Oral Proficiency Test 
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(TOPT) at an advanced level. The college of education website indicates, “All students 
seeking secondary certification in Spanish or French, or students seeking early childhood 
to fourth grade with bilingual education certification MUST take the TOPT in order to be 
certified in that field.” Before taking the TOPT, the maestras had to take and pass the 
Spanish Screening Procedure (SSP). 
In the exchange below Valentina expressed that even though she tested out of the 
Spanish courses offered at her university, she did not feel adequate in her Spanish 
proficiency once she was actually in the classroom with the children: 
Valentina: And then with the whole Spanish bilingual thing, it’s like they expect 
you to [already] know Spanish in the bilingual education program. It’s like you 
don’t even have to take all these Spanish classes. It’s like all you have to do is test 
out of it, and if you test out of it, you pass. I passed with like flying colors! It 
doesn’t mean I’m going to succeed in the classroom environment. So like, I don’t 
know, I think being in the classroom you get more exposure to speaking Spanish. 
Linda: With the children, yeah? 
Valentina: Yeah. You just develop your language. That way for those who need 
help in developing it. I guess if you’re a native language speaker or whatever it’s 
fine, but I just think it’s funny that they don’t require you to take all these Spanish 
classes. It’s like a given. You’re here because you know Spanish well. And then 
you get here, and you’re just like, “Hey, I don’t know it as well as I thought I did, 
and now it’s too late.” I’m in my last semester. Huh, but stuff like that, I don’t 
know. 
Feeling frustrated with the disconnect between her own perceived level of Spanish 
proficiency and the reality with which she struggled to communicate during her student 
teaching experiences, Valentina felt let down by what she perceived as lenient language 
requirements in the teacher preparation program. Valentina argues that the Spanish 
language proficiency tests employed by the teacher preparation program are not accurate 
indicators of a person’s ability to actually teach in the classroom. Perhaps she was more 
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aggravated to realize this in her last semester of the teacher preparation program when 
she no longer had the opportunity to enroll in Spanish classes for native speakers. 
The importance of being matched with effective mentor teachers was also a 
concern of Valentina’s: 
And I think also sometimes they just don’t care what teachers they place you 
with. They’re so short on mentor teachers. They’ll place you anywhere, and then 
if you have a bad teacher, it’s like, “Well, there isn’t really anyone else you can 
go with at this grade level,” and then, “Just be here.” It’s funny how, like the 
teacher I had last semester, another girl had her before, and we still keep having 
bad mentor teachers! And it’s just like, why? 
She articulated distress over the placement with “bad” mentor teachers. Given that so few 
fulltime teachers were willing to take on the additional responsibility of serving as a 
mentor teacher, options were limited. At times the teacher candidates complained to the 
program coordinator about their experiences with “bad” mentor teachers, and were 
frustrated to later learn that those “bad” teachers were assigned as mentors the following 
semester. 
 Soar also provided feedback on her experiences in the teacher preparation 
program. Her initial comments were negative and centered on the math methods 
instructor: 
The first semester in the [teacher preparation program] we had a terrible, terrible 
math teacher. He was a grad student that made our lives living hell. He kind of 
assumed that he was the only teacher, and giving us all this work was fine, but I 
loved the class. I loved well, I loved the material, or the main focus of the class, 
which was like the whole research behind math, which was another thing that I 
thought about, doing math research. So I loved the content, hated the teacher with 
the exception of him, there really was not a teacher that I disliked. I mean, some 
of them were a little awkward, or a little annoying at times, but overall it was just, 
it was a really good experience. 
She believed the math methods instructor made their experiences in the teacher 
preparation program difficult by assigning too much work. Nevertheless, she loved the 
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course content, due in no small measure to the fact that she had previously been 
interested in becoming a high school math teacher. As she continued to reflect, she 
described the EC-4 (early childhood through fourth grade) teacher certification program 
as unorganized and viewed it as a work in progress: 
And a lot of it was redundant, I think. And the [teacher preparation program] is 
still very unorganized, unfortunately. But at the same time, it gives you a lot of 
flexibility, which I like. ‘Cause my friends would be like, “So what do you have 
due, for next week?” I was like, “Uh, I have this project, and if I get it done, I get 
it done, if not, I can always turn it in the next week.” And they’re like, “What?!” 
And I was like, “Well, we kinda have a flexible schedule. The teacher’s kinda 
like, ‘Well, as long as you do it by this date, it’s fine.’” So I kinda like that. I like 
the flexibility. I don’t like the disorganized part of it, but I think the staff makes 
up for it, and, I mean, it’s a work in progress. 
Although she disliked the lack of organization, Soar enjoyed the flexibility in the 
program. She also identified the staff as the highlight of the program: 
At least <laughs> there’s always someone to listen to you complain. I know that 
sounds terrible, but the fact that there’s someone to talk to is important. And I 
think [the program coordinator], for me has always been there, and if I ever go to 
grad school, that’s the person that I want speaking up for me. And Dr. Jiménez 
with all his quirkiness has been one of the best Spanish teachers I’ve ever had, so 
I mean, with every good comes the bad, and I think, overall it was a good 
experience, and I’m glad that I did it, and even though I’m thinking about not 
being an educator, I don’t think any other major in college would’ve been as 
beneficial for me as this one. 
Developing personal relationships with the program coordinator and faculty was key to 
the positive way in which Soar experienced the teacher education program. She 
compared her personal satisfaction in bilingual education to other majors she had also 
considered: 
‘Cause business I’m becoming more and more aware of the fact that <laughs> I’m 
too good of a person to be in business, unless I do something for myself. And then 
with speech pathology I didn’t know that that’s what I wanted to do until right 
before senior, so that wouldn’t have been an option, and advertising I don’t think I 
would’ve ever done anything with, so I think this was the best place for me to be 
regardless of what I’ll take from it, and what I’ll do afterwards 
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Soar described her proudest and most pleasant moments in the teacher preparation 
program: 
I think out of everything it was literally just being in the classroom and seeing 
myself in that environment. Seeing how I deal with it, and how I handle things. 
Besides that there were a few classes that stick out to me, like that linguistics 
class; I loved it! I really liked the Spanish, the second Spanish class I had with Dr. 
Jiménez because it was very Spanish-oriented, and it was focused, and you got 
things done, just kinda bang, bang, bang. He had a To Do List. And the first class 
that he had was a little bit more challenging because it was basically get up there 
and teach in Spanish, and it was my first time doing that, but he gave us the 
feedback that we needed. He didn’t dilly-dally, or he didn’t beat around the bush. 
He told us exactly what we needed to work on, and how to improve, and that to 
me was what I needed. There were a few teachers that were kinda all over the 
place, and in interviews, and all that stuff, but just overall, I think every person 
had their little bit of passion to kinda spray, spray onto <laugh> us. It was a good 
experience.  
Being required to teach in Spanish in front of her classmates on the first day of Spanish 
class and receiving immediate feedback from the professor was a highlight of her teacher 
education courses. Soar enjoyed the sense of accomplishment she received from that 
class as they “got things done.” She hoped other pre-service maestras would share in 
these positive experiences. 
The maestras commented on ways of improving the teacher education program. 
Their sujerencias (suggestions) included changes to the field experiences, Spanish 
proficiency requirements, effective mentor teacher matches, and course load 
expectations. They also identified assets of the programs such as the flexibility in the 
program, the maestras’ relationships with staff and faculty in the program, and the 
requirement of teaching in Spanish in front of their peers and receiving immediate 
feedback from the professor. A need exists for providing additional opportunities to teach 
in Spanish as part of their required courses. The maestras’ consejos y sujerencias came 
from a place of amor for them, the profession, and the well-being of their future students. 
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Teaching Latina/o Students 
As they reflected on their student teaching experiences, the pre-service maestras 
provided consejos for other candidates who would someday teach Latina/o students. 
Valentina asked teachers to focus on the students’ backgrounds: 
Taking into consideration the students’ background, and what they’re bringing to 
the classroom, and just know about them, so you can work with them. For 
example, if you know, like my [mentor] teacher knows a lot of information about 
her students and their families’ lives. She knows, “Oh, what’s going on at home?” 
So she’ll be like, “Oh, are you ok?” or, “How have you been?” or stuff like that, 
and that’ll, I guess, getting them more comfortable being in your classroom will 
make them, more comfortable learning, or in a more comfortable learning 
environment. But taking into consideration their background ‘cause I remember 
one of my professors, she was a TA [teaching assistant] actually at the time, she 
was like, “I was a teacher, and I got mad at this student all the time for not doing 
his homework, and I told him, ‘Oh, why don’t you do your homework?’ and he’s 
like, ‘I don’t have light at my house.’” And then she’s like, “’Oh, I was thinking 
about it from a middle-class perspective. Like, of course, you’re gonna have this 
at home, all these resources. Why aren’t you doing it?’” So I think just knowing 
the students. 
Valentina admired that her mentor teacher was well informed about her student’s family 
situations outside of the classroom. She recommended that other teachers make a similar 
investment in learning about their students’ backgrounds. She even provided an example 
that a teaching assistant shared with her during a class that illustrated a mismatch 
between the teacher’s background and that of the student. By understanding the students’ 
background and home life, Valentina argued that teachers could provide “a more 
comfortable learning environment.” 
Soar focused her comments on cultural sensitivity. She said, 
I think that they’re most basic and important need is to feel culturally accepted, 
but not only the acceptance, but also feeling needed, or like feeling like a true part 
of the classroom, and I think that Latina teachers or teachers that have had 
bilingual education backgrounds are just more culturally sensitive, and so they 
come with the knowledge of research: get the background needed from your 
whole class, figure out who you have, who you’re dealing with, the fact that it 
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changes annually, and to take it to the next level, or making sure that each one of 
your kids regardless of their cultural background, language background, what not, 
that they feel like they belong. Just as any other student, and I think with the…the 
typically Caucasian teacher, I guess, it’s not the lack of respect or the lack 
of…empathy, but it’s just, the lack of knowledge, or it’s not understanding their 
needs, and so for a Latina teacher coming in she knows. She’s just sensitive to the 
fact that this is what they need to feel the acceptance, and they also need the 
scaffolding sometimes, and a typical teacher sometimes can’t offer that because 
they don’t have the necessary background whether it’s ESL or bilingual, and I 
think that that’s important. Like to me any teacher should have at least the most 
basic fundamental understanding of ESL because whether we like it or not, 
regardless of who you are and where you teach in the country, it’s pretty much a 
part of every classroom, and so if you don’t understand your kids, you can’t 
expect to be able to teach every single one of them equally, so I think that’s what 
you would need to focus on. 
Soar suggested that teachers who work with Latina/o students need to be aware of their 
cultural backgrounds, so they can provide the culturally sensitive tools and environment 
for the children to feel “like a true part of the classroom.” Soar highlights the notion of 
being accepted as critical to a Latina/o students’ academic success. She argued that 
Latina teachers are more inclined to bring this understanding into the classroom, given 
their own upbringing and the research they are exposed to in their bilingual education 
teacher preparation program. 
 Jessica echoed Soar’s argument by asking teachers “not to look down on” 
Latina/o students, especially those who are immigrants from México. In the following 
excerpt, Jessica describes how holding negative attention against one country (e.g., 
México), reflects negatively on children who have connections to that country: 
First off, about the kids, not to look down on them because they’ve come from 
another country that right now is not very looked up upon. Like, right now, 
Mexico is getting so much crap, ‘cause I can say that on your [recording], right? 
So much crap about immigration and all this stuff, and it’s like those kids are just 
as smart, if not smarter than the kids here in the United States. 
Jessica argued that the anti-immigrant sentiments she observed in the media and in 
society at large, especially the negative stereotypes attributed to mexicanos; hinder the 
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learning process of immigrant students. In doing so, she called attention to a problem 
larger than families, educators, and schools. As Valdés (1996) argues, “the problem is 
larger than particular teachers or particular schools” (p. 180). In spite of the challenges, 
Jessica provided her understanding of the potential of Mexican students and families to 
achieve: 
I feel like, Mexican families who don’t have it all are more proud and value 
education more so than an average white person in this country. You know what I 
mean? That’s how I feel at least. So I would tell them just to give those kids a 
chance. Also, like with bilingual education, if it’s implemented well, it’ll work! 
People always look at it, and they’re like, “Oh, bilingual education doesn’t work. 
I don’t want my kids in there.” No, if it’s implemented well, I believe it has a 
good impact. There’s a lot of research out there that proves that. So, I would tell 
them those things like, “Give teachers, bilingual teachers the credit they deserve 
because they’re doing twice as much of the work and give kids that credit because 
they’re also doing twice as much work.” Because they have to learn English by 
the time that they’re what, third grade most of them? ‘Cause they have to take 
TAKS, and they have to still be proud of their own culture and keep that culture. 
So I would just say give them a chance…give the kids a chance. 
Jessica urged educators to acknowledge the extra work involved in being a bilingual 
education teacher as well as the extra effort with which Mexican children must attempt to 
achieve within a xenophobic context. She insisted educators give bilingual education 
teachers and Mexican children the chance to achieve. 
Jessica also discussed the importance of maintaining open lines of communication 
between her future students and their parents as one way to help the students achieve 
academically: 
I think just having an open communication with the students and the parents. I 
think that will eventually help me as a teacher know where my students are, 
where they come from, so I can better make the lessons culture-based. Like I love 
the whole culture-based lessons. The kids learn. The kids are happy because they 
know what you’re talking about. I think that if I were to have open 
communication with the students and the parents that it’s just easier to gain 
respect. I’m very big on respect. And I grew up respecting my parents and my 
elders and anybody I didn’t know, so I expect that. That’s the way kids should be 
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raised. I know they’re not, but I think if I can help them gain more respect, then I 
think I’ve done a great job, because I think that’s one thing that A—merican 
culture has totally lost, is respect for their elders, respect just for people in 
general. People are very cruel to other people, and I think that’s my main 
philosophy having a good respect and philosophy in the classroom, and that I 
think will make everything so much easier as a teacher. And so that’s the main 
thing I want to work on when I have my own classroom.  
Jessica highlights the Mexican cultural value of respeto in her excerpt above. According 
to Jessica, gaining a child and their parents’ respect is essential to what Valdés’ (1996) 
describes as bridging “the domains of the school and the family” (p. 205). Having 
internalized the value of respeto, Jessica describes its absence in mainstream culture as 
responsible for the social ills we face today (e.g., people treating each other with cruelty). 
DISCUSSION 
My argument in this chapter has been that by drawing upon maestras’ cultural 
insights, we can theorize and reshape teacher preparation so that it is sensitive to and 
builds upon their lived experiences, decisions to major in bilingual education, and 
commitment to potentially teach in bilingual education classrooms. Decisions to major in 
bilingual education were made after initial interests in and challenges with coursework, 
scheduling, or professors in other majors (e.g., special education, natural sciences). The 
pre-service maestras also drew on their familiarity growing up playing escuelita with 
family members and friends, the role of volunteerism, and their Spanish proficiency, as 
contributing to their interest in selecting bilingual education as their major. When it 
actually came time to decide if they would pursue careers as bilingual education teachers 
the pre-service maestras identified the following factors as contributing to their ultimate 
career choice: pre-professional and social networks (e.g., participation in a bilingual 
education student club, experiences within their student teacher cohort), their teacher 
preparation program, and their Spanish proficiency. 
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As some teachers reconciled their perceived and actual Spanish proficiency, their 
conciencia con compromiso left them unwilling to jeopardize their future bilingual 
education students’ opportunities to learn. Thus, they decided to pursue other careers. 
Those who were determined to teach fulltime in bilingual education classrooms made 
commitments to do so con amor, esperanza, y sobrevivencia. The pre-service maestras 
also provided consejos on how to improve their teacher preparation program as a way to 
improve how other aspiring teachers approach teaching Latina/o students. 
The challenging thing for teacher preparation programs becomes the best ways to 
recognize the brown body as a site of knowledge production capable of questioning and 
drawing theory from the lived experiences of women of color like the maestras in my 
study. Colleges of education need to take interest in the lived experiences of aspiring 
teachers from underrepresented communities, recognize and value the knowledge gained 
from such learned experiences, and help apply that knowledge in the public school 
classroom.
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Chapter 5: How are Maestras’ Beliefs, Values, and Approaches to 
Teaching Articulated, Enacted or Contradicted in the Classroom? 
As I recall my first-year of teaching, I now realize that my challenges were 
similar to those of other beginning teachers. I was teaching at a new private school that 
had opened its doors only one year before I started there so perhaps that also intensified 
my experiences. I was the last teacher hired at the end of the summer and did not have 
the opportunity to participate in the staff retreat; my time to prepare my classroom was 
also limited. I think back to how I was not even told where the students’ cumulative 
folders were kept or that it would be a good idea to review them prior to the beginning of 
classes. I was teaching Spanish, which I had never formally studied, did not have a 
mentor teacher I could turn to for support, and felt antagonized by the school 
administrators. But perhaps my experiences as a first-year teacher were also different 
from the mainstream. I had to deal with a principal that touted the fact that I was Latina, 
from a working-class background, and Stanford and Harvard-educated when it was 
convenient, such as during meetings with potential financial supporters. 
In addition to teaching sixth and seventh grade Spanish (using an immersion 
approach I did not believe in nor did I find helpful with a group of mostly affluent 
preteens opposed to learning the language), I was also hired to serve as the diversity 
coordinator. In this capacity, my responsibilities included recruiting, admitting, and 
funding the small group of Latina and African American “scholarship girls,” as they 
were often referred to… I especially worked closely with the Latina students and their 
parents who were from immigrant backgrounds and spoke Spanish as their dominant 
language. I often took them on outings. Outside of school, I tried to counter the hostile 
environment we experienced there. It was an environment that invited us to fulfill 
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diversity requirements but was unwilling to embrace us as cultural beings. For example, 
I was hired to teach Spanish to the white students, and instead of being allowed to shine 
as Spanish experts in my classes, the Latinas who spoke Spanish were pulled out and 
assigned remedial tutoring during that time. There we were in the late 1990’s and these 
young women were still being sanctioned for speaking Spanish on the school grounds, 
even during recess. 
I look back on this experience and wonder if I would have persisted in the 
teaching profession had I been presented with the opportunity to teach in a bilingual 
education classroom instead. I remain in contact with many of the Latina students and 
when my travels take me back to the Bay Area, we schedule time to meet up for a meal 
and catch up. The Latina students who were then seventh graders are currently fourth-
year college students ready to graduate in Spring 2009. As I walk across the stage to 
receive my doctorate degree, I will envision them in their respective graduation 
ceremonies honoring their familias y comunidades (families and communities) as well. 
… 
TEACHING CON CONOCIMIENTO, CORAJE, Y CARIÑO 
My experiences as a first-year teacher showed me how “schooling is a subtractive 
process for many Latino students.” As Valenzuela (1999) writes, “It divests these youth 
of important social and cultural resources, leaving them progressively vulnerable to 
academic failure” (p. 3). This chapter illustrates aspects of four novice maestras’ 
pedagogies and their philosophies on teaching Latina/o students. Given that women in 
Latina/o families are associated with the academic achievement of Latina/o children and 
most bilingual education teachers are Latinas, it is important to examine the funds of 
knowledge these maestras bring to bilingual education classrooms as Latinas. In this 
chapter, I argue that the maestras’ mestiza consciousness helps them link a sense of self, 
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sociocultural influences, and decisions about teaching, in a way that enables them as 
teachers in the classroom to articulate, enact, tolerate, and illuminate the contradictions 
that may arise in their cultural beliefs, values, and approaches to teaching. The stories 
presented highlight how maestras’ pedagogies of the home and their appreciation and use 
of the funds of knowledge found in Latina/o cultures inform their approaches to teaching 
Latina/o children in under-resourced schools. The stories at times overlap in experiences 
and emotions yet remain distinctly their own. Their teaching practices are illustrated via 
classroom examples and teacher reflections to show in practice the way they manifest 
culture and identity in teaching Latina/o students. 
The four novice maestras highlighted here are first-generation college students 
from Mexican and working-class backgrounds. Cici, Mariela, and Raquel were born in 
the U.S. and Sonia was born in México where she spent the first four years of her life 
before moving with her family to the U.S. In order for Raquel to attain U.S. citizenship, 
her mother, like other immigrant mothers, traveled the dangerous journey into the U.S. 
and gave birth to Raquel in Texas while their family continued to live in México. 
Through her mother’s sacrifices Raquel developed her conciencia con compromiso, 
understanding of a responsibility to others. As a result of an unhealthy home 
environment, Cici’s mother returned to México leaving Cici behind at the young age of 
11, in a situation in which she would suffer abuse at the hands of her father and 
grandfather. Mariela spoke of a tenuous relationship with her mother where love, 
although unspoken at many times, served as a strong foundation for the family’s 
sacrifices. Sonia described her parents’ attention to her academic success through her 
father’s assistance with homework, mentorship, and financial support. 
Although many future teachers pursue a career in teaching because the profession 
provides a stable income and benefits such as summers off, these maestras’ lived 
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experiences are more closely connected to their decisions to become bilingual education 
teachers. When the maestras’ spoke of their teaching experiences, they included their 
stories as new teachers, specific bilingual education teacher experiences, as well as 
consejos (advice) for new maestras. The following interpretation discusses how the 
maestras’ beliefs, values, and approaches to teaching are articulate, enacted, or 
contradicted in the classroom. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SCHOOLS 
 In the fall of 2007, during the second year of this study, Mariela was a first-year 
teacher in a first grade Spanish/English bilingual education classroom. Cici was a first-
year Spanish/English bilingual education teacher in a kindergarten classroom. Raquel 
was in her second-year of teaching in a Spanish/English bilingual education second grade 
classroom. Sonia was teaching for a second year in a fourth grade Spanish/English 
bilingual education classroom. Cici, Raquel, and Sonia taught in the same school district, 
and Mariela taught in a different school district a two-hour drive away. 
Raquel’s school was built in 1952, and served roughly 370 students in Pre-K – 5 
during the time of this study. Based on the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills 
(TAKS) scores her school ranked as Academically Recognized slightly above the district 
ranking of Academically Acceptable. Cici’s school was built in 1954, and served a lower 
number of Pre-K – 5 students. Approximately 290 students were enrolled at her 
Academically Acceptable campus during the time of this study. The school where Sonia 
taught was the newest campus of the three mentioned thus far. It was built in 1972. At the 
time of the study the Academically Acceptable school served slightly over 700 Pre-K – 5 
students. 
According to the Texas Education Agency, in 2007-08, 52.43% of the student 
population in the school district were eligible for free meals and an additional 8.24% 
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were eligible for a program which allowed students to purchase meals at a reduced price 
(Accessed November 4, 2008). Students classified as Hispanic made up 57% of all 
students enrolled and 25% of all enrolled students were classified as Limited English 
Proficient (LEP). During the time of this study 24% of all enrolled students were enrolled 
in Bilingual/ESL Education and only 6% of all enrolled students were in the Gifted and 
Talented Education program. In the same district 38.5% of teachers had five or fewer 
years of experience teaching, 8% taught Bilingual/ESL Education, and 25% were labeled 
Hispanic (Accessed November 4, 2008). 
 As mentioned above, Mariela taught first grade in a different school district. The 
year the school was built is not provided on the school or district web sites. However, it 
appeared to be the newest of all four campuses visited. This school served around 550 K 
– 5 students. The following year the school would only teach K – 4 as the district moved 
to a more complete elementary, middle, intermediate and high school model. According 
to the Texas Education Agency, in 2007-08, the school district in which Mariela taught 
designated 70.3% of the student body as economically disadvantaged (Accessed 
November 4, 2008). Seventy-five percent of the students were labeled Hispanic, 26% 
LEP, and 24% were enrolled in Bilingual/ESL Education. Only 5% of the student body 
was provided opportunities in the Gifted and Talented Education program. Of all teachers 
in the district 46.9% had five or fewer years of experience teaching, 17% taught 
Bilingual/ESL Education, and 24% were labeled Hispanic (Accessed November 4, 2008). 
NOVICE TEACHER EXPERIENCES 
As new teachers, the maestras experienced challenges similar to other novice 
teachers who were not bilingual education teachers. Bergeron (2008) describes the first 
year in the classroom for novice teachers: 
A teacher’s first year in the classroom is usually characterized by its challenges 
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and frustrations. Novice teachers must find their way through a new curriculum, 
establish routines for successful classroom management, adapt to a school’s 
politics, come under the scrutiny of professional evaluation, and yet be 
accountable for his or her students’ success on district and/or state assessments. 
(p. 4) 
Feelings of isolation and doubting one’s professional abilities commonly accompany the 
challenges experienced by new teachers. According to Bergeron, “These challenges are 
often exacerbated in urban classrooms, which typically have fewer resources, larger class 
sizes, less experienced or prepared teachers, and higher dropout rates than those in more 
suburban communities” (pp. 4-5). The following section examines the maestras’ 
induction as novice teachers. 
Narratives of Disavowal 
After her first semester as a teacher Cici, for example, was so stressed as she 
negotiated her new role as a fulltime teacher that she was on the brink of leaving the 
profession altogether. Following my visit to Cici’s kindergarten classroom at the 
beginning of 2008, I wrote the following excerpt in my field notes: 
Cici and I spoke during her planning period about her decreased level of 
confidence regarding her teaching skills. This change in attitude directly impacted 
her sense of self. She shared that she’s relying on “retail therapy” to help her feel 
better about herself. However, shopping often is also sending her into credit debt 
and increasing her levels of stress outside of the work environment. She expresses 
increased levels of self-doubt and a lowered sense of self-esteem. Her classroom 
challenges include establishing a grading process she, her supervisor, and the 
parents are comfortable with. She admits to lacking mentorship in this area…As a 
result, Cici feels bad about the type of teacher and person she is perceived as. 
Doubts about her professional abilities are starting to be internalized. Cici 
expressed a sense of professional loneliness and a lack of support and 
collaboration amongst her peers (Field notes January 2008). 
Cici identified common challenges associated with being a first-year teacher: establishing 
a grading process, feeling a sense of professional loneliness, lacking mentorship and 
support from colleagues, and limited collaboration amongst peers. According to Bergeron 
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(2008), “The literature on novice teachers notes that appropriate mentoring is crucial in 
the individual’s successful transition from student to teacher” (p. 21). These challenges 
led her to doubt her professional abilities. 
I recall the classroom visit described above as a difficult one. We stood in Cici’s 
classroom, and I held her as she cried. Cici’s feelings of self-doubt where visually 
expressed as well. Already sporting an over the shoulder haircut, I was surprised to see 
that Cici’s hair was even shorter, now just at the ear. I commented on her haircut, and she 
responded, “I cut it to have more time to sleep. Now it takes me less time to get ready.” 
She explained that since her shorter haircut took less time to style it allowed her to stay in 
bed longer. Staying in bed longer was her attempt to avoid the upcoming workday. Cici 
also commented that by continuing to look well on the outside, she might not doubt 
herself as much internally. My field notes were extensive that day. I continued my entry: 
 
I try to give her a pep talk sharing my own challenges as a first-year teacher 
almost ten years ago. She tells me she spent the last 5 years preparing for this job 
and that it’s the only thing she knows how to do. She appears to need reassurance 
and some added tools/strategies to help her along. It’s a shame that even though 
she has been assigned a mentor, she is not seeking nor receiving her support. I 
wonder if her principal is even aware of how personally the strife with some of 
the parents is impacting Cici. The visual signs inscribed on her body are apparent 
to me. I wonder if anyone at her school has noticed. (Field notes January 2008) 
Although assigned a mentor teacher to assist her during her first-year of teaching Cici 
does not actively seek her assistance. When I asked her if she met with her mentor 
teacher on a regular basis, Cici responded, “No, I like her, but I feel bad asking her for 
help. I don’t want to bother her; she’s always so busy.” Not wanting to impose on others 
is a cultural practice learned in many Latina/o families. Here her desire to not bother 
others impedes Cici from furthering her teaching abilities. “Novice teachers are also 
reported as being reluctant to share problems with mentors who have the power to make 
evaluation recommendations regarding contract renewal,” writes Bergeron (2008, p. 21). 
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Although Cici began enacting her sobrevivencia when her mother left her side at the age 
of 11, this strength proved itself a detriment when it prevented her from seeking and 
accepting others’ assistance. 
Role of Mentoring in Teacher Induction 
While observing Mariela at her school, I noticed she worked closely with the 
other first-grade Spanish/English bilingual education teacher. I asked if she was her 
mentor teacher, and the following represents our dialogue: 
Mariela: No, no, she's not my mentor. I never really got a mentor. At the 
beginning I did, but then she was taken away from me because she, according to 
her I was a graduate from a university, so I didn't need a mentor 
Linda: The teacher decided that or the principal? 
Mariela: Somebody told her that, I don’t know who it was. I never really found 
out. She just said, “They just told me that you can’t have a mentor ‘cause you’re a 
graduate from a university, so you should know how to do things.” I’m like, “Ok, 
fine.” But this is from a teacher that I had had problems with. She was not being 
nice to me. So I don’t know where that came from, but I just left it at that, 
because, you know, I’d rather not have her as a mentor, if she’s gonna be treating 
me in that way. She had already done a couple of things, and so I was just like, 
“Ok, fine.” I really don’t need a mentor just because I have the support from my 
team. My team leader she is wonderful, “You need help?” She explained 
everything in detail to me, what I need to do, how to do things, and my other co-
workers, they’re also, if I needed help, I just go ask them a question without a 
problem, and there’s Ms. Flores, the other bilingual teacher. I go to her, and she 
would help me out. So I didn’t feel that pressure, like, “Oh, I don’t have any 
support from anyone in this campus. I don’t know what to do.” So that’s why I 
didn’t really have a problem with not having a mentor, because I had different 
mentors: Ms. Flores, Ms. Galih, and Ms. Rhine, or Ms. Norman. I could go to 
them, and it was not a problem. 
Mariela’s experience with her assigned mentor was uncomfortable but luckily short- 
lived. She was told she did not need a mentor because she graduated from a four-year 
university. However, she did find other supporters on her campus. Her team of first-grade 
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teachers was very supportive, especially Ms. Flores, the other first-grade Spanish/English 
bilingual education teacher. 
I asked Mariela to tell me how she and Ms. Flores work together. The following 
transcript from our conversation illustrates that together they stayed on track, submitting 
their lessons online and worked together to prepare for the following week. Mariela 
benefitted greatly from planning her lessons with Ms. Flores every week. She shared how 
she also contributed to their planning and learning process: 
Mariela: Well, we prepare all our lessons that we’re gonna teach. We both teach 
the same thing. We get together every Tuesday and we prepare the lesson for the 
next week, which we have to submit online so that the principal sees it and knows 
what we’re doing. Basically we do day-by-day what we’re gonna do for each day. 
Like on Monday, what we’re doing. What we’re gonna do in Reading, in Phonics, 
in Writing, in Science, Math, in ESL. What it is that we’re gonna be teaching for 
each subject area, which page numbers of books. So we know exactly what we’re 
doing that day. She’s been helping a lot, giving me copies of papers of Math 
worksheets, or everything related to Social Studies and Science, things like that. 
We help each other in a way that I know a little bit more about technology, so I 
help her in that area, and she helps me out in her experiences, like what to expect, 
how to do certain things in the classroom. So we balance each other out really 
well. And so we work really well together. 
Linda: And how did that relationship start with the two of you? 
Mariela: Well, I think, like from the beginning when I first went to go see my 
classroom, like before school started, a teacher was kinda touring me around the 
campus, and we went to her classroom, and she was in there fixing her room up, 
and I saw her then, and I could from the start, I can tell she has a great 
personality, and I think it’s more, it all came from her just because I’m more 
quiet. I don’t really initiate things, and she’s the opposite. She’s like, “Come on!” 
and “Let’s go. Let’s do something!” And so she gave me that, the, I was 
comfortable being around her like really quickly. Just because she gave me that, 
what is it? The, the co—, the comfortness to be able to speak to her, ask her 
anything, and it was just really relaxing to be around her 
Linda: ¿Confianza? 
Mariela: Yeah, ah-huh. Yeah, I couldn’t get the term in English. 
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Linda: That’s ok, if you wanna say it in Spanish, that’s alright, too. 
Mariela: Oh, ‘cause I was like, “What is that word?” <laughs> Da mucha 
confianza. And so it was easy hanging, talking to her, working things out, and she 
always came to my room. Like after school started, she’d come in and, “What do 
we need to do, Ms.? What do you need to do? What do you have? What do you 
need?” And so it was always her who was always trying to help me out, and make 
sure that everything was good. And so I really appreciate that from her just 
because I know if I had another teacher who didn’t have her personality, I 
probably, it would be more difficult for me to kinda get things going just because 
I don’t really, I never really initiate anything. I’m more like, “Let’s see if she’s 
willing to we’ll cooperate or not, and if she's not, well, ok, I’ll try to figure things 
out.” Like I don’t really, I just don’t have that personality to go, and, “Hey!” 
<claps>, that liveliness <laughs> and all of that. So we’re a very good balance. 
Unlike her assigned mentor teacher, Mariela felt cared for by Ms. Flores, so she very 
much welcomed her enthusiastic help and attitude. According to (Rippon & Martin, 
2006), “Effective mentoring combines the professional—observing, evaluating, and 
advising—and the personal—befriending and counseling” (as cited in Scherff, 2008, p. 
1320). With Ms. Flores, Mariela developed a relationship that extended beyond the 
classroom context. They joined the same gym, and it was common for them to meet up 
after school and workout together. Mariela’s conocimiento of her own abilities as a first-
year teacher allowed her to understand that getting support from other teachers—those 
teaching the same grade level, bilingual education teachers, and teachers with more years 
of professional teaching experience—benefited her greatly in her teaching and overall 
experience in the classroom and school. 
Raquel’s mentor was the reading specialist at her campus and had 20 years of 
teaching experience. I asked Raquel to tell me about their relationship and she shared, 
“She’s very helpful, but I feel I did a very good job my first year, so I think she feels like 
she can let go of me, and I’ll be fine. She feels confident just to leave me, but I mean I 
still need help regardless.” Although Raquel’s first year of teaching was successful, she 
does not take this to mean that she no longer needs assistance. On the contrary, she 
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understands the need to continue to develop and learn and wants her mentor to continue 
providing support. 
Like Mariela described earlier, Sonia also found colleagues who served as 
informal mentors. Her team leader and another Spanish/English bilingual education 
teacher both served in this role. Their mentoring relationship continued into her second 
year of teaching: 
On the plus side I had a really good team leader, and she was kinda like my 
mentor. She has been actually this year, too ‘cause she’s been really helpful in 
[that] she’s been a fourth grade [teacher]. I think this is her fourth year or her third 
year, fourth year I think in fourth grade, so she was really helpful, and she knows 
she'’ learning the ropes too. Like every year she learns something new, so she 
kinda shares a lot of that stuff with me. She’s always spent a lot of time with me 
as far as fourth grade stuff goes. My mentor, she was real good at telling me stuff, 
like, “With paperwork, you can do this,” or she lent me this whole box of Centers 
for Reading that I could use, so she kinda helped me with that stuff. And she was 
more like grade level, so on the plus side I did have her support, and then I had 
another bilingual teacher here. I wasn’t the only one, so she was kinda stressing 
out with me, so it’s always good to not be the only one stressed out. 
Although Sonia experienced challenges with her assigned mentor, she was also able to 
find other colleagues willing to help her. She was thankful for their assistance as she 
recalled a friend who had an even less supportive environment as a novice teacher: 
I remember I had a friend, I don’t know if you met her. She graduated a year 
before me. She was the only bilingual teacher in fourth grade, and she was brand 
new, and she had a lot of the problems that I did, but she was like the only one 
there, so a lot of times she was just told to “deal with it.” So I guess that’s also 
something on the bright side. 
As she contrasted her friend’s experience with her own, Sonia was glad to have her team 
leader and another fourth-grade bilingual education teacher to go to for assistance. Still 
when I asked her to tell me how she dealt with the stresses of her job, she commented: 
I try not to stress out when what the administration and district want is 
realistically outside my realm of capabilities. For example, when they ask me to 
attend a faculty meeting until 4:30pm on Monday and Thursday, grade, plan, put 
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up bulletin boards, or cover them up for tests, analyze data, run copies, get my 
room organized, and be on top of every student, making sure they’re learning 
what they’re supposed to and doing 1-2 hours of homework every night, it’s a 
little hard to accomplish when I’ve also got my family at home waiting for me to 
cook, clean, help with homework, run around after a toddler, etc. I just try to stay 
calm. Do as much as I can, as well as I can, and think positive. Also, venting to 
my colleagues and husband helps from time to time, or screaming into my pillow 
at night. 
Support networks at school and her husband at home sometimes helped Sonia 
decompress from the stresses she experienced at work. At times it was so difficult to 
balance the responsibilities of being a new teacher and maintaining a home life with her 
husband and two young sons that she resorted to screaming into her pillow at night. 
These were her tactics of sobrevivencia. 
Imagined and Lived Experiences of Classroom Maestras 
At times there was a mismatch between how pre-service teachers imagined their 
classroom experiences and how they actually lived them as novice teachers. Sonia’s first-
year teaching experiences suggest this difference: 
Well, the whole thing I can say was a learning experience because I came in 
pretty green. I mean I learned that what you learn at the university is not really 
what you can expect to see when you actually get out here. ‘Cause they give you 
ideal situations in the university, and they put you with really good mentor 
teachers, most of the time. 
Looking back on her teacher preparation program Sonia described it as providing an 
understanding of how to teach in ideal settings. 
She went on to talk about her relationship with her mentor teacher that she was 
assigned to as a student teacher: 
Mine was really good, and those mentor teachers they know their stuff. So I think 
that because they’re so, well, at least mine. They’re so prepared for anything and 
everything that a lot of that he took for granted after a while, so he didn’t think of 
telling me this or that. So anyways I just think that it was a really big learning 
experience. Also because that situation where I was in was a situation where the 
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school had prepared the kids I think pretty well, so that by the time they were in 
fourth grade they were already transitioning. So his class, and one of those years 
he was the only bilingual class. Actually I think both of those years, he was the 
only bilingual class. The second year he was and ESL, no, no, there was also an 
ESL teacher, but she wasn’t bilingual. So he was the only bilingual. So both years 
he did everything in English, and he did use the ESL method, and he did use a lot 
of Spanish support for the couple of students who were not advanced in English, 
but he used mostly English. 
She contrasted what she observed during her teaching internship with her experiences as 
a fulltime teacher. She continued, 
Then I came here, and all my kids spoke Spanish and most of my kids learned in 
Spanish that was their language of instruction, and most of them had been here 
since pre-K, and they were not ready to transition to English. So that was 
something new for me because I had to juggle the English and Spanish. I think 
that was a unique situation last year, and it was kinda crazy because they just 
didn’t, they wouldn’t give us any clear expectations, like the administration and 
my mentor, they’d give us really vague, “You could try this or you could try that, 
or.” But they didn’t tell us, “Ok, let’s look at your situation, and let’s…” What 
could you do? Like, step-by-step ‘cause I had tried so many things, and then when 
I would tell them my suggestions; like, “What if I do this?” Then, “Well, you 
might want to do this instead.” Like they had criticism, or not criticism but they 
had problems with what I wanted to do, but they didn’t tell me what to do. 
Sonia’s narrative expresses important implications for what novice bilingual education 
teachers go through. She was frustrated and perplexed because she did not feel that her 
teacher observations had particularly helped her to know or figure out how to 
successfully teach predominantly Spanish-speaking fourth graders since she had observed 
a teacher who used mostly English in his teaching of transitioning fourth grade students. 
Most of her frustrations as a first-year teacher stemmed from the lack of direction she 
received from her campus administrators and mentor teacher at her new school. She 
conveyed these frustrations as she continued, “So after awhile I just felt like asking, “Ok, 
then you tell me what to do, then. If this isn’t working, and you don’t like that, then tell 
me what to do.” And I kinda never really do that.” Sonia was soft-spoken, so speaking up 
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for what she believed in took coraje. In this case, her coraje was born from the coraje she 
felt over unclear expectations. 
As previously detailed, Cici’s first-year teaching experience was also a challenge. 
She suffers from Lupus, and her condition flared up in December. Even with the help of 
medication, she found it was more difficult for her to get through the school day. When I 
asked her to share with me her routine after school, she said, “I get home from school at 
6[pm], and I’m in bed by 8[pm].” Preparing meals for her five-year-old son was also 
difficult. 
A few months later my field notes continue to note the changes to her appearance: 
The teacher is not wearing any make-up today. I notice because she’s usually 
quite made up. I think back to an earlier comment she made about how looking 
well on the outside, helped her feel better on the inside. So if her wearing make-
up is used as a defense mechanism, what is she saying by not wearing any make-
up? How is she feeling? (Field notes April 2008). 
Anzaldúa (1999) argues, “There are many defense strategies that the self uses to escape 
the agony of inadequacy” (p. 66). I wondered if Cici’s spirits were so low that she no 
longer saw a point in masking her unhappiness with makeup. Cici lacked support and felt 
unsuccessful as a teacher. Given her situation, she began to question her value as a 
person. 
A month later my field notes reflect what Cici described as a positive change in 
her external and internal sense of self: 
The class is outdoors for Recess when I arrive. The teacher is wearing a pretty 
floral dress and noticeable makeup. I comment as we hug hello: How pretty you 
look. Teacher: I decided not to look like a slob anymore. I wonder if this change 
in her outer appearance has to do with her email from yesterday in which she 
shared that she would be able to stay and teach at this same school again next year 
after all. She’ll teach kinder at least a second year, but she’s likely to get moved to 
a different classroom (Field notes May 2008). 
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The school principal had informed Cici a few months earlier that she would need to start 
looking for a job at another school, because the school would only offer one bilingual 
education kindergarten class the following year. This provided additional stress for Cici. 
She dreaded the idea of going back on the job market so soon. Since her colleague who 
teaches the other bilingual education kindergarten class had senior standing at the school, 
Cici was the one asked to go. When that was no longer the case, Cici was happy to be 
allowed to stay on at the same school for her second year of teaching fulltime. Perhaps 
she had also become more appreciative of her job. She went on to tell me how well the 
students did on their formal assessments this year. “They’re all on Instructional Level—
on grade level or above,” she shared proudly. The students’ achievements appeared to 
reignite Cici’s sense of self personally and professionally. 
 In addition to the common barriers experienced by most new teachers the 
maestras also had to cope with issues magnified along the lines of race, ethnicity, 
language, and social class. According to Bergeron (2008), “classroom management issues 
[are] cited in the literature as the primary source of difficulty for novice teachers” (p. 21). 
Unlike many novice teachers reported in the literature, the maestras had the distinct 
disadvantages of spending more time preparing materials, interpreting and translating 
curriculum, spending out-of-pocket for educational supplies culturally relevant to 
dominant Spanish speakers (even though the teachers themselves come from working-
class backgrounds), and being discounted by generalist and/or senior teachers and 
administrators at their respective campuses. These differences are the topic of discussion 
in the following section. 
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION TEACHER EXPERIENCES 
Despite what is known about novice teacher experiences, there are unanswered 
questions regarding the induction of Latina Spanish/English bilingual education teachers 
and the effects of their experiences on their classroom teaching. Moule (2005) writes, 
As the proportion and number of children of color in the nation’s and our state’s 
school districts have increased, so has the need for teachers with multicultural 
awareness and perspectives. For the success of students of color, it is imperative 
that these teachers develop a social justice foundation and perspective while 
enrolled in our teacher education programs and carry this perspective into their 
teaching practices. (p. 24) 
Maestra experiences differ from those of non-bilingual education teachers. The resources 
and preparation needed to successfully teach in culturally, linguistically, and 
economically diverse classrooms as well as the perception of their pedagogical abilities 
by other teachers and administrators are major  areas of concern for the maestras. At the 
top of the list they place the many challenges and need for support that result from 
instructing linguistically diverse students. The maestras are also challenged by their amor 
for students whose academic abilities are ill-perceived by others at their school and in 
society at large. Cultural practices and sensibilities informed by their mestiza 
consciousness, or conciencia, are essential to their compromiso as maestras. 
Cultural Affirmations 
Interactions between the maestras and their students in and out of the classroom 
served as cultural affirmations, which maintained or reignited their desire to remain in the 
classroom. Mariela shared with detail an experience, which validated her compromiso to 
being a maestra: 
It was towards the end of the class. Friday was his [Carlos’] last day of being 
there, and he had been telling me for a long time, “Ms., I’m gonna leave. I’m 
gonna go to a different school where there’s Japanese, Black people, White 
people, all different people.” So he was very excited that he was gonna go to a 
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school where he was gonna be exposed to different ethnicities, and so he was 
excited, so he had been building up that he was leaving, and he knew the exact 
date he was leaving. He was like, “I’m leaving on the 22nd of April. That will be 
my last day of school. We’re moving to a house. We have everything boxed up.” 
So everyday he would come with something different of what he did that night 
before. And [Friday] finally came, and he came all groomed and dressed. He was 
wearing different clothing. You could tell, and then it was toward the end of the 
day, and so we made him a little, it was just like a sheet of paper, and one of my 
students wrote, que “Te vamos a estrañar” (that “We’re going to miss you”), and 
everybody signed it, and wrote a little note to him, so it was like almost like 10 
minutes before class ended. And I don’t know what I was doing. I guess preparing 
for the day to end, and then all [of] the sudden he just comes and hugs me. He 
hugs me so hard. I couldn’t even really see his face, <motions> ‘cause he just had 
his head on my chest. Well, like here on my stomach area <motions>. And he 
wouldn’t let go, so I really couldn’t move. He was holding me so tight. It was 
like, “Wow!” It just took my, I was like, “Wow, this kid really cares,” or, “he 
likes me a lot,” so he just couldn’t let go. He was holding on to me for so long, 
and then I saw that he was cry—no, I didn’t see, somebody told me. He was like, 
“Maestra, ‘sta llorando, Carlos” (“Teacher, Carlos is crying”), and I was just 
like, “Oh, my goodness,” and I was just like, “We’re really gonna miss you, 
Carlos. I know you’re gonna have another, you’re gonna have a wonderful 
teacher, who’s gonna care for you, and you’re gonna get new friends, and you’re 
gonna have such a wonderful time, so do not worry.” He was just hugging, and I 
was like, “Oh, my,” I got so teary eyed <continues teary-eyed>, so then he finally 
let go. It was just so emotional, because he had his head down, and he was like 
<sighs, and acts it out>. He goes and hugs his buddies, he goes and hugs them, so 
I was like, “Well, let’s form a line, <claps> so everybody gets to hug him.” And 
then some of the girls were getting teary-eyed as well, and we’re all, everybody 
was giving him a hug, and he was like, “Man, I’m really gonna miss you!” He 
was really into it. It was just, sincere. He was like, “I’m really gonna miss all of 
you,” and this and that. And I was like, “Wow!” It was just a moment for me, like 
I really, I don’t know; I just didn’t, I guess I never really saw or really, I don’t 
know, not believed, but I never really thought it could, like I could really impact 
him, or like the whole classroom, not just me, but like the whole classroom, could 
impact him, this student. It meant so much for him. It was so much for him, and 
like even at the beginning I remember when I spoke to the mom once, the mom 
had told me he would always come home, and he’d talk about me or say like, “I 
really like Ms.” or this or that, but that was like at the beginning of the year, but I 
remember the mom had told me that once, but I mean some kids are like that. Son 
bien amables. Les gusta (They’re very friendly. They like), they like to talk about 
their teachers, stuff like that. But then when he left, I was like, “Wow!” I was 
totally, I was shocked. It was a moment for me. It opened up my eyes, I was like, 
“This kid does really care. His classmates, he really was gonna miss them.” This 
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classroom was his classroom, and he enjoyed being in it, and that’s when I kind of 
saw, I was like, “Wow!” ‘cause that’s something that sometimes I’m like, I don’t 
know I hope to be making a good impact on these kids. Like I don’t want ‘em to 
leave believing that I’m a mean teacher <laughs> ‘cause sometimes I can, these 
kids drive me crazy, that I get out of control, but I always try to go back and make 
sure, and try to let ‘em know that I still care for them that I’m not that evil teacher 
<laughs> that sometimes comes out or what not, but no, he was like, it was a 
wonderful experience for the whole class, for myself, for him. It was just 
wonderful. 
Mariela spoke so fondly of Carlos and this experience. She was very proud of how her 
class handled Carlos’ good-bye. Mutual amor manifested in this moment represented the 
cariño established early on. She humbly realized this exchange reflected on the kind of 
environment established in her classroom, between the students and her and the students 
with one another. Her definition of the cariño expressed amongst the class aligns with 
Valenzuela’s (1999) notion of authentic caring. Authentic caring centers “students’ 
learning around a moral ethic of caring that nurtures and values relationships” (22) and 
differs from the notion of aesthetic caring Noddings (1984) writes of “whose essence lies 
in an attention to things and ideas” (22). While speaking of Carlos’ classroom 
contributions Mariela expressed both notions of cariño. 
She expanded on Carlos’ qualities including his academic interests. All these were 
fond memories Mariela held of Carlos: 
And then another thing that I really liked about him was that every time that we 
were learning something like more in Science and Social Studies, he would 
always bring something from home related to what we were learning. One time 
we were learning about what was it? Rocks. He brought rocks, ‘cause he collected 
rocks, and he would bring in rocks. Then one time we were learning about insects; 
he brought insect books. Last week we were learning about insects, he brought an 
insect book, and then when we were learning <laughs> about the presidents; he 
brought the Encyclopedias with the presidents. And I didn’t even; I would not 
even tell him. El solito las traia (He would bring them all by himself), but I would 
get other students tambien (also). When we were learning about plants I had like 
Nora brought me a little plant, so we could show it, and then Estela brought in a 
rabano (radish). <laughs> It died, but it was great! 
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Carlos’ class contributions drew Mariela to him and the rest of the class benefited from 
them as well. He modeled going above and beyond in his learning by bringing in 
additional materials from home that connected to what they were learning in class 
without being asked to do so by the teacher. As the academic year came to a close 
Mariela was affirmed in her abilities to positively impact the lives of Latina/o students. 
Learning to do Bilingual Education 
As Cici sought to positively impact the educational experiences of the Latina/o 
children in her pre-kindergarten classroom, she attempted to use Spanish and English in 
ways that made the most sense in their potential to enhance the students’ learning. She 
described the process she went through as she learned to be an effective bilingual 
education teacher. Below is an excerpt from when we spoke about the various language 
management approaches she used in her class: 
In the beginning of the year, I was teaching them half in English and half in 
Spanish. In the morning I would teach in Spanish, and then English in the 
afternoon. I was teaching Math and Science in English. Language Arts and Social 
Studies in Spanish. I was trying to do ESL, but then what happened was I talked 
to my mentor. She told me that that's what she did, so that's what I started doing to 
get them ready for first grade. So then she talked to the Reading Specialist, and 
the Reading Specialist, I guess told her not to do that or something, so then my 
mentor told me that I needed to go back and not teach English Math and Science 
any more but to teach it in Spanish. So then I had to do ESL; I had to somehow fit 
it, ESL, into the schedule ‘cause I couldn’t integrate it in Math and Science. So 
then I had to take away time from the numerical fluency that I do in the morning, 
and then I do ESL. It’s supposed to be a 30-minute block in the morning after 
numerical fluency. I do 30-minute ESL and everything else in Spanish now. 
Unfortunately, Cici’s supervisor did not directly assist in clarifying the confusion about 
how and when to address the languages the students were exposed to and the languages 
they produced. Instead Cici learned about the school’s language maintenance policies 
indirectly through her mentor teacher. At times first-year teachers like Cici do not know 
to ask others about their teaching methods. New teachers might wrongly assume or be led 
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to believe that since they graduated from a teacher education program at a four-year 
university they are supposed to be equipped to do their job well without assistance. This 
negates them the opportunity to identify themselves as lifelong learners and welcome 
assistance from others. 
Cici’s initial pedagogy was influenced by her teaching philosophy, teacher 
education program, and her observations of her mentor teacher’s pedagogical approaches. 
Once her mentor teacher mentioned the school’s pedagogical expectations as related to 
her by the reading specialist, Cici implemented a different pedagogical approach. For 
bilingual education teachers, approaches to language maintenance are critical issues to 
address as a new professional. 
As a second-year teacher Raquel expressed having an improved sense of her 
students’ strengths, interests, and needs as compared to her first year of teaching fulltime. 
However, her relationships with her non-bilingual education colleagues were the ones she 
described as a struggle. She explained, 
They want us to plan together and usually they have all these good things in 
English. These good ideas and worksheets, and they’re like, “Oh, look, this is so 
much fun!” But then they don’t realize I have to go back and translate them, and 
sometimes it’s not possible. So I’d rather teach it in a different way, and they kind 
of feel like I’m just being lazy, or don’t want to do it, or have a negative attitude, 
but it’s just a lot more time that you need to spend, if you’re translating. I think 
that’s probably the most time consuming thing trying to create work in Spanish 
that is just like the one in English. 
Bilingual education teachers like Raquel face a number of curricular challenges. As 
evident from the excerpt above, non-bilingual education teachers do not always 
understand the added time and effort involved in finding, preparing, interpreting or 
translating appropriate curricular materials for bilingual education students. As Raquel 
stated, it is not a lack of interest on the part of the bilingual education teacher to 
implement shared instructional ideas across a grade level team, but the reality is that not 
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translating educational materials to the students’ dominant language alone does not 
automatically make the lesson culturally appropriate. Materials do not necessarily 
translate well, especially when idioms or cultural nuances are involved. Her team’s lack 
of understanding frustrated Raquel. 
Raquel cautioned that teaching in a bilingual education classroom is not a task to 
be taken lightly: 
It’s not as easy as it looks. I’ve heard white teachers say, “Oh, well, it’s easier to 
teach students in Spanish, because Spanish is any easier language.” I just heard 
that last week at a faculty meeting! I was very upset, but I didn’t say anything 
‘cause it was like 20 white teachers and just me. I knew if I had said something, 
they would have all just attacked me ‘cause I mean most of the time when I bring 
that up, even with my team they’re like, “No!” They have this attitude like, “It’s 
easier,” or “Why are you complaining?” Or...like sometimes I wish that I could 
give them a sheet in Spanish, like a worksheet and be like, “Oh, this is very good! 
Here, translate it into English.” 
Raquel was angered by her colleagues’ apparent disregard and ignorance of the 
challenges associated with teaching in bilingual education classrooms. When confronted 
with racist comments that devalued the complexity of teaching in a bilingual setting she 
felt silenced by her white peers. 
Raquel came to know that they discounted her opinions and experiences. In doing 
so, Raquel’s peers also discounted the lived experiences of bilingual education students. 
She described her disappointment in great detail, 
It just kills my spirit! I came into this job with a positive attitude thinking I was 
going to be very successful, but everyone around you is trying to just make 
you…I think their goal is to make you fail at one point. It’s hard ‘cause it hurts 
me ‘cause they’re hurting the kids, and I feel like they’re [the students] part of 
me. They’re my culture. 
Raquel embraced her shared cultural connections with the students in her bilingual 
education classroom. As such she felt deep angst when others belittled and denied them 
opportunities to learn. She continued with dignity, 
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It hurts me. Whenever they do something to them [the students], it hurts me, too, 
‘cause probably the same thing was going on when I was little. I feel…a lot of 
the…I feel a sense of responsibility for these kids. That’s why it stresses me out to 
see it. Sometimes I feel useless in certain aspects, and I’m like, “Well, there’s 
nothing I can do,” and it’s just this feeling that’s really painful. 
As Raquel internalized how her students were mistreated she felt great pain, and it was 
reflected in her tone of voice. 
I asked Raquel to share how she decompresses after these experiences, wondering 
if she has a professional support network. She explains that sometimes crying at home is 
the only way in which she is able to exhale and care for herself: 
A lot of the time I have to go back home and just sit there and think and be like, 
“Tomorrow I have to make this better.” I, it doesn’t, yeah, I’ve cried many times, 
but not at school ‘cause the other teachers are like, “Oh, cry baby!” And I cry 
more out of anger to see how they treat my kids…differently…how they’re not 
fair with them…that hurts. 
The feelings of anger expressed by Raquel kept her motivated to continue teaching. She 
was conscious of and did not shy away from her role in improving the experiences of 
Latina/o students. She had a strong compromiso to teaching in a bilingual education 
classroom. She expanded on the looming critique provided by her peers and the advice 
her mentor teacher shared with her: 
If you quit, then they’re [her peers] like, “Yeah, well, maybe she wasn’t strong 
enough for this.” ‘Cause I…my mentor she’s been teaching for 30 years, so she 
says, “Well, you need to stick to it,” and I’m like, “Well, but some of us can’t do 
it, and it’s not like we’re not strong, or it’s just…it hurts us!” 
Raquel did not want to quit the teaching profession nor did she want to have others think 
of her as weak. As the situation at school became more challenging, she tried to heed her 
mentor’s advice. She reiterated feeling great pain at the injustices Latina/o students face. 
Raquel describes her mentor and differentiates the accomplishments her mentor, a 
veteran teacher, is able to implement compared to herself as a novice teacher: 
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She’s very bossy and pushes people around, and I’m like, “Well, it’s 30 years of 
experience. I’m just starting. You can’t expect me to do that ‘cause they still see 
me as a new teacher. I don’t have that, that high ranking at the school like you 
do.” 
What Raquel describes as “bossy” behavior may actually be her mentor teacher exerting 
her right to stand firm in her beliefs. If she were a white and/or male teacher the same 
attitude would likely be praised and perceived as a sign of independent and strong willed 
character. Raquel does not agree with the limited gender roles depicted in her home; 
however, she is likely to have learned the notion of a “bossy” woman from her home 
environment and U.S. public schools. 
How far back can we trace patriarchal systems in the North and South American 
continents? The work of Anzaldúa (1999) traces these influences prior to 1492. She 
describes the arrival of the Aztecs to what is now present day Mexico City where they 
found an eagle perched on the cactus with a female serpent in its beak, “The symbolic 
sacrifice of the serpent to the “higher” masculine powers indicates that the patriarchal 
order had already vanquished the feminine and matriarchal order in pre-Columbian 
America” (p. 27). As descendants of los Aztecas, present day Chicanas, like Raquel, 
suffer indirectly the eagle’s first pinch. To survive, Raquel and other mestizas must 
wiggle their way loose, grow wings, and soar beyond the eagle’s grasp to remind our 
dormant consciousness of our entrusted freedom. 
Given all the challenges and critique she faced, I asked Raquel if she continued to 
feel invested in the teaching profession with two years of experience teaching fulltime. 
She responded, 
Well, this year things have changed a bit. I think I might take a break and try 
other things. I mean I do like teaching. I just don’t like the way things are done. 
It’s not the students that make me perhaps try something else, but like the whole 
system…especially as a bilingual teacher… At least I want to go to maybe a 
different state and maybe do a bilingual program somewhere else to see if it’s any 
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different. And actually perhaps from there try to go back to graduate school and 
study. I feel like we need to fix, there’s a lot to be fixed in the bilingual programs. 
But I’m considering moving to another state in a couple of years, and I wanna 
teach over there, and like I said see how it is in a different state and then from 
there see what I can do. East Coast probably. 
I appreciate and thanked Raquel for her openness regarding her experiences as a bilingual 
education teacher. Her interest in attending graduate school was born from a desire and 
responsibility to improve bilingual education and thus, improve the educational 
opportunities provided to Latina/o students. 
Overall, Raquel expressed a lack of support for bilingual education teachers at her 
campus, “I don’t feel we get as much support as the regular teachers and last year as a 
first-year teacher, I couldn’t, I really didn’t see that until this year.” Raquel used the 
principal at the school as an example of how bilingual education students at her campus 
were treated differently than the mainstream students. She specified, “For example with 
my principal, she doesn’t know any of our bilingual kids’ names. She doesn’t know them 
by name. She can tell you any name in the regular classes, but not our kids.” I asked 
Raquel if she thought the children were also aware of said differences. She added, “Yes. I 
can see that. She rarely visits our classroom to tell you the truth. I mean she’s more in the 
regular classes.” Raquel’s voice remained calm yet stung of disappointment. 
Raquel shared that the bilingual education students are also treated differently at 
her school in regards to field trips. For Raquel, the field trips selected by her general 
education colleagues highlighted the social class differences between students at her 
school and students at affluent schools. She explained, 
I don’t really like the field trips we take in second grade. It’s not up to me; it’s up 
to us as a team. Like I said, my team is not very understanding of the bilingual 
students. I just feel like they’re, “Oh, whatever.” Like we went to, I mean it was a 
good experience, we went to see the Nutcracker, to the ballet, and they enjoyed it. 
I mean they had never been to the ballet, but we only get to see half of it ‘cause 
it’s more expensive, so we only pay for half, and so it’s…I also kind of…I feel 
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humiliating because half, at the recession…is it recession? What’s it called? At 
the intermission, they’re like, “Ok, these school’s can leave.” Only the rich school 
stays for the whole thing. They’re always like, “Oh, we wanted to see the whole 
thing!” Just things like that, and in May we’re going to a butterfly farm ‘cause we 
learn about butterflies—a little wildlife thing—but I wish that we could take them 
to [the university], so they could see the university or to a museum ‘cause they’ve 
never been there. Just things that will be more meaningful to them ‘cause my 
team, they just try to find… Last year we took them to the movies. I mean they do 
go to the movies, or we go to plays, and then they’re in English. And they’re 
worried ‘cause they’re like, “Oh, we don’t understand this!” And my team always 
tries to find field trips that are too expensive. We always have to ask for money 
when there’s plenty of things to do for free, but they’re always like, “Oh, it’s ok.” 
Raquel preferred fieldtrips that held more meaning for the students both in the 
short and long term such as a visit to the local university. A trip to the university campus 
could nurture a familiarity with college for the students. The nonchalant attitude with 
which her colleagues responded to her concerns frustrated Raquel. She understood the 
implications of such actions held negative ramifications for the social and emotional 
wellbeing of her students. Maestras, like Raquel, face escalating responsibilities and 
expectations as they try to increase the understanding of the issues facing bilingual 
education students. 
Raquel became more aware of and frustrated by the limited resources available to 
bilingual education students at her school. For example, a boy in her class, I will call him 
Lalo, struggles with reading and writing and Raquel knows she cannot receive additional 
support for him because she does not teach in a federally mandated testing grade (e.g., 
third grade). This serves as another example of how Raquel’s approaches as a novice 
teacher are affected by what Bergeron (2008) identifies as “externally mediated 
mandates” (p. 12). If and when Lalo enters the third grade, to avoid having him fail the 
state-mandated exam, he’s likely to receive individualized assistance with reading and 
writing. Unfortunately, Lalo desperately needed that support in second grade as well, but 
his academic need went unmet. Moule (2005) writes that teachers who try to implement a 
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social justice perspective find themselves, “Both internally motivated and externally 
pressured to take a stronger advocacy role that produces a work overload” (p. 39). The 
following describes how I learned of Lalo’s textual literacy abilities: 
I approach Lalo and notice that he’s further behind than everyone else in the class 
with this project. Raquel mouths to me in English, “He doesn’t read or write.” She 
crouches down next to him and models, “A ver, vamos a empesar con esta 
palabra—ha-blar. Aquí te la voy a escribir. Ahora, vamos a cambiarle las 
terminaciones de –ar a –as. (Let’s see now, we’re going to begin with this 
word—speak (the Spanish word for speak has two syllables). I’m going to write it 
for you here. Now, we are going to change the endings of the word from –ar to –
as.) Raquel underlines the ending –ar with Lalo’s pencil and writes the ending –
as over it “¿Quieres intentar de escribirla tu?” (Do you want to try to write it?)  
Lalo takes the pencil from her and copies the word hablas in the corresponding 
space. I wonder how frustrating it must feel for Lalo to be left behind while his 
peers continue to advance academically. Raquel asks the rest of the students to 
clean up and move to the carpet. At the carpet they review what they’ve learned. 
Raquel reviews material from earlier in the week, “El lunes aprendimos unas 
silabas. ¿Cual fue la ultima que aprendimos?” (On Monday we learned some 
syllables. What was the last one we learned?) Raquel writes on the board as the 
children review with her: 
cra  cre cri cro cru 
dra dre dri dro dru 
tra tre tri tro tru 
She brings out the Cancionero (book of songs) and turns to a sing-along song, 
Crani y Croni (Crani and Croni). Lalo sits quietly at his desk working on his 
words with his hand in the air. It seems like he’s always allowed to do this instead 
of joining the group. Lalo could really benefit from one-on-one assistance. I look 
over at Raquel and notice she’s already looking at me. I take this as an indication 
to work with Lalo, so I do. I don’t want him to miss out on finishing this activity 
or joining the group at the carpet area. I remember how much I hated being pulled 
out of class in kindergarten and the feeling of not being part of the group. Besides 
helping Lalo finish the terminaciones (word endings), I also review his work. We 
work together to correct the ones done incorrectly. I’m not convinced he is able to 
read what he has in front of him. It seems as if he’s memorized the words, and 
endings and just filled out the handout based on a pattern not necessarily a grasp 
of the intended task. For example he writes hablas (you speak) twice, one time 
under the –as ending column, which he’d done with Raquel’s assistance earlier, 
and a second time under the –ando (–ing) ending column. He erases his work and 
rewrites it himself. Then he draws a picture on the bottom of the page and writes 
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the word platicar (to chat) next to it, so I ask him, “¿Quienes son los del dibujo?” 
“Son dos señores” (“Who are the people in the drawing?” “They are two men), 
he responds quietly. “¿Qué estan haciendo los señores?” (What are the men 
doing?) I probe further. “Estan platicando” (“They are chatting”), he adds. “Estan 
platicando” (“They are chatting”), I repeat. “Muy bien, entonces voy a escribir 
esa oración por ti. ‘Los señores estan platicando.’ Ahora tu lee la con migo.” 
(“Very good. Now, I’m going to write this sentence for you. ‘The men are 
chatting.’ Now, read with me.”) We recite in unison, “Los señores estan 
platicando.” “Muy bien, Lalo,” (“The men are chatting.” “Very good, Lalo.”) I 
encourage, “me gusta mucho tu oración y el dibujo. Ahora ve enseñale a la 
maestra para que vea que ya terminaste.” (“I like your sentence and drawing very 
much. Now go and show them to the teacher so she can see that you’ve 
finished.”) Lalo gets up quickly, pushes his chair in, and shows his completed 
work to Raquel. She also praises him, “¡Qué bonito, Lalo, muy bien! Pon la allá 
en la mesa porfavor, y ven a la alfombra.” (“That’s great, Lalo, very good. Please 
put it there on the table, and come sit on the rug.) She smiles at him and me as he 
quickly finds his spot. Lalo rejoins the class grinning ear-to-ear. (Field notes 
November 2007) 
Although happy to assist Lalo and Raquel in this situation, I am disheartened by the 
reminder of how poorly resourced low-income neighborhood schools remain. Even with 
a number of colleges and universities in the area, Lalo easily falls through the cracks of 
inequity. Later that day Raquel tells me how surprised she was that Lalo finished his 
work today because, “Usually he won’t even try, or it takes him even longer to make an 
attempt.” She goes on to share that today is the first time he actually finished the 
assignment. What a proud moment for Lalo! If only he could receive more individualized 
support. 
Sonia was also aware of the differences with which students at her school were 
treated compared to students at middle-class schools. She had a son who had attended a 
middle-class school in the district, so in the following excerpt she compared the way the 
students were treated. She referred especially to the differences in which their behavior 
was monitored: 
Especially our kids for some reason, especially kids in Title I schools or Hispanic 
students or African American students, they’re really looked at like, “They 
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behave bad! Public school kids, they behave bad!” But it’s like, “They’re kids,” 
and they come from the environment they come from where being rowdy or being 
loud or whatever is acceptable, and then you want them to be completely 
compliant with the middle-class, white form of kids behaving, which is not even 
that because I’ve seen the middle-class white kids at Yorkshire Knoll where my 
son used to go. Those kids are rowdier than our kids! They don’t give them Silent 
Lunch. They don’t. They don’t reprimand them as bad as they reprimand these 
kids. And yet you have them rowdy, you have them talking, you have them 
yelling across the cafeteria, but, I guess, there the teachers understand they’re kids 
so that’s what they’re gonna do. This is their only time for actually free speaking 
to each other, so they’re gonna do it. I think we forget that a lot, especially here. 
We forget that a lot, and a lot of teachers get really upset at kids for not 
complying. I think you need to be more realistic with the kids. 
At first Sonia made mention of a middle-class norm of behavior, contrasting that to the 
rowdiness of students at Title I schools, but then she clarified that students in middle-
class schools are actually allowed to be themselves. The rowdiness that comes from being 
a child is not frowned upon the same way that it is in Title I schools were monitoring that 
resembles Foucault’s (1995) social theory of panopticism takes place. The constant 
surveillance and threat of punishment and actual punishment as described by Foucault 
was present in Title I public schools and surprising for me to witness. 
Sonia went on to note that it is simply unfair to expect students to behave well all 
of the time. She spoke of the natural progression and changes in maturity students go 
through during any academic year: 
They are kids, especially at the beginning of the year it’s hard to deal with 
because you go through this whole year with a group of kids, and you don’t really 
realize it, and they don’t really realize it, but they’re maturing so much, and 
they’re growing, and they’re really changing, so by the end of the year you’re 
used to them being able to do this, or being able to talk about that. You’re used to 
these mature kids, so when the next year comes, and you get a fresh group of ex-
third graders, you’re just like, “Why aren’t you behaving? Why aren’t you doing 
what my kids did in May last year?” So it’s kinda easy to forget. 
Sonia provided the above scenario as advice for first-year teachers, but in reality it is 
advice that benefits all teachers. She recommended teachers be realistic about their 
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expectations of themselves and their students. The following exchange expands on 
Sonia’s earlier mention regarding the differences in middle-class schools as compared to 
Title I campuses. She spoke from her lived and professional experiences: 
Sonia: I feel like there is an inherent sense of superiority in white middle-class 
communities, that the students there feel a strength and confidence that our kids 
do not.  I think that our students do not have as much time or resources to do the 
things they want to get done at home. However, many of our parents do try to 
give their children as many educational experiences as they can, and support them 
as much as they can. However, the troubles that come with being a low-income 
family many times affect the students’ ability or willingness to learn. Also, having 
lower resources in the school itself does not help. Most middle-class schools have 
strong, structured curriculums, a lot of support for teachers, good materials, 
furniture, computer teachers, and a strong PTA all ready to help them succeed. 
Sonia noted the differences in resources at the schools. At middle-class schools she 
experienced that parents were able to bring more external resources that contributed to 
the mainstream curriculum provided in U.S. public schools. Many times these differences 
go unaccounted for when thinking about the educational opportunities available for low-
income students. 
Our conversation continued as I asked her to speak more to these differences: 
Linda: You talked about the difference between wanting children to be compliant 
in Title I schools and noticing how children are not held to the same standards in 
middle-class white schools. Why do you think that is? 
Sonia: I have a feeling it’s a lot of because of how the parents are. I think the 
parents at Title I schools are more submissive than parents at middle-class white 
schools. Those parents are really outspoken, and they tell the teachers what they 
want, and they treat the teachers as equals, and here they treat the teachers kinda 
like in México. Like you’re up here <motions>. They put you on a pedestal, 
which is nice in as far as respect goes, but I don’t know. I guess it’s nice to be 
treated nicely and respected like that, but I think that in middle-class schools 
they… maybe they don’t see the teacher; they don’t respect the teacher as much. 
And a lot of that comes because they are educated people and some of our parents 
are not as educated in the sense that they haven’t had as much formal schooling 
even though sometimes I think they have more lo que decimos nosotros, “Tienen, 
son más educados que esas personas que dicen que son muy educados” (what we 
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say, “They have, they’re more educated than those people who say they are very 
educated”), but I think maybe that’s why they’re like, “Oh, well, I know,” they 
think they know more than the teacher or, “My kids should be free spirits,” or 
“They should be allowed to explore, and you shouldn’t be getting after them.” I 
think maybe teachers see that, and they realize that they can’t get away with as 
much. Like here, I mean if you had parents like the way they do over there, 
parents would be over here like that <snaps her fingers>, saying, “Why are you 
getting after my kid?” Or “Why you,” just something as simple as getting after a 
kid in front of everybody else, that’s not acceptable to some people. That’s just 
like, “Why are you singling my child out?” because they’ve done research, or 
they’ve read things. But these parents they haven’t, so they’re used to, “If the 
teacher gets mad at you, then you need to behave.” So I think that because of that 
teachers at our kinda school have got used to being able to do that, or get away 
with it. So that’s why I think that they expect a certain type of student. 
Sonia’s response provided a complex understanding of the inequities experienced in 
today’s public schools—schools that many times become pathological sites for low-
income students and students of color. She differentiates between a formal education and 
the Mexican cultural notion: ser bien educado. Valenzuela (1999) describes how 
Mexican youth learn the term educación as pedagogy of the home: 
It refers to the family’s role of inculcating in children a sense of moral, social, and 
personal responsibility and serves as the foundation for all other learning. Though 
inclusive of formal academic training, educación additionally refers to 
competence in the social worlds, wherein one respects the dignity and 
individuality of others. (p. 23) 
It became more evident that Sonia understood and embraced this cultural definition of 
educación when I asked her to expand: 
Linda: You talked about the parents being, “Son más educados a la mejor than 
compared to white parents who might be more formally educated,” can you 
describe what that means? 
Sonia: I guess what I mean is…it’s hard to explain it. I mean in our culture we see 
the word educados being educated means that we have manners, and that we’re 
polite, and that we’re civil, and…oh, God, maybe that’s the wrong choice of 
words <laughs>. Maybe understanding also that you’re humble. All of those 
things kinda put together. And a lot of parents in those environments, like my 
son’s old school, they’re not very humble, and they think they know more than 
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the teacher or more than the principal, or more than everybody else sometimes. 
They’re not as open-minded, even though they think; maybe I shouldn’t 
generalize, but that type of person that I’m talking about doesn’t think that. They 
think that they’re being open-minded and that somebody else would be closed-
minded. You see, but that’s being closed-minded in it of itself. ‘Cause you have to 
be able to take stuff in and really understand it. And sometimes they don’t want to 
understand it. 
Sonia illustrated the cultural differences in the term educación from a white mainstream 
perspective and a Mexican perspective. Her understanding of educación and the act of 
being bien educado coincides with the literature on Mexican culture that parallels being 
humble and open-minded with educación. 
Cultural Scaffolding 
The maestras’ approaches to teaching Latina/o students involved cultural 
scaffolding. Interested in learning more about Sonia’s understanding of Latina/o culture 
and how it plays out in the classroom, I engaged her further. She shared, 
I think the use of and familiarity with the Spanish language is one of the best 
characteristics that Latino children bring to the classroom.  It helps with a lot of 
concepts in math and science, and makes some of the more difficult vocabulary 
words easy to understand. The Latino culture is also something that all of these 
children can identify with: birthday parties, holiday celebrations, interactions 
between friends and parents, are all similar in the lives of the students. These prior 
experiences lend themselves to classroom material. Also, something I’ve noticed 
about students whose parents are new immigrants, or are immigrants themselves, 
is that they tend to have a really strong work ethic and sense of purpose. They 
know why they’re here and they don’t want to disappoint their teachers and 
parents. As with many things, a lot of what I know, I learned from experiences 
I’ve had at work. For example, I’ve learned a lot about students’ learning of 
reading and writing in English. I’ve also mixed my experiences as a new teacher 
with those from my own childhood, and made observations that I think help me in 
teaching my students. 
Sonia’s understanding of Latina/o culture was not only apparent in her reflections noting 
“a really strong work ethic and sense of purpose.” I was also able to observe her cultural 
practices in the classroom. The following excerpts from my field notes describe how 
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culture scaffolding unfolded and was supported in the classroom. Both take place during 
a Social Studies lesson: 
A student reads from the Social Studies text and pauses before the pronunciation 
of San Salvador. 
Sonia smiles: Don’t get that wrong. Especially Emilio is saying, “Don’t get that 
wrong; that’s San Salvador.” “Cause he’s from El Salvador. 
Emilio smiles proudly. The teacher ties his cultural background in nicely to the 
topic at hand. Then the class gets into a discussion about Tenochtitlan and Mexico 
City. The teacher explains that first the city was called Tenochtitlan by the native 
people, but now it’s called Mexico City and is the largest city in the world. Robert 
comments on how the Mexicanos in the class should know the pronunciation of 
Tenochtitlan. In doing so he positions himself as a non-Mexicano with this 
statement. Sonia smiles at Robert and asks him if his family isn’t also Mexicano, 
and if so, then shouldn’t he also know the pronunciation. 
Robert: I’m Mexican, too, look at my hand. 
Robert shows his hand to the teacher and class with an open palm. It reminds me 
of growing up when my dad would tell us we were mexicano because of the M on 
our hands, and how he was more mexicano because his M was more clearly 
defined. Sonia avoids shaming Robert or having the other Mexicano students in 
the class feel shamed (Field notes April 2008). 
The M on Robert’s palm embodied a socially shared symbol, culturally and historically 
situated (Salomon & Perkins, 1998) with which Robert expressed his understanding of 
being Mexican. Sonia provided culturally relevant teaching by taking a moment to raise 
Robert’s consciousness without having him feel bad. She used cultural scaffolding to 
address the issue instead of letting his comment slide. In the process she affirmed 
Robert’s cultural pride in being mexicano. Sonia did what Wortham and Contreras (2002) 
depict as helping Robert “resist the devaluation of [his] language and culture that too 
often occurs in mainstream U.S. society” (p. 142). 
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This next excerpt highlights the sensitive topic of immigration. In Sonia’s class it 
appears no topic is too sensitive. The classroom environment established allows for 
students to share openly about their families’ experiences: 
The class has been reading from their Social Studies text and begins a discussion 
on immigration and what it’s like to be an immigrant in this country or to visit 
other countries. For example, Emilio shares that his older brother traveled by bus 
and hid in a car from the police [border patrol] to get to the U.S. from El 
Salvador. Sonia appreciates their sharing of personal stories and says it is 
important to do so, especially on this very good topic. After a few more comments 
she asks them to continue with the next topic of the text.  
I recall feeling pleased at how safe the students felt to share these stories, how much 
confianza and respeto is fostered in their classroom community resembling the extension 
of a Latina home. I wonder if the maestras like Sonia even realize the special situations 
they carve out for their students in this era of No Child Left Behind. There does not 
appear to be anyone who values or validates their caring approach to the whole child. 
In this last scenario Sonia asks the students to make predictions on what they will 
learn next based on what they have learned so far and the pictures included in the text: 
Lupita refers to the indigenous people depicted as Apaches. Sonia asks her if she 
calls them Apaches because of the lotería (A bingo-type game with pictures 
instead of numbers). 
Lupita: Yes. 
Sonia takes this opportunity to explain that some native people are Apaches 
because that is the name of one tribe but that we shouldn’t refer to them all that 
way. She provides Native American as the term for the whole group and translates 
it as Indios in Spanish. 
Sonia’s cultural knowledge of playing lotería herself and knowing that her students do, 
too, makes this interaction and point of clarification possible. It provides yet another 
example of cultural scaffolding where the students benefit from their maestras’ shared 
cultural understanding of lotería. In the form of an instructional tool and information 
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source, lotería serves as a cultural artifact (Salomon & Perkins, 1998) in Sonia’s 
classroom. 
 The maestras’ early teaching experiences include a number of challenges, 
setbacks, and triumphs. Their beliefs, values, and approaches to teaching were 
articulated, enacted, and contradicted through what Wortham and Contreras (2002) 
identify as an approach that “built a Latino community and developed students’ pride in 
being Latino” (p. 141). Having experienced so much in their first and second year of 
teaching, I asked them to share any advice they have for new maestras. Their comments 
are captured in the following section. 
CONSEJOS FOR FIRST-YEAR MAESTRAS 
Cici’s advice for first-year teachers focused on the importance of being 
knowledgeable in the area of bilingual education policy and the advocacy role of 
bilingual education teachers. She shared, “Please teach the new teachers more about how 
to be assertive about bilingual education.” Cici felt ill prepared to address the external 
mandates placed on bilingual education and thus suggested others learn how to be 
socially-conscious advocates so that they could, among other things, have productive 
conversations with administrators regarding bilingual education policies. She admitted, “I 
feel unprepared to have a discussion with an administrator. The administrators are so 
TAKS-driven that they are forcing English on kids who aren’t ready to be transitioned so 
that they do well on the TAKS.” As cited in Bergeron (2008), 
Pardo (2006) suggests that novice teachers need to be taught about policy 
mandates within their teacher preparation programs, so that they will better 
understand the complex contexts of these mandates and can therefore more 
effectively manage the policy environment in which they will teach. The external 
mandates related to this study include bilingual education and state-mandated 
testing. (p. 19) 
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Raquel’s experience being transitioned out of a bilingual education classroom in 
elementary school confirmed Cici’s belief. 
Raquel described the experience of being transitioned out of her bilingual 
education classroom to an English-only classroom in the fourth grade as nothing less than 
shocking: 
I was part of the bilingual program up until the third grade. I was transitioned in 
fourth. It was difficult for me to put one aside and transition to the all-English 
classroom because I still struggled with the language. They just put me into an all-
English class, and I still didn’t feel ready for it. So a lot of the times I wouldn’t 
know how to pronounce things or what some words meant, so the students would 
make fun of me. 
In Raquel’s bilingual education classes taught by Latina teachers, she developed a strong 
academic self-concept and positive “minority” identity. Unfortunately, when transitioned 
into English-monolingual classrooms with Anglo teachers, Raquel’s classmates excluded 
her, “Until I was in the third grade I had all Hispanic teachers. Starting in the fourth grade 
I had all Anglo teachers and English-speaking peers. The kids at school teased me about 
my clothes and my accent.” She was taunted based on hegemonic rules of class, ethnic, 
and linguistic differences. Macedo (2000) who studies racism at the level of language 
refers to this language-based racism as impacting both documented and undocumented 
immigrants. He states, “[they] materially experience the loss of their dignity, the denial of 
their humanity, and, in many cases, outright violence” (p. 15). In the monolingual-
English classroom Raquel was made to feel less than. She differentiated between her 
bilingual education and English-only experiences, 
When I was in bilingual classes I was very outgoing. I was the one where you’d 
see my hand all the time and going up in front of the class to share something. I 
was the little popular girl in the class. “Oh, she knows everything. Call on her.” 
And then the big shift to fourth grade where I stopped raising my hand because 
[my classmates] would make fun of me, and I just didn’t feel comfortable with the 
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language, so it all went down hill from there. I started being very quiet and 
wouldn’t participate as much. I mean, I still did my work, but it was different. 
Raquel’s academic self-concept was fostered in her bilingual education classes. 
Unfortunately, the transition to an English-only classroom in the fourth grade negatively 
impacted her sense of worth and perceived abilities. Unlike the Mexican dicho, “Quien 
habla dos lenguas vale por dos,” in U.S. public schools, Raquel learned that only those 
who speak English get ahead, even at the expense of your first language and sense of self. 
The ridicule Raquel suffered by her peers’ jeering is characteristic of the widespread 
linguistic racism in the U.S., especially expressed against speakers of Spanish. 
As an advocate of a maintenance bilingual education approach, in which the home 
language is preserved in the school setting for its value and to help children lead truly 
bilingual lives, Cici wanted preparation on how to engage opponents or undecided parties 
in convincing conversations regarding the value of bilingual education. She added, “I 
would have liked to have learned and discussed more about how to convince people 
[about the worth] of bilingual education.” Unfortunately, Cici did not have a bilingual 
education network of professionals at her campus to help her develop this personal and 
professional interest. Instead she was limited to teaching in a school district that 
promoted a transitional bilingual education program. 
Mariela highlighted the importance of noting the cultural, ethnic, and linguistic 
difference between Latina/o and white students. She described that she feels most 
comfortable when she is able to bring in her sense of self and cultural background into 
the classroom setting. This is something she is able to do with Latina/o students and 
hopes other teachers are able to learn from: 
Mariela: I feel very comfortable with my kids, I feel like sometimes I can talk to 
them more in a laid back setting. I can just talk to them about just anything like, 
“What did you do this weekend?” “We did this,” It’s just more of a comfortable 
sett—being with them it’s more of a comfortable environment for me and for 
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them. I can pretty much ask them anything or joke about something, and you 
know they’re gonna laugh, or they tell me something, and I’ll understand them. If 
I were to be in a white monolingual classroom, I couldn’t do that. I would feel as 
a stranger to them. How would I be able to connect to them or interact, or really 
feel a part of them? 
Teachers who teach students that differ from them must reflect on and consider how to tie 
in these differences in the classroom so the whole student is engaged in learning and 
develops a strong sense of self. Mariela expanded on how she connected culture in the 
classroom. Her implicit pedagogical approaches with Latina/o students serve as 
opportunities to learn for other teachers: 
Mariela: When I’m giving examples in the classroom, all the examples I give are 
from examples that are related to the Hispanic culture. It’s not related to the white 
culture. If I were teaching in a white classroom where there’s white students, I 
wouldn’t be able to tell them experiences of what I did this weekend, if I know 
they’re not exposed to it. They wouldn’t understand it. 
Linda: Like your dad’s birthday and the tres leches (literally three milks cake—a 
delicious cake traditionally made with whole milk, condensed milk and 
evaporated milk) cake? 
Mariela: Yeah, they wouldn’t understand that. They’d be like, “Oh, ok, it’s a 
cake.” No, my kids were like, “¡Mmm, me encanta el de tres leche!” (“Mmm, I 
love the tres leches one!”) It’s different. Their reaction is always gonna be 
different, and so, those are the moments where you know that’s why you’re in that 
classroom. For those particular moments you know ‘cause you’re able to connect 
through those experiences that you and the children have. Both of you have those 
same experiences, and that they will laugh at it. They will understand 
immediately. 
As Mariela sought to validate the students in her classroom they also validated her. The 
fact that they could easily relate to one another, understand each other’s experiences, 
even jokes, made teaching more rewarding for Mariela. In her teaching, she acted on the 
perception that they share a common heritage (e.g., racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic). 
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As Sonia reflected on the advice she wanted to provide, she drew from the advice 
other professional gave her, including her mentor teacher from when she was completing 
her teacher preparation program. She said, 
Sonia: The one I shadowed in school he told me, “Find somebody and cling on to 
them. Find somebody you feel comfortable with,” and I’m so glad I actually 
found that person, ‘cause I know that it’s not easy to find all the time. I’m so 
lucky to have found that person. She’s just so open to everything, anything and 
everything. I’m not afraid to ask her, ‘cause she’s been like that for two years 
now. She’s also said that I’m there for her also, so it’s a mutual thing, and I try to 
do that, ‘cause I know that she’s helped me so much, so I try to do that. So yeah, 
cling to somebody. Find somebody who can teach you the ropes, who won’t be 
critical about anything, who can understand. It’s easy for veteran teachers to be 
like, “Oh, you don’t know this?” But find somebody and ask anything and 
everything. Not to be afraid to ask any questions what so ever. 
She spoke from experience when she emphasized the importance of looking and 
accepting help from others. She recalled her first-year experiences and said, 
Because I know that there’s a lot of things that I didn’t ask for, or that I said, “No, 
it’s ok.” Our counselor last year she offered to help me put up my room at the 
beginning of the year last year. She was like, “Well, if you need help, let me 
know.” And “Do you need help?” Or she’d come into my room, and be like, “Ok, 
what can I do?” And I asked her for a little thing, or I said, “No, it’s ok, I got it,” 
‘cause I didn’t want to bother her. I didn’t want to bother her, but later on I was 
like, “I should’ve asked her!” Or I should’ve said, “Yes,” ‘cause there’s so much 
to do. There’s so much to do, and not to worry about bothering people. If people 
ask you if you need something, it’s ‘cause they really wanna do it. They really 
wouldn’t mind helping you, so take help whenever it’s offered. Ask for help 
whenever you need it, no matter what, how little or how big the problem is. 
Somebody can always give you some advice. 
Like Cici, Sonia also did not ask her help her first year of teaching. She was used to being 
self-sufficient and did not want to bother others. However, she came to learn that it was 
necessary to accept help from others to improve your professional skills and teaching 
abilities. She went on to clarify and prioritize the objectives of first year teachers: 
Remember that really the objective the first year is to survive, and my mentor told 
me that. My mentor from here. That was one really helpful thing that she told me 
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was, “You just want to keep your head above water this year. Don’t worry about, 
did all my kids pass or this or that.” Even though it gets hard throughout the year 
when people put, when they make it sound like you have all this pressure on you. 
It gets hard to remember that you’re a first-year teacher, and all you wanna do is 
survive. You just wanna make it through the year alive and, and not to have so 
much that you don’t have…set high expectations of yourself, but don’t stress 
yourself out if you don’t to do everything you wanna do, ‘cause the second year is 
gonna be so different. The second year was so different. People had always told 
me that, but I didn’t know exactly how big of a difference it would be, ‘cause you 
go through all…you don’t really realize everything that you go through your first 
year, and the second year you kinda see it again, and you’re like, “Wait a minute, 
I know how to do this.” <laughs> Or “I know how to do that.” And it seems so 
much easier, so definitely that. 
Sonia provided advice all teachers can benefit from such as the need for teachers to focus 
on their organization skills: 
Try to stay organized. <laughs> Just try ‘cause I don’t think people are able to 
their first year. You might be able to, if people help you, but try to stay organized, 
‘cause I had to cleanup last year, and it was a mess. <laughs> At the end of the 
year, it was just a mess. 
Sonia also stated the need to minimize stress levels for first-year teachers. Staying 
organized went hand-in-hand with minimizing stress. She explained, 
Don’t let yourself get too stressed out. In the end they have to remember, it is a 
job where you want to do…I mean it is a calling. Teaching is a calling, but 
sometimes you just have to think about it as just a job. If I’m not able to save the 
world today, it’s not a big huge deal, ‘cause sometimes things just don’t go your 
way or a lot of things are piling up, but it’s just like anything. The works always 
gonna be there. It’ll be there today. It’ll be there tomorrow. Don’t feel it’s the end 
of the world. I think it gets hard to remember that because of the pressure from all 
over the place: administrators, they get pressure from their higher ups, and I 
honestly think that some people are just hired to put pressure on other people. 
That’s your job. You have to go and pressure people into doing more, and to like 
achieving this or achieving the impossible, and so they put the stress on our 
administrators, and our administrators then put the pressure on us. Even when 
they don’t want to, so just don’t stress out no matter what. We have to be realistic, 
and realize that we’re working in a Title I school where a school like mine at 
least, you have to realize that we’re working with low resources and the type of 
students who have not had as much parent involvement as far as their schooling 
goes. Some of their parents help them, but a lot of times the parents are like, 
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“Well, I don’t know. Mi’jo, (my little son) I don’t know English,” or “I can’t do 
this,” or “I didn’t go to school, so you gotta do it by yourself.” So we have to be 
realistic about what to expect from our kids and what to expect from ourselves 
just because certain people are telling you, “You should be able to do this. You 
should be able to do this, do that,” doesn’t mean that your situation is the same as 
everybody’s. That’s the main thing to remember. That's why I felt like quitting a 
couple of times last year. And my team leader, I think she was the reason I didn’t 
quit so many times, ‘cause she kinda told me that, “No, don’t worry,” and 
especially ‘cause I was pregnant last year, so it was real hard, especially when I 
got really emotional. I was like, “That's it! I'm leaving! I’m never teaching again! 
I don’t know if I'm finishing up the year!” I stuck it out. I survived, and that was 
my goal. I mean that should’ve been my goal. <laughs> That’s what I was able to 
do, so. Then the custodian also told me. She’s like, “You’re a first-year teacher, 
don’t worry about it. Anything that you do wrong, you can just say, “I’m a first-
year teacher.” That’s your excuse.” She’s like, “In about two years, maybe they’ll 
be able to start really asking stuff of you, and expecting all these things from you, 
but right now you’re just learning. Don’t worry about it.” Sometimes she kinda 
helped me, too, telling me that. 
Advice from colleagues like the school janitor and her mentor teachers helped Sonia 
survive her first-year of fulltime teaching.  
I asked Sonia to tell me more about how she saw herself as a lifelong learner. She 
responded, 
I see teachers who have been teaching for 20+ years including my mentor teacher 
from when I was in school, and I stood there learning every single day. They do 
things differently, and it’s weird to me how. I ask myself, “How? I wonder how 
they did this? How they taught this concept 15 years ago or 10 years ago, and why 
they changed it?” ‘Cause that’s the thing, you learn new things everyday, and as 
good as I think the ways that I teach things now, some of the things like the Ba—
Da—Boom! I really like that, but I’m sure that someday, maybe soon, probably 
soon the way things change, I’ll learn a better way to get the kids to write a good 
ending, and I’ll probably want to use that. So just seeing those veteran teachers, 
the way that they’re changing their style of teaching, and the way that they adapt, 
and the way that they accept new ideas, because none of the veteran teachers that 
I’ve ever talked to have been dismissive about anything that I’ve ever said, or any 
of the things the other teachers ever said, even though I feel…sometimes I feel 
like, “What do I have to offer you with your years of experience, and the many 
things you’ve seen.” But they still say, “Hey, that’s a good idea. I may want to try 
that.” So that’s encouraging, and that helps me be more open-minded also, and 
see that there’s a lot of different ways to do stuff, and that you might wanna try 
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things, and maybe if the kids that you have now, they have a certain dynamic, 
maybe the kids you have next year will have a different dynamic or come with 
different experiences that lend itself to a different way than you’ve seen it. … 
Seeing the learning going on no matter how many years people have been 
teaching or how many years people have been doing things kinda reminds me 
every single day that everything is a learning experience. 
Sonia was encouraged by the veteran teachers to see herself as a lifelong learner. They 
modeled not only their willingness but also their eagerness to learn new teaching 
techniques for the sake of their students, as well as being open to advice from other 
colleagues. 
In her comments, Raquel began with the importance of professional persistence 
and retention for first-year teachers. She advised,  
Well, not to give up. I mean when I started working, I thought it wouldn’t be as 
difficult and that I’d be done at 3:30[pm], and I could just relax. But it’s actually 
at least a 12-hour job, and you work on the weekends, and you never get stuff 
done. So just go into teaching knowing that you’re never going to be done, not 
expecting to feel like, “Oh, I’m done,” because there’s always something to do. 
Raquel’s advice about the expectations teachers internalize regarding their teaching job 
was practical and personal. “It’s hard to balance it,” she admitted: 
I don’t feel like I’ve balanced it at all. This year I’ve been trying to; I leave at 
4:30[pm] whether I’m finished or not simply because I started getting sick ‘cause 
it was too much stress for me. I wasn’t sleeping well. I would still come home and 
do work while watching TV. There was never a time where I could just sit and 
relax. So I’m trying to just do whatever I can, and if I’m not done, well, I’m not 
done basically. 
Raquel suffered migraines and digestive issues throughout the year. Not until late spring 
semester did she seek medical attention. As she reflected on the differences between her 
first and second year of teaching she added, “As a first-year teacher you’re learning the 
curriculum and everything, but as you teach it once you…like this year I just look at the 
lesson for that day, and I’m like, “Oh yeah, I remember that,” so it’s easier to teach it. 
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Raquel advised that returning teachers apply their knowledge from their first year of 
teaching to ease their teaching stress in subsequent years, 
So apply that, what you already know, so that you don’t spend that much time 
working on the same lesson and be…obviously I wasn’t that organized my first 
year. I feel like I had so many things to do that I didn’t take the time to, “Oh, file 
this, file that.” So be more organized, so you can just pull something, and have it 
ready. Keep record of where everything is ‘cause it might be useful the next year. 
Like Sonia, Raquel also strove to be organized. She sought to maintain complete files of 
her curricular materials but admitted it was a challenge given the day-to-day pressures of 
the job. 
I asked Raquel to speak about teaching styles. She shared strategies she believed 
were more effective for working with Latina/o students: 
I’m known in my school as a strict teacher. <laughs> I’m famous for that. I think 
that discipline, being consistent with your rules and everything, helps a lot ‘cause 
like this year, I discovered that if there’s discipline problems, you can’t teach. I 
think that’s like what’s helped me a lot. Last year that’s what helped me a lot and 
also being consistent with routines. At this age, the students need routines so that 
they…later on when they get older they don’t need them as much. It makes them 
more responsible for their own actions. 
Raquel identifies consistency and routines as helping her become a more effective 
classroom teacher of Latina/o students. Part of her success with Latina/o students 
includes what I characterize as culturally familiar notions of amor y cariño: 
Even with consequences, like if you don’t do something you’re going to, there’s a 
consequence for it. Other teachers are like, “Oh, but poor thing.” And the kids are 
smart enough to figure it out. My team makes fun of me. They're like, “Oh, you’re 
such a dictator,” but it helps ‘cause sometimes the kids don’t have that at home. 
They need to learn it somewhere, and like I said, if you don’t have discipline, you 
can’t teach. This year I’ve been struggling with that. It’s been my main struggle 
‘cause no matter how like, “Well, I’m known as the strict teacher, and I can’t 
control them,” so I know that it goes back to other teachers, and it’s been a 
struggle ‘cause I’ve been blaming myself all this time. Now I’m trying to let go 
‘cause I know it’s not all me. 
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Raquel seemed to internalize the blame for what did not go according to plan in the 
classroom and this weighed heavily on her sense of self. 
Towards the end of the school year she tried not to carry the blame for all the 
classroom challenges. Many times these challenges were representative of larger school, 
district, and societal inequities. Raquel’s approach to teaching Latina/o students included 
amor y cariño accompanied with respeto. By respecting the students, Raquel embodied 
the cultural notion of respeto Mexican families employ in their reverence of teachers and 
other adults in positions of authority, especially those who are given the responsibility of 
caring for the well-being of their children. As such, the students reciprocated respect.  
Chicana education scholars like Valenzuela (1999) and Valdés (1996) highlight 
the cultural value of respeto in their work with Mexican youth and families. “Respeto in 
its broadest sense is a set of attitudes toward individuals and/or the roles that they 
occupy” (p. 130). In this study, the maestras embodied the cultural value of respeto by 
demonstrating personal regard for the overall well-being of the students. The students 
demonstrated personal regard for their maestras as individuals who cared for them and 
were thus deserving of their respect. 
When describing the differences in teaching Latina/o students as compared to 
other children, Raquel highlighted the cultural notion of respeto: 
Latino kids overall are more respectful, and with their teachers at home they’re 
taught that they need to listen to the teacher, respect them, and they do that. I 
mean most of them do, and I feel that in regular classrooms it’s different, that 
parents are like, “A, no te dejes” (“Oh, do not be” as in ‘do not be taken 
advantage of’). So sometimes they tend to, that's why they misbehave ‘cause 
they’re like, “My dad told me to do this,” and I think they [Latino students] 
appreciate more what they’re learning, and I think most of it has been shaped by 
the fact that I'm Latino myself. 
Raquel perceived children in mainstream classrooms as not respecting the teacher to the 
same extent that Latina/o students in bilingual education classrooms respect teachers. 
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Raquel understands of how to teach Latina/o children is shaped by her strong 
identification with a Latina self. Given the perceived context of “tough love” in her 
classroom as described above, I asked Raquel if she believed her students knew she cared 
for them. Assuredly she responded, 
Yes. They do, and I feel it with the kids that are now in third grade ‘cause I used 
to be like, “Oh, they probably hate me ‘cause they thought I was so mean,” but 
the third grade teacher tells me that they’re always talking about me, and that they 
tell her, “Oh, she was very strict, but deep inside she loved us.” They know, and 
usually I think that when you’re strict with them that’s how you show them you 
care. That’s how they realize, ‘cause like I said sometimes parents just let them do 
whatever they want, and they start to notice a difference. 
Having her former students talk positively of their experiences in her classroom, assured 
Raquel that the students do understand that her “strict” approach comes from a place of 
love. She described how the students in her class reacted when she called their attention 
for misbehaving: 
When I say it, they roll their eyes at me, but I mean I’ve told them, “I know you 
might hate hearing this, but I know you think I’m just scolding you,” and I’m like, 
“I’m doing it ‘cause I care about you, and I want you to learn, and maybe you 
don’t see it now, but when you pass the TAKS in 3rd, 4th, and 5th [grades], you’ll 
be like, “Oh, thank, thank you! Then I know you’ll realize that.” I’m like, “’Cause 
if I didn't care that’s when I would let you do whatever you wanted to.” 
For Raquel, caring for her students included caring for their futures. She thoughtfully 
considered their lives beyond their time in her classroom. Having the students feel 
temporarily uncomfortable by her perceived strict approach was bearable if it meant 
increasing their access to more equitable opportunities down the road. She expanded, 
Well, with the whole being strict, I know that they need that. I mean as a child I 
think that’s what shaped me to become what I am—having discipline and 
everything. So I feel, and I don’t feel bad being strict ‘cause I’m like, “Well, it’s 
not that…’cause if I was a white teacher they would be like, “Oh, she’s mean to 
the Latinos,” but since I’m one of their own, I feel like I can do that. And I know 
that I’m strict, but I also know that their life is going to be more difficult than 
other students’ lives, so I mean, they need to be prepared for that. And if I let go, 
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and let them do whatever they want, and be like, “Oh, it’s fine,” I don’t think 
they’ll be prepared for life like they should. 
Because Raquel lived inequities that she grew to realize were the unjust consequence of 
belonging to an ethnic minority group in the U.S., she understood first hand the barriers 
Latina/o students continue to face throughout their lifespan. Raquel’s awareness of this 
subtractive reality prompted her to try to offer her students the best possible learning 
environment. She defined this environment as one with effective classroom management 
and few behavior issues. 
In this closing excerpt, Raquel outlined the differences in levels of support 
provided to bilingual education teachers of Latina/o students compared to teachers in 
general education classrooms and how these inequities negatively impact the educational 
opportunities available to Latina/o students: 
Latino students, their education…I don’t think is as good as the regular one. I just 
don’t think the teachers are provided with the materials that are necessary. So at 
my school sometimes I feel like they don’t take us into consideration when 
making decisions, like buying stuff for our school. It’s always stuff that’ll only 
benefit regular ed. students…so I just feel like it’s up to the teacher, the bilingual 
teacher to make the most of it with whatever he or she gets. 
By not taking the bilingual education teachers at her campus into account in the 
acquisition of curricular and instructional materials, the school sends a message to 
bilingual education teachers and students that they are not valued as much as the 
mainstream teachers and students. 
The implications of such messages become evident in teachers’ and students’ 
sense of self and teachers’ desire to continue in the profession and students’ interest in 
school. Latina teachers like these maestras must be purposeful in countering deficit 
notions and inequalities if they are to positively impact the Latina/o pre-K—16 
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educational pipeline. However, the struggle for equal schools is not one for Latina/o 
teachers to take on alone. 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter attempted to tease out the interstices of gendered, classed, and 
racialized cultural practices to provide an understanding for how teacher educators, 
school administrators, and professional development facilitators might impact the 
preparation and induction of all students and teachers. These narratives regarding the 
specific experiences of novice maestras can also inform teacher education and teacher 
induction programs. In our diverse society it is essential that all teachers be prepared and 
supported to teach well in challenging situations so they can improve the educational 
opportunities of all children. 
The maestras in this study chose to approach teaching Latina/o students 
differently than other teachers outside of bilingual education might due to differences in 
race, ethnicity, culture, social class, national origin, and language. The experiences of the 
Latina/o students, both economically and culturally, were very similar to those of the 
maestras. Issues of cultural scaffolding came naturally to the maestras and proved a great 
asset to them as well. A personal mission of social change was a fundamental part of the 
maestras’ conciencia con compromiso. The maestras were very committed to their 
students. They worked hard within their classrooms. However, I note that they did not 
associate with local, state, or national bilingual education organizations, which could 
have capitalized on and supported their willingness to take risks. Their risks seem 
personal, and actually are with respect to the personal consequences that sometimes 
come when we act without a wider base of support. The maestras’ risks are essential in 
the struggle for educational justice but have a better chance of bringing about serious 
discussion, if not immediate results, when acted upon in conjunction with local, state, or 
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national support. Associating with bilingual education organizations can also serve to 
remind the maestras that they are part of a legacy of struggle to bring equity and equality 
into the classroom.
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Chapter 6: Implications and Conclusion 
Initially I became interested in this study as a way to understand the experiences 
of Latina/o students in U.S. public schools. Since most of the Pre-K – 4 Latina/o students 
in the state of Texas are enrolled in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms I felt 
it was important to take a step back and understand the preparation of teacher candidates 
who would soon be entrusted with their care. To do so, I journeyed with a group of 
bilingual education pre-service teachers through their early childhood experiences into 
their young adulthood as a way to understand how they became interested in teaching 
Latina/o students in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms. As you read in 
Chapters Three through Five, the maestras trustingly shared experiences from their 
childhood in and out of school, experiences leading to their senior year in college, and for 
a smaller group of them, experiences into their first or second year of fulltime teaching. 
MESTIZA NOTIONS OF LEARNING AND TEACHING 
Since the participants in my study played escuelita with family members, friends, 
and neighbors, in reality their journeys to becoming maestras began in the home. Their 
teacher preparation began as they helped others with homework, served as role models, 
took on part-time jobs, and helped their families negotiate the outside world. Although 
most of them struggled in one way or another with the decision to leave home it proved 
to be an opportunity for continued growth. Many experienced culture shock and a period 
of adjustment as they transitioned away from their families’ watchful eye to attend the 
university. Simultaneously they expressed joy in their newfound freedom as they 
removed themselves from harmful cultural traditions. As they left to attend the university 
they strengthened their sobrevivencia and further developed their conciencia con 
compromiso, sense of wanting to do for others. Their stories reflect the intricacies, 
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adjustments, and disorientations of living at the crossroads of cultures as experienced by 
many Chicana/Latinas in the U.S. González (2001) notes this complexity with her own 
study participants. She writes, “I recognize their diverse and often conflicting ways of 
giving meaning to the world” (p. 14). The maestras lived complicated lives. I argue that 
their complexities and contradictions are at the core of their development of conciencia 
con compromiso. 
In college, they questioned aspects of their cultural background and upbringing. 
As they were exposed to various ethnic labels such as Chicana, Latina, Mexican, 
Mexican American, American, Hispanic, the maestras expressed uncertainty in their 
attempts to reconcile their multiple identities. Not all maestras identified positively with 
their cultural background, but learning more about their heritage by associating with peer 
groups in college (e.g., pre-service teacher cohort, college friends) that were deeply-
rooted in their ethnic background helped them more strongly identify with positive 
aspects of their culture. Learning to embrace their diversity and difference presented 
them with new and empowering perspectives. 
They shared their emotional educational experiences with family, community and 
schools. The maestras’ language learning trajectories also influenced their development 
as maestras. All learned Spanish growing up, most in the home from different family 
members, most commonly parents and grandparents. Some also improved their Spanish 
proficiency through peer groups and relationships with boyfriends. For some, early 
schooling experiences included Spanish/English bilingual education programs while 
others were confined to monolingual English classrooms. They spoke of the role culture, 
language, and family played in the development of their sense of self. 
The participants mentioned the role family networks had on informing their 
development as maestras. They learned to draw strength from their families while at the 
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same time they revolted against harmful family, home, and community belief systems. In 
most homes, gender socialization was informed by an overlap in cultural beliefs and 
religious ideologies. The patriarchal system present in U.S. society caused tensions 
between daughters and fathers, mothers and fathers, daughters and mothers, and sisters 
and brothers. As the maestras tried to counter the gendered oppression experienced at 
home they rebelled against the cultural notion that women be submissive. To draw 
strength from and sobrevivir the mixed cultural blessings inherited from their families, 
the maestras struggled to envision different realities for themselves. 
Through their college experiences, I learned of the impact the teacher education 
program had in shaping their philosophies of teaching and their decision to persist or opt 
out of the teaching profession. Once they began their student teaching some maestras 
were surprised to learn that their Spanish skills were not as strong as they had once 
thought. Even though they grew up able to communicate in Spanish as needed, when they 
were responsible for planning day-to-day lessons and communicating entirely in Spanish 
with their students, challenges arose. As a result of the low status that U.S. society 
imposes on the Spanish language, some maestras grew up with mixed messages 
regarding the personal value of Spanish. As such, they expressed feeling desarmadas con 
su lengua. Maestras who had fewer opportunities growing up to speak Spanish felt self-
conscious of their struggle for Spanish proficiency. Classroom opportunities in their 
teacher education program where they could speak Spanish were welcome but limited. 
On their path of sobrevivencia, the maestras enacted an individual responsibility 
for bringing about change. Most had responsibilities to their families even after leaving 
home to attend college. They were aware of their unspoken role as surrogate parent to 
younger siblings and relatives, so they worked hard to serve as positive role models. 
Establishing support networks in college along shared cultural domains (e.g., language, 
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ethnicity, gender, religion) assisted the maestras on their tensely lived paths of 
sobrevivencia. On these admirable journeys they demonstrated sensibilities of cariño, 
coraje, amor, y esperanza as they expanded their conocimiento. 
Notions of culture, language, familismo, and sobrevivencia are closely linked to 
the maestras’ sense of self. In essence, their life struggles informed their pursuit of 
bilingual education and the education of Latina/o students. Their authentic and vivid 
narratives draw attention to lived tensions that develop uneasy, even anxious feelings, 
build stress, provide motivation, and afford reprieve as they reveal a development of 
conciencia con compromiso. 
Those who went on to teach fulltime shared their first- and second-year teaching 
experiences as well. The maestras embodied their testimonios of sobrevivencia through 
life at home, in schools designed for mainstream youth, through their adjustments to 
college, and the beginning of their professional careers. Like aspiring teachers of color in 
other studies, these maestras, expressed a sense of responsibility to give back. Yet 
different from other teachers of color, they recalled their individual experiences as 
bilingual children and children of immigration and identified such experiences as 
contributing to their desire to teach Latina/o students in Spanish/English bilingual 
classrooms. The maestras’ stories make a call for changes in colleges of education, 
teacher education, and teacher professional development so that their compromiso to 
teach in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms is not jeopardized. Their 
snapshots revealed cherished moments where amor was shared between maestras and 
students. The nuances of shared cultural practices in the classroom informed the 
maestras’ esperanza of what is still possible for Latina/o students in today’s U.S. public 
schools. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 
Teacher Recruitment, Training, Induction, Development, and Retention 
As Valenzuela (1999) writes, “The need for more Latino and bilingual school 
personnel is a major policy issue” (p. 256). Since most of the current Spanish/English 
bilingual education teachers are Latinas, it becomes necessary to understand why Latinas 
decide to become bilingual education teachers and how to best support their 
developmental process of conciencia con compromiso so they persist in bilingual 
education after their teacher training program. Further examination of the complexities of 
the lived experiences of maestras through a Chicana feminist frame is needed to neither 
essentialize their knowledge construction nor portray their lives as dichotomous. 
Examining the cultural resources and narratives of maestras is a requisite for scholars 
interested in understanding the teaching practices involving Latina teachers and those 
interested in reframing multicultural education, bilingual education, and the preparation 
and induction of teachers. 
Additional policy implications from this work call for the design of safe spaces in 
and out of formal classrooms where maestras will be challenged, encouraged, and 
supported to reflect, dialogue and act upon their pedagogies of the home. We must 
provide opportunities for aspiring and practicing teachers to move away from the limited 
notion that how they make sense of themselves and their participation in sociocultural life 
should be reduced to one simple, content-specific definition. In her study of the critical 
consciousness of Chicana/Latina university students, Holling (2006) acknowledges that a 
level of consciousness “is deepened by reading the writings of Chicana scholars who 
provide theoretical lenses by which these students are able to reexamine their lived 
experience” (p. 86). Thus, I call for all bilingual education teacher preparation programs 
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to return to the early designs of bilingual education, which called for a union of language 
and culture in the education of Latina/o students. As Latina/o teacher candidates are told 
they must learn to use culturally relevant approaches, they also need to see themselves 
reflected in their teacher preparation curriculum and feel welcome in their program and 
teacher cohorts. This was not always so for the maestras who participated in my study. 
Maestras need ongoing opportunities to further understand their community’s histories 
and educational strengths, needs, and interests. 
Teacher transformation through a framework of conciencia con compromiso can 
be supported through teacher education courses and professional development trainings 
to explore how cultural practices are mediated in schools and the larger society. Updated 
guidelines to the paired (auto)biographical dialogues (P(A)BDs) are provided as a 
pedagogical tool (See Appendix A) to assist in these efforts. The use of P(A)BDs in a 
teacher education course might look like this. Find someone you can engage with in this 
exercise before you assign it to your class. Share your P(A)BD with your class before 
asking them to do so. Remind them that you are only providing one example, not a strict 
recipe they are to follow. Present each student with a copy of the P(A)BD protocol. Walk 
them through the protocol and guidelines. Answer any questions. Establish pairs within 
the class. Set a deadline by which the pairs must complete their dialogues. Have them 
audio-, and/or videotape themselves during their paired dialogues. Request, as part of the 
assignment, that they copy or transcribe the recording, so each participant has a copy of 
their paired dialogue. As a writing assignment each person is to write the biography of 
her or his partner. You can build in time for or encourage them to member check and 
proof read one another’s work before they submit their final paper. 
I also suggest a performative in-class component. For this piece, give students 
five minutes each to share the autobiography of their partner in front of the class. Allow 
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for creativity during this exercise. Have the students reflect, discuss, and write after the 
performances. Writing prompts can include the following (See Appendix A): What did 
you learn from the dialogue exercise? Were any parts of it challenging? If so, how? What 
have you learned about your partner as you listened to their responses and wrote their 
biography? What have you learned about yourself as you reflected, responded and 
watched them perform your biography? How might this exercise inform your future 
profession? 
This exercise is developed to allow groups to learn more about one another before 
embarking on difficult conversations about difference. For teachers and future teachers I 
especially hope this exercise helps them reflect, engage, discuss, and learn more about 
their beliefs and personal experiences with difference so they can better formulate 
culturally sensitive philosophies, pedagogies, and strategies for affirming diversity at 
every level in schools and in the larger society. 
In my study, the paired (auto)biographical dialogues enhanced the interview data 
since they served as culturally therapeutic sessions where the maestras shared their 
testimonios. For example during their dialogue, Cici revealed to Soar her experiences of 
abuse. Soar respectfully listened and responded warmly with the following:  
Soar: It’s really hard to talk about whatever, I mean, whatever you’re comfortable 
with, I hope. I don’t want to make you uncomfortable in anyway, but thank you 
for sharing. 
Another pair, Mariela and Valentina, spoke of their very distinct upbringings regarding 
the use and value of Spanish within the home. Mariela grew up as a dominant Spanish 
speaker and when she spoke to her parents, it was only is Spanish. The following 
exchange took place when Valentina shared that when she spoke to her parents, they 
always used English: 
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Mariela: So why did your parents not speak to you in Spanish if they, if that was 
what, that was their dominant language, right? 
Valentina: They spoke to us in Spanish, but we were never told that we must 
speak to them in Spanish. So at my, at home now it’s like, whenever I go home 
now, even if I go back to as long as I can remember, they’ll talk in Spanish or 
English, if they have a choice, but us, [my siblings and I] we’ll be like, “Ok, 
mom, we’ll always respond in English.” 
Formal spaces did not exist in their teacher education program for this level of intimacy 
amongst the maestras. Teachers’ philosophies of teaching profoundly influence their 
pedagogical approaches as their cultural practices are articulated, enacted or contradicted 
in their classrooms. Paired dialogues can help novice teachers understand how their 
cultural practices shape their beliefs and values and in turn benefit teacher preparation 
programs and diverse classrooms. 
 The technique of paired dialogues can be used with other teachers, too. This 
exercise would be appropriate as a teacher professional development workshop or during 
other times when school districts allow teachers time for continuing education. 
Potentially, whole districts could adopt this as an enriching learning experience. 
Creating Spaces for Conciencia con Compromiso 
Conciencia con compromiso serves to position the maestras’ life stories within an 
academic frame. Conciencia refers to a coming to critical consciousness of your 
responsibility to self, community, and society. Anzaldúa (1999) refers to this shaping of a 
new conciencia as the mestiza consciousness. Anzaldúa’s (1999) borderlands theory of la 
conciencia de la mestiza (a new mestiza consciousness) emphasizes building bridges 
across gender, racial, ethnic, sexual, linguistic, and socioeconomic class lines. Freire 
(2002) calls this type of consciousness: conscientização. “Conscientização is the 
deepening of the attitude of awareness characteristic of all emergence,” writes Freire (p. 
109). This coming to a critical consciousness represents an awakening (or re-awakening) 
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that takes place when a person realizes that their liberation from oppressive ideologies is 
directly tied to the liberation of others. Delgado Bernal (2001) describes such resistance 
for liberation as the space “in which students are aware of social inequities and are 
motivated by emancipatory interests. The manifestations of transformational resistance 
can take on many forms—individual and subtle to collective and visible” (p. 625). Con 
(with) refers to working in collaboration with others—not existing in isolation. Collective 
self-development includes life-long learning and reflexivity about who you are, your 
mission and goals in life, as well as your relationships with others. Direct encounters with 
others, help you understand the importance pursuing social justice. For example, when 
working with Latina/o students, we must continue the struggle to bring equity and 
equality into their classrooms, schools, districts, and communities. 
Compromiso necessitates a reflection and investigation of responsibility and 
critical care with perseverance for a commitment to the development of long-term 
engagement with self, community, and society as a result of your consciousness. 
Simultaneously, consciousness fuels compromiso as a tool for long-term engagement. 
Conciencia con compromiso describes a process by which individuals understand, 
nurture, and develop their commitment to communities. As such Conciencia con 
compromiso does not provide any simple answers but rather highlights patterns in the 
maestras’ cultural practices, which help them counter hegemonic ideologies for their own 
survival. 
The maestras’ cultural sensibilities, which shape their conciencia con 
compromiso include: conocimiento, coraje, cariño, sobrevivencia, esperanza, y amor 
(See Appendix E). Conocimiento refers to the knowledge gained through direct 
experience and social interaction. Growing up I only understood coraje as anger and 
rage, but I have come to learn of courage as an added meaning for this word. Thus, coraje 
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is defined by courage, anger, and rage that come from experiencing and/or observing 
pain, suffering, and injustice. Cariño includes notions of critical care and authentic care 
with which you nurture relationships and pursue the wellbeing of others. Apparent in the 
overlap of these three strategies are three cultural sensibilities: a) sobrevivencia, which 
goes beyond survival to include resistance and transcendence and informs an individual’s 
responsibility to bring about change; b) esperanza or hope also includes faith and 
optimism of what is possible; and c) amor or love born of forgiveness fuels a pursuit of 
social justice. These mestiza teacher cultural strategies are particularly informative in 
mapping a model for the development of conciencia con compromiso (See Appendix F). 
The maestras’ lived experiences are layered upon familial, cultural, and academic 
experiences to remind them of the need to challenge the status quo, to do for others and 
with others, to pursue and act upon shared dreams. Thus a policy implication of this work 
is to develop safe and challenging formal academic spaces in teacher preparation 
programs and professional development workshops where pre-service and in-service 
teachers can be allowed to share and develop their conciencia con compromiso in 
relationship with others (e.g., peers, students, parents, scholars). Again, a method by 
which this can be attained is through my proposed paired (auto)biographical dialogues. 
Implications for Ethnic Studies, Bilingual and Multicultural Education 
In the introduction to the second edition of the Handbook of Research on 
Multicultural Education, Banks and Banks (2004) describe the major aim of multicultural 
education as follows, “to create equal educational opportunities for students from diverse 
racial, ethnic, social-class, and cultural groups” (p. xi). While the importance of African 
American scholarship and the role of the civil rights movement in bringing about 
educational equity is mentioned frequently, there is only passing acknowledgement of the 
role of other ethnic and racial communities. “Individuals from many other ethnic and 
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racial groups participated in and strongly supported the civil rights movement initiated by 
African Americans,” write Banks and Banks (p. xi). Although I do not seek to discredit 
the critical role of African Americans, I remain disappointed at the lack of attention given 
in this introduction to the role of Latinas/os and other multilingual communities (e.g., 
Asian Americans, Native Americans) in advocating for equal educational opportunities. 
In California, Chinese American parents were key in bringing about bilingual education, 
a struggle, which ultimately resulted in the landmark Supreme Court decision Lau v. 
Nichols (1974). In a later chapter of the Handbook of Research on Multicultural 
Education, the Lau case is recognized, as it “required modifications to instruction to meet 
the needs of English learners,” write Bikle, Billings, and Hakuta (2004, p. 589). 
Advocates for learners of English demanded equal educational programs and inherently 
supported the aims of multicultural education. In the same Part VIII of the handbook, 
Minami and Ovando (2004) write, “In particular, scholarship taken from a 
multicultural/bilingual perspective has had a significant impact on the understanding of 
why immigrant children are not always successful in school settings, and it has 
emphasized how to create a learning environment that is responsive to these children’s 
needs” (p. 567). In their research they recognize the importance of the connection 
between bilingual and multicultural education, especially for learners of English. 
Tejana/o historians recorded the establishment of escuelitas, private, nonsectarian 
schools, as early as the 1890s as “created by Mexican Americans frustrated with the 
public schools at the turn of the century,” writes Blanton (2006, p. 26). The push by 
Mexican Americans for curriculum, classrooms, and schools that incorporate self-respect 
and pride in one’s ethnic and cultural background are longstanding. The Chicana/o 
Generation asks that we “not forget or overlook the human factor of friendship, 
understanding, trust, etc.” (El Plan de Santa Barbara). 
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In today’s transitional bilingual education programs the focus on Latina/o cultural 
sensibilities, which are developed by and reflected through relationships, friendships, 
understanding, trust, cultural integrity philosophies, and history, has been lost. This loss 
is evident in the teacher preparation program in which the maestras in my study 
participated. Although their university campus has a Mexican American Studies program, 
there is no formal connection between that program, the Bilingual Education program, 
and the Teacher Education program. It is not enough to assign one reading focused on the 
experiences of Mexican Americans as a justification for cross listing the course in 
Education and Mexican American Studies. This is a missed opportunity, especially since 
the majority of the pre-service teachers are of Mexican ancestry. 
It seems only natural that faculty, staff, students, and community members 
representing the various stakeholders which in this instance are Mexican American 
Studies, Bilingual Education, and Teacher Education would come together to redesign a 
bilingual education teacher preparation program inclusive of the linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds of the ever growing Latina/o population in Texas. The teacher education 
program would benefit from an increased focus on relationships and cultural awareness. 
The maestras in the teacher preparation program would also benefit from political, social, 
and cultural courses, relationships, gatherings, celebrations, and collaborations with other 
Mexican American students, staff, and faculty at their university campus. 
The vision of Ethnic Studies programs includes promoting social justice. Since 
education is a political endeavor, aspiring teachers can only stand to benefit from 
becoming more knowledgeable about how to counter inequity and injustice particularly 
when those injustices are based on matters of race, indigeneity, culture, ethnicity, gender, 
sexuality, class, and/or nation. More closely aligning Ethnic Studies, such as Chicana/o, 
Mexican American, Latina/o, and/or Raza Studies, with Bilingual, Multicultural, and 
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Teacher Education programs can help aspiring maestras further understand the 
challenges and rewards of teaching in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms. 
As maestras in Texas come to major in bilingual education, I recommend that a minor in 
Mexican American Studies be required as part of their teacher credential program to 
increase their knowledge and understanding as they prepare to teach predominantly U.S.-
Mexican children in Spanish/English bilingual education classrooms. Professionals who 
teach in teacher education programs, especially those in bilingual education teacher 
preparation programs, must also be versed in Ethnic Studies, particularly Mexican 
American, Chicana/o, Latina/o, or Raza Studies to better address issues of recruitment, 
training, induction, development, and retention for aspiring bilingual education teachers. 
In addition, introducing maestras to Anzaldúa’s (1999) work and that of other 
Chicana/Latina feminists can help them understand the crossroads at which they often 
find themselves. Anzaldúa writes, 
And there in front of us is the crossroads and choice: to feel a victim where 
someone else is in control and therefore responsible and to blame (being a victim 
and transferring the blame on culture, mother, father, ex-lover, friend, absolves 
me of responsibility), or to feel strong, and, for the most part, in control. (p. 43) 
The tensions expressed illustrate the contradictions and ruptures associated with border 
crossing between multiple worlds. 
A focus on the experiences of new maestras centers the conversation on how we 
prepare and induct teachers of color to make schools more responsive to “minority” 
identities, diversity and social justice without risking their own cultural integrity. 
Incorporating the narratives of maestras centers the experiences of Latinas so that by 
understanding the experiences of Latina teachers and applying their cultural resources or 
funds of knowledge to teacher education we can help all teachers better support diverse 
students. Chicanas, Latinas, and Mexicanas discover daily the strengths within said 
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tensions. They decide daily how to acknowledge, reject, bridge, and embrace varying 
cultural practices and potential tensions or ruptures layered upon their multiple identities 
in their daily lives and as practitioners. With this study I call on other scholars to include 
Chicana feminist thought and Latina/o Studies which include Chicana/o Studies, Mexican 
American Studies in the preparation of aspiring maestras, teachers of color, and all 
teachers so as to support them on what Anzaldúa (1999) terms their “path of 
knowledge—one of knowing (and of learning) the history of oppression of our raza” (p. 
41). By understanding and questioning the oppressions impacting U.S.-Mexican children, 
families, and communities, future teachers might also learn “a way of balancing, of 
mitigating duality” (p. 41) experienced in their own lives and in an education system 
intended for majority youth. 
The notions of respeto, cariño, y educación the maestras in this study learn at 
home can help others invested in better supporting school-based relationships. Within 
patriarchal or matriarchal home structures respeto for others is maintained. The maestras 
then redefine what living con respeto means for their own survival and bring these 
understandings with them into their teaching experiences. As they come to view the 
children in their classrooms as younger siblings, cousins, or children of their own, they 
understand that they deserve to be taught con respeto—un respeto that is embedded in 
their personal and professional relationships. 
Findings from this study call for teacher education courses and multicultural 
education to be structured differently than they are at present to respond to students’ 
lives. Colleges of education must recognize that students’ lives can serve as a point of 
departure to reach the social, cultural, and academic elements of which I write. Teacher 
education courses must begin with the premise that schooling and the teaching and 
learning process are deeply embedded within social and cultural norms that are most 
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often taken-for-granted as universal practices. Our job as teacher educators is to work 
with teachers to uncover these taken-for-granted assumptions including the persistent 
patterns of inequities in mainstream America, which are perpetuated through the U.S. 
public school system. If we are to improve both fields, bilingual education and 
multicultural education, must be more closely aligned and supported across ethnic and 
racial communities. Thus, we must look to Ethnic Studies programs such as Asian 
American Studies, Mexican American Studies, Native American Studies, and African 
American Studies in a new light, as the possible bridge between the two. 
CONCLUSION 
The maestras’ lived experiences help them link their sociocultural influences to 
their sense of self and inform their perspectives on teaching in Spanish/English bilingual 
education classrooms. The maestras’ narratives written from oral accounts of their lived 
experiences within the contexts of home, family and community shape their beliefs, 
values, and approaches to learning and teaching. Interpretations of the findings discussed 
with a mestiza consciousness approach uncover the strategies a group of university 
undergraduate students employ, as they become maestras and the challenges they face as 
new teachers. Cultural practices and sensibilities are central to the discussion on how the 
maestras transition from pre-service to novice teachers. 
Painful experiences like the ones revealed in this study forced the participants to 
grow up faster than other children their age, developing within them a sense of urgency 
and responsabilidad to others. By joining the bilingual education club on their university 
campus some maestras found a way to integrate their fighting spirit for the benefit of 
Latina/o children. 
Through their shared critique of patriarchy, recognition of the hegemony of 
English, and commitment to serving as a positive role model for others, the maestras’ 
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narratives illustrate a sense of their conciencia de mestiza. So that although some of the 
maestras were raised in home environments where patriarchy served as an oppressive 
mechanism, they resisted this system of oppression by negotiating their relationships with 
their fathers into a source of motivation. Dolores Delgado Bernal (2001) notes that the 
pedagogies Chicanas learn at home serve as tools of resistance and resilience, which help 
navigate their educational obstacles and university experiences. These characteristics, 
although not always positive, serve as cultural resources for Latinas in their successful 
maneuvering between issues of race, capitalism, sexism and patriarchy. Cultural 
sensibilities, which include resistance, resolve, and sobrevivencia become necessary 
when negotiating complex family responsibilities as the maestras’ narratives illustrate. 
One of the most potentially destructive dangers of being raised in schools and 
trained in teacher education programs designed for mainstream youth and pre-service 
teachers is that maestras may still speak and act in ways that unintentionally perpetuate 
deficit approaches to teaching Latina/o students. Ongoing reflection, dialogue and action 
become necessary to help maestras situate themselves in their conciencia con 
compromiso. In my study, I found that the paired (auto)biographical dialogues helped the 
maestras speak of their experiences with difference. 
In summary, the patterns of adaptation and the qualities the maestras posses were 
not fully explored by their teacher preparation program. Their stories serve as personal 
and relevant accounts of the present day lives of Latinas in the U.S. They are full of life, 
emotions, human affections, weaknesses, anxieties, and transcendences. The maestras’ 
cultural roots and their desire to embrace valuable traditions including respeto, cariño y 
educación confirm the social and cultural experiences of Latina/o bilingual education 
students. They form the basis of their journey to becoming maestras. What we do with 
what we know of maestras’ cultural wealth will impact their sense of self and the 
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educational access and success of generations of Latina/o students to come. Educators 
must attend to the whole person in teacher education programs, teacher development 
trainings, and public schools to restore the broken educational pipeline. 
EPILOGUE 
In my interviews of the ten Latina university students who participated in this 
study, I compiled stories of how Latina teacher candidates discern their lived and 
educational experiences. As I listened to the maestras share their accounts as cultural 
brokers, children of immigration, and transnational children, their stories resonated of 
pain, abuse, transculturation, transmigration, isolation, resolve and survival. Their 
narratives have the power to inform and transform discourses in Latina/o education, 
cultural studies, diversity studies, bilingual education and multicultural teacher 
preparation in accounting for the experiences of aspiring teachers of color in general and 
Latina teacher candidates in particular. Findings from this work provide understandings 
to how the teaching practices of Latina teachers relate to race, social class, ethnicity, 
language, and gender to make public schools and teacher education programs more 
responsive to diversity and social justice. My contribution to the scholarly literature 
discusses how educators can support all teachers in all schools on their personal and 
professional journeys. In order to successfully prepare a diverse and dynamic student 
population for the future, it is critical to retain highly qualified teachers. 
Building on this study, my future research seeks to document the struggles and 
transformations of Latina/o youth of immigration. Youth of immigration often survive in 
opposition to English-only policies and historically racist institutions that accommodate 
mainstream youth. I am interested in examining how Latina/o youth of immigration 
(re)formulate their identities, negotiate their upbringing, and tease out their educational 
and community experiences as ethnoracialized, gendered, and classed individuals. With 
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an increase in immigration raids by Immigration, Customs, and Enforcement (ICE) 
officials across the U.S., I am especially interested in the experiences of Latina/o children 
of detainees. The experiences of these youth are yet to be documented. Thus, I seek to 
understand how immigration shapes the national identities of children of detainees and 
how they navigate their educational trajectories after such assaults. As is common where 
hierarchies of difference exist, youth remain especially vulnerable to deception and 
exploitation. Findings from this new line of work can inform what it means to be 
American in the U.S., especially in an anti-immigrant climate where “unauthorized” 
immigrants confront increasing xenophobia, attacks and raids. This future research 
expands my interests in diversity, multiculturalism, and promoting a respect for the 
dignity of all learners. A strong commitment to producing quality research on issues of 
Latina/o education and cultural studies informs my interests in the experiences of 
transcultural, translingual and transnational youth. 
As a result of working in the agricultural fields of the central San Joaquin Valley 
in California, I learned early on that when faced with damaging state and federal 
educational policies informed by social hierarchies of difference and anti-immigrant 
agendas, a strong work ethic alone does not produce equitable results for all children and 
their families. Together and separately my lived experiences inform and shape my 
research agenda. My pursuit of a doctoral degree in education includes participating in 
the production of increased access to quality education and higher education for all 
students, especially Latina/o children and others from historically underrepresented 
communities.
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Appendices 
APPENDIX A: UPDATED PAIRED (AUTO)BIOGRAPHICAL DIALOGUE PROTOCOL 
The following guidelines have been updated to help people learn from the lived 
experiences of their (auto)biographical dialogue partner and themselves. It is also, of 
course, an opportunity for others to learn about your experiences as aspiring teachers. 
1. Who are you? Where are you from (share family background, national origin, etc.)? 
2. What are your earliest memories of language? What languages were spoken at home, 
by whom? What was your first language? Who helped you acquire and maintain your 
language(s) in and out of the home? 
3. What are your earliest memories of being in school? Were you lead to believe you 
were an achiever? If so, how and by whom? 
4. How did you find your way to college? At what age did you know you would attend 
college? Who impacted your decision to attend college, and how? 
5. Share with one another about your experiences in college. How was the transition 
from home to college? How was your college education financed? What forms of 
financial aid did you receive, if any? Share with one another your work experiences 
while going to college, if any. Were you in any clubs in college? If so, share with one 
another about those experiences. 
6. How did you decide to become a teacher? Why did you want to be at teacher? What 
kind of teacher do you want to be (e.g., grade level, bilingual education, special 
education)? What are your personal and professional goals? 
7. What educational issues do you see impacting diverse youth in the U.S.? What will 
help you become an effective teacher of diverse students? 
8. Have you experienced forms of oppression (e.g., sexism, homophobia, racism, 
xenophobia)? If so, share with your partner how you have overcome such challenges. 
 
P(A)BD Reflection Prompt 
Please consider the following: What did you learn from the dialogue exercise? Were any 
parts of it challenging? If so, how? What have you learned about your partner as you 
listened to their responses and wrote their biography? What have you learned about 
yourself as you reflected, responded and watched them perform your biography? How 
might you use this exercise in your future profession? 
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APPENDIX B: ORAL (HER)STORY INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Interview-Questions (IQs) 
Background and General Information 
IQ1: Tell me about yourself. Where are you from (birthplace)? 
IQ2: Tell me about your family. 
IQ3: Describe your childhood days. 
IQ4: Did you ever have to work outside of the home? 
Undergraduate Experiences 
IQ5: How did you become interested in attending college? Why did you decide to attend 
this one in particular? 
IQ6: Tell me about your experiences in college. 
IQ7: How did you become interested in bilingual education? 
Teachers and Teaching 
IQ8: What is your philosophy of teaching? 
IQ9: Do you see yourself reflected in the program curriculum? If so, how? 
IQ10: Tell me about your experiences as an intern this semester. 
IQ11: Tell me about your experiences with your CT? 
IQ12: What have you learned from your CT that you’d like to incorporate into your own 
classroom in the future? 
IQ13: Do your lived experiences inform how you teach? If so, how? How about with 
how you interact with the children/students? 
IQ14: Tell me about your experiences with your UF. 
IQ15: What makes teaching fun or drudgery for you? 
IQ16: What have your students taught you? 
IQ17: What gives you feelings of competence, pride, or failure? 
IQ18: What goals do you have for yourself as a bilingual education teacher? 
IQ19: What grade(s) do you want to teach? 
IQ20: What are your long-term professional goals? How will you pursue such goals? 
IQ21: Is the program helping you achieve your goals? If so, how? 
Questions Regarding Gender 
IQ22: How do you define yourself as a woman? 
IQ23: How will being a woman help you in the classroom? 
IQ24: Did anything in your life ever happen (or not happen) solely because you are a 
woman? 
Wrap-up Questions 
IQ25: What do you want to tell my audience about teaching Latina/o bilingual children? 
IQ29: Is there anything else you’d like to add that we haven’t already covered? Would 
you like to expand on anything we spoke about earlier? 
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APPENDIX C: TEACHER OBSERVATION PROTOCOL8 
Content/Lesson Design 
How teaching strategies are designed; how the lessons are prepared 
1. Uses a variety of material and equipment base on individual student needs. 
2. More than one method of instruction is observed (activities, strategies). 
3. Demonstrates the relevance of learning material by showing how it relates to other 
applications. 
4. Provides practice for students. 
5. Engages students in acquiring knowledge and skill across several traditional content 
areas. 
6. Demonstrates knowledge of content. 
7. Emphasizes the lessons’ goals (goal-directed). 
8. Links lesson to larger context of the subject. 
9. Optimizes academic engagement. 
Teacher Behavior 
How the teacher teaches; how the teacher reacts to the students 
1. Demonstrates and/or expects high expectations in verbal responses and/or written 
work. 
2. Monitors student understanding and re-teaches. 
3. Encourages student effort, focusing on the positive aspects of students’ answers, 
products, and behavior. 
4. Uses formative assessment to give feedback (coaching). 
5. Encourages student engagement. 
6. Communicates interest and caring to students verbally and nonverbally (giving 
undivided attention, maintaining eye contact, smiling, and nodding). 
7. Demonstrates creativeness in instruction. 
8. Demonstrates resourcefulness. 
9. Gives clear definitions and explanations. 
10. Uses a variety of cognitive levels in strategies of questioning and encourages 
students’ questions in context with the lesson/discipline. 
11. Communicates positive regard for students of different groups. 
12. Arouses students’ interest and curiosity in the lesson. 
13. Allows time to think/reflect. 
Classroom Management/Environment 
How the teacher manages the classroom and the classroom environment 
1. Maintains an environment in which students are actively involved. 
2. Manages (corrects/redirects) student behavior as needed. 
3. Manages classroom procedures. 
4. Creates an environment of respect and rapport. 
5. Creates surroundings that are attractive and conducive to efficient and happy work. 
                                                
8 Adapted from Pamela Carter’s “Highly Qualified Teachers”. http://www.pefchattanooga.org. 
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APPENDIX D: ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION PROTOCOL9 
Focus on meaning, feelings, and perceptions of events, relationships, and experiences. 
1. What’s going on? 
a. What do I see going on here? 
2. What is the teacher doing? 
a. How were these activities actually done by the teacher? 
3. What are the students doing? 
a. How were these activities actually done by the students? 
4. What is the teacher trying to accomplish? 
5. What are the students trying to accomplish? 
6. How, exactly, are they attempting this?  
a. What are the processes by which the teacher accomplishes her work? 
b. What are the processes by which the students accomplish their work? 
c. What specific means and/or strategies do they use? 
7. How does the teacher talk about, characterize, and understand what is going on? 
8. How do the students talk about, characterize, and understand what is going on? 
9. What assumptions is the teacher making? 
10. What assumptions are the students making? 
11. What did I learn from these observations (notes)? 
12. Why did I include them? Why did I include this in my field notes? 
13. What is occurring and in what order? 
14. How does the teacher see and experience events? 
15. How do the students see and experience events? 
16. What does the teacher view as important? Why? 
17. What do the students view as important? Why? 
18. How does the teacher describe, classify, analyze, and evaluate their own and others’ 
situations and activities? 
19. How does the teacher understand and make sense of her and the students’ behavior 
and class events? 
                                                
9 Adapted from Emerson, R.M., Fretz, R.I., & Shaw, L.L. (1995). Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes. 
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APPENDIX E: MAESTRA CULTURAL SENSIBILITIES 
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APPENDIX F: CONCIENCIA CON COMPROMISO DEVELOPMENT MODEL 
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